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PREFACE
It is a regrettable fact that few Newfoundlanders have left written
records of their lives. Biographies of our public men are rarer still, so that
succeeding generations grow up with li'ttle real knowledge of the men
who governed Newfoundland in the past, or of the important events in
our history.
Since I retired from active politics in 1965, I have discovered why.
Writing the story of one's life is not as easy a task as one might think. It
means, for most people, starting a new career - becoming a writer - for
which they have had no special training. It requires time, industry,
perseverance and single-minded ness, a combination which few men
possess. In this book much has had to be omitted or given less attention
than would be desirable in a history.
Nevertheless, I hope that my efforts to tell the story of my private life
and my involvement in the public affairs of Newfoundland and Canada
will encourage others to give an account of their experiences.
The second Volume is being prepared. It will deal with my
experiences as a member of the House of Commons at Ottawa, the House
of Assembly in St. John's and as a member of the Cabinet of Prime
Minister Right Honourable John Diefenbaker.
W. J. Browne
St. John's, Newfoundland
October, 1981
ix

Chapter One
Early years in NeH:/uundland
On May 1st of 1886, my father, Liberius Browne, leased a building
lot from the McLea Estate on the East side of Casey Street in the Town of
St. John's and there he built a double house. One half was occupied by
my parents and the other half was rented to two tenants. Eight years later
my father obtained the lease of another lot, fifteen feet wide by sixty feet
long on the opposite side of Casey Street, from Mrs. Mary Casey, the
widow of John Casey who had been Poor Commissioner at one time. My
father built another house there and it was in this house that I was born
Author's parents
on May 3rd, 1897. The street received its name from the Casey family
who owned all the land on the West side of the street.
I still have in my possession the two original leases. In the one from
Mrs. Casey my father was described as Master Mariner. The lease of land
on the McLea Estate was only for fifty years but the one on the Casey
property was for ninety-nine years. Most of the land in that area and in
the central area of St. John's was leased in those days but, under the
Municipal Act of 1921 the freehold right to such land leased afterwards
could be purchased on a twenty year basis, i.e., you paid twenty times the
annual Ground Rent. Our ground rent for the Casey lot was $13.50 a
year.
My parents had come to St. John's from Placentia Bay early in 1886.
My mother, Brigid O'Reilly, had been born in the Town of Placentia in
1861. She went to school to the Sisters ofthe Presentation Order who had
established a Convent in Placentia in 1864. She was a pupil until she was
seventeen years of age, when she went to teach school herself to the
children of Barren Island, about five miles south of Sound Island in
Placentia Bay. My father was a son of Philip Brown, a planter or small
merchant at Sound Island. Father was master of several schooners in
which he sailed around the bays on the South and Southeast coast,
buying fish from the fishermen and selling them goods. His vessels had
romantic names. Four were called THE ROLLING WAVE, THE
LOVELY MARY, THE FLYING ARROW and SAPPHO. Sometimes
he would sail to the French Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon where
goods, especially liquor and tobacco, were very cheap compared to prices
in Newfoundland. Once his crew were arrested and he was forced to sail
to St. John's without them. Sometimes during the spring and early
summer he would be collecting ice off the icebergs and selling it to the
French or American fishermen for preserving bait.
I was called after one of my father's half brothers, William Joseph.
He had several half brothers and half sisters. The one I knew best was my
Aunt Selina Sullivan. She had been the first pupil of the Mercy Convent
Boarding School in St. John's and had, therefore, a good education. My
Quidi Vidi, a fishing settlement near St. John's.
My father's fishing premises are in the centre of the picture.
father told me how she had helped him with his lessons when he was a
boy. He didn't have any formal education but learned what he knew from
Aunt Selina and from a clerk in his father's store named Muldoon. He
learned how to read and write and how to calculate and do figures, but he
didn't have a very extensive number of books at his disposal. As long as I
knew him he had his prayer book and the newspapers and he had his
book of Irish "Come All Ye's" and his Coastal Pilot. He knew most of the
contents of these books by heart. He was quite competent in attending to
his business and making up bills and that sort of thing. He was a clever
man: he could build a boat as well as he could sail one. He must have
spent a good deal of time at the fishery because I can remember him in the
summers of 1909-1911, when he had two traps and a crew down in Quidi
Vidi Village fishing. He was well qualified to look after that operation.
When the regular splitter was absent, he himself would split the fish, a
difficult job which he did very neatly.
My earliest memory is of a visit to Placentia with my mother, when
her mother was dying. I was just over three years of age at the time, and I
can remember seeing my grandmother in her large bed, but I don't recall
many other details about my visit. I do remember meeting some of the
neighbours who looked at me rather curiously, for in Placentia
everybody seemed to know everybody else and I was obviously a
stranger.
Another early recollection is of a visit I made with my mother to see
the Crib at Belvedere Orphanage. In those days this Christmas Crib was a
great attraction for the young children of St. John's. With its star and
straw and large coloured figures and animals, it was very lifelike and I
remember trying to climb over the railing so that I could kiss the Holy
Jesus, but my mother stopped me.
I still see in imagination the little paper covered primer my mother
used to teach me to read. It was what most children had in those days and
it had very short words of three or four letters like "cat" or "dog". Before I
went to school, I had learned the alphabet and how to spell and recognize
these simple words.
My first school was Holy Cross where the Irish Christian Brothers
taught. I was just five years old when my mother brought me there. Billy
Dalton, who lived at the corner of Springdale and Pleasant Streets, was
my best friend. I used to call for him early in the morning before he had
finished his breakfast and I can still remember seeing him and his
brother, Tom, who was much younger, standing at the table eating their
porridge out of a cup. Their mother was Irish, with a rich brogue, and I
suppose it was a custom she had brought out from Ireland. She ran a
good-sized grocery store and was a very nice person. Billy and I were in
the same class all the time that I was at Holy Cross and we sat near each
other.
Holy Cross School was situated on Patrick Street, slightly above
and opposite St. Patrick's Church. It was a two storey building with two
large classrooms on each floor. We studied the four R's, Reading,
Writing, Arithmetic and Religion. Every day after saying the morning
prayers, we would have to stand in line so that the Brother could inspect
us to see if we were properly dressed and washed and that our boots were
shined. You would often see a boy shining his boots, by rubbing them on
his stockings. At that time, we wore short pants and long black stockings.
Our writing was done in copy books which carried mottos like"All is not
gold that glitters", or "A stitch in time saves nine". Some of the boys went
on to study stenography or bookkeeping and became stenographers or
accountants and developed beautiful handwriting, something like the
models we used to try to copy. My writing was never that good but I think
it was better then than it is now.
Our reading was done from the Christian Brothers' readers which
were prepared in Ireland. There were six books, one for each grade, but I
did not go beyond the fourth book at Holy Cross. When I went down to
St. Bonaventure's College at the other end of town, they put me in the
sixth book. School began at nine o'clock with morning prayers; then,
every time the clock struck the hour we would say the Hail Mary. At
noon we would recite the Angelus and at three o'clock the Litany of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. We had a half hour each day for Religious
Instruction and we would learn the Catechism and the Acts of Faith,
Hope and Charity. We had to learn the Catechism off by heart. I was able
to do this well because I had great help from my mother every evening.
Some boys, however, were very slow at learning the Catechism and
although I was only about eight years old, I was one of the boys who were
assigned to teach some older ones their Catechism.
Two of our regular teachers, Brother Murray and Brother Conway,
were will liked although they were very strict. Brother Ryan was very
stern and he used the strap too much in my opinion. He was a big man
with red hair which earned him the nickname "Foxy". I never got into his
bad books but woe to the boys that did! One day he was going to punish a
boy for having deliberately stayed away from school, or "mooched" as it
was called, but the boy escaped him and ran around the classroom,
knocking down the long funnelling from the stove. This was a major
disaster because the soot began to fly everywhere. Class had to be
suspended and we had a half day's holiday until the school could be
cleaned up.
"Mooching" was indulged in by some boys; and, as it sounded very
attractive, I decided one morning to see what it was like. I didn't go far
from home, just down the street about fifty yards to John Street and
turned around the corner and just hung around there. There was not
much fun in it. My mother, however, was going down town and as she
passed John Street she looked over and saw me, although I tried to hide
myself in a doorway. She came over and took me by the hand and
brought me up to school and handed me over to the Master. Although I
can't recall receiving any punishment for my efforts, I never stayed away
from school intentionally again.
We would be in school in the morning from nine until twelve-thirty
and from two until three in the afternoon. There was no physical training
at that time and we had no playing fields. Any exercise that I got was
from the usual children's games and from walking back and forth to
school.
I sometimes used to visit the home of Captain Dillon who lived on
Brazil's Field. One Sunday morning after the Christian Doctrine class I
was walking to his home with Mike, one of his sons. When we got to
Brazil's Field, we saw a mare belonging to a Mr. Butterworth grazing
there. I began to talk to the mare, saying "Hello Nell, hello Nell, come
Nell, come Nell", but the boy I was with threw a stone at the horse and the
horse galloped toward me, grabbed me by the sleeve with her teeth and
threw me down and began to trample me. Fortunately, Mike Dillon's
grandmother, Mrs. Hayes, was nearby and she courageously caught hold
of me and pulled me out from under the horse; thus, I am sure, saving my
life. I was laid up for three months on that account but Dr. Anderson,
Sr. brought me through all right, although I still have a mark on my left
thigh where the horse left the print of its shoe. Dr. Anderson had been in
South Africa during the Boer War and was adept at treating wounds.
My mother kept a small confectionery and grocery store in our
house on Casey Street. Most of our customers were children attending
P. G. Butler's School or Centenary Hall on Gilbert Street. Some of the
men in the neighbourhood worked on the fish wharves, and I can
remember their going to work about six o'clock in the morning to spread
the fish on the merchants' premises. This was probably in the late spring
and early summer, because the fish would be put out in the air before the
sun got too hot. The men would come back to breakfast at eight o'clock
and return to work again at nine. If they worked at the fish premises over
on the south side of the Harbour, they would be gone all day.
In those days, St. John's was a great seaport. In the spring or fall of
the year, there would be scores of vessels tied up at the wharves or
anchored in the stream, ranging in size from the small western boats of
about ten tons to the great white-painted square-rigged three masted
barques that brought the dry salt codfish to Portugal and Spain and Italy
and Greece or to the West Indies and Brazil, returning with cargoes of
salt or coal or molasses. Occasionally, there would be steamers tied up at
Bowrings' or Reid's wharf; these were some of the general purpose boats
that carried passeners and cargo and the mails around the Island and
"down North" to Labrador. And finally, there would be the regular visits
of the "home" boats from England, and the steamers that brought coal
from North Sydney, or tourists and commercial travellers, as well as
goods, from Halifax and Montreal or Boston and New York.
In St. John's on fine summer mornings, one would often see people
coming up the street around nine o'clock bringing a fish by the head,
unwrapped, from one of the coves where the fish would be landed. There
were several places where the public could buy fresh codfish direct from
the fishermen, at Steer's Cove and Bowring's Cove, and the Queen's
Wharf. The young boys were usually sent on this sort of errand to get a
fish on Friday mornings. It was great fun to go down to Steer's Cove and
see the boats coming in with the loads of fish. You would buy it straight
from the knife with the head on but with guts removed. At that time a fish
would cost about five or ten cents, or more, according to size.
In our neighbourhood, the parents were usually very strict with their
children so that it was always "Yes, Sir", or"Yes, Ma". The children had a
wholesome dread of their parents and showed them the utmost respect.
They usually showed similar respect towards their neighbours, too. All
the houses near ours were built on leased land with fences at the back and
on the sides. The houses were almost all built in rows, with as many as five
or six joined to each other and then a narrow lane, and then another
group. As there would often be only a single partition between the
houses, you could sometimes hear what was being said by the people on
the other side if they were talking loudly. But the only thing I can
remember hearing from our neighbour's house was the muffled reading
of the Scriptures by the husband after tea every evening. Some of the men
- and this man was one of them -looked like the patriarchs of old, with
their great frames and heavy beards.
On Sundays, they would all dress up for the only time of the week
and go to church - the George Street Church - in the morning or
evening, or perhaps to both services. Most of our neighbours were
Methodists and were often referred to as Wesleyans. The Salvation Army
then had a Number I barracks on New Gower Street and a school on
Springdale Street. We were Catholics and attended St. Patrick's Church.
All the women in our neighbourhood were good housekeepers. That
was a hard job and involved knowing how to sweep and scrub, wash and
iron, sew and knit, darn and mend and patch, and to cook, especially to
make bread in the old Ideal Cook iron coal stoves which heated the
kitchen of every home. Fresh home-made bread with a little butterine -
now called margarine - and covered with molasses made a delicious
snack for the growing boy. It was a long time before the women accepted
''baker's bread" as a substitute for their own product, and some never did.
The sewing machine was then being introduced in our
neighbourhood. There was, of course, the Singer, but we had a Wheeler
Wilson, bought on the hire-purchase plan of 50¢ a week. Since a foot
machine was more than necessary for our needs, my mother used to sew
trousers for the clothing factory and at one time engaged a girl to work
with her. It was piece work and I remember well that she received 17¢ for
each pair of trousers she sewed on the machine. I often used to bring the
finished bundle of trousers to the factory and get a new stock of ready-to-
be-sewn material. I think the hardest part of this work was putting on the
buttons and putting in button holes. The machine used to intrigue me. I
wondered if I could use it to turn the handle of the ice cream freezer to
make the ice cream we sold in our store during the summer. This was a
problem I never solved, for I was never very adept at mechanical things.
The street car service had been started in St. John's in May, 1900,
when I was three years old. Once I lost my way following the street cars
and ended up at the Central Fire Hall with another boy and our parents
had to come to pick us up and bring us home. Later, the street car service
was extended up Military Road to Harvey Road and across LeMarchant
Road, and I remember one day a street car must have been out of order
because it was brought down Casey Street where there was no track at all.
The street cars circled the older part of the Town - Water Street,
Duckworth Street, Military Road, Theatre Hill to Adelaide Street. The
regular charge was 5(1: and I don't believe it ever went higher than that.
That is a good indication of how the cost of living remained stable in
those days. There were no special stops but the motor man would
obligingly stop almost anywhere. In front of the street car there was a cow
catcher but I never saw it in use. In winter, a snow clearing machine using
brushes kept the tracks clear.
One winter, while I was still at Holy Cross, a large crowd of men,
many of them sailors or fishermen, went to a site near the present
Railway Station to haul a peal of bells to the Roman Catholic Cathedral
on Military Road where they were to be placed in the tower. It was an
exciting event and some of the boys tried to get hold of the ropes hauling
the bells which were on slides. As they went along the men sang "We'll
hang Sally Brown to a sour apple tree, heigh ho, roll and go". I suppose
they sang other chanties but this is the only one I remember. Later, when
I was a pupil at St. Bon's College, I sometimes helped in the ringing of
these same bells which were called Joy Bells, as they were played on the
great Feast days. On other occasions with some daring companions I
climbed to the top of the tower where the flagpole is located, and also into
the attic at the top of the Cathedral. These places were forbidden to us,
but being boys, we were tempted.
When I was nine years old, I decided I wanted to go to St.
Bonaventure's College. The reason I gave my mother for wanting to leave
Holy Cross was that I was often annoyed by some of the boys on my way
to school. There was one boy in particular whom I was to see in later
years when I became a Judge, as he would occasionally appear before me
charged with drunkenness or drunk and disorderly conduct. He used to
take my cap - we wore caps in those days - and throw it into
Horwood's Lumber yard. This yard was very large and full of lumber so
the owners tried to keep people from trespassing, and I suppose from
stealing their lumber and from starting fires. Accordingly, they had large
signs which read "A LARGE BLACK DOG IS LOOSE IN THIS
LUMBER YARD" posted all around their high fences. I believed them
to be genuine and that was enough to keep me outofthe lumberyard. I let
the caps stay where they fell and I changed my school instead.
My mother brought me down to St. Bonaventure's College before
the school opened in September, 1906. The Principal, Brother Culhane,
welcomed me with kind and encouraging words, and I was put under the
care of Brother Fennessey in the old school room under the Episcopal
St. Bonaventure's College: the original structure is flanked by the Episcopal library on the
right and the new wing (1906) on the left.
Library. Brother Fennessey was a very good teacher. In addition to his
regular classes, he also had charge of the altar boys and the choir, the
operettas and plays, and in the spring of the year he was the cricket coach
for the College.
At that time, the prayers at Mass were said in Latin and the altar
boys had to learn off the Latin responses, too. This was the beginning of
my knowledge of Latin although I didn't take it as a regular subject until
1910. There was a good deal of singing in Latin especially during Holy
Week when, with the assistance of some of the former pupils who were
good singers, we had the beautiful Tenebrae service which is no longer
heard in Newfoundland churches.
After I became an altar boy, I was sometimes given the duty of
serving the seven o'clock Mass. This meant that I had to get up at six
o'clock and then walk to the Cathedral. I occasionally had the privilege of
serving Mass for Archbishop Howley at eight a.m. It was a great pleasure
to do this because he was very kind to the College and to the pupils when
he had a chance to meet them. I well remember his tapping me on the
cheek when he confirmed me in the Cathedral and added "Gerald" to my
name.
On certain occasions, we were allowed to go up to the Episcopal
Library. That would be when there was to be a prize debate or some
special announcement from Archbishop Howley himself. It was a large,
handsome room with bookcases all around filled with books which never
seemed to be opened by anyone. There must have been a valuable
collection of books in these bookcases and I often wondered whether
they were in English or French or Latin or in what other language they
were written. The Archbishop's hat was prominently suspended from the
ceiling at one end of the room. This library was also used as an
examination room prior to 1908.
It was in 1906, the 50th Anniversary of the founding of the College,
that construction of a new wing began. It was built by the firm of M. & E.
Kennedy, the same firm which constructed the building now occupied by
THE EVENING TELEGRAM on Duckworth Street. Both buildings
show the same fine quality of workmanship. The original College was
built in 1856 of granite that had been left over from the construction of
Her Majesty's Penitentiary down by Quidi Vidi Lake and it should last
forever. The new wing of the College was a grelit improvement over the
old one. We had bright airy classrooms, centrally heated with hot water
radiators and there were desks for every two boys. A very admirable
feature of the new wing was the College Chapel. When I was at St. Bons,
there were many boarders who nearly all came from the outports and
enough Priests at the Cathedral to have special services in the Chapel. It
was frequently used and we loved going there.
I think I must have spent two years in Brother Fennessey's school
and then went on to Brother Kelly's school. The heating of this double
classroom which was in the old building, was done by a large slow
combustion stove so that the most desirable place in the school room was
a seat at the desks near the stove. There was also a small bookcase there
with some magazines and books. This little library introduced us to
"Chums" and "Boys' Own Paper" as well as fairy tales, but what I
remember most about the reading material was Brother Kelly reading the
fascinating lectures of John L. Stoddard about his travels in Europe. My
interest in reading developed rapidly after I got into this class.
This period - which coincided with the famous tie election of 1908
- was when I first began to take an interest in politics, for the two
political parties, the Liberals, led by Sir Robert Bond, and the newly-
formed People's Party, led by his former colleague, Sir Edward Morris,
each obtained eighteen seats in a House of Assembly of thirty-six.
I knew by sight some of the leading figures on the political scene, for
several of them lived in the western part of LeMarchant Road or the
upper part of Patrick Street. Among these was the Honourable Edward
Jackman, Minister of Finance in Sir Robert Bond's Government, whose
residence was a large imposing building we knew as "the White House". It
has long since been the residence of the Sisters who operate St. Clare's
Mercy Hospital. As I went to school with the Jackman boys, I was often
invited to their home to play there or in the grounds to the west. I was
allowed to read and even to borrow some of the interesting books about
Newfoundland in Mr. Jackman's library. At the top of Casey Street but
facing LeMarchant Road was the home of the Honourable Harry Gear,
who was for several years a Minister without Portfolio. A few doors away
was the residence of Mr. Charlie Hutchings, a lawyer, with whom my
parents had some legal business and who afterwards became Inspector
General of the Newfoundland Constabulary. Between 1904 and 1908 he
was the Liberal Member for the Bayde Verde District. Then, near the top
of Patrick Street, lived Mr. James Kent, a Liberal Member for St. John's
East, and later a distinguished Judge. Since Casey Street was the most
direct route between the higher levels and the downtown business area,
these men used to pass up and down our street every day. As we used to
sell the newspapers, they would sometimes drop into the store to buy one
and so we were on speaking terms with them all.
My father had known both Sir Edward Morris and his brother,
Frank, in their younger days for Edward, from 1874-78, taught school in
Oderin, Placentia Bay, and Frank, I heard my father say, kept the books
for my Uncle William at Paradise for a short time. "Ned" Morris became
an Independent Member for St. John's West in 1885 just after he had
been called to the Bar. He was to represent it continually until 1918 when
he became a Member of the House of Lords. Some writers would say that
the cause of Newfoundland's difficulties originated in the disagreement
between Sir Robert Bond and Sir Edward Morris in 1907 and in the
irresponsible spending of the Government led by Sir Edward.
Naturally, I was too young to understand the implications of what
was happening but the animated, and sometimes violent, discussions that
the political situation caused made me aware for the first time of the
importance of politics and of the excitement it engendered.
My father was a friend of Angus Walker who was the
Superintendent of logging operations for Horwood Lumber Co. Ltd.
around the Terra Nova Lake. My father worked there for a couple of
seasons building log cabins to house the woodcutters. As a result, I was
invited when I was about eight or nine years old, by Mr. Walker, to spend
a week of my holidays with one of his sons at that place. It meant staying
in a camp that we moved from place to place up the river and up the lake.
This was a week I shall never forget. I vaguely remem ber seeing some
American tourists with a lot of trout; and I also remember Mike Hawco,
the clever telegraph operator at the railway station; and I remember
seeing the footprints of bears on our walks through the woods, but the
thing which I remember most and can never forget was the terrible ordeal
I suffered from flies. There were mosquitos and black flies and deer flies
and I don't know how many other kinds of flies, but they all combined to
cause my face to swell so much that when I got back to St. John's I had to
stay indoors for two days until my face became recognizable again. The
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men that I was with were used to the woods and could stand the tar they
put on their faces to keep the flies away. othing seemed to keep them
away from my face.
Terra Nova was the starting point for J. G. Millais who spent a short
time there before he went into the woods looking for wild game. In his
book, NEWFOUNDLAND AND ITS UNTRODDE WAYS,
published in 1907, he tells about Mike, the Station Master's son at Terra
Nova. Mike was a sturdy lad who had been able to train ducks and other
birds to do tricks. Horwood Lumber Company had a very big operation
going on at Terra Nova and had a Mill there which I believe had burned
down. They had a huge Lumber Factory in St. John's.
It was in the fall of 1908 that some school friends of mine and myself
from the West End - I can remember Nix Duchemin, John McGettigan
(now Monsignor), Gerald Byrne, Jack Sheehan and a few others - met
with Mr. (now Reverend) Gordon Elliott, a clerical student at Queen's
College who had just come out here from England and who wanted to
The Reverend Gordon Elliott introduced scouting to
Newfoundland when he was a student at Queen's College.
teach boys to become Boy Scouts. He had rented a room on Plymouth
Row, and there Reverend Elliott used to show eight or ten of us how to tie
knots and to do various forms of exercises. In this bare room where the
light came from a lantern he also taught us some games. We had no
uniforms or equipment but we used broom handles for staves. We went
there once a week during the winter and had a wonderful time. Some of
us also subscribed to the "Scout" magazine and learned more about
Scouting. My father, being a fisherman and seaman, knew all the knots
that I was being taught and more besides. Our group was the first class of
Boy Scouts in Newfoundland.
During the following summer our Scout Troop went camping at the
Goulds on Farmer Ned Howlett's land. Edward Howlett had a milk
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separator so the farmers around the Goulds who had surplus milk
brought it to his place every evening for him to separate the cream from
the milk. It was a great social affair with the farmers, their horses and
wagons and milk cans, and we boys took turns in turning the separator.
The skimmed milk was given to the pigs or calves.
Although the Goulds was only nine miles from St. John's, there were
people living there who had never been in the Capital City. We were
about three miles from Petty Harbour whence packs of dogs travelled
nightly to the Goulds in search offood. We would watch them timorously
as they moved around, smelling at Mr. Howlett's house. This was the first
of three summers that I went camping at the Goulds.
When I was twelve years old, I was in the preliminary grade and
wrote the Council of Higher Education Exams. The Council, established
in 1893, set public exams for the four final grades of school. At St. Bon's,
we had exams in the three upper levels; preliminary, intermediate and
Matriculants of London University and Council of Higher Education Scholarship
winners at St. Bonaventure's College 1911
Back Row: Nix Duchemin, J. McDonnell, E. Crawford, T. E. Flynn, W. J. Browne
Front Row: S. P. Young, J. W. McGettigan, Frank Keating, W. C. McGrath,
P. J. Kennedy, R. Costigan
associate, but we also had London Matriculation. The syllabus specified
the text books to be used and what material had to be covered. The
examinations were set for all schools in Newfoundland. There were
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London Matriculants and Scholarship Winners 1912
Back Row: W. J. Browne, John Edens, Frank Knight, H. S. Knight, E. H. Crawford
Front Row: C. McGrath, C. Fox, J. A. Barron, F. Devereaux, Francis Edens
scholarships and prizes provided by the Government in the three top
grades for all subjects. I was fortunate enough to win some of these.
The top prize was the Jubilee Scholarshp of$I,200.00, given to the
student coming first in the Matriculation exam set by the University of
London. These scholarships and prizes provided a great incentive to
students and teachers alike to excel.
In the preliminary grade in 1908-1910 I studied French, Arithmetic,
Algebra, Shorthand, English, Geometry, History and Bookkeeping. The
following year I dropped Bookkeeping and took Latin instead, for
Bookkeeping was a difficult subject for me to score high marks in,
whereas both French and Latin were easy, especially Latin. My mother
was a great help to me here, for not onlydid she supervise my homework,
but she would quiz me on the subjects I was studying.
1 enjoyed school. 1 was pretty good at Math, and 1 liked especially
problems and what were called "tots" - adding five or six columns of
twenty five- or six-figured numbers as rapidly as possible. Harold Knight
and 1 would usually be either first or second doing these. When we got to
associate grade, we had five subjects: English, French, Latin, Chemistry
and Mathematics. The Chemistry Laboratory in the new building was a
revelation to us and most of the boys learned to love it. Brother White
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Scholarship Winners 1915
Back Row: J. Donnelly, M. Cashin, W. J. Browne, J. Phelan, R. Murphy
Front Row: Ferd Channing, Reg. Knight, J. O'Mara, H. Summers
kept us interested with his explosions of hydrogen and oxygen and the
toy cannons he would fill with a prepared mixture of gun powder. It was a
great pity that more boys were unable to follow Chemistry as a
profession. Most of them left school after passing the intermediate grade.
From the crowded first school with its sixty or seventy pupils, only fifteen
or twenty were left by the time associate grade was reached.
There was little athletic competition for boys in the lower school.
Boys under twelve years competed only at cricket with other schools; on
the upper level, however, inter-eollegiate sports competition was quite
active.
There were two other colleges for boys in 5t. John's besides 5t.
Bonaventure's. These were the Anglican Bishop Feild College and the
Methodist College, which later became Prince of Wales College. There
had been competitions since 1899 in football, hockey and cricket. The
cricket competitions stopped in 1913. There was really no time to practice
cricket properly because the games had to be played early in June and
there wasn't sufficient time for the fields to dry out, so that we could have
proper practice before the games began. We used to practice with the old
boys and I remember Father Pippy who was a terrific bowler. I didn't
realize the danger I was in when he was bowling because I had never seen
anyone bowl as hard as he did. But I was able to stand up to him and turn
him aside, and get good scores on him. Once when he was at bat, I played
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St. Bonaventure's College Intercollegiate Cricket Champions for 1913
(There were no further cricket competitions after 1913)
Back Row: R. Jackman, R. Costigan, W. J. Browne, C. Fox, S. P. Young, F. Hogan
Centre Row: WiIf McGrath, Alec Kelly, Nix Duchemin (Captain). H. S. Knight,
R. Reddy
Front Row: Charlie McKay, W. C. McGrath
mid-wicket and he struck the ball directly at me and I caught it but it was
a terribly hard catch for bare hands. Nix Duchemin, who was our captain
and wicket keeper, told me afterwards he could see the tears in my eyes
from the sting I got when I caught the ball. In 1913 I played on S1. Bon's
Cricket Team that won the last College Cricket Championship. ] also
played as goal keeper on the Soccer team which won the College
Championship in 1914.
One of the high points in the school year was the Annual Sports
Day, which always took place in late June. There were races of all kinds
and drills with dumb-bells for those in the lower grades. The boys in the
upper grades took part in elaborate figure marching and in various races.
The Board of Governors of the College including the Archbishop and His
Excellency the Governor, as well as parents and friends and ex-pupils,
would come to watch the events. The ladies served delicious teas in the
Aula Maxima, as they still do.
Our squad won the competition in the Catholic Cadet Corps at the
c.c.c. Armoury one year. Nix Duchemin was the Sergeant in Charge
and I was the Corporal. I remember an amusing incident that took place
on another occasion at a College competition for a shield presented by
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St. Bonaventure's College Football Champions for 1914
Back Row: Andrew Clouston, Dermot Keegan, Walter Callahan, Charlie Fox,
W. J. Browne, J. Devine
Centre Row: Jack Dubordieu, M. J. Kennedy, Wilf McGrath (Captain), A. Kelly,
J. Burke
Front Row: A. Gibbs, Gerald St. John
Mr. Tom Halley. The Cadet uniform at that time included hats called
"pill boxes" because of their shape and size, and which were kept in
position by chin straps. The experienced Squad Commander, Nix
Duchemin, Lord have mercy on his soul, who later was to have control
over hundreds of employees when he worked for the General Electric
Company in Massachusetts, saw his hopes for winning the shield
disappear when he forgot to order "put down caps" at the right time. The
squad was doing an exercise with rifles and these had to be lifted above
the head and then lowered quickly to touch the instep, without bending
the knees. When the Squad got to the stage where the rifles were
describing an arc through the air and bodies were being bent, the pill
boxes began to fall off with a pop, one after another. Diversions such as
these made the exhibition interesting while an undistinguished squad of
seniors of which I was in charge won the shield.
In 1913 those of us who had taken lessons in Scouting with Reverend
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Winners of Catholic Cadet Corps Squad Competition, St. John's, for 1914,
won by St. Bonaventure's College.
Back Row: Alec Kelly, Gus Neary, A. Dee, M. J. Kennedy, C. Fox, W. C. McGrath,
M. Sutton, WiIf McGrath
Centre Row: M. Leamy, Corporal W. J. Browne, Sergeant Nix Duchemin,
Lance Corp. F. Hogan, J. Hartery
Front Row: J. A. Ryan, L. Kennedy
Elliott in 1908 decided to go camping at the Goulds again. This time we
camped at Forest Pond behind the residence of Mr. Chafe. ix
Duchemin was our Leader and we had two canvas tents, a small one and
a large one. Because of the dogs that came up from Petty Harbour every
night, we decided to sleep in the big tent and use the small one for storage.
I believe it was my mother who made the small tent, but it may have been
cut out at Isaac Morris' Sail Loft on Queen's Street. We bought a tin
stove for cooking our meals, but we were all rather naive about culinary
matters and it took us some time to realize that this stove required a good
deal of solid wood and that it wasn't enough to put "blasty" boughs in to
burn. There were plenty of trees around, but it meant that we had to
spend a lot of time cutting wood to keep a supply on hand.
In that year the Reids were constructing the new Branch Railway
Line from St. John's to Trepassey. It was almost completed then and was
due to open on January Ist, 19 14. It proved to be most unprofitable and
fell into disuse; in 1933 it was dismantled and the rails were taken up and
sold as scrap to Japan.
It is a strange thing about camping or any other kind of holiday that
the things we remember best are the things that don't go right. One day
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we had agreed to swim across Forest Pond from North to South. There
was a strong East wind and the pond was very choppy. I wasn't a great
swimmer, but I thought I was fairly competent. When I jumped off the
boat, I pushed it away from me and the strong wind carried it up the pond
still further. I was swallowing water and calling for help as hard as I could
but seeing the distance between the boat and me increase, I decided that
the best thing for me to do was to make for the nearest shore. I swam as
hard as I could toward the east end of the pond, and it was with great
Nix Duchemin became Vice-
President of the General
Electric Co. in the U.S.A. and
President of the Canadian
General Electric Company. Mike Kennedy as a seminarian
relief that I finally touched bottom with my toes. The wind was so strong
that it would have been very difficult for the boys in the boat to get to me
if I had been in any real difficulty.
I remember another day when we had no bread. Nix Duchemin and
I walked all the way to St. John's - nine miles - to get some and then we
walked back again. It was the longest walk I had ever undertaken and we
were both exhausted when we got back to the camp in the evening. Nix
went to Lynn, Massachusetts in 1914. We had been good friends for
many years and I missed him, but we corresponded regularly, and I still
have his letters.
In the summer of 1915, after I had written my examinations for the
London Matriculation at St. Bon's, I decided to go camping at the
Goulds again. This time there were just two of us, Mike Kennedy and
myself, and we camped not at Forest Pond, but up behind the residence
of Mr. Ryan. We found the tin stove we had used two years earlier and
brought it along, but decided it would be too much bother to use so we
asked Mrs. Ryan to cook for us.
We fished in Forest Pond, Third Pond, Second Pond and Fourth
Pond, as well as in Ryan's River and Raymond's River which flowed out
of Big Pond. On one occasion we had a very successful day at Middle
Pond. We were with two men by the name of Frizzell, who knew the place
well, and we caught a lot of medium-sized trout without much trouble.
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The sad thing about the day's fun was that when they went to go boil the
kettle they just dipped the water out of the pond, and as the pond had
been dammed there was an enormous amount of material floating
around in the water, even after it had been boiled. 1didn't catch any trout
in Big Pond, but Mike Kennedy caught several very long, slinky Loch
Leven trout.
Mike was very musical and had brought his accordion with him to
the camp. 1 remember one day we got in from an expedition and were
both wet. 1 changed immediately and rubbed myself with Minard's
Linament to give me good circulation, but Mike sat down in his wet
Camping 1915
clothes and played the accordion. This was unfortunate, because it
developed a sort of rheumatism which he was to suffer from for many
years afterwards. It was a great convenience for us to have Mrs. Ryan
doing our cooking as we were able to eat in style in her dining room.
Sometimes we used to give a concert for the Ryans and their neighbours
in the evenings. This would consist mostly of Mike playing the accordion,
but other people would join in and sing and even dance as well. My
contribution was usually limited to a dramatic recitation.
Once we made a trip to Shoal Bay where Mr. Ryan was fishing with
some other men. When we got there he had been preparing the codfish
and had broken off the heads. I took the liberty of getting a knife and
cutting the tongues out. The fishermen were surprised to see me doing
this job because they never thought I had any experience in that
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direction, but I had previously spent a good part of three summers with
my father down in Quidi Vidi where I used often to cut out the tongues. I
could never understand why the fishermen didn't place more regard upon
the fish tongues in those days. Now the cod tongue is regarded as a
delicacy and commands a good price in the market.
Mike Kennedy and I first became friends in the summer of 1912
when I spent a week at Butler's home in Middle Bight, Kelligrews, to
build up my strength after an illness before going back to school. After he
left Holy Cross, he went to work in the Money Order Department of the
Post Office, became very popular, but, realizing that he had a vocation
for the Priesthood, he came to St. Bonaventure's College and studied
there until his Matriculation in 1915 when he went to St. Augustine's
Seminary in Toronto. We had many things in common to cement our
friendship. He was very fond of trouting and salmon fishing, and I
became adept at both of these arts. I was a constant visitor to his home on
Hutchings Street and regularly took part with him in the game of 45's or
Spoil Five card games which were popular in those days as a pastime for
adults and young people alike. He was also a good checker player and we
had a great many games together, sometimes playing until very late at
night. We played on the same football team in 1914 and I am able to
vouch for his ability as a fullback, as I played in goal behind him.
It was a great privilege for me to be his best friend. He was a kind and
generous person who never spoke evil of anyone. I often used to say to
The Kennedy family 1923
him, flOur school days are the happiest days of our lives". He could sing
and play the piano for a crowd.
He was a great source of fun. At the same time he was very wise. In
1933 when we were contemplating surrendering Responsible
Government and having a Commission form of Government instead, he
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said to me, "Get them to put a limit to the time the Commission is to last,
whether it is 10 years or 15 years or 20 years, but put some definite limit
upon the time for its existence". This wasn't done, with disastrous results
to those who favoured the restoration of Responsible Government.
I should say something about the Kennedy family. Mr. James
Kennedy, the father, was employed as chief bookkeeper at the Furness
Withy Company Limited, which at that time had ships coming from
Liverpool and going on to Halifax and Boston, before returning on the
same route to England. Mike had an older brother, James, whom I can
just remember at Holy Cross for he died young. He also had a younger
sister, Irene, who died whilst in her teens, another younger brother,
Gerard, now living at Ottawa; and there was another younger sister,
Maggie, who married Richard Nurse. I was an only child, so it will be
understood that Mike's home was a great attraction for me with so many
young people around. Older people would come there too, friends of the
family and some of the Parish Priests visiting Town from outside St.
John's. Mrs. Kennedy must have been kept very busy cooking for all the
visitors to their home. They all made me feel at home.
In September, 1915, several students from St. Bonaventure's
College went to St. Augustine's Seminary in Toronto. Mike Kennedy
was one of these. He graduated in Inl and was ordained Priest in the
Archdiocese of St. John's, Newfoundland, in June of that year.
I felt very lonely after Mike's departure, as I had to wait for some
time - at least until early October - for the results of the London
Matriculation examination, before I could decide what I would bedoing
myself.
It was about this time that my mother bought three houses at the
corner of Holdsworth Street and New Gower Street. She had bought
them at auction for something like $300.00, including costs, and I was
given a deed by our lawyers, Wood & Kelly, to get signed by my father. At
that time, he was working on the construction of the buildings associated
with the wireless telegraph installations for the British Navy at Mount
Pearl, so I got on my bicycle, rode out to Mount Pearl, and witnessed his
signature to the Mortgage deed.
On the morning of October 6th, I was still in bed when I heard my
mother call out "Willie, get up, you've won". I got up very quickly and
went downstairs and found Wilf McGrath and Charlie Fox there with the
good news, bringing me a copy of a telegram that had just been received
by Mr. Wilson of the Council of Higher Education from the University of
London, England. It read:
"FIRST DIVISION, BROWNE, ORGAN, BROWNE LEADS."
SO, I had come first in the Matriculation examination of London
University and won the Jubilee Scholarship and a gold medal!
I went down to the College with Wilf and Charlie and received the
congratulations of the Brothers. It was the custom for the boys to be
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given a half holiday on such occasions. It gave me great delight to ask for
it for I knew the students would be very happy.
The examinations had been set by the University of London,
England, as their Matriculation. The student in Newfoundland who
gained the highest marks in the exam would receive the Jubilee
Scholarship of $1,200.00, payable over a period of three years. My
classmate, Harold Knight, was the winner in 1914, and he had gone to
Dalhousie University to study law. Charlie Fox, himself, was to be the
winner in 1917; and he was to become a doctor.
It was a great relief for me to get this news. It was the culmination of
nine years of work at St. Bonaventure's College. I was happy then, but
now, on looking back, my feeling is especially one of gratitude to the
Brothers who had taught me so well. The broad education they had given
me, not only in academic subjects, but in sports, in debating and acting,
in music and in the knowledge and love of our religion, was a gift of
inestimable value. School had been a wonderful experience for me,
especially my last year when I read extensively outside my prescribed
subjects. Now I could get ready for my trip to Toronto where I had
decided to go if I should win the Jubilee Scholarship to study Civil
Engineering.
In 1908, a distant relative of mine named Tom Lamb, another
student at St. Bonaventure's College, won the same Scholarship and
went to Toronto University. He had studied Civil Engineering there and I
was following in his footsteps. I suppose it was because I had done well in
Mathematics and Chemistry that I selected this career. I had not,
however, consulted formally with anybody about what my future should
be. Nobody had ever impressed upon me the importance of making the
correct decision or informed me of what alternatives there were. Brother
Kelly had once suggested that I should be a doctor, but I was so
uncomfortable with the very idea of hospitals and sickness that I didn't
give it a second thought.
My father took charge of packing my trunk. As he had travelled a
great deal, he was an expert at that. I took plenty of warm clothes,
including at least two suits of Stanfield's heavy underwear because I had
been told how cold it would be in Toronto during the winter. My railway
fare to Toronto, including a sleeper to Port aux Basques, cost $49.00.
The trip across the country on the Newfoundland Express was a new
and enjoyable experience for me. Among the passengers on the train was
a Priest, Father P. W. Browne, who was the author of a book about
Labrador, WHERE THE FISHERS GO. I noticed that he was doing a
lot of writing, and I asked him, "Father, are you writing another book?"
and he said, "Yes, I am writing a history of Newfoundland". I said, "Oh
yes, I think I heard about that; you're doing a history for the elementary
grades". "No," said he, a little tartly, "it's a little more pretentious than
that". We travelled by train to Port aux Basques, and there we had to take
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the steamer to North Sydney. I never saw Father Browne's history in
print.
I cannot remember which steamer we crossed on, but it was either
the BRUCE, which was later sold to Russia, or the KYLE. In Sydney, I
was surprised at the price of things in the shops, as I seemed to be getting
back 5~ too much each time I laid down a 20~ piece. I discovered
afterwards they didn't have 20~ pieces in Canada, but were using 25~
pieces, which were the same size, and the people were assuming that I was
putting down 25~ when I was actually putting down the lesser sum.
I spoke to Father Browne about the desirability of getting a sleeper
from North Sydney to Montreal, but he dissuaded me from doing it. He
said that as far as he was concerned he had to travel first class and take a
sleeper on account of being a Priest, but if he were in my place, he would
save the money. It wasn't a very big sum, amounting only to about $5.00.
By the time I got to Montreal, I regretted having taken his advice. It was
not at all comfortable sitting up in the train all night, in the first class car,
heavily scented by oranges. I had to change trains in Truro and again in
Montreal, but I finally reached Toronto, four days after leaving St.
John's.
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Chapter Two
1915 - 1919 University oj Toronto
Every year in the Autumn when the leaves have fallen from the
trees and are gathered into piles and burned, I am reminded of my arrival
in Toronto. It was on Saturday, October 16th, 1915. The weather was
crisp and pleasant; and the city was permeated with the smell of burning
leaves. From the Station I went to St. Michael's College on St. Joseph
Street. As classes had already begun, I was something of a curiosity. I was
assigned to share a room with Joe McDonald, who was from Orillia,
Ontario. At breakfast the next morning I was very polite and passed the
bacon and eggs around, and passed the sugar and the butter and toast;
but by the time the plates came back to me, there was nothing left. All I
had that morning was a cup of coffee.
The previous evening I had told Joe that I had $300.00 in a deer skin
pouch around my neck which my father had fixed up for me before I left
home. Joe had told the Principal and the latter sent for me, took the
money, and deposited it for me in the Bank of Montreal. I still have the
bank book that I used in 1915, and it is interesting to compare the prices
then with current prices. Five dollars at that time seemed a big amount.
On Monday, I went to see the Secretary of the Faculty of Applied
Science, Mr. Laing, and registered as a student of Civil Engineering. I
purchased my text books, drafting materials and a set of instruments.
These were made in Germany and were of excellent quality. I still have
them, in beautiful condition. I have used them often in making plans to
go in deeds. The Germans at that time were particularly good in the
manufacture of engineering instruments. There was a large crowd of
students, about 100 in my first year, but as the War progressed numbers
declined and four years later, there were only 27 in the graduating class.
The Engineering Department at Toronto University had courses in
all the main branches of Engineering - Civil, Chemical, Electrical, etc.
- and classes were spread throughout several buildings. All students
took subjects like drawing, inorganic chemistry and trigonometry, but
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Engineering Students
subjects like hydraulics were done only by the students in specialized
branches. I did not have as much background in mathematics as some of
the students, and I found trigonometry and calculus difficult, but by dint
of hard work, I managed to pass them. I had never taken physics, so I had
to learn this subject from scratch. Technical drawing was completely new
to me, but I have always taken great pleasure in sketching, especially
caricatures. My education at St. Bon's College had given me a good
literary background. None of the other Engineering students had studied
Latin, I believe, and very few had much French. The students were very
serious about their work, but I wonder now if the narrow specialization
didn't inhibit the development of their personalities.
In 1915 the University buildings spread around the Campus which
was on the West side of Queen's Park, the seat of the Ontario Legislature.
The main building was the Faculty of Arts, an impressive structure with a
Romanesque facade. The situation of the University in the heart of
Toronto, near rooming houses, stores and restaurants, was very
convenient for the students. The city, itself, was attractive and well laid
out, like a checker board; and I wrote to my father "the houses all had
water and sewerage and telephones" - amenities which were still
relatively rare in St. John's.
It was the custom at S.P.S., the School of Practical Science, which
was the old name for the first building providing courses in Engineering,
to hold an Initiation at the beginning of the University year for newly
enrolled students. I felt happy to have missed this. The purpose of
Initiation, which is put on by the second-year students, is to make you
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Main Engineering Building
feel at home - "become one of us". As a result, I had to get to know the
people the hard way, meeting them in classes. Or was it? An Initiation is
usually an experience to be long remembered!
Amongst those whom I got to know best were three first-year men
from Ottawa: Bill Foley, who was a roommate of mine for two years; Pat
Cleary and Jimmie Burke. All went overseas. Pat was killed. R.I.P.
While there were Colleges - such as St. Michael's - where students
could live, at the urging of my roommate, Joe McDonald, I got a small
room in a house at 40 Dundonald Street, just across Yonge Street from
St. Joseph Street. This house was owned by Mr. and Mrs. Singleton and
was only a short walk from the University and even closer to Newman
Club. That was a fortunate choice for me, because who should be staying
in this house at the same time but a young Englishman, Henry
Somerville, who was to become a life-long friend.
Students could eat at the University for about $3.25 a week, and I
found a place kept by a dear old lady where a good dinner could be had
for 50~, but the cheaper restaurants were not always reliable. I remember
one time Henry Somerville took me to a place on Yonge Street where
dinner was only 25~. It was a big dinner - roast beef, vegetables, dessert
and tea - but it must have been contaminated because after the meal, I
spent the worst night I ever spent in my life. It was dreadful. I rolled on
the floor with pain. The next day I recovered, but I never returned to that
restaurant.
This episode of violent, but brief, sickness was exceptional, for I
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usually enjoyed good health. On one rare occasion during the winter
when I had a bad cold, the doctor came and gave me two lots of medicine,
one to be taken before the other. My landlady and I had a dispute over
which one should be taken first. We never got over the dispute, and the
next year I moved into another house, 28 St. Joseph Street, kept by Mr.
and Mrs. Kentleton. She worked in a Government office in Queen's
Park. Her father worked there, too.
In St. John's I had played soccer and cricket with the St. Bon's
teams. The most popular game at Toronto was Canadian football, which
I had never seen before, but there were also hockey and soccer and
basketball. The only outdoor sport I engaged in was soccer, although I
later became President of both the soccer and the basketball clubs. I
didn't skate much, but there were some good hockey players at the
University who had been trained in the Ontario high schools. In
professional hockey I remember in particular the McNamara brothers,
who played for an Ontario military unit. The McNamaras were the
founders of the McNamara Construction Company. As the war dragged
on and more students enlisted, sports activity declined.
In addition to the courses I mentioned earlier, there was a
compulsory subject added: Military Service. On the first day we lined up
and each of us was given a chance to show how he could drill the squad.
As I had been doing this for several years at St. Bon's College, it was
familiar to me, so that when I gave the commands of "form fours" and
"right turn", "quick march", the officer in charge said, "That's the way to
do it", and the next morning my name was put on the notice board as
having been promoted to the rank of Corporal in the Canadian Officers'
Training Corps. I remained at that rank during the next four years. We
were issued a uniform of khaki - coat, breeks, puttees and a steel helmet.
Of the one hundred students in my first year of Engineering, ten were
killed overseas, including my friend, Pat Cleary. One of the first of
University undergraduates to enlist had been Lester Pearson who had
been a student at Victoria College. He joined the Airforce and served for
three years as a Private before being promoted to Lieutenant. He
graduated in 1919, but I did not know him then.
Several of our engineering students joined the Airforce, and the
most distinguished of our classmates who sacrificed his life was S. R.
Rosevear (Rosie). Before his death, at the age of twenty-one, he had
downed twenty-one enemy airplanes, a record matching that of Major
Bishop, Canada's premier fighting ace at that time.
I remember a letter I received late in the Warfrom Lou Murray, who
was stationed with the Canadian Machine Gun Depot in Sussex. Lou
had been a medical student before he enlisted and had been putting
himself through University by selling papers. He roomed also at 28 St.
Joseph Street. It was a very friendly letter and ended, "Bill, don't forget to
write. I haven't received a letter since arriving, and you know how a
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fellow feels when he listens for the Corporal to call his name every day but
to no avail". I hope my answer brought him some small cheer and
comfort. I never heard what became of him.
There was much disruption in Canadian industry as factories
converted to making arms and munitions, and new industries were set up
to manufacture things which had formerly been imported from enemy
countries. One beneficial effect of the War in Canada was the granting of
voting rights to women. The majority of people in English-speaking
Canada had relatives overseas and Parliament gave the right to vote in
the 1917 election to the wives and close female relatives of those who had
already enlisted. The following year a Bill was passed granting the vote to
all qualified women over twenty-one.
The Federal General Election of December 17th, 1917, was the first
in which I took an active part. As Father Burke, Rector of ewman Club,
was a great friend of Sir Wilfred Laurier, requests were made from the
Liberal constituencies in Toronto to ewman Club for assistance in
supplying agents at the polls. I was given the job of poll clerk for one of
Laurier's candidates in a Toronto constituency. At the conclusion of the
poll, we counted the ballots and the Liberals received twelve votes out of
about one hundred and sixty-five in the ballot box. This was typical of
the results in Toronto in that election. I remember a headline published in
one of the daily papers which said "A VICTORY FOR LAURIER WILL
BE CELEBRATED IN GERMANY". The Unionist Government won
one hundred and fifty-three seats and the Laurier Liberals won
eightytwo, of which sixty-two were from Quebec.
During the years 1915-1919, which I spent at Toronto University, I
learned something of the rivalry that existed between the French
speaking and English speaking peoples of Canada. I realized that the
French had discovered the Country and helped develop it in the first
place, and that they had been conquered by the British in 1759 at the
Battle of the Plains of Abraham. Over one hundred years were to elapse
before the two peoples amalgamated to form Canada in 1867. In the next
fifty years the Nation had two great leaders, Sir John A. MacDonald, the
first Prime Minister, and Sir Wilfred Laurier, Prime Minister for fifteen
years from 1896 to 1911. The first was of Scottish birth while Sir Wilfred
Laurier was native born of the French race. They were both statesmen of
whom all Canadians could be proud. Sir Wilfred Laurier's visit to
Toronto gave us an opportunity of meeting him and hearing him speak.
He was a tall man of very distinguished appearance. He was not only a
Federalist but he was an Imperialist. He has often been quoted as having
stated:
"The Twentieth Century belongs to Canada."
Although I have no record of the speech he gave to us at the
University of Toronto or the talk he gave to us at Newman Club, I do
have a copy of a speech which he made to the Young Liberals of London,
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Ontario, in November of 1918. At that time he said:
"Asfor you who stand today on the threshold of life, with a long horizon
open before you for a long career of usefulness to your native land, ifyou
will permit me, after a long lile, I shall remind you that already many
problems arise before you: problems of race division, problems of creed
differences, problems ofeconomic conflict, problems ofNational duty and
National aspiration. Let me tell you that for the solution olthese problems
you have a safe guide, an unfailing light, ifyou remember thatfaith is beller
than doubt and love is beller than hate.
"Banish doubt and hate from your life. Let your soul be ever open to the
promptings offaith and the gentle influence ofbrotherly love. Beadamant
against the haughty, be gentle and kind to the weak. Let your aim and
purpose, in good rapport or ill, in victory or defeat, be, so to live, so to
strive, so to serve as to do your part to raise ever higher the standard oflife
and of living."
On Laurier's death on Monday, February 17th, 1919, Sir Robert
Borden, the Prime Minister, made a public statement which he gave to
the Press as follows:
~ ..
\.'
Sir Wilfrid Laurier
"It is with deepest sorrow that I have received the tidings of Sir Wilfred
Laurier's death. Since I became leader of a Political Party more than
eighteen years ago, our relations have been intimate and never have our
political differences interfered with our friendship.
"With his death there passes from the stage one who was from the first a
commanding figure, and during a long period the chie./figure in ourpublic
life. To the affairs of state in which his life was passed and to which his
wonderful ability was consecrated, he brought remarkable gifts of
leadership. His experience of nearly half a century in public affairs had
given him a thorough grasp ofall public questions and in the Parliamentary
arena, he was renownedfor a singular dexterity which neverfailed him. His
vision ofpublic questions was wide and comprehensive, and his sympathies
as well. Up to the very last he maintained an exceedingly keen interest in the
duties ofhis leadership and the work of Parliament. Indeed, his political life
had become so much a second nature that although he felt its burdens
weigh heavily upon him, he would never have been happy to lay them
down.
"His personality was singularly allractive and magnetic; and with this he
combined an inspiring eloquence, an unfailing grace of diction in both
languages and a charm ofmanner which gave him a ~upreme place in the
affection and respect ofhis Party. All Canada will mourn his loss and those
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who dlf!"ered/rom him will be pro!oundh' conscious that his death leaves in
the public life o.lour COul1lfl' a blank that cannot be entirelrfilled."
My great friend, Father John E. Burke, es.p., had arranged for Sir
Wilfred's visit to Toronto: he was a neighbour of Sir Wilfred in Ottawa.
After Sir Wilfred's death, Father Burke gave the eulogy in English at his
State funeral. Father Burke wanted me to go to Ottawa with him, but I
felt unable to go at the time because I wanted to do well in my final
exams. His sermon was much praised. I have often regretted I did notgo
to Ottawa for the funeral service.
In 1981 when a Party is in power in the Province of Quebec pursuing
narrow-minded Nationalistic aims with the intention of disrupting the
unity of Canada, it is necessary for all Canadians, especially the people of
the Province of Quebec, to recapture the spirit of unity demonstrated so
forcibly by Sir Wilfred Laurier.
One of the strangest phenomena to take place in my lifetime was the
introduction of prohibition, i.e., that alcoholic drinks should be
prohibited from manufacture or sale. Ontario was one of the first
Provinces to pass this law and I can remember the students from the
School of Practical Science joining a big procession that went up to
present a huge petition to the Legislature in Toronto to ask that the
policy of prohibition be introduced.
Here is an account taken from the Canadian Annual Review of 1916
recording how this procession behaved:
"... the petition was signed by immense numbers and on March 8th was
presented to the Premier and the Government following upon a great
procession through Toronto of 10,000 representativesfrom all parts ofthe
Province, carrying the 825,572 signatures which had been given, to the
Parliament Buildings. The parade included a multitude ofbanners, gaily
decorated mOlOr cars, a chorus of students (that was us) and,
unfortunately, a riolOus disturbance with soldiers who resented so many
young men, who weren't in khaki, being in the parade. To the Premier, E.
B. Clement, K. C. presented the huge petition and stated that of the
signatories, 348,166 were male British subjects over twenty-one years of
age and 477,396 women and young men who were minors but al/ residents
in the Province."
The most conspicuous opponent of prohibition in Ontario in 1916
was the Catholic Bishop of London, the Most Reverend Michael Francis
Fallon, another fine orator who was then in his seventieth year. He said:
"I alii opposed to the principle o.lprohibition. I regard the presel1l agitation
in Ol1lario as a dangerous invitation to the State to meddlesomely interfere
with the r(fihts o.l the citizen and an equalh' dangerous allempt to regulate
all human conduct bl' statute."
Prohibition was also' opposed by the Trades and Labour Council, not
only because it would throw thousands of trade unionists out of work,
but would be a violation of personal liberty, and would "breed dives and
joints and create contempt of law".
In Newfoundland a referendum was held on the question; although
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it was supported by only a minority of the voters, it became law on
January 1st, 1917. For a time there was a lessening of drunkenness, but
after a while, all the evils forecast by the Ontario Trade Unions showed
up in Newfoundland as well as in Ontario, and the Police were much
busier with the enforcement of the Prohibition Law than they had ever
been in regard to the law governing the sale of alcoholic liquors. The
United States didn't adopt prohibition until 1920, and then, what a time
there was in the United States! It was a gold mine for the smugglers and
for the illicit liquor manufacturers and the bootleggers. As far as the
students at Toronto were concerned, the absence of alcoholic beverages
didn't make much difference to us.
In my first year I made a small foray into university student politics,
running for some minor office of the Engineering Society. I didn't get a
look-in but I was, however, appointed as reporter for the Engineering
Society and I became the official representative of the Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering on the University paper, which was called "The
Varsity". Actually, I enjoyed that better than holding any other office in
the Engineering Society.
I remember very well the first article I wrote. At that time the
students were clamouring for more text books; they had too many
lectures to attend and they had to make their notes and these notes had to
serve for the purpose of examinations. It was argued that if they had the
text books they could be continually referring to them and keep abreast
of the lectures as they went ahead. So, the assignment was given to me
from the Editor to write an article on the desirability of having more text
books, especially on technical subjects. I interviewed several professors
and wrote the article. I remember writing it out three or four times before
I thought it would be worthy of publication. It was given a prominent
place on the front page of "The Varsity" in the next issue. One of the older
reporters asked me did I really write that article. I was quite pleased to
hear an experienced reporter commenting favourably on my first effort.
In 1917 I became a Local Editor and in 1918 I became an Associate
Editor. I also represented the Faculty of Engineering on the Board that
was to produce the University annual publication called "Torontonensis"
which gave brief accounts of all the graduates in the University for 1919. I
used to take my turn as City Editor to bring out "The Varsity" which
meant staying up all night so that it would be on the desks of the different
faculties in the morning. During the midnight shift, I would talk to the
printers and learn how they put the paper together and meet the people
who made up the headings and how they dressed the paper so that it
would make a good appearance. The printing was done in the University
of Toronto Press so I could see the other work which was going on there
in the production of books. Through this experience I developed, to a
considerable extent, my proficiency in writing articles and learned the
rules about setting up a paper for printing.
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As I was active in the Engineering Society, I was sometimes called
upon to propose a toast at the annual society banquets. These were
enjoyable affairs. Once I was invited to propose a toast to Canada; and
another time, at the end of the war, a toast to the British Empire and its
Allies. I think that the important feature about my having to do these
toasts was not the contribution that I was going to make to the success of
the banquet, but it enabled me to do a lot of research and find out what I
would be talking about. In that way I learned a good deal about Canada
and the British Empire and our Allies as well.
When I came to Toronto I had made the resolution to speak at every
meeting that I attended, and if I couldn't say anything on the subjects that
were being discussed I would tell a funny story. I soom discovered that
good story tellers were comparatively rare. From a later time I remember
Charlie Hunt who was famous for his dry humor. Jim Higgins was a great
wit, and of course there was John Diefenbaker, who regaled his
audiences, both social and political, with stories. One that I can
remember from one of our banquets was told by an officer in a Canadian
Regiment. He told us of one time how he marched in front of his
Regiment down Yonge Street in Toronto and how proud he felt with the
band behind him and all the crowds looking at him. He said he must have
been daydreaming because he noticed the crowds got thinner and thinner
and the sound of the band got fainter and fainter, and he looked around
and found that he was alone, that the Regiment had gone off to a side
street to the west so he had to double back to join his unit.
I was as fond of discussion as I was of speaking and I met another
Newfoundlander, Mr. Halfyard , with similar interests_ He was a student
for the ministry at Victoria College. He and I got together and arranged
for a meeting of those interested in forming or re-forming the Inter-
Collegiate Debating Union. The meeting was attended by at least one
representative from each of the principal colleges, including Osgoode
Hall, the Law School. Mr. Halfyard was elected President and I was
elected Vice-President.
A schedule of debates was set up and we had our first debate with St.
Michael's College. In that debate my partner was a research science
graduate, for I couldn't find another engineer to join me. There was a
little light entertainment before the debate began and I suppose it was in
my honour that the audience sang "There's a red light on the track for
Boozer Brown". We won the debate. Then we debated with Victoria
College where we were also successful. This brought us into the finals
with Osgoode Hall, the law school of Ontario.
That debate took place at Newman Club in our Chapel converted
into a hall, before a packed audience. There were three judges, of whom
Judge Kelly of the Ontario Supreme Court was the Chairman. The
debate was: Resolved "That after the War goods of Germany and its
Allies should be boycotted". We had the affirmative. The two law
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students were John Grace and Bill Unger who were also two members
from Newman Club, and both of whom were graduates ofthe University
of Ottawa. After the debate the judges retired and when they returned,
Judge Kelly went to the platform. Before announcing the decision, he
said he thought he ought to give a warning to the two students who were
soon to be made lawyers. He told them that they couldn't expect to win
every case, and then he stated that he had great pleasure in announcing
that the affirmative had won, which was our side. Our supporters were
there in force and applauded enthusiastically. When, however, Judge
Kelly went back to his seat his two colleagues reminded him that he had
made a mistake, that it was the negative that had won the debate.
Although this was a bad setback for us we couldn't help feeling sorry for
the Judge, who when issuing a warning to the law students, made a slip in
giving his decision. It must have been an embarrassing moment for him,
to announce his error.
Judge Kelly later gave me a very kind recommendation for the
Rhodes Scholarship in which he referred to the fact that he had had
opportunities of hearing me speak in intercollegiate debating contests,
and "formed a high opinion of my capabilities in that respect".
Life was very interesting at the University of Toronto during the
years that I was there. There were many things to do, and many places to
visit. I would sometimes go to the Ontario Museum and to the Carnegie
Public Library on College Street which wasn't far from Queen's Park.
There I first became acquainted with the drawings of W. H. Bartlett, the
world-famous English artist with whose etchings I was to become much
more familiar in later years. He was a great traveller and amongst the
things which he drew were the scenes around Niagara Falls and other
parts of Southern Ontario, as well as the historic battlefield of the Plains
of Abraham at Quebec City.
On Sunday afternoons when the weather was good, I would often go
to St. Augustine's Seminary to see Mike Kennedy and the other students
who were there from Newfoundland. The Seminary was about ten miles
from the central part of Toronto where I lived. To get there one had to
take a King Street car going East, change at the Woodbine Race Track
and continue out towards Scarboro, on the Kingston Road line. The
Seminary was housed in a fine, large, new building, built on the sandy
cliffs overlooking Lake Ontario. At that particular place and for many
miles from it, the cliffs were sand cliffs. The whole place was a huge bed of
sand and there were rumors even then that there were cracks in the
building because it had settled since its construction. Large areas of
Scarboro had been laid out in subdivisions, with paved streets, concrete
sidewalks and building lots, and some of the building lots had the
foundations of houses already laid out. But then the war put a blight on
house construction. Since that time, however, that whole area has been
developed tremendously, so that York-Scarboro became by 1958 the
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Federal constituency with the greatest population.
The focal point of my social life was the Catholic Students Club -
The Newman Club. I cannot speak too highly of the Club and of its
Rector, Father John E. Burke. He became a friend of all the students in
his care but he was especially kind to me. I was very happy to be able to
help him in some respects. I became his chief altar boy for four years. I
also supervised the collection each Sunday at Mass and kept track of the
Toronto Newman Club Executive 1918-'19
funds. I think I got more advantage from Newman Club than any other
member during my time there. He used to have a student from Ottawa
occupy a room in the attic. Alan Fleming was there from 1915-1917. We
became good friends.
The Toronto Newman Club had been founded in 1913 by
Archbishop McNeil, who at one time had been Bishop of St. Georges in
Newfoundland. He had established it in order to provide a wholesome
social centre for Catholic University students, especially those whose
homes were not in Toronto. About half of the students resided in
Toronto so we met the sons and daughters of local Catholic families as
well as Catholic students from other parts of Ontario. The Rector, Father
Burke, was assisted in the direction of the Club by a Board of Directors
consisting of some prominent Catholic laymen of the city.
The Club building was located on St. Joseph Street close to the
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house where I lived as well as to the University. The building had
previously been owned by Judge Anglin, whose daughter, Margaret, had
been a prominent actress. It had a lawn in front and a small Chapel had
been built behind. There was a nice living room as well as a library and a
dining room on the first floor. The Rector's living quarters and office
were on the second floor, while the attic had sleeping accommodations
for a student. In the basement there was a billiard room with two tables,
one for "pool" and one for "cannon". I spent a good deal of time there.
Father Burke used to say that "to be a good billiard player is a sign of a
misspent youth". I never quite qualified for that definition although I did
improve because I had lots of opportunities to practise. When I was in St.
John's before going to Toronto, I used to spend a good deal of time in the
billiard rooms of the Total Abstinence and Benefit Society where I had
been for many years a member of the juvenile branch. I also spent more
time than I should have at Duff's pool room on Water Street which
wasn't very far from where I lived on Casey Street.
Functions at the Club included meetings, music recitals, concerts,
lectures and dances. We also had a Communion Breakfast consisting of
rolls and jam and coffee after Mass every Sunday morning. Several of the
members were good piano players - myoid roommate, Joe
MacDonald, then a student in medicine, was especially good - and most
of them could sing. Lasting friendships were formed here and many
marriages resulted from the association of so many young people of both
sexes at the right ages. The atmosphere was congenial and wholesome.
The personality of the Rector left its impression on us all. I think he was
an ideal Rector. He was devout and attentive in the performance of his
duties. He was an intellectual, but at the same time he possessed a great
sense of humor.
Father Burke was an exceptionally good speaker and was much in
demand to speak outside the Club. Sometimes he would invite me to
accompany him on these engagements. He also brought other prominent
speakers to the Club. Among the ones whose names I remember were
such distinguished persons as His Grace, Archbishop McNeil; Sir
Wilfred Laurier; Judge Riddell and Honourable Louis Alexander
Taschereau, who was later to become Premier of Quebec. He also
brought to Toronto to speak at Massey Hall the following: Bishop Fallon
of London, Ontario; Henri Bourassa, the Separatist Leader of those
days; and Sir Philip Gibbs, the famous war correspondent who had spent
much of his time reporting the activities of Canadian forces. I was on the
platform with the last speaker. I was to meet and know his son, Tony, at
Oxford later. The latter was even then working on his first novel.
Father Burke also brought the famous Paulist Boys' Choir of Father
Finn from Chicago to sing at Massey Hall. The Boys' Choir was not
made up only of boys, for besides the boy sopranos and altos, there were
tenor and bass singers to make it complete. Father Burke took this Choir
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to Ottawa where I went with him. While the Choir was in Toronto, three
or four of the boys stayed at our house at 28 St. Joseph Street (which was
only a short distance away from the Club). I am sure that my landlady,
Mrs. Kentleton, was glad to see them go on to Ottawa because they were
so active when they were with us. They were climbing upstairs and
downstairs and even down to the basement and running around having a
wonderful time and enjoying themselves immensely. Mrs. Kentleton
wasn't used to so much youthful activity. At Ottawa, I stayed at Father
Burke's home with his father and mother.
My good friend, Henry Somerville, was another interesting man: he
had told me something about his background. His people were of modest
means; and as a boy, he had worked in a toy factory in Leeds. His parents
were devout Catholics and one of his brothers became a Jesuit Priest. A
great reader, he told me that before he was twelve years old he had read
all the novels of Dickens and Thackeray. He won a scholarship to Ruskin
College in Oxford. This was the Labour College and there he studied
Political Economy. Afterwards, he worked as City Editor on THE
MANCHESTER GUARDIAN. He developed his interest in Sociology
and accepted an appointment at St. Francis Xavier University in Nova
Scotia. Archbishop McNeil heard of his being at Antigonish and brought
him to Toronto where he became Assistant Editor for the Archdiocesan
newspaper THE CANADIAN REGISTER, and also became a lecturer
in Sociology at St. Augustine's Seminary in Toronto.
Henry was an unusual looking man. He was only about 5' 4" and
weighed about ninety-five pounds. I remember when we both went down
to get examined for military service, he was not accepted because he was
so small. I was put in Class C 3, for home service, principally because of
my eyesight.
When I went into Henry Somerville's room at 40 Dundonald Street
for the first time, I found him studying Arithmetic. As this was probably
my best subject, I volunteered to help him and he agreed to teach me
some things about Sociology. He introduced me to the idea of the study
club, and we formed a small group at the Newman Club. There were only
four members: Alberta McNab and her boyfriend and later her husband,
Joe Daley, a former Rhodes Scholar from P.E.I., Henry Somerville and
myself. I was the secretary. We interested some others in our study group
but they weren't regular attendants. Henry also introduced us to a new
book"A Primer of Social Science" by Monsignor Henry Parkinson. It
had been published in England in 1913 and was interesting and
informative. From it I learned the fundamentals of Social Science. Is
there a social point of view? Is there a social question? What is Christian
democracy? What are the principles underlying Catholic social reform? I
also learned the elements of social life and their interplay - the family
and the individual, the State and the Church. I learned of the economic
relationships within society through production, distribution and
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consumption, and of the part which capital and labour play in the
workings of society.
This little study club familiarized me with many of the problems of
economic life, for instance, employment and unemployment, strikes,
lockouts - those problems that continually beset the human race in all
industrialized countries. This was a very valuable course of study for me
and helped form the basis on which my thoughts were to develop during
later years.
One of the sources of revenue of the Newman Club was the
publication of the Catholic Yearbook for Ontario. I don't know who did
all the work of collecting the information but Frank McNab, afterwards
Father McNab, C.S.P., and I had to do with the distribution in the
Toronto area. We arranged that a Sunday ortwo before New Year's Day
we would have a fixed number of Yearbooks distributed to every
Catholic church in Toronto, and we would get members of the Club to go
there on these particular days to sell them. The Sisters of the Precious
Blood who occupied the building next door to ours used to do the proof
reading and I would sometimes go over there to collect the corrected
papers. These Sisters were what is known in the Catholic Church as a
closed Order. They didn't teach; they were a contemplative Order. They
prayed most of the time - they prayed for the rest of us. This Order was
founded at St. Hyacinthe in Quebec in 1861,and the Toronto Branch was
opened six years later.
I didn't go home for Christmas but stayed in Ontario. On one
occasion during the holidays, I stayed at the Newman Club and looked
after it. This was the year my good friend, Alan Fleming, a law student,
stayed there. On another occasion Bill Foley invited me to spend
Christmas at his home in Ottawa. Bill's father was the senior partner in
the well-known firm of Foley and Gleeson, paving contractors, who at
that time were engaged in paving the streets of Ottawa. Mr. Foley
suggested I should get the City of St. John's to have our streets paved
with concrete or asphalt. Water Street was then paved with large stones
of cut granite. It was the only paved street in the country. It was not until
1929 when Dr. Charlie Howlett became Mayor that Water Street,
Duckworth Street and New Gower Street were paved with asphalt.
The Foleys were extremely kind to me so that I got to know a good
deal about Ottawa. As Bill was able to drive, his father allowed him the
use of his car when I was there. One of the places he took me to see was the
Toboggan Slide in Rockcliffe Park. Rockcliffe is, I believe, now called
the Village with its own Council. Elegant houses situate in spacious
grounds, occupied partly by members of the diplomatic corps and some
members of the Government make it a very desirable residential area.
The slide is made of ice blocks frozen together from the top ofa steep
incline down to the river. Ottawa is very cold in winter; and the Ottawa
River which separates the Province of Ontario from the Province of
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Quebec at this place, was frozen when we went there. The sides of the
slide are raised so that the toboggan cannot get out of the groove. It is a
thrilling ride as the toboggan accelerates very rapidly until it reaches the
river when it should be travelling at the great speed of at least sixty miles
an hour. It is breath taking and a little frightening but it was quite safe as
long as you stayed still. There was a line-up of people to take the run.
There was a French Canadian there who went down standing up. The
man in charge of the slide told us he was only allowed to do it once a day.
It was almost as thrilling to watch that man perform as to ride on the slide
yourself. Several people can sit on the toboggan at the same time.
Bill took me to see many of the important places around Ottawa. I
attended a session of the House of Commons in the Victoria Memorial
Museum which was used by Parliament after the Parliament Buildings
had been destroyed by fire on February 3rd, 1916. When I went there, the
Minister of Finance, Honourable William White, was speaking. Sir
Robert Borden was the Prime Minister. His office had not been affected
by the fire. The office had previously been made fireproof.
Mr. Foley was an art collector so that the walls of his house were
covered with fine paintings, many of which were Scottish scenes, as Mr.
Foley was born in Scotland.
During 1918 at the beginning of the Fall Term, Newman Club put on
a drive for members. I was the chairman for the committee in charge of
the campaign. I think we hunted up every Catholic undergraduate at the
University, and although they didn't all join the Club, I think we had
ninety percent of them at any rate. In my third year at the Club, we
complained about the attitude of the executive and had a grievance
meeting where some of the members were able to give their opinions
about the lack of activity on the part of the executive. It was during my
final year, when I was treasurer, that I organized a slate of candidates
which was elected with Archie Grace from Ottawa, a dentist, as the
President. Archie was a great singer and a favourite with members of the
Club. I wasn't there to see how he got on, but afterwards he told me he
found the job pretty hard.
Some years later the Club moved to a much larger building on the
other side of the Campus. It is still active but I don't know how much
influence it has on the lives of the students. I think there are at least two
priests on duty there now.
At the end of my first year, I was surprised to find that the University
closed early in May and would not re-open until early October. That
meant that there were five months during which a person could be
employed and earn some money to help carry him through the following
year.
Accordingly, Father Burke, when he learned that I was seeking
employment, introduced me to a friend of his in Ottawa who was the
Manager of The Canada News Agency, and he arranged for me to get
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some experience as a newsboy on the trains and when the tourist season
opened on the Great Lakes, I was to get a job as a newsboy on the
Steamer S.S. HURONIC, which was one of three ships that carried on a
Tourist Service between Detroit, Michigan, and Duluth, Minnesota. My
first job then was newsboy on the train from Toronto to Midland on one
evening; and two evenings after I would go on the train between Toronto
and Belleville. I would stay overnight at the destinations and return on
the train the following day to Toronto. I would be given a certain amount
of goods which I would take around in a basket to find out if the
passengers wanted to buy some. There would be the usual sort of things
peddled in this fashion such as chocolate bars, candy, chewing gum,
cigars and cigarettes. Although I was called a newsboy, I don't remember
selling any newspapers or magazines on these trips. I do remember that
on my first trip to Midland I went through the cars and when I opened
one door I found that I was on the platform next to the engine. There was
a big wind blowing and some of my goods were swept away for the benefit
of some passersby later 01). As I had to account for the goods that I had
taken out, I didn't make much profit on this trip. When I got to Midland,
it was raining and I didn't know where to stay. I met a man dressed in oil
skins who told me he was a watchman for the town and I asked him if he
could suggest some. place where I might get in as it was late. He pointed
out to me the establishment of a baker across the street from where we
were standing, and I could see the lights in the store. He told me that if I
went in there I could get something to eat and a good cup of hot coffee
and the baker would put me up for the night. So I went to the bakery. The
man was a gentleman; he. took me in and gave me a cup of coffee and
some rolls but he had no appropriate accommodation for guests except a
settee which he had in front of his oven. It was a nice warm room and
there would be no problem lying down there, so that's where I lay down. I
wasn't alone, however, because the place was full of cockroaches and I
seemed to be hearing them moving about during the night. I didn't sleep
too well that night in the bake shop.
The next time I went there I found a hotel where my room was
furnished with a Gideon Bible, a bed and a large rope by which people
were supposed to save themselves if a fire should take place in the
building. I studied the manner designated for the use of the rope as a fire
escape but fortunately it wasn't necessary to use it that evening.
I remember little about the trips to Belleville, except that the hotel
where I stayed there was a very superior place with a nice dining room
and good food for breakfast. I didn't spend more than a week or ten days
on these trips because I found out that they were unprofitable ventures,
so I decided to look for a job in Toronto.
I obtained a job in a factory making cans at 20Cl: an hour and set my
alarm for seven o'clock the next morning because I had to be at work at
eight o'clock and it was in the East end of Toronto. I hadn't been in bed
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long when I received a telephone call from my friend, Joe Kennedy. Joe
was a chap who had started out by entering a Seminary with the intention
of becoming a Priest, but he changed that after one year and entered into
the School of Practical Science to become an Engineer. After a year
there, he decided that he was more suited as a dentist, so he switched over
to the School of Dentistry. He did eventually become a Dentist, and I am
sure he became a good one, but at this time he was still only a student. I
don't think he was a particularly good student, but he was a good billiard
player, and we had frequent games of pool and billiards together at
Newman Club. Joe told me that he had just got a job for both of us at a
munitions plant in Peterboro, a nice little town with a good hotel and the
pay was 25~ an hour. The first job we had was working on shells that
weighed ninety-eight pounds each. My task was to put a brass plug in the
bottom of the shell. We worked thirteen hours from six in the afternoon
until seven in the morning, with a half hour for lunch at midnight. We
lived in a hotel kept by a lady named Mrs. Hamilton, and we had
beautiful rooms and the best of meals for only $7.50 a week. I remember
that on Sunday the hotel provided a several-course dinner which would
cost the ordinary visitor 50~. There was one man who came there
regularly every Sunday, and who ate everything on the menu for his 50~.
The hotel made no profit on him, but I suppose he may have been a good
advertisement for the quality of the meals supplied and their cheapness.
Although we worked all night, we by no means slept the usual
amount of time during the day, as it was so bright that it was very difficult
to go to sleep at all. We also discovered that we were not able to shoot
straight playing billiards or pool, and this was due to the fact that we were
lifting such heavy shells that our muscular system was thrown out of
equilibrium. After a couple of weeks at that job we moved to another
factory where we worked only twelve hours a night from six in the
evening until six in the morning. Both of these factories were working
twenty-four hours around the clock for six days a week. The foreman in
this factory was a driver and kept prodding us all the time.
Peterboro has factories for making canoes, and I wasn't at all loath
to go paddling in a canoe. It was my first experience in such a boat and I
learned how to paddle. On one weekend we walked to Wakefield about
ten miles from Peterboro to the North, where there is a famous boys'
school and where there is also an Indian Reservation. There was a large
population of Indians in Ontario, and I was very curious to see this
Reservation. From what I learned here and elsewhere, I could see that the
Indians were a neglected race.
I don't remember where Joe spent the remainder of the summer, but
I went to London (Ontario) and registered with the man-in-charge of the
Canada News Agency there. Then I went to Sarnia to join my ship the
Huronic. The Northern Navigation Line operated a very popular
passenger service between Detroit, near Lake Erie, to Duluth,
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S. S. Hamonic
Sister ship of the S. S. Huronic on which I worked as "newsboy" - 1916
Minnesota. They had three ships: Hamonic, Huronic and Noronic. The
first week I went on, there was a group of Shriners from the U.S.A. who
were' celebrating the Fourth of July on board. Some of them were of
German birth. My work was much greater than on the train. I had more
goods to sell, and the Manager of the Line in Sarnia had put on a special
brand of cigars which he wished to promote. I shared a cabin with one of
the crew. Two members of the crew that I met were rather wild. One had
an unfortunate story to tell me about his experiences and why he ran
away from home. The waiters on these ships were all black men. They
were University students from the United States and could sing
beautifully the popular songs of the day.
The trip from Detroit to Duluth and back took six days. It was a
deservedly popular cruise because the meals were good and the scenery
was beautiful. We had to go through the locks at Sault Ste. Marie, where
Lake Superior flows into Lake Huron. There were two sets of locks there,
the American and the Canadian. We would call at Port Arthur and Fort
William at the Western end of Lake Superior. Port Arthur was a more
impressive city than Fort William, which was only just developing at the
time. Even then, however, they were regarded as Twin Cities. There were
many people who had emigrated from Europe living in the Fort William
section where the big wheat-earrying freighters used to be loaded. It was a
fascinating sight to see the wheat pouring out of the elevators through
large diameter galvanized pipes into the holds of the cargo steamers.
Near Fort William there was a large hill called Mount McKay which
the more youthful passengers loved to climb because the view from the
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top over the nearby flat country was worth going up to see. There was an
Indian Reservation at the foot of this hill. The Indians lived in very poor
wooden houses just as they did at Lakewood near Peterboro. I sometimes
used to act as a volunteer guide to the tourists when they were going up
Mount McKay.
I remember Duluth as a very interesting city. It was something like
St. John's in that it was built on the side of a hill. On the hill in Duluth
there were many beautiful homes where the wealthy people seemed to
reside and the road wound round gradually up over the height. At
Duluth, also, there was a "lift bridge" that rose up to allow big steamers to
pass underneath. They were passing all day long from or to Superior,
Wisconsin, which was the rail head for the great iron ore mines of the
Mesabi Range,just West of Duluth. At Superior it was interesting tosee
the big steamers going up alongside the row of bins where the iron ore
was kept in Superior. They would be loaded very quickly and then they
would be off on their trip down the Lakes, either to Chicago or Detroit.
When we would be going West, we would pass those ships and the wheat
carrying ships from Fort William, and there were very many of them,
several an hour. Some of these long wheat ships had as many as
fortyeight hatches. Sometimes we would return to Detroit, and at other
times I would get out at Sarnia and go to London to report on the week's
trip.
I remember one day getting off at Sarnia and going to London and
making my report there. On the way back the train was late. I watched the
waiters from the dining room playing poker, at very high stakes, so it
seemed to me. When we arrived at Sarnia, it was too late to catch the train
to Point Edward where the ship was, so I started to walk. It was a
moonlight night, and I think it must have been late in July or early in
August as there was a strong smell of new-mown hay in the air. I was
walking along when I met a man and asked him if there was any freight
train going to Point Edward; and just then one blew and he said, "This
one is going to Point Edward", so I said, 'Til catch this one". So, as it
came abreast of me, I grabbed the rail of the ladder going up the side on
the first car next to the engine. I managed to hold on with both hands and
pull myself up on the ladder and wait until the train came to a stop near
Point Edward. Then I got off and looked around and saw a woman being
helped down off one of the cars on the other side; then a fireman came
along from the engine and told us to get away. However, I got back on the
train when it started and didn't get off until it got to Point Edward. It so
happened that Ijust caught the boat in time as it was leaving for Detroit.
The gang planks had been disconnected, and I had to scramble in order to
get on board ship.
I knew nobody in any of these ports into which we went, nor had I
known anybody on board before I joined the ship. It was, therefore,
pretty lonesome in these places. I used to go to the pool rooms here and
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there or to the stores where they had slot machines where you could put
money in; and if you won, you would get three or four cigars. I gained a
good many cigars this way. I didn't smoke them; I sold them. Some of the
passengers were very nice. There was one gentleman who was a
connoisseur in regard to cigars. He told me that he used to keep his best
cigars for smoking indoors, but he had other brands that he smoked in
smoking rooms and others which he smoked outdoors. He gave me some
ideas as to the difference in the quality of cigars, and I tried them out
afterwards to good effect. I enjoyed my trips on board this ship, although
at times it was very warm with the temperature as high as 106 degrees
Fahrenheit when in Duluth.
One day at lunchtime, as the ship was steaming along on Lake
Superior and all the passengers had gone into the dining room, I was
feeling very happy and thought I would run along the deck and leap over
the bollards - those iron posts used to put the rope around to tie the ship
fast. Unfortunately, I forgot that there was another deck above with iron
cross beams. The very top of my head grazed one of the beams, and I fell
flat on my back on the deck. I really was surprised, but was thankful I was
not killed, for even a fraction of an inch higher and the top of my skull
would have been taken off. I have always attributed my narrow escape on
that occasion to the prayers of my parents.
I was able to go on into lunch as if nothing had happened. Every time
I see a bollard or hear the name I think of that day I had such a narrow
escape from serious, if not fatal, injury.
When we were in port one day, I think it was at Sarnia, I met the
newsboy on the Hamonic; and I was talking to him about business and
telling him that my instructions were to sell goods at the same price that
they were being sold on shore. He said to me that I would starve to death
if I kept on doing that so he gave me a list of his prices; and when I went
back on board I put them to good use. There was a complaint box on
board ship for people who had any complaints about the way they were
treated on board ship, and they could place their letters in this box and
management would take them over and look into them. This was to be
my last trip; and when I got back to Sarnia, my boss sadly told me that
there had been a complaint about my charges and that I couldn't stay on
the ship. However, I had a pass for travelling on the train and I travelled
on that pass down to the border at Buffalo. From there I paid my way
down to Brooklyn, New York, where my father was staying at the time.
When I arrived in Brooklyn, I noticed that the sidewalks were strewn
with broken glass from the windows of the houses. I was told that this was
due to huge explosions the previous night of large quantities of
ammunition stored at Back Bay near New York for shipment to the
United Kingdom and was probably the work of German sympathizers.
At this time, the United States was still neutral in World War I.
My father had given up sailing for a long time and now worked
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mainly as a carpenter or a ship's carpenter. When there wasn't much
building going on in St. John's, he would go to places where there was
work - Sydney, Quebec, and now he was in New York where he had
been working at the Brooklyn Dockyard. He was staying with people
named Brennan, who were from Placentia Bay; but he also knew the
Murphys who had lived next door to him on Casey Street many years
before, and now lived on Staten Island. Mr. Murphy seemed to be doing
well in business as the agent for a fire sprinkler system, which he
explained to me. His daughter had a motor car and took us for a drive
around Staten Island and showed us a place where a shark had attacked
one of the swimmers that summer.
As I still had a month before I went back to the University, I decided
to look for something to do. I saw an advertisement one day for men to
line up to take part in the picture "The Birth of a Nation" and I went there;
the men stood in lines of four abreast. An agent was taking them in four
at a time; and he stopped at the four peoplejustahead of the line I was in.
I wasn't too down-hearted, but I often wonder what might have
happened if I had got into that big picture, "The Birth of a Nation".
I did a lot of walking in New York. I walked across the Brooklyn
Bridge several times, admiring the tremendous structure with its cables
and towers, accommodating thousands of vehicles, including street cars,
as well as a constant flow of foot passengers walking from end to end. I
visited the Engineering School at Columbia University. There I saw a
picture of Thomas Alva Edison, which he had signed with the motto in
his handwriting "Everything comes to him who hustles while he waits. T.
A. Edison". Edison was the inventor of the electric light bulb and the
gramaphone and many other useful things.
I looked again in the papers through the advertisements for help
wanted and saw one that appealed to me: "A man wanted to work in a
confectionary store selling ice cream". I went and saw the owner, Mr.
Kuhne, who was a German American. I was engaged. The store was in
Brooklyn not far from where I was staying. I worked with him and gave
him good satisfaction. We used to make our own ice cream in ten gallon
containers in the basement; and we used a hand machine to cut up our
own ice from large blocks we received from an ice plant. After a week, the
owner became so pleased with me that he asked me to take charge of the
store while" he and his wife went away for a two-week holiday. I enjoyed
being there, but I'm afraid that I failed him, as I had planned to leave
Brooklyn and left his employ.
I decided to go back home via Cambridge, Massachusetts where my
two uncles and an aunt on my mother's side were living. My mother's
sister was Mollie Greene, whose husband, from Point Verde, near
Placentia, was drowned before her son, George, was born.
I stayed with my Uncle Tom O'Reilly and his wife, Polly. They had
no children, but they were very kind to me. On the same street where my
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Uncle Tom lived, Tremont Street, lived a cousin of my mother's, Patrick
O'Reilly. He had several daughters and two sons, some of whom were
about my age. I found a visit to their home very interesting.
They were a most hospitable family. We became great friends and
have been so ever since. Mr. O'Reilly belonged to what was called "the
Brownies Club", the members of which went swimming every day of the
year, hot or cold, it made no difference to them. I don't suppose they
stayed very long in the water, but that was a condition of their
membership in the club. I believe Mr. White from Brazil Square in St.
John's was also a member of that club at one time. The O'Reilly's took me
around Boston as well as Cambridge and showed me Harvard University
and many of the historic spots of the area. I also met my Uncle Edward
for the first time. He also had several children, one of whom was about
my age. They too were very friendly.
I decided to go see myoId College chum, Nix Duchemin, who was
working at the General Electric Plant at Lynn, which was only about ten
miles away. He got a great surprise when he saw me standing behind the
door at his rooming house as he came in after his dinner. He took me to
the beach. He also took me roller skating and showed me some of the
interesting places around the plant where he worked and told me of the
different jobs he had been engaged in doing. Nix had been a very
ambitious student when he was in St. Bon's. He was an American Citizen
and had wanted to go and work in the United States. He learned the trade
of Electrician from the ground up and went to night school at the same
time, thus qualifying himself for early advancement in his career. He
worked part-time in a restaurant to increase his earnings. When the
United States entered the War in 1917, Nixjoined the United States Air
Force.
From Boston, I went by rail to Halifax where I saw Reverend
Brother Culhane who was then the President of St. Mary's College. He
had been the principal of St. Bon's when I first went there. I wanted to
discuss with him the choice of a career. Brother Culhane gave me his
opinion that I should go ahead and get my degree in Engineering and
consider then whether I should change from Engineering to some other
profession. I was already thinking of studying law and had even written
the President of Dalhousie University asking him about the entrance into
the law school. The President answered my letter and said he was sending
me a University calendar under another cover. It never reached me. I
took the S. S. STEPHANa to St. John's from Halifax and spent two
weeks at home.
Although I had written my parents every week since I went away, it
was a great pleasure to see my mother again and to be able to tell her that
my father would be returning home on the next trip of the S. S.
STEPHANa. I also told her what Father Burke and my fellow students
at the University said; they thought I should be a lawyer. Father Burke
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said I was no more cut out to be an engineer than he was. Brother
Culhane said that I should continue my studies and get my degree and
then decide what I should do. This I now resolved to do.
About September 27th, 1916, I went back via Halifax on the S. S.
STEPHANO. We had a fine trip to New York. The passengers I met on
board included Reverend Brother Ennis of Mount Cashel, Mrs. Garrett
Byrne and her daughter, Alice, and Miss Mary Doyle. The latter, who
was sitting in a deck chair admiring the sunset, told me she was bringing a
cousin of hers to school at The Convent of The Sacred Heart in Halifax
and that she had gone to her cabin as she was afraid of becoming seasick.
The name of the cousin was Mary Harris, whom I wasn't destined to meet
until seven years later.
I saw my father in New York again and arranged for him to go back
to St. John's on the steamer, S. S. STEPHANO, on her return voyage.
He was very happy to be on board and at sea again. He afterwards told
me of the enjoyable trip he had going to St. John's. He loved every minute
of it like a good seaman should.
This was the S. S. STEPHANO's last complete voyage, for on her
return trip from St. John's to New York on the 8th of October, 1916, she
was torpedoed and sunk by a German submarine off Nantucket Island.
There was no loss of life; the passengers landed at Newport from
lifeboats. Amongst those on board that I knew were Dr. Vincent P.
Burke, the Roman Catholic Superintendent of Education in St. John's,
and Patrick F. Halley, who was later to become the husband of Alice
Byrne who had accompanied her mother on the previous trip aboard the
same ship to New York. The sinking of this fine ship at the very doorstep
of the U.S.A. was one of the events which contributed to the decision of
that Country to enter the War on the side of the Allies in April, 1917.
After my father had left, I boarded the train for Toronto and
returned there via Buffalo.
My first long vacation had been filled with a lot of travel, several
different jobs and meeting a great many people. The following year I
didn't go home but worked in a shell factory in Galt and in a brass factory
at Wallaceburg.
Wallaceburg is in Southwest Ontario across the St. Clair River from
Algomac in Michigan, U.S.A. As power was cheap and plentiful, the
region was an ideal place for industry. The population was partly English
speaking and partly French. I stayed with a French Canadian family
while I was in Wallaceburg - Mr. and Mrs. Trudell. They were both very
short people. Mr. Trudell was very thin and Mrs. Trudell was very fat. He
worked in a glass factory receiving $7.00 a week, yet he had a Ford motor
car. I think their Ford motor car must have been a very strongly-built
machine because Mr. Trudell was not exactly an expert when he started
to operate it, and he would back out of the garage and go through the
fence behind him and then go ahead and almost go through the back of
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the garage as well. His wife was a good housekeeper and a good euchre
player. She had a little garden outside the house where she grew a number
of vegetables. They spoke a kind of patois and used to say "le lat" instead
of "le lait" for milk. Their nephew also boarded with them. I enjoyed my
stay here and was able to practise my French.
There were two glass factories in Wallaceburg. I found them
interesting. I saw how they made bottles of pressed glass and I saw the
blowers making other glass containers. They used long pipes and twisted
the glass at the end around to the shape they desired. Mr. Trudell worked
as a labourer in one of the glass factories.
The soil is rich in this area. I was amazed at the cornfields where the
corn grew; it seemed to me about seven or eight feet high. On the
weekends I would visit Chatham or some place on Lake Erie where they
had a beach and entertainment. I also visited Windsor where there were
several factories manufacturing motor cars. They were cheap in those
days; you could buy either a Ford or a Chevrolet for between $300.00 and
$400.00, that is if you had that amount of money.
The men I worked with in the brass factory in Wallaceburg were all
Inspection staff at brass factory for making shell parts, Wallaceburg, 1917.
The author is in the front row, second from the right.
strangers to me. There were two Englishmen there. We used to wear
gloves because the brass was so sharp that it could cut your hands. One
day I went to put on my gloves and I found one of them was full ofgrease.
I noticed the smaller Englishman looking at me, and I figured that he was
the one who had done this, so I turned the glove inside out and rubbed it
in his face; and we got into a wrestling match and I put him on the floor.
At that moment, the boss came to my rescue and separated us. It is a
queer thing that there are some men who will do things like that to their
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fellow workers. After one or two more incidents like this, I was pretty
well left alone.
Later in 1917, on December 6th, the world was shocked to learn of a
terrible explosion that took place in Halifax, Nova Scotia, when two
ships loaded with ammunition collided in the Harbour. Eighteen
hundred lives were lost and 8,000 people were made homeless as a result.
A year and a half later when I visited Halifax, I was still hearing tales of
the terrible hardships endured by the people at that particular time. My
future wife, Mary Harris, was then a pupil at the Sacred Heart Convent
on Spring Garden Road. She was ill at the time of the explosion and a
patient in the Hospital. There was a rumor that there was going to be a
second explosion and all the patients were evacuated. Assistance was
received from many quarters. The ewfoundland Government sent
$50,000.00 to help relieve the distress. A large portion of the City was
destroyed and had to be rebuilt.
A short time after that Newfoundland suffered a great marine
disaster when on February 26th, 1918, the S. S. FLORIZEL, the Sister
Ship of the S. S. STEPHANO, ran aground in a snowstorm during the
night at a place called Cappahayden near Renews. About ninety-four
people lost their lives in this tragedy. One of the survivors was my next-
door neighbour, Jimmy Dwyer, who used to play the bugle, and was a
steward on board the ship. Another one was my cousin, Michael
Sullivan, the son of Mrs. Selina Sullivan who was so kind to me. Another
survivor that I knew fairly well was Mr. John P. Kielly, the man who in
1907 had operated the Nickel Theatre, showing moving pictures in St.
John's for the first time. As it cost only five cents to see a show, the boys in
my neighbourhood saw many of the shows.
I spent the summer of 1918 in Newfoundland. Late in June, Billy
McGrath, Mike Kennedy, Jim Gibbs and I decided to go salmon fishing
at Pinsent's Falls in Salmonier. I had never been there, although I had
often heard people who had been there talking about it. Mike was an
experienced salmon fisherman by this time, as he had spent several
summers over in Placentia fishing. We weren't, however, very sensible
about the way we provided for our trip. We took a football, baseball bat
and gloves and ball, and a tent to sleep in on the side of the road, two
miles away from the river. We went by train to Duff's at Holyrood, and
then we rented a carriage to drive us down to the Path End from where we
had to walk to Pinsent's Falls.
We set up our camp by the side of the main road, and every morning
we would set off just after daylight to go down to the river, and we would
not come back until just before dark. There were others fishing there
including Peter O'Mara, a druggist from St. John's, and a friend of his, a
Mr. Perry who worked at the Horwood Lumber Company; he was a fine
fisherman. Fish were very scarce. The first day we were there I tried very
hard to catch a fish, but I didn't see any. Everybody else went into a log
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Going fishing at Duff's Station, Holyrood
J. A. Gibbs, W. J. Browne, M. J. Kennedy
cabin either to have a drink or have a cup of tea and wait until news came
of a new run of fish into the river. So I went down the river - the wrong
way - and came to a very nice little sandy pool; and I hadjust thrown my
fly out when a salmon caught it. I had heard great stories about the
salmon that get away. All the big ones always got away. I was determined
that this one wasn't going to get away, so I brought it in as quickly as I
could. It must have been well hooked, for I dragged it in ten feet from the
water, and then I pounced on it and broke its neck and took out the hook
and then wrapped the fish up in my sweater and tied it up carefully and
put it around my neck. I went down the river fifty yards or so to the camp
where the rest of the fishermen were relaxing shouting, 'Tve caught a
salmon, I've caught a salmon"!
Immediately, the other men rushed out and when they saw me
coming down, they got their rods and started out into the river
themselves. I showed them the salmon, a beautiful fish weighing about
five pounds, and it had sea lice on it which meant to say that it had just
come into the river from the ocean. I had never seen a salmon caught and
that was my first.
There were plenty of salmon in the river then. I am sorry to say that
jigging was practiced a great deal. Some people didn't have the patience
to try and catch a salmon with a fly and used to put on several bare hooks
and catch the fish foul. It wasn't very sporting and I never liked the idea.
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In 1918 the Salmonier River was in excellent condition. Several
years afterwards, the Government unwisely gave permission to certain
people to cut wood for pit props for export along the river: and as a
result. the fishing was spoiled. Cutting so much wood meant that there
would be a very quick runoff after a rainfall instead of a gradual runoff.
The result was that the river would rapidly become very high and then go
down low again very quickly. When it was low, the fish found it hard to
get upstream; and when it was high, the fishermen found it hard to catch
the fish.
The warden on the river was Pat Hurley, who used to spend a good
deal of time at Pinsent's Falls when the fishermen were there, but every
- /--~ ~ ~
Outside the Warden's shack, Pinsent's Falls
W. J. Browne, the Warden, M. J. Kennedy, J. A. Gibbs
day he used to walk up and down from his home which was down by the
bridge just at the estuary, five miles away. He would bring us news of
whether or not there were fish in the pools along the river. He was well-
liked by everybody. He was burnt like an Indian and smoked a pipe
continuously.
Now I had to look for a job. I tried the ship building plant at
Harbour Grace, but there was no vacancy there. I went to see Mr. Powell,
the Manager of the Newfoundland Railway, but again without success.
However, there was an advertisement in the newspapers from the Nova
Scotia Steel and Coal Company on Bell Island which wanted a
draftsman. I went over to see Mr. Archibald, the Manager, and I was
accepted at a salary of $100.00 a month. I worked in the office with Mr.
Gilliatt, the Engineer, and Edward Spencer, who was a surveyor and Ben
Searle, who was his linesman. it was an excellent experience for me.
Edward Spencer was interested in learning some of the theory that I had
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learned at the University, and I was able to teach him some things. The
result was he depended more on the information I could give him than on
Mr. Gilliatt, who was an Engineer, and an experienced one. One day Mr.
Gilliatt said to him, "Edward, if there is anything you want to know,
come to me; and if I don't know it, we will get Mr. Browne to give us his
opinion on it".
That summer the Company was building a new mine shaft. It
became known as Number 6 and went down and then out a couple of
miles under the waters of Conception Bay. A new hoist was being
installed which meant that towers had to be built and a big smoke-stack
had to be erected. It was to be cylindrical and of concrete, and a specialist
came from Chicago to erect it. He was a fast worker and a tough little
guy. They called him "Smoke Stack". There were about a dozen
steelworkers there from Nova Scotia. Every night at the staff house there
would be a game of poker and, of course, I got into it. I was very lucky not
to lose any money at it, but I believe "Smoke Stack", the man from
Chicago, took very little money home with him. I did not play dice. That
was a frightening game.
In our final year students in Science and Engineering had to write a
thesis before they were given a degree. I decided to write mine on the Iron
Ore Mines of Bell Island. I read the history of the mines and was able to
give a readable account of what had been developed there. Before the
First World War, our biggest customer was Germany. Many times
people would contemplate on the fact that the Germans knew all about
the mines and, not only that, but some of the shells that were being fired
at the Allies were made from the ore that had been mined at Bell Island.
During that summer of 1918, the Nova Scotia and Dominion Companies
made an agreement as to what the boundary between them would be, and
it was Edward Spencer's duty to mark it off below the level of the sea. So
he and I worked on the project and put up the marks where the boundary
should be.
At that time on Bell Island, the ore used to be carried by an endless
cable of iron ore carts, each of which carried about a ton and a half of ore.
They would go along a narrow track right across the Island from the
Back of Bell Island to the Front to a place where they would tip over and
empty automatically and then come back empty. People were forbidden
to ride on these cars, but if you were walking the two or three miles across
the Island by the side of the cars, you would feel inclined sometimes to
step on the back of one and get a lift. Once I did this going downhill
towards the office at the Front of the Island; and I had just got off the car
and stepped about ten feet away from it, when the car behind broke loose
and crashed into the very one on which I had been standing. If! had been
there a second or two later, I would have been crushed between the two
cars and killed.
The Staff House on the Scotia side was run by a Mrs. Fraser who
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supplied excellent meals. I think room and board was only about $25.00
or $30.00 a month. At any rate, I believe I saved about $200.00 out of the
$300.00 I received for the three months work.
Ed Spencer was a football enthusiast. We had a team of men from
the Company. I played on it. Among those that I knew on Bell Island
were Joe Greene, Matt Farrell, Riv Costigan, who was working as a
chemist with the Company, Jim Connors, and Lou Lawton, who ran a
drugstore on the Green. The first four I had already met at St. Bon's. I
also met some young women who were home from Montreal where they
were working, and one of these was Angela Shannahan who proved to be
a very good friend.
I don't think that there were many motor cars on the Island at that
time. I know that when I went to catch the Ferry back to Portugal Cove, I
took a carriage; and I believe we also drove by carriage from Portugal
Cove to St. John's.
It was pleasant, however, to take a ride on a Sunday afternoon to
Lance Cove or Freshwater. Mr. Freddy Jardine, whose niece I was to
marry some years later, lived on the Island. He was an interesting man
and knew a great deal about the history of the place. He told me that they
used to build ships in Lance Cove at one time; and - although I don't
know on what authority he said so - that they used to grow flax then.
The soil of Bell Island is very good for agricultural purposes, and the
people in the Freshwater area and at Lance Cove and in the East End
grew large quantities of vegetables and hay.
At the end of the summer, I returned to Toronto by the
Newfoundland Railway and the Canadian National Railway from North
Sydney. On this trip I met several people. There was Sister Catherine
from Little Rock, Arkansas, who had been recruiting girls to become
Nuns in her Convent. Another passenger on board the train was the
daughter of the Governor, a Miss Harris. Another was the Governor's
aide-de-camp, Captain Campbell. Another was Miss McCarthy
(afterwards Reverend Sister Mary Chrysystom of the Order of Sisters of
Mercy). Philip Lewis was another.
As we left Curling and were going towards Mount Moriah, the
second class car left the track and rolled down the embankment. This
caused the other cars to tip over on their sides. I was sitting in the first
class car, I don't know if it was a sleeper; I think perhaps it was. There was
a young lady sitting opposite me, and the window was open; and as the
car was turning over, I put my hand up and held on to the window ledge
and put my arm around the girl opposite and saved her from falling. I got
out as quickly as I could and went around the train.
One ofthe girls from Holyrood had been killed. She had fallen under
the train, having apparently been standing or sitting on the back of the
car in which I was travelling. Sister Catherine told me that she, herself,
had her collarbone broken. I went around trying to help different people,
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especially those who had been in the second car, as I was unhurt. (I later
discovered that the seat had been torn out of my trousers.) I took their
names and sent messages back to their homes. One man with a round
hole about as big as a large cent', in his forehead, which was bleeding
freely, told me he was a photographer from Bay Roberts. He sat on the
side of a bed in a neighbouring house looking very pathetic and asked me
to send a message to his folks saying: "Everything OK. Love". Actually,
he looked anything but OK at that time. The passengers remained at
Curling until the next day when another train arrived and took us to Port
aux Basques. A public enquiry was afterwards held into the wreck at
Mount Moriah. The accident could have been very much worse, for not
far distant was a much steeper incline. If the car had gone over there, the
number of lives lost could have been greater.
I later sent Miss Harris a photograph of the wreck. She thanked me
by letter and told me that on the way home to England, their boat had
been torpedoed, but the ship didn't sink and limped into port.
My last year at Toronto was the most enjoyable one. I had by now
made many friends, and sometimes I would spend weekends at their
homes. I was accustomed to the work at the University and was able to
keep up with it without too much difficulty. Nineteen eighteen was the
year of the Spanish flu, which was a disaster all over the world, killing
more people than had died in the War. My mother told me afterwards
that when she was ill, my father looked after her and when he got ill, my
mother looked after him. People were warned to take all kinds of
precautions if there was any sign of a cold. Although we had Prohibition
in Ontario, people said that whisky was the best means of preventing the
flu. Accordingly, I went to a doctor when I had a slight sniffle or
something and expected to get a quart of whisky as a medicine; instead, I
was given a dose of pills. However, I didn't get the flu, thank God! Or
perhaps I was one of the first to get it because when I went home in the
early summer of 1918, I was sick at home for two or three days after I
arrived and I don't remember a thing that happened during that time.
The University was closed for a time because of the flu; activities at
Newman Club could not be resumed and people were warned not to go to
theatres. Even the R.C.A.F. Cadets were confined to their barracks. It
was near the end of the flu epidemic, on November 11th, that the bells
rang out and whistles sounded: it had been learned that the German High
Command had accepted the Allies' Armistice Terms. There was great
rejoicing, and I remember that the Air Force Cadets all broke out of their
barracks and went down to the heart of the City and joined the other
citizens in celebrating the Allies' Victory.
Little by little, the students who had been overseas began to come
back and some were able to graduate in 1919. Out of one hundred who
'The old Newfoundland cent was about an inch in diameter
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had been in my class of Engineering four years earlier, twenty-seven
graduated. I have been looking over my marks, and I find that in the first
year they were very low. I was extremely fortunate to have received
honours in my third and fourth years, however; and as a result, I received
my degree with honours.
After graduation I went to Ottawa with Bill Foley. There I met Alan
Fleming again. He was now in partnership with a well-known firm of
lawyers - McCraken, Henderson & Herridge. Alan was to remain a
member of that firm until his death in 1950.
I came back home by train, stopping at Quebec, where I visited the
famous Citadel and the site of the Battle of the Plains of Abraham. I had
heard about Quebec City a few years before from my father, who went to
Chicoutimi to work at the new pulp mill that was being built there. He
had to stay a couple of days in Quebec and told me about his experiences
there. Because of its historical associations, Quebec is one of the most
interesting places in Canada, for it was there that in 1759 the Forces of
England led by General Wolfe defeated the Army of France led by
General Montcalm. It was a battle in which both Generals lost their lives.
Both of them were great Generals and have been honoured by a joint
monument to their memories. The Province of Quebec never adopted
Prohibition.
One day in June 1919, not long after my return to St. John's, I was
up in Lester's Field with Reverend Brother Doyle from St. Bonaventure's
College. We were watching the two English aviators, Alcock and Brown,
working on the Vickers Vimy By-plane in which they were going to fly to
England. I couldn't understand their being in Lester's Field, which had a
big slope on it, and you would wonder how they would ever be able to get
a plane up out of it. The next day, a Saturday with a very high wind, I was
going up to Stancomb's Field to play baseball, but the wind was so strong
that nobody else turned up. While I was there, I saw the plane flying out
over Signal Hill on its way to Ireland. The two airmen flew straight to
Ireland and the next day were reported to have landed near Clifden. This
was the first flight ofan airplane non-stop across the Atlantic Ocean. The
two flyers were knighted by the King for their exploits. They also won the
sum of £10,000 put up by The Daily Mail for this accomplishment.
Although they set off with a very strong wind at their back, they were to
face darkness and rain and fog, and at one point during their flight they
actually lost control of the plane and only regained it when they were fifty
feet above the water. By their brave heroic flight they gained
imperishable renown. Later when I was in Ireland, I was to meet Tim
Gallivan, the first man to greet the two flyers. He was working at the
wireless station at Clifden.
In 1919 there were many aviators in Newfoundland trying to
compete for this prize, but it was years before anyone broke the record set
by Alcock and Brown. Two others who tried the flight were Hawker and
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Grieve who crash-landed in the Atlantic and were picked up by a Danish
steamer. During 1919 and for fourteen years after, special stamps were to
be issued for some of the flights crossing the Atlantic. It is a strange irony
that the price of postage stamps on letters carried by Alcock and Brown
only reached sixty or seventy dollars each, whereas those on letters
brought by Hawker and Grieve, whose plane never reached the other
Alcock and Brown - first transatlantic flight
side, are worth something in the neighbourhood of $6,000.00 or
$7,000.00 each. For some time to come, Newfoundland was to be either
the starting place or the landing place of many adventurers flying across
the Atlantic. There was no proper airstrip or landing strip in St. John's
then, but in Harbour Grace the people made an airstrip for landing and
taking off. The town, therefore, became the popular starting or finishing
point.
Although I had received my Degree in Engineering, I had by now
quite decided to study law.
Harold Knight, who had won the Jubilee Scholarship in 1914, was
awarded the Rhodes Scholarship for 1917. I had been looking ahead for
several years to applying for the Scholarship for 1918. With this in view, I
had approached many prominent people I had met in the previous five
years.
Amongst those who were kind enough to give me recommendations,
were Reverend Brothers Culhane, J. B. Ryan and Fennessey, three of my
former teachers at St. Bonaventure's College; Archbishop McNeil of
Toronto; Archbishop Roche of St. John's; Sir William Hearst, Premier
of Ontario; Sir Robert Falconer, President of the University ofToronto;
Mr. Gillespie, Assistant Professor at S.P.S., Toronto; Mr. Justice Kelly
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of the Supreme Court of Ontario; and Reverend Father John E. Burke,
the Rector of Newman Club in Toronto. I shall always be grateful to
these distinguished gentlemen and others who gave me what I considered
flattering descriptions of my suitability as an applicant for the Rhodes
Scholarship.
I should also thank Mother Mary Joseph, who taught typewriting at
the Convent of Mercy in St. John's, for getting her best pupils to put
copies of the recommendations in an attractive pamphlet form. The
results were favourable.
I was awarded the Scholarship for 1918. Deo Gratias. I travelled to
Liverpool on the S. S. Digby. Other passengers included Harold Knight
and Ned Crawford, two other St. Bon's College Rhodes Scholars. There
were also on board some Canadians bound for English universities. I met
Captain Roche, a Dominican Priest from Dublin, and Dean Sheehy of
All Hallows College in that city. I had several chats with them, and they
both invited me to go see them if I should go to Dublin.
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Chapter Three
/9/9 - /922 University of Oxford
It was a happy coincidence that one of the first people I had met in
Toronto - my friend, Henry Somerville - should also be the first
person I heard about in Oxford. It happened in this way: On the train
coming up from London, I noticed a Priest reading his breviary. I saw
that he had a metal box with him; so when we got off the train at Oxford,
I offered to carry it for him and he let me do so. He told me his name was
Father Wolverston and that he was the Jesuit Pastor of St. Aloysius'
Church in Oxford. I informed him that I knew only one person in Oxford
and that this was Henry Somerville, and I wondered if he knew him.
"Oh yes, I know him well," he said. "He is the Secretary of the St.
Vincent de Paul Society at my Church, and I see him every Sunday."
Henry was also Secretary of the Catholic Social Guild at Oxford, and he
was to remain there for the three years that I would be there. It is easy to
understand that we saw a good deal of each other. I think he loved
Oxford as much as I did. I was glad I offered to carry Father
Wolverston's box, though it proved to be very heavy, for it led me to my
friend Henry Somerville.
The next day I went to see Mr. Francis Wylie, the Secretary of the
Rhodes Trustees, at his residence. He took me over to Merton College
and introduced me to the authorities there, and on the way he showed me
a view of the spire of St. Mary's Church on the High Street from a spot
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near Oriel College. Mertonians claim that ours is the oldest college in
Oxford, having been founded by the Abbot, later Archbishop Walter de
Merton in 1264. It is older than any of the colleges at Cambridge, and was
founded one year before the British Parliament was established.
I was given rooms on the ground floor in Fellows Quad. The
bedroom was quite small (and damp, I soon discovered, for the building
was in a low-lying area), but my sitting room was very good and had a
nice fireplace. Two sets of windows looked out on a landscape which
Merton College
stretched beyond the city wall, across the meadows down to the river. A
door led to a small garden, but as this wasn't cultivated, I didn't use it
much. I was also assigned a tutor, Sir John Miles. Sir John was an expert
on Torts. He had published a book on the Leading Cases, but this was not
the only subject he taught me.
After finding out where my residence for the next two years in
Oxford was going to be, I went back to London. Although students in
law take their lectures in Oxford, they have to register at one of the Inns
of Court in London. There are four of these - Gray's Inn, Lincoln's Inn,
Middle Temple and Inner Temple. I became a registered member of
Gray's Inn. In order to be called to the Bar, it is necessary to "eat" at least
three dinners a term for three years. There were three terms a year. The
terms of course are the legal terms. As these terms usually corresponded
with the time that we were at the University, we would have to get special
leave from the Warden to go down to London in order to eat the dinners.,
The history of the Inns is very interesting, as it goes back almost to
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the same time that the College of Merton was established at Oxford. In
fact, the people who originally attended the College at Oxford and the
people who attended the Inns of Court were probably drawn from the
same class. They were mostly persons intending to enter Holy Orders or
become Monks. To be admitted to either place, a person had to be very
keen to obtain a higher education. The presiding Officer of Gray's Inn is
called the Treasurer. That practice was continued in Newfoundland, and
the presiding Officer of The Law Society of Newfoundland is also called
the Treasurer.
Those who attended the dinners were the Benchers, the Barristers
and the students; but on special occasions, such as the annual "Grand
Day", some of the judges of the Superior Courts might attend. On that
particular day, a toast was given by the Treasurer, "To the glorious and
immortal memory of good Queen Elizabeth". The food served at these
meals was very good and the port, we were told, was matured in
Newman's Cellars in St. John's, Newfoundland. It was really excellent
port, at least I thought so. Lord Bacon, when he was Lord Chancellor,
was also Treasurer of Gray's Inn and was responsible for the fine garden
that still exists. The conversation was always lively and sometimes
exciting, especially at the head table where the Benchers sat.
The subjects in which we were examined at Gray's Inn were the same
as at Oxford, and the lectures we got at Oxford were sufficient to enable
us to write the examinations at Gray's Inn. The general set-up of the Inns
of Court is something like the Oxford Colleges, and they have been
described as a sort of University.
On my return to Oxford I started to explore the City. Merton
College was a most pleasant place in which to live. It is situated on one
side of St. John the Baptist Street (now Merton Street), a street which
was named after the Church that was there before the Chapel of Merton
College was built. The oldest parts of the College appeared to be the
Chapel, the library and the dining hall, all of which are supposed to date
from the 13th Century. The tower of the Chapel dates from 1451.
The 13th has been called, with good reason, the greatest ofcenturies.
The examples of Gothic architecture that survive from the wars and
revolutions and fires of earlier ages are eloquent testimony to this fact.
The Chapel of Merton is in the shape of a ''T''. It was originally intended
to be in the form of a cross, but the Rector of the Church at the time,
without authority, leased the land belonging to Merton to the founder of
Corpus Christi College next door, and it wasn't possible to extend the
Chapel so that it would have a nave. The Chapel has a comparatively
short tower; but as the building is in good proportion, the effect is
excellent. All the windows have been fitted with stained glass showing
scenes from scripture. Outside the Chapel there is a row of stone
gargoyles which extend about three feet from the sloping roof where it
meets the perpendicular sides. The water rolling down the roof goes into
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a gutter and is discharged through the mouths of the gargoyles away from
the base of the building. There is a high iron fence around the Chapel and
a similar fence connects the Chapel with the porch where the porter is on
duty.
It was a rule at Merton that the students had to be in by 10 p.m.,
unless they got permission to stay out later. The door would be locked at
midnight, and they wouldn't be able to get in at all after that. There is an
amusing story of an undergraduate who was locked out like this. When
he went up to the gate, he saw another man whom he took to be an
undergraduate also; so he said, "I'll show you how to get in, just follow
me". So the undergraduate climbed up the iron fence, got inside onto the
little lawn (formerly a graveyard) between the fence and Chapel and then
climbed over the next fence to get into the Mod Quad. The stranger who
had followed him joined him in the Quad and said, "But why should I
have to come in this way, I am a Don, and I have a key". It is not related
what happened to the undergraduate for being late that evening!
The old library is picturesque with hand-hewn oaken seats in the
form of benches. In a place of such antiquity, it is not surprising to find
many valuable books by learned authors. Some of the books are still
chained to the shelves so that they can't be stolen. There are also many
valuable illuminated manuscripts. In the Library at Merton, there was a
medieval iron box fitted with a system of locks that would protect its
contents against all but the locksmith himself. Downstairs a modern
library contains modern books, including law books. The library is one
of the great treasures of Oxford.
The students in residence at Merton College in my day had their
breakfast and lunch served to them in their rooms by their "scout"'. My
scout's name was Harris, and I am sure that he had been there for a long
time before me. The food comes from the buttery and the charges for
these meals are called "Battels". Dinner is served in the hall where the
students sit on benches on each side of long, low, oaken tables. The
Warden and the Dons, or Fellows, sit at the head table. The rowing crew
is especially privileged and sits at a table in the middle of the hall. Grace is
always said in Latin. Paintings of distinguished men lined the walls of the
dining hall, but not all of the pictures are of Mertonians. I enjoyed my
dinners in the hall, but there were some rules about dinner that one had to
be very careful to keep. I can't remember them all now, but if you broke
one of them, you were going to be "sconced"2 by the Head of the table. To
be sconced means that he would send you a quart of beer; and if you
couldn't drink it in one draft, you had to treat the whole table of about
twenty or twenty-five men to beer. If you could drink it in one draft, then
'Dictionarydefinition: "Scout" at Oxford isa college male servant.
2"sconce" (at Oxford) to inflict a forfeit of beer for some offence againsttableetiquetteuponsome
member of the company.
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the sconcer had to do the same. If he finished his, as he was usually well
able to do, he sent you another quart and so on-until one or the other
capitulated. It happened to me once. I drank the first two quarts without
much trouble, but when a third came along, before I finished it I began to
reflect that it might have some effect upon me and make me intoxicated.
As I wasn't accustomed to drinking beer, and this was the most I ever
drank at one time, I decided to treat the table instead.
Other buildings have been added to the College during the past
seven centuries. The main building in Fellows Quad, where my rooms
were, had the date 1610 up on the top near the clock. There was a
beautiful lawn in the quadrangle. When visitors asked how the lawns at
Oxford were so good, the answer usually given was all that you have got
to do is "mow it, water it and mow it again and water it again, and do that
for four or five hundred years and then you have a good lawn". During
medieval times, it was customary to place carvings on buildings,
especially at the doors and windows. Over the main entrance to Merton
College there is a carving showing Archbishop Walter de Merton
receiving the charter for the College. One of the other smaller carvings
bore somewhat of a resemblance to one of the tutors of the College while
I was there. He was a man with a rotund countenance, very pleasant in his
manner, and his name was William How. One day some playful
undergraduate hung a sign on the carving marked "Hilly Bow".
The head of Merton College was the Warden, whom I would see
three times a year when I went to get permission to go up to London for
my three dinners at Gray's Inn. Whenever I entered his room, he was
always buried in a deep chair, reading. He must have been unknown to
the majority of the undergraduates.
A distinguishing mark of an undergraduate was his short black
gown which he wore outside his ordinary suit coat. It was often used for
another purpose. You would occasionally see a man with a hole burnt in
the back of his gown. This would be due to the fact that the owner had
been using it to help light his fire and make a draft in the chimney by
holding it in front; and if he wasn't smart, it would get burnt. My fireplace
was a big one and never gave much trouble in that respect. It was always
laid properly by a very pleasant cleaning lady who came in every day and
brought in the faggots with which the fire would be started.
Our daily schedule was quite different from that practiced in
Canadian Universities. At Merton we were supposed to be up and out by
eight o'clock, go to Chapel or sign the roll or go to Mass. 1 used to go to
Mass at eight o'clock at Bishop King's Palace where Monsignor Barnes
was the Chaplain. 1 often served Mass there for Monsignor Barnes or
Father Martindale or other Priests who might be saying Mass there.
Breakfast was served in one's room at nine and any lectures would be
given between ten and one o'clock. We took our lectures at the Colleges
to which the tutors or the professors belonged. There were no Law
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lectures given in Merton College. Sir John Miles was my tutor, but he
didn't give lectures on the subject of Torts on which he was an authority.
Our lectures on that subject were given by a man by the name of
Stallybrass who used to give many cases in his lectures. Sir John
apparently didn't approve of this style of lecture and was faintly amused
when I told him about all the cases that we were hearing. Sir John's idea
was to teach principles, and I think it was the better idea; but the cases
method appeared to be the one which was used at Dalhousie University
in Halifax, too. Among my Professors, I remember well Professors
Geldart and Holdsworth, Professor de Zulueta, who lectured on Roman
Law, and especially the Russian, Professor Vinogradoff, who lectured us
on Jurisprudence and Equity. The latter was a brilliant writer and
speaker, fluent in several languages, and I expect he was the most learned
man at Oxford at that time. Even now, after nearly sixty years, I can read
his books with pleasure and admire their simple elegant style and forceful
argument. Sir John Simon once lectured us on International Law. He
was applauded at the end, which was unusual.
After mornings devoted to lecture and study, the afternoons were
spent mainly in sport. My first sport at Oxford was rowing, which I began
Merton College Soccer Team
almost by accident shortly after my arrival. While exploring the upper
quarters of the building where my rooms were, I came upon, not another
student, but a Tutor, Mr. Muir, who was also the coach for the College
boat. He immediately recruited me for the boat, and I spent a month
practicing in two, four and finally eight-oared boats. It was exhausting
exercise, and I decided to give it up, but Mr. Muir was good enough to
say that he was sorry to lose me, as he thought I would have made a good
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oarsman.
I then went out to play Soccer; and when I saw the goalkeeper
playing, I told the Captain that I could play better than he did. I was tried
out and was accepted as goalkeeper, and I played for the College for three
years. We were very successful, and we advanced from the second
division to the first division where we stayed while I was at the College.
One year our team scored 166 goals, while we only had ten against us.
Merton had a fine playing field with a nice pavilion attached. It was some
distance away from the College, so we had to go there on our bicycles.
After a couple of hours playing football or cricket or tennis, we
would go back to the College and have a bath, then tea, either in our
rooms or in somebody else's rooms. Tea was often a social affair where
other students would gather and talk. The industrious would then work
until dinner time. After dinner people would either go back to their
rooms to work or talk or go outside to a show or a meeting. In my first
term I joined the Labour Club, the Oxford Debating Society and St.
Patrick's Society.
In 1919 it was plain to see that the Labour Party in England was
taking over the position of the declining Liberal Party. It was going to be
the official Opposition in the House of Commons and would eventually
become a Government. I didn't stay long in the Labour Club, as I didn't
like the way it was run nor could I accept the way the President evaded
answers to probing questions. I didn't remain long in the Oxford Union
Debating Society either, although I attended all the meetings that I
could. Some of the speakers - including student speakers - were
excellent orators and many members of Parliament came up to Oxford to
take part in the debates. Among the outstanding speakers that I heard
were Winston Churchill, G. K. Chesterton and William Butler Yeats. The
first meeting that I attended was a debate on the subject of Prohibition. I
sent Mr. Earp, the President, a note to say that I had just come from
Canada where Prohibition was in effect, and I would like to speak. When
an opportunity came, Mr. Earp nodded to me, and I rose and went to the
table and spoke for probably about five minutes or so. I told the audience
that I had lived in Newfoundland and Canada during the past four years
and that I had seen the introduction of Prohibition in Ontario and
Newfoundland. I was able to give a first-hand account of the benefits
which were visible to me during that time. I had been particularly
impressed by the case of a notorious drunkard who had been separated
from his family, but after Prohibition they were reunited.
When I was in Ceylon in 1957, I was given a luncheon by the Prime
Minister of that country, Mr. Bandaranaike. He was at Oxford when I
was there, as was another student from Ceylon, Mr. Van Langanberg,
whom the Prime Minister knew well. (Van had been at my College.) As
we got talking about Oxford and about the Debates at the Union, I told
him that I spoke there once on the subject of Prohibition in 1919, and he
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told me, "1 was there and took part in the same debate". That debate had
taken place thirty-eight years before.
Once, when Winston Churchill spoke in a debate, he was much
interrupted by Egyptian, Indian and Irish sympathisers who seemed to
favour the dissolution of the British Empire - a development that
Churchill heartily disapproved of. I remember also G. K. Chesterton
speaking at the Union on divorce. Chesterton was a convert to
Catholicism and had no use for divorce. He was a realist, however, and he
said that divorce would become so common that people would be given
titles like you get in a University - B.A. (Bachelor Again), M.A.
(Married Again).
One of the most impressive speakers amongst the undergraduates
that I heard there was the writer, Beverley Nichols. He was at Balliol
College and seemed to be a remarkably precocious young man. He was
writing a novel at that time and used to wear a yellow waistcoat which
was then very fasionable. I remember one expression he used in a debate
on the League of Nations. He referred to the opponents of Woodrow
Wilson as "waiting in the wings like inverted Micawbers for something to
turn down".
The debating sessions were very popular; and when prominent
speakers were on the list, one had to arrive early to get a seat. Each
session was conducted like the debates in the British House of Commons.
While the quality of speakers varied from brilliant to dull, after 1919
there was a great improvement due to the influx of the more mature men
who had been in military service.
The Irish Society was interesting for me also. There was a small
group - the only one I remember distinctly was the Earl of Longford, a
nephew of the poet, Lord Dunsany - and we talked about Ireland and
Irish poetry or Irish plays or Irish actors or Irish politics. It was a big day
for us when we entertained at lunch the Players from the Abbey Theatre
in Dublin. The one I admired most amongst them was Sarah Allgood. I
saw her several times on the stage and sometimes in the movies
afterwards. The Irish question was very much in the air at this time, and
my interest, while always latent, was kindled by the intelligent and witty
conversations at the Irish Society. After the first year it became a passion
for me and took so much time that I gave up the Debating Union and
even neglected my studies.
The Newman Society at Oxford was not as active as the Newman
Club in Toronto. There were fewer Catholics there - at Merton out of
140 students in residence, only three were Catholics: Van Langenberg,
Alistair Macdonald and myself. Van and I once spent most of our six
weeks vacation together in Surrey. He was an extraordinary reader and
could read three books a day. He was, however, deaf; and I believe that
deaf persons are better able to concentrate than those who hear all the
various sounds around them.
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In Oxford, as in many other places, there used to be an occasional
person on the streets begging. Alistair, who came from Skye in Scotland,
once told me that his father told him when he was coming up to Oxford
that if a poor man should meet him on the street and ask for money,
always to give him some because not to do so would be a great injustice if
the man was actually in need. Alistair convinced me that this was a good
idea, and I have always tried to be guided by it. Alistair had an aunt who
was married to P. J. Little, a son of Philip Little, the first Prime Minister
of Newfoundland under Responsible Government. Mr. Little came out
here in 1955 when we were celebrating its centenary.
I had become a regular visitor at the Oxford headquarters of the
Catholic Social Guild Movement. A Jesuit, named Father O'Hea, was in
charge and his principal job seemed to be trying to raise funds to keep the
office going. He wasn't having it easy. At the same time, I met the Jesuit
priests at Oxford: Father Rickaby, Father Plater and Father Martindale.
Father Rickaby was then ninety-two years of age and still rode his
bicycle. I asked him one day how his mind felt if he were so active
physically, and he told me that he felt like a boy of sixteen. The Jesuits
lived in a house called Campion Hall. I had been in Father Martindale's
room at this place. He had piles of books four feet high on the floor. The
walls and ceilings were plastered with scores of photographs of some of
the soldiers, both non-commissioned and officers he had met during the
Great War. He kept in touch with a good many of his friends. Father
Martindale was a lecturer in Latin. He was the author of several books,
including volumes of verse. I collected a good many of his writings, as I
liked them very much. He was popular with the students and was often
seen striding along Broad Street going to a lecture with his gown floating
behind him.
Father Plater was then the Rector of Campion Hall. He was a good
story teller. I had been at meetings where he presided and he was always
able to tell an amusing story. He told me he collected them so that he had
a reserve supply to draw upon whenever he needed one. Father Plater
died a few years later in Malta and the Maltese Government declared a
holiday so that everybody could attend his funeral. He had become
extremely popular there, even in a very short time, and would speak to
everyone from shoe-shine boys to members of Parliament; everyone
seemed to take to him.
Another well-known author-Priest, Father Ronald Knox, gave us a
lecture at Newman Club on one occasion I remember. Meeting him for
the first time, one wouldn't be much impressed but on hearing him speak,
one would see how easily knowledge poured from his lips. Father
Bernard Vaughan was another speaker I had the privilege of hearing at
Oxford. He was deadly opposed to spiritualism. It was on that subject he
spoke the night I heard him. What impressed me more than Father
Vaughan's warnings were the statements of a young man in the audience
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who got up after Father Vaughan and advised people to pay careful
attention to what the Priest had said, because he could tell from his own
personal agonizing experience that spiritualism was an extremely
dangerous subject and should be avoided.
Henry Somerville was very happy with the work he was doing as
Secretary of the Catholic Social Guild, work for which he was well
qualified. He put out a little paper each month called THE CHRISTIAN
DEMOCRAT. It was a small paper of about sixteen pages with only a
few articles, and I think Henry wrote most of these. Its main objective
was to get the Catholic workers well informed about the religious
principles that should guide people engaged in social reform. The Church
condemned Socialism, which had as its objective the nationalization of
the means of production. The little paper put out by my friend, Henry,
cost only two pence and yet people were writing in to say they couldn't
afford to contribute that much a month! It will be seen, therefore, that in
the immediate years after the War, conditions were not very good in
Great Britain. Henry's studies, experience and travel had well equipped
him for the work he was doing, and my own knowledge of social matters
was greatly helped by my frequent conversations with him and the
reading of his articles and books.
Oxford was primarily a University City and students carne not only
from all over England, but from all over the world to study at its various
colleges. All the students have to spend two years in residence at one of
the Colleges, where they can have a much more ordered life and get to
know one another better than they would be able to do living in boarding
houses. West of Merton College is Corpus Christi College and beyond
that is the large establishment of Christ Church, founded by Cardinal
Wolsey. It was built adjoining the Cathedral where can be seen evidence
of two or three earlier Churches, including a Saxon Church which dates
back more than a thousand years. Christ Church was built on a much
more elaborate scale than any of the other Colleges at Oxford. It has an
enormous kitchen where I believe they used to roast a whole ox in the
fireplace. William Guy from Newfoundland, who was the Rhodes
Scholar for 1919, lived in Christ Church but as he was studying
Chemistry, I seldom saw him. The Earl of Longford and Honourable
Fabian O'Dea also lived at 'The House" as Christ Church is usually
called.
University College is on the High Street North of the gardens of
Merton. Harold Knight, Malcolm Hollett and Ned Crawford, three
Rhodes Scholars from Newfoundland, were all at University College
while I was there. Sebastian Young spent a year there, 1921-1922, before
he went back to Dalhousie University to complete his studies in
Medicine. Of these Newfoundlanders, the one that I knew best was
Harold Knight, for we had spent seven years in the same classes at St.
Bon's and we had classes and lectures together at Oxford. Harold was a
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much better student than I; he told me that he didn't allow any books in
his room other than law books. He did have one paper, however, THE
DAILY MAIL. In contrast, I had begun to collect a library and read
several newspapers and everything I could find on Ireland.
Opposite University College on High Street is Queen's College and
next door is All Souls. Over the doorway leading into All Souls' College
is a sculpture showing souls in Purgatory with their hands held up
seeking to be admitted into Heaven. Nearby is Brasenose College and not
far beyond that is the famous Bodleian Library. There is a monument to
Bodley (1545-1613) in Merton Chapel. His library was one of three that
were given the privilege of claiming a right to two copies of every book
printed in the United Kingdom, the British Museum in London and
Trinity College in Dublin being the other two. It was fun going there to
ask for books. It sometimes took a little time to get them but they always
came. In the Bodleian Library there are many beautiful illuminated
manuscripts.
There were three terms at Oxford - Michaelmas, Hilary and
Trinity - and they last for eight weeks. When the first term was up, a
group of us decided to go to Chagford in Devon for the six-week
Christmas vacation. It was understood that we were supposed to study
during the holiday and one would want to get a quiet place ifhe wanted to
do that. We certainly picked a nice, quiet place in Chagford. It is a very
old village situated on the edge of Dartmoor and is chiefly remarkable for
a group of large upright stones that must have been planted there two or
three thousand years ago by the Druids. There are several other places in
England where stones of this kind and character are to be found, the
principal one of which is Stonehenge. They have been much studied by
antiquarians and archaeologists, but no one seems to know exactly the
time of their origin or their meaning.
There were six of us in the party - Thane Campbell from Prince
Edward Island, who was living next door to me in Corpus Christi
College; Donnie McGregor at New College and Norman Rogers at
University College, both of whom were from Nova Scotia. The other
three, Ned Crawford, Harold Knight and myself were from
Newfoundland. I don't remember doing very much study at this place,
but I do remember going for walks. Once we walked for several miles
along the Teign River which goes into the sea at Teignmouth. I went
alone to Torquay on New Year's Day. I was surprised to find that
Torquay was a very mild, almost warm place, even in the winter and that
palms were growing along the streets. It had a tropical appearance.
There were a few Catholics in Chagford, but on Christmas Day, a
Priest did come there from his Parish on the South coast. As there was no
Catholic Church in Chagford, Mass was said in a private home, but only
three or four people were present. The Priest very cordially invited me
down to visit him. To do so, I rented a bicycle. I had no problem getting
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down, and I had an interesting time while I was there. I had lunch with the
Priest who had been trained in Italy and who introduced me to some
beautiful Italian wines. After lunch we went to a sort of bazaar. Coming
home, I was in the dark because the light of my bicycle went out and as a
result, I walked a good deal of the way home and got there very late.
We all got along well together during this vacation and I think we all
enjoyed it, three Newfoundlanders and three Canadians. It is interesting
to note that of this party of six, three of us went into politics in a big way
after we got back to our homelands. I was the first to enter politics
because I was in my first election campaign in May of 1923, less than a
year after I was called to the Bar. Ned Crawford didn't go back to
Newfoundland but went to Winnipeg where he practiced law for the rest
of his life. Harold Knight never seemed to take any interest in politics
whatever. He should have been a Professor of Law, for I think he would
have made a very good one. Donny McGregor stuck to science and went
to Mount Allison where he became a Professor of Physics, a post which
he held with distinction until his retirement some years ago. When
Norman Rogers returned to Canada in 1922, he became Professor of
History at Acadia University and later he taught Political Science at
Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario. He became a Liberal Member
of Parliament for Kingston City in 1935, and in October of that same
year, he was sworn in as Minister of Labour in the Government of
Mackenzie King. He was the author of several books, including a LIFE
OF MACKENZIE KING, whose secretary he had been from 1927 to
1929. Unfortunately, his promising career ended in a fatal accident to an
R.C.A.F. plane while he was Minister of National Defence during the
Second World War. Thane Campbell went in for Provincial politics,
being first elected in 1931 as a Member of the Legislature in Prince
Edward Island. He served as Attorney General from 1933 to 1936, and
when Premier Lee died in 1936, he was succeeded by Thane Campbell
who held office as Premier until 1943 and was then appointed to the
Bench as Chief Justice, a position he held until his retirement. He died in
1978, aged eighty-three. His son followed in his footsteps as Premier and
later as Judge.
After C. K. Allen became Oxford's Secretary to the Rhodes Trustees
and Warden of Rhodes House at Oxford, he wrote a sketch of "Forty
Years of the Rhodes Scholarships" in which he cited both Thane
Campbell and Norman Rogers as examples of the public spirit of Rhodes
Scholars after their return to their native land.
When we got back to Oxford, it was 1920: the New Year had begun.
One day not long afterwards, I met Malcolm Hollett on the High Street
in Oxford. "Look here, Browne," he said, "When we go back to
Newfoundland, what about you and me going into politics?". I am sure I
must have said, ''That is what I intend to do", because I was already very
interested. It was, however, nearly twenty-five years before Malcolm
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Hollett entered into any kind of politics. He became a Magistrate, but in
1946 he stood and was elected for the National Convention and became
an important and active member of that body. After Confederation in
1949, he was elected to the House of Assembly in a by-election on
February 6, 1952, and in 1953 he became Leader of the Opposition.
The visit to Chagford was only the first of many trips that I took
around England. Alistair McDonald and I travelled around the
countryside on our bicycles. Once we went to Blenheim Castle at
Woodstock, the ancestral home of the Churchill family. A large area
belonging to the Crown was given to John Churchill, the first Duke of
Marlborough, as a reward for his military achievements, and Queen
Anne ordered a palace to be designed and built in his honour at great
public expense. There is an artificial lake on the land which has a history
going back to the time of John of Gaunt. It was here that Sir Winston
Churchill was buried alongside his illustrious ancestors.
On another occasion, when I spent an Easter vacation with my
Ceylonese friend, Van Langenberg, at Wallington in Surrey, we stayed at
the home of Mrs. Ellie Finn, the daughter of Mrs. Gallivan at whose
house I stayed in Killarney. She was a widow with two small children, one
of whom could sing very sweetly. She told me a story about her Parish
Priest who was a man addicted to taking snuff, sometimes with
disastrous effects to his clothes. This appeared to cause some concern to
one of his parishioners, a recent convert, who said to him in conversation,
"Father, remember the motto 'cleanliness is next to Godliness'?". "Yes,"
replied the Priest, "Cleanliness of heart, my child".
While I had many pleasant experiences in my travels through
England, the holidays I remember best are the ones I spent in Ireland.
There has always been a strong spiritual bond between the people of
Irish descent in Newfoundland and their homeland across the ocean. I
was of Irish extraction and had been brought up in the Catholic Church,
many of whose Priests and Bishops in Newfoundland were Irish or had
trained in Ireland. I had also been educated by the Irish Christian
Brothers in whose schools we used the Irish Readers. In a word, even
before visiting Ireland, I thought of it as my second home.
The political climate in Europe after the First World War favoured
independence movements. Lithuania, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Esthonia
and Latvia had all regained their independence after centuries of
occupation. Ireland, too, was struggling again to free itself from its
British Master. During the two years after the War, the "Irish Question"
was one of the most important problems with which the British
Government had to contend, and it received extensive daily notice in the
newspapers.
My imagination had been fired by conversation with Irish poets and
writers, and I had already begun to collect a library devoted principally to
Irish literature and books on Ireland. I became a great frequenter of
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second hand bookstores and if I saw a book with a green cover I would
pick it up to see if it was about Ireland and very often it was because the
Irish seemed to favour green covers for their books. I read Irish history, a
history of persecution and rebellion for hundreds of years. The
punishment for rebellion was always death, imprisonment or exile. One
of the first books I bought was a copy of the JAIL JOURNAL by John
Mitchell. One day after my lunch I became completely absorbed in
reading the book and read forty pages in one hour. It was a fascinating
story which I read from end to end very quickly. This book stimulated my
appetite for more. Mitchell was one of the leaders of the "Young Ireland"
rebellion of 1848 who were deported to Australia. They had been
condemned to death but Queen Victoria commuted their sentence to
banishment. Many of them, like Thomas Meagher and Thomas Darcy
McGee, achieved high honours in foreign lands. Meagher left Australia
and went to the United States where he became Governor of Montana,
and McGee came to Canada where later he became a member of the
Government. He was assassinated on April 7th, 1868, by a vindictive
Irishman in the City of Ottawa.
Amongst the many books I read were IRISH NATIONALISM
AND LABOUR INTERNATIONALISM by George Bernard Shaw,
THE IRISH CASE STATED by Henry O'Neill and MILITARY RULE
IN IRELAND by Erskine Childers. Childers was well known in England
for his popular spy novel, THE RIDDLE OF THE SANDS, but he was
better known in Ireland as the Captain of the ship that had brought guns
to Dublin from Germany in 1914. All books by or about Irishmen were
fish for my net. I read history, politics, economics, literature, plays, songs
and stories. The authors included Oscar Wilde, Bernard Shaw, Yeats,
Dunsany, Pearse and Lady Gregory. I was inspired, too, by the Irish
speakers at the various Oxford University Clubs. William Butler Yeats
addressed us at one of the meetings of the Irish Society. He told us he
thought he had accomplished his best work by the time he was twentysix.
Shane Leslie, a first cousin of Winston Churchill, was a prominent
Irish writer who had published a book on THE AMERICAN ASPECTS
OF THE IRISH ISSUE. He spoke to us once at the Newman Society. He
had been an unsuccessful candidate for the Home Rule Party in the 1910
election in the City of Derry in Ulster. He described how thoroughly the
supporters of each party had organized for voting day. He said that
although a seventy-five percent turnout in an election in England was
counted very good, in Derry City at that time they had 10 I% on each side!
One summer I attended the Annual Labour Conference at Brighton
and met a delegate from Liverpool. I was asking how the Irish in
Liverpool voted. He said, 'They were 100% in our favour". During one
election, I was at our headquarters when a young lad brought me a letter.
It read:
Dear Mr. Smith,
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John O'Reilly at sea
Jim O'Rourke in hospital
Pat Rafferty in gaol
Michael Kane in Ireland
And so on for a list of about twenty men. Underneath the names, the
letter said:
"All these have voted."
Yours sincerely,
P.F.
Henry Somerville had a friend named Con O'Leary who had once
worked with him on the MANCHESTER GUARDIAN. Con was a
romantic, witty Irishman as well as a poet and novelist. Later on I bought
two of his novels, BREAK 0' DAY and THIS DELICATE
CREATURE.
The songs and poems of Ireland were also a source ofenjoyment and
inspiration to me.
I doubt if anyone got more pleasure from a book than my father did
from his book of Irish "Come All Ye's". A "Come All Ye" is a ballad that
begins: "Come all ye gallant Irishmen and listen unto me" or something
like that. These ballads spoke or sang of ancient and modern heroes; of
Brian Boru, the great monarch of Ireland who defeated the Danes in
twenty-five battles before his death, or the great fighter Morrissey who
beat all-eomers in the ring in fights with an unlimited number of rounds.
My mother had been taught by Irish nuns and knew some of
Moore's melodies. A rhyme I used to hear her singing was,
"The best of all ways to lengthen our days
Is to steal afew hours from the night, my dear."
Another song of Moore that she sang was,
"The meeting of the waters",
"There is not in this wide world a valley so sweet
As that vale in whose bosom the bright waters meet."
I remember also that stirring song based on the shout of the
prisoners in the dock after being sentenced,
"God save Ireland, sang the heroes,
God save Ireland, sang they all,
Whether on the scaffold high
Or the battlefield we die,
What matters iffor Erin dear we fall?"
The songs that for so long had sustained the spirit of the rebels had
now given way to the noise of guns. For after the rebellion of 1916,
Ireland was at war with England. As the influence of John Redmond
declined, that of the Sinn Fein, the Civil arm of the Republican Army,
rose. Redmond was the Leader of the Irish National Party and had
greatly influenced the Liberal Government in getting Home Rule for
Ireland placed on the Statute Books, only to be foiled by Sir Edward
Carson, and the outbreak of the First World War. After much
bloodshed, destruction and bitter debate, a treaty was finally signed in
1921. By this Treaty, Britain recognized the Irish Free State as possessing
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Dominion Status like Canada, and the largely Protestant enclave in
Ulster was granted self-governing status, as an integral part of Great
Britain. The Government of Northern Ireland was granted jurisdiction
over six of the nine counties of Ulster. The people of this area were also
represented at Westminister.
Early in 1922 I wrote a long article on the subject of this Treaty. It
was published in THE EVENING TELEGRAM in two parts on
February 28th and March 1st, 1922. Reading it after fifty-eight years, I
am surprised at its accurate prophesy of Irish independence in a few
years.
My first visit to Ireland was during the Easter vacation of 1920 and
subsequently I returned several times for longer stays. We left by boat
from Fishguard in Wales and landed in Cork. The Irish Christian
Brothers had a school- North Monastery - in this city. The Principal
- Brother Valerian Ryan - was the brother of Reverend J. B. Ryan who
was President ofSt. Bon's when I matriculated in 1915. Brother Valerian,
a younger man, was well versed in Irish literature and we had a long
conversation about the writings of Patrick Pearse. The pupils at the
school had produced one of Pearse's plays, "Iosagan". When I left, he
loaned me a copy of an Irish magazine to which Pearse, James Connolly
and several other prominent Irish writers had contributed.
The Lord Mayor of Cork, Mr. MacCurtain, had been murdered by
police and soldiers with blackened faces shortly before my arrival. I went
to see his home and the place where he was killed and I attended the
inquest upon his death. I also saw the place where he was buried in a plot
reserved for soldiers of the Republic. There was now a war going on
between the Irish Republican Army and the Royal Irish Constabulary
and I was somewhat nervous. I stayed at the Hotel Metropole but I
couldn't sleep because there was a door banging in some garage or stable
near the hotel, and it sounded like a pistol shot so that I was in a continual
state of alarm. Very early in the morning I heard the noise of someone
going along the corridor jingling things and I had the wild imagination
that it might be police or soldiers. I am sure now it was only a waiter with
glasses on his tray but I was glad when daylight came and it was time to
get up.
From Cork I went to Killarney where I stayed at the home of Mrs.
Gallivan. She had three sons and two daughters, one of whom was a
widow, Mrs. Finn, living near London. I got to know the family so well
that when I visited their home in Killarney, I was always received like one
of their own.
One of her sons, Tim Gallivan, was living in America where he had
gone into the construction business and was doing well. I met him when
he came home on holidays. Before he left Ireland, he had been at Clifden
on the Coast of Galway as a wireless operator. He was there on the 15th
day of June, 1919, when Alcock and Brown's plane landed on a bog near
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his wireless station. He told me that he was the first one to greet them.
This was the plane that I saw flying over The Narrows at St. John's on
June 14th on its historical trip across the Atlantic.
Another son, John Gallivan, had spent a lot of time in West Africa at
Accra in Ghana. He showed me some beautiful gold jewellery, shaped
like butterflies, which he had brought back from there. It was made by
the East Indians who were there in great numbers and engaged in trade.
John had a fine baritone voice. His younger brother, Jim, was a carpenter
by trade but a photographer by choice. He told me how, in pre-war days,
he would take pictures of the tourists as they set out for their day-long
excursions on the lakes and to the mountain Gap of Ounloe. When they
returned to town afterwards, he would have their pictures ready. He gave
me some of his photographs including one of the funeral of Thomas
Ashe, a political prisoner who had died as a result of a hunger strike in
1917.
Jim was a great singer with a good knowledge of opera and all kinds
of Irish songs, many of which I had never heard before; he could also play
the violin. I used to listen to him for hours, especially one day when he
took me fishing on Lake Killarney. Fishing on Lake Killarney was
different from the fishing I had done on Salmonier River. We trolled for
salmon there. Jim used to put out two rods, one on each side of the boat,
and they would be fastened to the boat. He would trail the lures as he
rowed around the lake. He got only one strike but he didn't catch any
fish. All the while this was going on, he was singing arias from the Opera,
"Maritana".
Killarney, which means the Church of the Sloes, boasts a
magnificent neo-Gothic Cathedral, the masterpiece of the famous
French architect, Pugin. In "THE CHURCHES AND ABBEYS OF
IRELA 0", produced by Brian de Breffny and George Mott in 1976, it
is stated:
"The most important and best of Pugin's Irish churches is Killarney
Cathedral, County Kerry. According to the architect's son, Killarney was
the nearest to his heart of the more than sixty churches he designed."
The architect died in 1852, three years before the cathedral was
consecrated. Further work was done between 1908 and 1912 including
the addition of the spire which reaches 285 feet.
An amazing character in the town was the 'Town Crier". His name
was Thady Hayes and he was paid to advertise. I remember him going
around town ringing a bell and announcing an auction. His favourite
expression was, 'There are currants in cakes, and raisins (reasons) for
many things". He was also well known as a winner in those competitions
to see who could drink the most or eat the most in the shortest time.
One of the features of the Irish Independence Movement was a
revival of interest in the Irish language. After the election of 1918 when
the majority of members elected to the House of Commons from Ireland
refused to go to take their seats at Westminister, they set up a
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government of their own in Dublin, The Dail, under the presidency of
Mr. De Valera. One of the laws which they promulgated was the use of
Irish names over the stores. ot everyone wanted this but in Killarney
there were two sisters named Gleeson who ran a book and stationery
store. They had a sign in Irish put up over their door. I was a customer of
the store and I had ordered some volumes by Patrick Pearse, which
included his speeches, poems and plays. When I went to pick up the
order, I found that it had been taken away. I asked what had happened to
it and was told that some members of the Irish Republican Army (I. R.A.)
had come in and saw Patrick Pearse's name on the books and decided to
take them saying that I could get more. On another day, one of the sisters
had very unwelcome visitors in the persons of members of the Black and
Tans who came in and told her that she had to take the Irish name off the
front of the building. She said she wouldn't do that and he took out a
bomb and said, "If you don't, this place is going to go up". She said, "It
can go up, but I'm not going to take the name off the front door". So the
Black and Tan man got some paint himself and painted it out, but I
imagine that in a day or so it was back again.
Not far from the town of Killarney is Ross Castle. It was in a state of
ruin but could be visited and one could climb to the top up a winding
stair. It also had a dungeon. The road to the castle led past the vast estate
of Lord Kenmare which was enclosed by a stone wall bordering the road
for about a mile. Near Ross Castle there used to be a kind of little park
called "The Library", from the shape of the rocks in a low cliff near the
water's edge, where the arbutus and sloe trees grew. Wood from the
arbutus tree was used to make souvenirs for the tourists. The sloe tree
berries are used to make sloe gin. Where Lord Kenmare's land ended at
Lake Killarney, there used to be a huge bed of rhododendrons.
This region is deservedly famous for it scenery. There are three lakes
here: the Lower Lake or Lock Leane, the Middle Lake and the Upper
Lake. The lakes are surrounded by high mountains, some of which are
over 4,000 feet high. Looking across Loch Leane from the vicinity of the
castle towards the other side, one can see O'Sullivan's Cascade, with
sometimes the hills behind being bathed in a purple glow. This is what
Yeats meant in his "Isle of Innisfree" ...
"There midnight's all a glimmer and noon a purple glow."
A short distance from the castle across the lake is the Isle of
Innisfallen, the "Sweet Innisfallen ... fairy Isle" of Thomas Moore. I
remember paddling to it in a Rob Roy canoe. On the Isle is the ruin ofan
old chapel, part of the abbey believed to have been founded in the seventh
century by St. Finian, the Leper. This was a favourite spot for tourists to
visit; but when I was in Ireland, there weren't many tourists in Killarney
because of the "troubles". During one of my visits, there were ambushes
in different places not far from Killarney. The train used to be held up
from time to time on the stretch of line between Killarney and Tralee. The
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First airmail delivery to Ireland - 1921
mails were taken so often that the British Government decided to use
planes. I happened to be travelling back from Ross Castle when I saw the
first plane coming in. As I had my camera in my hand, I took a couple of
pictures. Jim Gallivan developed them for me and I sent them
immediately to the IRISH INDEPENDENT and THE CORK
EXAM INER and both of them paid me about a pound for one. This was
the first time the British Government had used planes to transport the
mails in Ireland.
I had heard a lot about Killorglin and one day we made a visit there.
It was at the time of the Puck Fair which takes place in August. The word
"Puck" means goat in Irish. A scaffold about thirty feet high is put up and
the goat is tethered on the top of the scaffold, where he is visible to all who
travel around. Puck Fair is held in connection with the sale of cattle and
we met many lots ofcattle and sheep being driven to Killorglin as we were
going there. I used to like to watch the fairs, for it was interesting listening
to the people bargaining over the sale of animals. I remember seeing an
old lady sitting down comfortably on the step of a door, smoking her
pipe, and blissfully unmindful of her surroundings.
There were a couple of well known athletes in Killarney when I was
there. One of them was Dick Fitzgerald who was a famous Gaelic
football player with a broken nose. He was a very popular man, and to
judge from the little I saw him play, I am sure he must have been a
wonderful footballer.
Dick Fitzgerald learned that I was a lawyer and he came to see me to
know if I could advise him about some cases that were being tried by the
new Irish Republican Court. I agreed to do this. As we went to the place
where the cases were to be held - I think it was the school building kept
by the Presentation Brothers - he said, "Here come the Republicans to
try the publicans". The cases to be heard were concerning people
operating public houses. I don't know who the judge was but everybody
seemed to be satisfied with the decisions which were mostly given on my
advice on these occasions. I had been studying law for only two years at
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this time and I was certainly no expert, but the matters being considered
were elementary, and the offenders had pleaded guilty. The regular
judges or magistrates must have been surprised at the lack of business.
There was a story in the newpaper about a chap who had been kept in
prison by the Irish Republican Army people. He managed to escape and
then he went and gave himself up to the Royal Irish Constabulary! A
judge of a Republican Court, when caught, was sentenced to a year's
imprisonment. Such courts were forbidden by the English authorities.
During one of my visits to Ireland I went to see the Parish Priest of
Carrick who was a good friend of Mrs. Kentleton, at whose home I had
stayed when I was in Toronto. Carrick is a little fishing village in Donegal
in the Northwest part of Ireland. Getting there was not easy. The train
went North from Dublin to Portadown, then West to Strabane and then
over to Killibegs, the end of the line, where there is a fine harbour. This
line in Donegal was of narrow gauge, and I think narrower than the one
we have here in Newfoundland. I believe it was built under the
supervision of Mr. T. A. Hall who came out to Newfoundland in 1906to
advise the Government on railway matters. From Killibegs to Carrick is
about ten miles, and I finished the trip by bicycle; but as there were steep
hills, I had to do a lot of walking.
When I was going up a hill, I saw a man sitting on his doorstep. I had
a newspaper in my hand and he said, "Can I see your newspaper?". So I
gave it to him. I said to him, "There is bad news there this morning. There
was a man killed down there in Portadown". And he said, "Ah, one is as
bad as the other, and a damn sight worse".
The scenery around there was something like at home in
Newfoundland. I arrived in Carrick and met the Parish Priest, and he
brought me to a boarding house he thought I might like, but I didn't like
it and went to a small hotel instead. The next morning was a very fine
morning so I went for a walk up Slieve League (mountain of flags). This is
a high mountain, and at the top there is a knifelike edge from which a
sheer cliff drops down to the foaming waters. At one place it is nearly
2,000 feet high. There is a magnificent view to the South towards the hills
of Sligo and Mayo and to the West the broad expanse of the Atlantic
Ocean stretches to the shores of Newfoundland. It is said that from the
sea the cliff scenery is even more spectacular than from the land. One had
to be awfully careful there because only a narrow path called by the
guides "The one man's path" goes along the top of the cliff. A little below
the crest there is another less precipitous track called "The old man's
path".
It was there that I saw an altar (made out of large flat stones) that I
was told was used in penal times when it was a crime for a priest to say
Mass.
A lot of sheep are grazed in this area; and as I was going down the hill
towards Carrick, I met an elderly shepherd who told me that he had been
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in California for twenty-six years but decided to return to his homeland.
Further down near the bottom of the hill I saw some men who were
shearing sheep. They made homespun in this area, and I was offered
some for half a crown a yard. I suppose at that time, with the way the
exchange was in our favour, it was about 40<1: a yard, which I think was
very cheap for homespun. I thought about getting a bolt of it, and then I
decided it would be too awkward to carry around, and I certainly
couldn't bring it on a bicycle.
There were supposed to be plenty of salmon and trout in the rivers
and lakes around here, but I didn't fish enough to say whether that was
true or not. My friend, the Parish Priest, lent me a rod and I had a try in
the Glen River, but I don't remember catching or even seeing any salmon.
Of course, I wasn't a very good fisherman then. I had only been salmon
fishing once before; and in any case, would have to know something
about a river or have a guide and I didn't have one. In later years, I fished
a great deal in Newfoundland and got to know the rivers of Trepassey,
Placentia and Salmonier very well.
The Parish Priest gave me a magnificent dinner one Sunday
afternoon. He had another guest at the time, a gentleman named Ward
who had been elected as a member of Parliament in the election of 1918.
However, he didn't sit at Westminister but belonged to the Dail Eireann.
He told us that he had been sixteen days on a hunger strike in prison.
Fifty-three other members of the Dail, i.e., the Irish Parliament, were
also in prison. Twelve more were in the United States, two in Italy and
two were in France. One would wonder how the country could get along
with so many of its elected members absent for one reason or another. We
were in the dining room from about three in the afternoon until nearly
midnight. It would almost seem as if the Priest had provided a special
dinner because Mr. Ward had been fasting for seventeen days. It was a
bounteous meal; and while I don't remember any particular details of the
food or drink that was served, there was certainly plenty of everything. I
do remember that when I came outside I could read a paper, the night was
so bright.
I spent another five days in Carrick and it rained every day. I then
decided to go back to Dublin, and the Priest decided to go there with me,
so we went there together. In Dublin we met Brian O'Higgins and with
him we went out to Howth, a tourist resort not far from the city. We went
into a good restaurant for afternoon tea. There was an orchestra playing
and a man was singing. One of the songs he sang was the patriotic ballad,
"The West's Asleep", by Thomas Davis. The last verse of this song reads:
"And if, when all a vigil keep,
The West's asleep, the West's asleep,
Alas! and well may Erin weep
That Connaught lies in slumber deep.
But hark! some voice like thunder spake:
'The West's awake, the West's awake'.
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Sing, Oh! hurrah! let England quake,
We watch till death for Erin's sake."
When the singer came to the part, "Let England quake", he
substituted the words, "For Ireland's sake". Brian O'Higgins called out to
him in a loud voice that could be heard throughout all the restaurant -
"Why don't you sing it in the way the poet wrote it, 'Let England quake'?".
Brian's outburst at the changing of the words of the song showed that he
was a patriot too, like the author of the song, Thomas Davis. I am sure
that he regarded that attitude of the singer as almost a blasphemy, for in a
flash he could conjure up in his mind all the notable contributions
Thomas Davis had made to promote the restoration of the Irish Nation.
Davis was only thirty-one years of age when he died in 1845, but in the
brief span of his life he had written imperishable songs that are still sung,
and will be sung as long as the Irish Nation lasts. Brian O'Higgins was
most famous, I think, for his Holy Cards, which he produced in colour
and with Irish designs and generally with some pious verses. Since 1918
he was a member of the Dail for Clare with Mr. de Valera.
While I was in Dublin, I decided to go see (Captain) Father Roche of
the Dominicans at Tallaght. Father Roche owed his Military rank to the
fact that he had been Chaplain during the war. I rode on my bicycle out to
Tallaght and saw Father Roche, who was now dressed in the white garb
of the Dominicans. He showed me a beautiful religious Triptych which
was in the Chapel of the Monastery, and then in the dining room he set
before me a bowl of soup, a large Irish potato and some Irish butter. It
was a rule of the Order that a visitor must eat alone. It appeared to be a
custom there that when soup was served, they served a potato with it, like
people on this side of the water eat bread or biscuits. Father Roche was
very gracious as we renewed the acquaintance we had made on the S. S.
Digby on our trip from St. John's to Liverpool in 1919.
In early July, 1921, Iread in the newspaper ofa delegation coming to
London from Dublin for a conference with Prime Minister Lloyd
George. Amongst the names I noticed the name of Austin Stack. As there
were several families of that name in Petty Harbour near St. John's, I
decided to go to the Grosvenor Hotel where the delegation was staying
and speak to him.
When I got there, a meeting of the officers of the Irish Self
Determination League of England was breaking up, and Desmond
Fitzgerald was chatting with them. After he said good-bye to the others, I
spoke to him about Austin Stack. He said he was not there. "Would you
mind looking up a few telephone numbers for me?", he asked. I looked
them up quickly and he made the calls. Then he said, "Let us go up town
and get a cup of Russian tea". He borrowed my hat and took my stick,
which was not uncommon to have then, and we walked up to a Russian
restaurant he knew and had our cup of tea. Desmond also smoked
Russian cigarettes. When we finished we walked back to the hotel. He
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said, "Come in and 111 introduce you to the others of our delegation".
By this time, I had given a sketch of my interest and background. I
also told him I was going to Ireland the next day. When we got to the
head of the stairs, I saw an extraordinary looking man with a great beard
standing on the landing as if waiting for someone. He was Count
Plunkett, another delegate.
When he saw Desmond, he beckoned. Desmond went over to him
and they had a few words. Desmond returned to me and said, "a letter has
just come in from Lloyd George and we are having a meeting to consider
it at once. When you come to Dublin, be sure and come and see me at the
Mansion House."
We said good-bye and the next day I went to Ireland.
Some time in August I went to Dublin and soon after visited the
Mansion House and was shown to the office of the Minister of
Propaganda. When the door was opened, I saw Desmond sitting at a long
table. He greeted me like an old friend, "You're just the man I wanted to
see". He asked me to collect some information and to prepare a document
about the rights of small nations, which would serve as a guide to the
delegation which would be going over to meet the English Prime Minister
Lloyd George, shortly. I went to the library of Trinity College and set to
work on the project he had given me. He also had me help him refute the
Irish Delegation to Westminster - July 13, 1921
L. R. Barton, de Valera, Plunkett, Griffith
propaganda put out from Ulster about people to the south of the border.
Once I was called to the door of the inner office of Mr. Arthur Griffith,
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, who asked me to explain the difference
between sovereignty and independence. We were just standing there
casually, and it wasn't possible for me to give a precise answer. I said,
however, that I would interpret "Sovereignty" to mean that a
Government would be in charge of all things within the country, and
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"Independence" to mean complete independence from outside
interference. Mr. Griffith made no comment.
On another day while I was in Mr. Fitzgerald's office, a knock came
on the door and a man came in who received a wonderful welcome. The
newcomer told us he had escaped from the prison at the Curragh a day or
two before. The prisoners had obtained a pliers and with that they
crawled out in the "shade" of the barbed wire. By "shade" they meant the
shadows made by the searchlights shining on the barbed wire and making
a little dark place underneath it. They had to cut the barbed wire very
carefully. Every time they cut a strand it would make a ping and they were
sure the guard on duty marching back and forth could have heard it.
When they got through, they went in different directions. He didn't know
his way about the country so that when daylight broke, he still was within
sight of the prison. He then set out for Dublin. As he was in his bare feet,
he went into the first house he came to. The man living there took one
look at him and sat down on the chair and took off his boots and socks
and gave them to him without any word or question. Then he gave him
something to eat and the escapee set off for Dublin again. He hadn't gone
far when he heard a car coming very fast. He dropped into a ditch out of
sight and apparently wasn't seen for the car went on. The car was one
belonging to the prison and it had the chief Warden as a passenger. He
had no more difficulty and got to Dublin safely. As a truce was on now,
he need not have much fear of being captured.
He told us that five or six men had been working on a tunnel beneath
their prison. Apparently they weren't in a regular stone prison, but in
various buildings of a temporary nature that had steel plate sides. They
were building this tunnel four feet wide so that all the prisoners in the
camp could escape at one time. Unfortunately for them, however, at that
time the administrator decided to dig a ditch around the prison. It was an
engineer who advised this procedure and when they were digging the
ditch, they came across the tunnel. That ended the chance of escape by
these men.
Mr. de Valera, who was the President of the Irish Parliament or Dail
Eireann, did not wish to be one of the delegation to London to meet a
delegation of the British Government. He wanted the Irish delegation to
have full powers when it went over to London where it would present
them to the Prime Minister, Lloyd George. I was asked to prepare the
documents they were to take. I was unable, however, to find in the
library of Trinity College a suitable precedent. But Mr. de Valera did
make up a document of his own which he gave to the delegation before
they went to England.
While I was in Dublin on this vacation, I also went to see my friend,
Dean Sheehy, at All Hallows College, and I told him what I was doing in
Dublin. He invited me to dinner and I sat at the high table with the Rector
and the other Priests. I was introduced as the Legal Adviser to the Dail
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Eireann. I didn't think of myself with such a high title, but it had seemed
extraordinary to me that the Government didn't have a Minister of
Justice, although two members of the Dail, Messrs. Duffy and Duggan,
accompanied the delegation to London as legal advisors.
There were several former students of St. Bon's College studying for
the Priesthood at All Hallows when I was there. I met them and took a
photograph of them. Archbishop Roche had been ordained there in 1897
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Ecclesiastical students from Newfoundland studying at All Hallows, Dublin, Ireland,
1921. All these became priests in the Archdiocese of S1. John's.
Standing: Rev. Monsignors O'Mara, Murphy, Bartlett, Miller, Maher.
Kneeling: Rev. Fathers Power, Jackman, Gibbs.
and most of our Priests used to receive their training there ever since that
time. Dean Sheehy introduced me to the musician who trained the
celebrated Irish tenor, John McCormack, and who also taught singing to
our Newfoundlanders, several of whom became excellent singers. His
name was Vincent O'Brien and in many of his programs in the movies,
John McCormack used to say when he was ready, "All right, Vincent".
From the foregoing, it might be said with justice that I was getting
more of an Irish education than a legal one. As a matter of fact, my
mother had already admonished me several times in her letters to spend
less time on Irish affairs and more time on my studies.
We had written our exams in July, In I, and the results showed that
Harold Knight got what was called a First, whereas I received only a
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Third. Harold well deserved that distinction, for he was a fine student. I
think I was lucky to get even a Third because of the amount of time I
spent on other things besides Law. However, as it was always my
intention to go into politics, and not confine my efforts to building up a
legal practice, I think I could probably argue that what I did was
beneficial in the long run for the purposes that I had in mind.
Surprisingly, at the Bar exams in the Inns of Court, both Harold and I
received Thirds. It was by being called to the Bar at our respective Inns
that we were qualified to be called to the Bar in Newfoundland.
As students could only spend two years in their Colleges, in the Fall
of 1921 I had to leave my lodgings at Merton. I found an attractive place
to stay in a house in Hinksey, a suburb of Oxford. My room was well
lighted and looked across a large field which in the spring was crowded
with dandelion flowers. Beyond that field there was a wood and a hill.
The path up that hill is one of which Matthew Arnold wrote in several of
his poems. I found this place very attractive and often visited it. I even did
a little drawing here - a handsome tree by the side of the path in the
foreground, with Oxford's Towers in the distance. Although I learned to
love this path, I learned to love the poetry of Matthew Arnold even more,
and ever since the time I lived in Hinksey, I have read his poem, "The
Scholar Gypsy", at least once every year.
The fourth verse of "The Scholar Gypsy" gives a gist of its contents:
And near me on the grass lies Glanvil's book -
Come, let me read the oft-read tale again!
The story of the Oxford scholar poor.
Ofpregnant parts and quick inventive brain,
Who. tired of knocking at preferment's door,
One summer-morn forsook
His friends, and went to learn the gypsy-lore.
And roamed the world with that wild brotherhood.
And came, as most men deemed. to little good.
But came to Oxford and his friends no more.
And here's a verse that speaks about the road near Hinksey:
And once, in winter, on the causeway chill
Where home through flooded fields foot travellers go,
Have I not passed thee on the wooden bridge,
Wrapped in thy cloak and battling with the snow.
Thy face tow'rd Hinksey and its wintry ridge?
And thou hast climbed the hill,
And gained the white brow of the Cumner range;
Turned once to watch, while thick the snowflakes fall,
The line offestal light in Christ Church hall -
Then sought thy straw in some sequestered grange.
A bicycle was needed now more than ever to get up to Oxford to the
law lectures and to Bishop King's Palace for Mass and to the meetings of
the Newman Society. Alistair McDonald and I still travelled around the
countryside on our bicycles. Once we went to Abingdon, a quaint old
town south of Oxford. Sir John Holt, who became Lord Chief Justice of
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England at the close of the 17th century, went to school here, and later
was an undergraduate at Oriel College at Oxford. Sir John was a
passionate defender of the rights of individuals against the illegal acts of
Government officials and can well serve as a model for judges, even in our
own day.
In 1921 I went to Paris for my Christmas vacation. Harold Knight
and Thane Campbell went also, but I only saw them a few times while we
were there. Thane had a French girl friend from Grenoble. As I could
speak French better than my two friends, I did most of the conversing
when we were all together. She told Thane that she found me very
"sympathique". I think the word "congenial" is the best translation of the
French word.
There were many Russian emigres in Paris at that time and many of
the French soldiers were in Poland fighting Russian Communists. I spent
a good deal of time visiting the famous sights in Paris, The Louvre, the
Eiffel Tower, the Cathedral of Notre Dame and the Sainte Chapelle. This
latter building was constructed by St. Louis after he returned from the
Crusades to house some of the precious relics which had been brought
back from Palestine. These included the Crown of Thorns which the
soldiers put on the head of Jesus and a portion of the True Cross on
which he died. It is a gem of a building with the walls made almost
entirely of marvellous stained glass.
One of the most enjoyable evenings I spent was at the theatre called
Porte St. Martin where I saw CYRANO de BERGERAC. It was a
beautiful performance of the wonderful play by Edmund Rostand. I
loved it and read it in French when I was in Paris. Parts of it I knew by
heart and still remember. I read another of Rostand's plays, L'AIG LON,
which is the sad story of Napoleon's son.
The French have a reputation for serving beautiful food and great
wines in their restaurants. Having been used to plain food most of my life,
I was not a competent judge of these things, but I did enjoy the small
cakes called "patisseries" which the French made and which I always
remember with pleasure.
Whilst I was in Paris, I was able to buy the Dublin paper, THE
IRISH INDEPENDENT, and keep informed on the situation in Ireland.
One evening when I went to the koisk to pick up this paper there was a
lady also looking for one. As there was only one copy left, I suggested
that she take it but she insisted that I should take it. She then told me that
she was a granddaughter of Thomas Moore, the famous Irish Poet,
whose melodies I loved so much.
When it was announced that there was going to be a Congress of
Representatives of Irish people from all over the world in January, I sent
a message home to the Irish Self-Determination League in St. John's and
told them that I would be in Paris at the time and offered to be their
representative there. On the 11th of January, 1922, I received the
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following message in reply:
SELF DETERMINA TlON FOR IRELAND LEA GUE OF
NEWFOUNDLAND HEREBY ACCREDITS YOU ITS
REPRESENTA TIVE AT PARIS CONGRESS.
(Sgd.) R. T. McGrath, Chairman
J. 0'N. Conroy, Secretary.
At the Congress in Paris, Eamon de Valera was the most prominent
person in attendance. Others present included Jack B. Yeats, the artist
brother of W. B. Yeats, and Lord Ashbourne, who used to wear kilts. My
friend Desmond Fitzgerald, the Minister of Information, was there, but
he seemed more like an observer than a participant. Later, he told me that
he hadn't been well at that time. I remember seeing Ossie Esmond in his
room in his hotel, making up ditties about de Valera and his proclivity for
issuing pronunciamentos. Ossie put his ditties to music and sang them to
the accompaniment of his guitar.
The deliberations of the Congress had very little influence or effect
upon the future of Ireland. I believe, however, that it strengthened Mr. de
Valera in his hostile attitude towards the Treaty that had been signed the
previous month, and it showed also that his popularity had not declined
by the attitude which he took toward it. Before the Congress dispersed,
some friends of Mr. de Valera introduced a resolution which would have
charged the Congress with assisting by every means in its power the
obtaining of complete independence. According to the report in the
London Observer, the Resolution was waived, which meant it wasn't put
to a vote. Resolutions were passed dealing with the spread of Irish culture
and the teaching of the Irish language in the University. An interesting
exposition of Irish art with some handiworks by Irish craftsmen was on
display and won merited praise. Jack Yeats had a small exhibition there
as well. During the Conference there were two Irish plays produced for
the entertainment of the visitors. One was THE RIDERS TO THE SEA
by J. M. Synge and the other was THE RISING OF THE MOON by
Lady Gregory.
A new international association was founded at that time in Paris
and de Valera was unanimously elected to be its President. He had stated
that.if he wasn't elected unanimously, he didn't want the position. De
Valera was undoubtedly a remarkable man who had greater prestige
among the Irish overseas than any other Irishman during his generation.
Back at Oxford the final terms passed very quickly. I regret to say
that I didn't succeed in getting my degree of Bachelor of Civil Law. The
day before the examination, I went out in the noon day sun and had an
attack of sunstroke so that I was ill all night. I should have told this to the
examiners, and they might have granted me a certificate of some kind. I
passed the Bar Exams and ate all my dinners - or so I thought - but
suddenly, just before the end of the term I realized that I was one short.
Unless the authorities would allow me to count the dinner on the night I
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was to be called, I would have to stay over in England until October in
order to get called to the Bar. I couldn't get called to the Bar in
Newfoundland unless I had been a member of the English Bar. Granting
permission seemed to me to be a perfectly simple matter, but the
authorities took a long time deciding, and I was very relieved when I was
informed that it would be counted.
At Gray's Inn when you are being called to the Bar, the senior men
ask you, after your name is called, to get up and make a speech; but when
you try to start they (very rudely) make a lot of noise so that no one can
hear you, not even the person next to you. There was an Irishman there,
Called to the Bar of England - June, 1922
however, who didn't attempt to say anything until the hubbub died
down. He stood there for at least five minutes until there were no more
interruptions, and he said, "1 have been used to interruptions like this, for
I have been a member of the Irish Bar for a couple ofyears and that is how
the judges act when I get up to speak over there". He was the hero of the
night.
My three years at Oxford were now ending. I realized how greatly
privileged I was in being the recipient ofa Rhodes Scholarship. The Trust
that Cecil Rhodes set up to enable elected scholars from all the English
speaking world and Germany to study at this great seat of learning was
surely one of the greatest philanthropies of all time. I am certain that his
ideals - the fostering of closer unity between England and her Empire,
the United States and Germany, and the preservation, beyond the seas, of
the best British traditions - have been realized by the contributions of so
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many Rhodes Scholars to their homelands and to the rest of the world.
I was greatly affected on the last evening I spent in Oxford in 1922. I
was going "down" - finishing my studies - and that was the end of a
chapter in my life. With my friend, Henry Somerville, I took one last
walk through the town. We watched the punts on the river and the lights
flickering across the water and the meadows. We passed the battlements
of the College of Magdalen and the broad front of University College.
We went down Brasenose Lane, which has a drain down the middle in
real medieval style. For a last time, we went through the busy town down
by the old Saxon Church of St. Michael's and All Angels.
Before we said good-bye, Henry read from lines Matthew Arnold
had written on Oxford:
"Beautiful City! So venerable, so lovely . .. so serene, and yet, steeped in
sentiment she lies, spreading her gardens to the moonlight and whispering
from her towers the last enchantment of the Middle Ages; who will deny
that Oxford, by her ineffable charm, keeps ever calling us nearer to the
true goal of all of us, to the ideal ofperfection'!'
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Chapter Four
1923 - 1924 Law and Politics
When I arrived home, I found my father and mother in very much
better health than I had expected to see them. My father was then
seventy-one years of age and my mother about eleven years younger.
Before I left England, I had bought a coat for my father. He was a big
man, not so very tall, but what you would call "stocky". (I have heard him
say that in his time he was the strongest man in Newfoundland.) In any
event, I went into a tailorshop in Dublin and asked, "Who is the biggest
man you have in here?" An enormous man was brought out, a very fat
man, and while I knew my father wasn't anything like that, I decided I
couldn't go wrong in having an overcoat in the same size as that man
would require. Obviously, it was a mistake, because when I brought the
overcoat home, it was much too large and had to be reduced in size, even
though my father was a man of over 220 pounds.
Another problem had arisen when I was in Liverpool. The S. S.
SACHEM was supposed to leave on July 18th, but for some reason it was
held over for another week. It might have been undergoing repairs,
because when we were out on the Atlantic the engines broke down and it
was nearly a day before the engineers could get them going again. The
ship not only took passengers but cattle as well. On the trip to St. John's I
made the acquaintance of a young man from Glasgow who told me he
was going out to Newfoundland to work in Ellis's Delicatessen Store on
Water Street in St. John's.
On my arrival, I had some money left from what my mother had sent
me while I was in England, and with it I was able to get started in my law
practice, pay for my fee for being called to the Bar, and later rent and
renovate an office. While waiting to be called to the Bar, I served a
Clerkship with Mr. John Fenelon, K.C., who had been a senior partner
of Mr. James Conroy, the Secretary of the Irish Self-Determination
League. He had another young man with him named Gus Parsons. We
became good friends and have remained so ever since. Despite a busy law
practice, Gus has since written several volumes of poetry.
I was enrolled as Solicitor on October 3, 1922, and called to the
Degree of Barrister at Law by the Benchers on the following day. It
should be pointed out that in Canada and Newfoundland a barrister is a
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very different person from what he is in England. There, he advises on
legal matters and appears in Court and pleads cases. Solicitors are more
restricted. They are not Barristers but may be called to the Bar after they
have been practising as Solicitors for five years. In Canada, including
Newfoundland, a lawyer functions as both Barrister and Solicitor.
My office was in The Royal Bank of Canada building on Water
Street. It was a single room office but quite large. My father put up a
partition with a door, so that I would have a private office, and he built a
counter in the outer office. A desk, a leather chair - a gift from my
mother which I still have - a safe and phone, a filing cabinet and a few
other pieces of furniture, and I was in business.
My secretary was Miss Mary Kelly and she typed, kept my books
and did my banking. She had received her education in St. Georges at the
Convent run by the Sisters of Mercy. Although she wasn't the best speller
in the world, she was certainly the most faithful stenographer anybody
ever had, for she never missed a day at work during the time that she was
with me - the twelve years while I was in practice, and for several years
after that when I was Judge of the Central District Court.
Business was, as is natural, slow at first. I seem to recall that my first
client was a neighbour of ours on Casey Street who was owed a small
amount of money and he came to me to collect it. My mother had given
me her rents to collect; and at that time, she had about nine or ten tenants
who were paying her monthly rent. Mother was good at business. One of
the houses which she bought for $300.00 on Holdsworth Street in 1915,
and which my father had fixed up and repaired, she sold for $2,900.00 in
1919, just before things began to get very bad.
It is customary to give much attention to the first cases which a
lawyer pleads in Court. I remember very well my first two cases, one in
the Central District Court and the other in the Supreme Court.
My friend, Jock, the butcher, who came out on the S. S. SACHEM
with me from Scotland, worked at Ellis's Delicatessan Store, which was
on the opposite side of Water Street from my office but a little to the East.
It wasn't very long after I had started practising that he came to see me.
He had a sad story. He said that he had been dismissed by his employer,
Mr. Ellis. I asked: "Did he give you any notice?" and he said, ''Nay". I
said, "You've got an action against him for a month's wages". So I took
an action on behalf of my Scottish friend for wrongful dismissal and
claimed a month's wages. The case was defended. Mr. H. A. Winter, a
Rhodes Scholar for Newfoundland in 1907 and afterwards Judge
Winter, was the lawyer for the defence. I asked my Scottish friend why he
was dismissed and he said, "I came out here to serve as a butcher, and he
had me serving fesh, imagine, fesh! I don't know anything about fesh."
The trial was heard before His Honour Judge Morris who gave
Judgement for the Plaintiff for a full month's wages, which I think was
about $135.00. The Judge also awarded me a "brief" fee of $5.00 since it
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was my first successful case in his Court. I took no fee from Jock.
Most of the Scottish people in St. John's were well-to-do and they
made a collection for Jock's passage back to his home in Glasgow. I went
down to the ship at the Furness-Withy Wharf and went on board to say
good-bye to my first client. He was feeling pretty good. He got a little
sentimental when he saw me. He came over and put his arm around me
and whispered words of thanks in my ear, "I'll never forget you, Mr.
Browne, for what you have done for me. When I get back to Glasgow, I'll
send you a 'paper"'. He went home happy. However, he must have
forgotten about the 'paper', for I never received it.
My first case in the Supreme Court was a much more difficult affair.
This was the case of Martin W. Sampson vs The Reid Newfoundland
Company. Martin Sampson was a member of the well-known Sampson
family that lived at Argentia, or Little Placentia, as it was called before
the discovery of silver in the neighbourhood. The Reid Newfoundland
Company found that this was a more suitable place for a harbour for its
coastal vessels than was Placentia, and so they decided to make a
terminal there for the steamers that were plying the waters of the south
west coast of Newfoundland. Some of the men who resided in the
settlement worked as longshoremen discharging or loading the cargo and
Martin Sampson was one of these.
One evening after dark, Martin and some of his friends who worked
as longshoremen were going towards the dock along an old road when
they came to a place where it had been cut away by machinery used by the
Reid Newfoundland Company, with the result that Mr. Sampson fell
over and was injured. On his behalf, I took an action against the Reid
Newfoundland Company for damages as a result of negligence or the
nuisance of the Company. A road had been cut away and this is a
nuisance if it is done without legal authority and is left unguarded or
unmarked.
This action was tried in The Supreme Court before Judge Kentand a
jury. I remember one of the members of the jury was the late Charlie Ellis,
who (although 1didn't know itat the time) was actually the brother of the
Ellis that 1 had sued in my first case in the District Court. I prepared my
case very carefully and made an extended opening to the jury. 1told them
what it was all about and what witnesses 1 intended to call. Mr. Wm. R.
Howley, K.C., was acting for the Reid Newfoundland Company. He was
a very experienced, prominent and popular lawyer, and had been a
member of the House of Assembly on several occasions.
This was a case in which my previous engineering training was of
some assistance because when one of the witnesses, Mr. Charlie Duder,
who was employed in the Department of Agriculture and Mines as a
Surveyor, gave his evidence, I was able to prevent a map that he produced
being put in evidence. Judge Kent addressed the jury, giving it a lot of
questions to answer. The jurors retired and after six hours brought back a
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verdict for the Plaintiff of $1,000.00 damages which the Reid
Newfoundland Company were to pay to my client.
Unfortunately, Mr. Howley decided to appeal. It is the custom of
large companies - I think it has always been their custom - to appeal
cases such as this, which, if the decision is allowed to stand, might be a
precedent for other actions of the same kind.
The case was heard in December, 1922, and the appeal was heard in
January, 1923. Obviously, the Courts weren't as busy as they have since
become. Judgement was given by two judges and occupied fifteen pages
of THE LAW REPORTS. The third judge didn't give his opinion. The
judgement allowed the Appeal and set aside the verdict of the Jury. The
case had been heard before Judge Kent who had a great reputation as a
sound judge. In those days there was no special Court of Appeal and the
judge who gave the judgement would sit on the hearing of an appeal
although he had taken part in the trial. I believe the reason for Judge
Kent's change of mind was due to another plan which I had unwisely
consented to have entered, instead of the one to which I had objected at
the trial. The news of this decision came to me at Argentia, just as I was
landing from the S. S. WATCHFUL on May 3rd, Election Day, and my
birthday; and I had to break the sad news to Mr. Sampson at once.
In preparing my case, I had made a special visit to Argentia to see my
client and his witnesses and the location where the accident had occurred.
This was my second visit to the area. While sitting in the train at
Jerseyside, Placentia, waiting for it to start on its journey back to St.
John's, I could look down over the harbour and see the town of Placentia
below me. It was then I wrote a poem, which was printed in the
newspaper the following day. Here it is:
PLACENTIA
o little town, so re"erently prostrate
Upon the slightest strip of strand!
A gray-eyed sentinel, at rest, sedate,
In rocky, gloomy Newfoundland.
Around you runs the angry troubled sea
like river flowing, fast and free;
A people jealous of their liberty
Must spring from such inconstancy.
Above you mountains raise their noble heads,
Like lions watchful for the foe;
Secure must rest your people in their beds,
And waking, proudly come and go.
A pleasant place 'twas called, and pleasant must it be,
With the mountains by the river and the river by the sea.
ST. JOHNS, Nov. 21, 1922. W.J.B.
Probably the lucrative part of a lawyer's business today is drawing
deeds of one sort or another. Usually it is a conveyance or perhaps a
conveyance and mortgage combined. I remember very well my first
deeds. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Simms of Pleasant Street, St. John's, came in
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to see me; they wanted to buy a small house, a bungalow preferably, in
the West end of the City. The house they were living in at the time was at
least three storeys high and they were getting up in years and they would
now prefer a bungalow. I knew Mr. Simms well; he was a cooper in the
West end of St. John's and had a great reputation as a checker player.
I put an advertisement in the newspaper: "Wanted to purchase in St.
John's West, modern bungalow with five rooms, apply W. J. Browne,
Solicitor, etc." Two people came to see me with houses to sell. One of
them was a Mr. Cornick who lived on the same street less than a quarter
of a mile from the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Simms. He had a very nice
modern bungalow. It seemed to fill the bill and Mr. and Mrs. Simms
bought it cash down right away. I drew up the deeds and collected my fees
as a lawyer for drawing these deeds. Then I said to the other person who
was offering his house for sale, "1'11 try and sell your house for you if you
like". I was told to do so, and I put the same advertisement in the paper
the next night, changing just two words: "Wanted to sell in St. John's
East, modern house, etc."
Mr. and Mrs. C .. came to see me, bought the house, which they
lived in for many years afterwards, and I collected my legal fees. It was
many years later that I learned that lawyers were entitled to charge a
commission for buying and selling houses as I had done.
At first I was far from busy a lot of the time, but I occupied myself by
reading and writing. I can only remember getting paid for one article,
which I wrote for the Montreal Star. Recently, in looking over some old
papers, I came across the first chapters of a novel that I began then; but as
often happens, gradually business began to pick up and I never finished
it.
I was given some Government prosecutions in comparatively minor
offences, and I became honorary solicitor for the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, a duty which has been taken on by
young solicitors from time to time all through the years. In that capacity I
received several applications from people in the United States who
wished to purchase "Newfoundland" dogs. In this way I sold several dogs
for Willis Reid who was a farmer and a dog breeder and, incidentally, a
great personal friend of Dr. Campbell, the Minister of Agriculture and
Mines. He gave me a puppy for my services, which were not professional.
One of the duties of the Solicitor for the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals was to prosecute persons accused of being cruel to
animals. One such case concerned a Chinaman who worked for the Soon
Lee Laundry at the beginning of Monkstown Road, a building not there
any longer. A friend of ours lived next door; she had a maid who
complained that she saw a Chinaman coming out of the laundry and
throwing boiling water on a cat. The Chinaman was summoned to
appear in the Magistrates Court, and I was to prosecute. I was talking to
the witness in the corridor outside the courtroom and watching for the
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arrival of the Defendant. I saw two Chinese come into the Court through
the front door and walk down towards the Bar. One of them I knew as
Kim Lee who was the interpreter, a highly respectable man, and well
known in the community; the other was a stranger. I asked my witness if
she could identify the man and she said, "Yes, there he is over there
coming in". The defendant was called and through the interpreter, he
pleaded not guilty. He was represented by Mr. Cyril Fox, K.C.,
afterwards Judge Fox. After my witness related the account of what she
saw happen, I asked her if she could identify the defendant, the party who
had done the deed, and she said she could. I asked her if she would show
the Court where the defendant was sitting and she immediately pointed
to the interpreter. At once, Mr. Fox asked for dismissal of the case and I
had to agree. Judge Morris commented, taking a line from some opera or
popular song, I believe, "One Chinaman is very much like another
Chinaman".
There was a good deal of talk going on against the Government in
St. John's in 1922. The War had been a prosperous time for the
fishermen, but the prices for food had also become very high. Following
the War there was a dreadful slump and much unemployment. The
Government of Sir Richard Squires tried in various ways to alleviate the
problem. The Prime Minister had been elected in 1919 and, in alliance
with William Coaker of the Fishermen's Protective Union, had defeated
the Liberal Conservative Party headed by Sir Michael Cashin.
Sir Michael had been Prime Minister only a few months, but before that,
he had been Minister of Finance in the three preceding cabinets. During
that period he had amassed a surplus of $4,000,000.00. He had long
experience in the fishery and with all his other knowledge he became the
most devastating critic of the Government between 1919 and 1923. The
Minister of Finance in the Government of Sir Richard Squires was Mr.
Harry Brownrigg (St. John's West) but he wasn't in the House when the
Budget was presented either in 1921 or 1922. On each of these occasions,
the Prime Minister himself delivered the Budget Speech.
In his speech - omitted from Hansard, but published in The Daily
News a few days after the Budget Speech of 1922 - Sir Michael accused
the Prime Minister of juggling the figures and misrepresenting the
financial position of the country and deceiving the Members of the
House of Assembly as well as the general public. He described the Budget
Speech as "a masterpiece of evasion, deception and misrepresentation".
The Government was ignoring the unsound position of the railway which
was costing two and one-half million dollars a year to operate and stated
that no reference had been made to amounts totalling over one and
threequarter million dollars which was spent on the various welfare
projects. Sir Michael further accused the Prime Minister of charging
Poor Relief against the loan that he had borrowed; and, therefore, it
didn't show in supplementary supply; and consequently, it didn't show in
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current account. In criticizing the Government for heavy borrowing he
stated:
"That sort of thing cannot last forever. We cannot keep on borrowing
money at the rate of $6,000,000.00 a year indefinitely; and the longer we
keep at it, the sooner the crash must come and the whole country go down
together."
In his closing remarks, Sir Michael said:
"The Budget is marked by every form ofsubterfuge intended to evade the
vital issues of the moment; and quite contrary to what he claims as to the
present condition being a satisfactory one and the future outlook
favourable, the real truth is that there was never greater waste,
extravagance and mis-government than that exhibited by the present
administration. The outlook for the future of the country, its industries
and its people is the gloomiest perhaps in the whole history of
Newfoundland, perhaps since the day it received Responsible
Government."
This proved to be a true assessment of the financial situation of the
country.
The fishery had declined in value, partly because of the price fixing
regulations introduced in 1920 at Coaker's instigation. The "able-bodied"
relief projects were poorly thought out and badly supervised. There was
also evidence of political favouritism, waste and corruption. The
Opposition was frustrated because the Legislature was not sitting. The
House of Assembly had been adjourned in June, 1922, until October
31st. However, on that date it didn't convene, but was prorogued until
early in 1923. Finally the House was dissolved on February 23rd and
didn't meet again until June 6th, more than a month after the election.
There was still another cause for discontent. This was the manner in
which the Department of the Liquor Controller was being handled. Dr.
Campbell, the Minister of Agriculture and Mines, handed out "scrips"·
wholesale to party supporters.
I was very interested in the forthcoming election. I wanted to be a
candidate for St. John's West for the Opposition Party of Sir John
Bennett, who had replaced Sir Michael Cashin as Leader of the
Opposition. Unfortunately, the three-<:andidate slate was already filled
with Sir Michael Cashin, Charles Hunt and William Linegar. At that
time in the more highly-populated areas, there were two and three
member districts where the parties would present two or three
candidates.
None of the candidates who ran on the Government side in 1919for
the Placentia Bay-St. Mary's Bay District was inclined to run again so Sir
Richard Squires was looking for three more people who would be
suitable for the District. He obtained the services of Captain Thomas
Bonia who had been Superintendent for Public Works. He made him
Minister of Finance in the place of Mr. Brownrigg. Captain Bonia had
'The popular name for a Doctor's prescription for liquor at that time.
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been a Liberal member for the District many years earlier from 1900 to
1908 in the time of Sir Robert Bond. The Captain invited James Bindon
and me to be his colleagues. Captain Bonia belonged to Placentia as did
Archbishop Roche and they were very good friends. I was at the time the
Solicitor for the Archbishop, so it was natural that Captain Bonia should
ask the Archbishop about me as a possible candidate. The Archbishop
had no objection; and as I was very anxious to get into politics, I agreed
to run, although I realized it was a hopeless case, for I knew how popular
the former members - Walsh, Sullivan and Sinnott - were in their
District. The names of the Liberal candidates - Bonia, Bindon and
Browne - were announced in THE DAILY MAIL, the paper of Sir
Richard Squires. The headline of the announcement read, "The three
bees - watch them buzz!"
One day, shortly after the announcement, Jim Bindon and I went
down to Captain Bonia's office in the Finance Department, and Sir
Richard Squires came in and we had a conference. Sir Richard said to
Captain Bonia, "Have you got a cigar, Captain?" and Captain Bonia said,
"No, but I could get you one across the street". Sir Richard said, "Get me
one", so Captain Bonia, a little confused by such an unusual command,
sent the accountant across the street and he brought back a couple of
cigars. Sir Richard took one and lighted it and began to puff. He didn't sit
like a normal person on a chair, but turned it around and leaned his arms
on the back of the chair.
Sir Richard then gave us a graphic lecture on the importance of his
Government's decision to use the waters of Grand Lake to produce
electricity to operate a paper mill at Corner Brook on the West Coast. He
emphasized its value to tradesmen and to loggers and its general effect on
the future of the people of Newfoundland. When he finished, he asked
Captain Bonia,
"Is there anything now you want done!'
"Yes," the Captain replied. "1 want something donefor Dr. Hogan in St.
Mary's Bay."
"Is he a friend or an enemy!' asked Sir Richard.
"Afriend."
"Consider it done. Ifit is necessary to have him brought out at dawn and
have him shot, it will be done."
The projected mill would be a much larger one than that at Grand Falls
and, therefore, a source of greater employment.
So vehemently did Sir Richard address us, that when he left, my
colleague, Jim Bindon, leaned over to me and whispered, "1 believe he is
possessed by the devil".
Sir Richard Squires had spent a lot of the previous year (1922) away
from Newfoundland, most of it in England where he was engaged in
assisting the Reid Newfoundland Company in their efforts to procure the
development ofthe water and timber resources of the Humber Valley. On
October 31st - the date the House of Assembly was prorogued - an
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agreement was signed between the Newfoundland Products Corporation
Limited (a subsidiary of the Reid Newfoundland Company) and the
Armstrong Whitworth Company Limited for the construction of a
power plant at Deer Lake and of a pulp and paper mill at Corner Brook.
His government had gone through a very difficult time in the House
of Assembly since he became Prime Minister. He was counting on
winning the general election in 1923 on the strength of this great project.
Our district was a large one, extending from The Drook of
Trepassey in the east to Oderin on the west side of Placentia Bay. At that
time there were no roads such as exist at the present time connecting all
the settlements. The west side of Placentia Bay and the Islands, and other
places as well, could only be visited by steamer. There were people living
on all these islands - Woody Island, Sound Island, Merasheen Island,
Isle a Valen, Oderin, Barren Island (Bar Haven) and Red Island. To
enable us to visit these places, the S. S. WATCHFUL was assigned to us
for a portion of the campaign.
I remember the day before we left St. John's. It must have been
about the Ist of April, and there was a terrible sleet storm. Several people
in the country that day died as a result of frostbite. One man was found
dead in the old railway station at Renews on the Southern Shore. He had
been too cold to be able to light the matches to set a fire that was laid in
the stove in the station. I met another man on the west side of Placentia
Bay who had frost-bitten fingers and toes. Later I saw him in the hospital
and he was in a bad way.
We left St. John's by train and went to Placentia. From there we
went out the Cape Shore by horse and slide through all the villages as far
as Branch. We had meetings in all of them - Point Verde, Little
Barrisway and Great Barrisway, Ship Cove, Patrick's Cove, Angel's
Cove, Cuslett, St. Bride's and Branch. Captain Bonia, of course, having
been the member for the District for eight years knew many of the older
people there.
Sir Richard Squires had advised us that provision had been made
for $50,000.00; and we were entitled to recommend to Public Works,
either for roads or wharves or bridges, up to that amount. The two places
that impressed us most on the Cape Shore were Branch and Point Lance.
When we arrived at Branch, we were met by a delegation of voters who
had arranged places where we could stay. After we were settled down and
had a hot meal of roast sea duck, the delegation came back to hold a
meeting with us. They told us of the great need they had for a breakwater,
at the place where the Branch River enters into St. Mary's Bay. We were
impressed by this business-like approach, and we advised the delegation
that we would recommend $1,000.00 to be set aside as the first
contribution towards erecting a suitable breakwater. The meeting in
Branch was attended by everybody who was capable of getting out -
men, women and children. They were all interested in meeting us and
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hearing what we had to say. On our second evening there we had a
concert at which both Jim Bindon and I performed. I gave a recitation.
Some of the people of the settlement provided most of the music and
songs. On the third night we had a dance. I don't know why we stayed so
long in this place, but we were certainly well looked after and got to know
each other very well. I think Captain Bonia was trying to avoid a joint
meeting with the opposition members.
One day while we were there, we went down to Point Lance, a
distance of about ten miles. There was no road and little path, but there
was plenty of soft snow making it very difficult to travel. When we got to
Point Lance, the river was in flood, flowing over the ice. Our expert
driver managed to get us across safely, and we received a hearty welcome
from the people of Point Lance. This is a very isolated place. It is situated,
however, in an ideal position for the fishery, as it is near Cape St. Mary's,
which is probably the most famous fishing grounds around
Newfoundland.
They had an expression in St. Mary's Bay and Placentia that "Cape
St. Mary's pays for all". In other words, if a man had any obligations
during the year, the results of his fishing off Cape St. Mary's would bring
him enough money to payoff his debts.
Point Lance is an open bay and one can see the Bull, the Cow and the
Calf - three small rocky islands off the coast. Our meeting in Point
Lance was held in the schoolroom which was packed to the doors. Mr.
Nick Careen, the well-known patriarch, was the Chairman. He was very
kind to me. When he was introducing me, he said:
"I haven't got much education, but I have as much common sense as any ---
man in Placentia and St. Mary's and I want to recommend these men to you
to vote for them, especially Mr. Browne; his grandfather showed us how to
use seines and hisfather showed us how to bui/dflakes along the cliffs. We
owe a lot to hisfami/y, and we should remember that on polling day."
He had other complimentary references to make about Captain Bonia
and Mr. Bindon.
We couldn't visit all the houses, but we met most of the people at the
meeting. Then we had to turn around with our horse and slide and go
back to Branch. A rope had to be tied around the end of the slide to keep
it from being washed away as the horse started to cross the river. We
managed to get back safely. It was a dreadful road because the heat of the
sun had melted the snow so that at every step, the horse or ourselves or
all of us would go down into it. When we reached Branch, Captain Bonia
got a report that our opponents had left St. Bride's and were headed for
Branch. He gave orders for us to pack up at once and be on our way. We
met our opponents halfway to St. Bride's. The diplomacy which the
residents of Branch had shown toward us was likely to be repeated on the
arrival of Walsh, Sullivan and Sinnott.
I don't know who was advising the St. John's DAILY MAIL about
our meetings, but that paper carried rather biased information about our
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activities and those of our opponents. Here is an extract from an article
dated BRANCH, April 9th, 1923. It is a typical message:
BRANCH - STRONG FOR SQUIRES
"Walsh, Sullivan and SinnOIl held a meeting here last night. People were
disgusted as Walsh's speech, which contained nothing but abuse and he had
nothing to offer the electorate but one continuous round ofabuse and mud
slinging against the Squires Government.
"The meeting was a great contrast to the one held one night before by
Bonia, Bindon and Browne who outlined the policy o./their party like true
statesmen and gentlemen. Branch will give a solid vote for Bonia, Bindon
and Browne."
At the start of the first part of our campaign, after leaving Placentia,
we had stayed at Ship Cove overnight. I had an earache from the cold but
the lady of the house put some hot olive oil into my ear and kept it in with
a piece of cotton wool. The next morning the pain was gone and I didn't
have an ache or pain for the rest of the campaign. This was a wonderful
blessing because it was a hard campaign. At Cuslett I met a man, quite an
old man, who told me that he had once been a crew member of one of my
father's vessels. My father used to tell me when we would have a storm on
land that he would rather be at sea; he loved it when it was stormy.
All of the six candidates had relations with Placentia. Mike Sullivan
and Walsh had been elected as members on previous occasions, and
Sinnott had been the member there for the past four years; and he
belonged to Placentia. My mother was born in Placentia and raised
there. Captain Bonia was married and had lived there and he also had a
brother living there at the time of the election. Jim Bindon was engaged
to a Miss Whelan of Placentia, where at one time he had operated a
general store.
"Billy" Walsh, as he was known to everybody, was a professional
politician. He planned his campaign carefully and had his committees
well organized. He had learned about the $50,000.00 we had to allocate,
so he craftily got word of it to the communities we were visiting, although
he said that we had $100,000.00. In that way the people could plan what
they wanted and how much they wanted, and he would get a lot of praise.
He suggested to a friend in every community how much the place would
request.
We had returned to Placentia and were holding our meeting there
when Mr. Ignatius Collins, who was undoubtedly a supporter of the
other party, suddenly raised a flag and shouted, "Come on boys, let's
leave this place"; and a large number of his supporters went out with him.
It was clear to us that the majority of the people around Placentia would
be supporting the Opposition. While we were in this area, we also visited
and held meetings at the South East, Jerseyside, Freshwater and
Dunville. We then made our way across to North Harbour and held a
meeting there, then on to John's Pond, a small settlement nearby, and
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over to Colinet where we stayed with a Mrs. Didham who kept a good
boarding house. She and my mother and Mrs. Fulford in Placentia had
been girls at school together in Placentia fifty years before. From Colinet
we went to Haricot and over to Mitchell's Brook and Mount Carmel. We
crossed over on the ice to St. Joseph's where we spent the night at
McCormack's in a beautiful large square room that reminded me of the
room I had occupied in Fellows' Quad at Oxford. We met Father
Enright, P.P., there. He was just out from Ireland and was destined to
spend the rest of his life here.
We used to make a call on the clergyman where there was one in the
settlement we visited. The one I knew best was Father Dee at Argentia.
He had been a classmate of mine at St. Bon's College and with him I had
been camping at the Goulds in 1913. I had often served Mass for Father
Fyme (then at St. Anne's) when he was at the Cathedral in St. John's. He
was a very tall priest from Holland and spoke with a pronounced accent,
which he never lost. Others I knew by reputation, particularly Father
Cacciola, whose name was a legend while he was alive. He was known to
be one of those hardy men who take a dip in the salt water 365 days a year.
He had an extensive parish at Bar Haven, as it included other islands and
many settlements along the coast. He used to travel by road alone and
frequently at night. He had a reputation for charity that was unequalled.
This place was formerly called Barren Island when my mother was a
teacher there in 1878-81.
During the campaign I learned to admire the courage of Captain
Bonia. We had to walk up many steep hills between Placentia and St.
Bride's. I never heard him complain, except once when someone had
stolen a bottle of rum that he carried. He was mad about that. Although it
was pleasant in the day time, the nights used to be quite cold so that a man
of his age - he was well over sixty at the time - could use a hot toddy at
night before going to bed after an arduous day's work.
I remember the Riverhead of St. Mary's well because that was one
place where we could count on getting votes in a Catholic District. For
some reason or other, the majority of the people there have always voted
Liberal during my memory. We stayed at Mrs. St. Croix's house in St.
Vincent's. She had been making bread just before we arrived and much of
it was on the table at the time and it looked so good - all that white bread
and brown bread and raisin bread - we were able to have samples of it
before we left. There are many tall men in St. Vincent's and it seems to me
that it was the tallest member of the Gibbons family who drove us across
the beach over to the other side of Holyrood Pond to a small settlement
that was known then as Middle Gut, since changed to St. Stephen's.
From there we went to Peter's River. Holyrood Pond deserves special
mention. It is like a bay but has a sandy bar across its mouth. The water
extends inland for several miles. Sometimes the beach used to be open
and when it did, the fish would pour in from the Atlantic. Peter Cowan, a
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St. John's businessman, once formed a company to exploit this resource.
He aimed at putting a sort of dam on the pond between its waters and the
ocean. The dam gates would be opened from time to time to allow the fish
to go in and then closed and all the fish in there would be trapped and
caught. When that was accomplished, the dams would be opened again.
Unfortunately, the plan did not work. Nature could do what man could
not do. There is a paved road across the beach now.
The area between St. Vincent's and Trepassey is famous for its
fishing grounds and particularly for salmon. Salmon went up Peter's
River and up the rivers of Trepassey, especially the Northwest River. At
least they used to go; for several years not so many went up because they
were caught outside Peter's River in the Japanese cod trap which differs
from the normal cod trap in that it has a hood on it and once the salmon
get in, they have no way of escaping. In 1979 there was high water and
many salmon went up. The Japanese cod trap was altered; the hood was
taken off, but I am told it still traps many salmon.
From Peter's River we walked overland to St. Shott's. This was a
strenuous journey as there was no road, only the barrens, and not much
snow and uphill for almost all of the way. This is a great hunting ground
for partridge. My former colleague in the House of Commons at Ottawa,
Gordon Higgins, used to go there every year while he was in good health
shooting partridge and accompanied by our mutual friend and
supporter, Garrett Stamp, from St. Vincent's. The coastal area in the
vicinity of St. Shott's was called "The graveyard of the Atlantic" because
so many ships had run aground there with great loss of life.
We held a meeting in St. Shott's. I think the people were glad to see
politicians coming around for they gave us a good hearing. The sea off St.
Shott's is a fine area for catching codfish, but at that time the people had
practically no facilities for landing their fish or hauling up their boats,
such as they have today. It is notorious for its fog and its rough seas. In
the homes you can see many souvenirs of shipwrecks in the form ofchairs
or doors or other things from the unfortunate vessels.
The chief occupation in all these settlements of Placentia Bay and St.
Mary's was the fishery, but in the fall many men would go away to
Sydney, Nova Scotia, to work in the mines or in the steel mills there.
People in all these settlements were obviously suffering from the
depression which was causing so much distress all over the country, and
the prospects for the future looked bleak. At. St. Shott's, a very isolated
spot, the inhabitants raised a good many sheep and did a little farming. It
was a hard journey over the fourteen miles of road from St. Shott's to
Trepassey as there were no trees and very little protection on the open
barrens. Someone had erected a lean-to about halfway between these two
settlements and I can remember taking shelter there from the chilling
winds. We were still using the horse and slide that had brought us from
St. Vincent's and we didn't say good-bye to our driver. Mr. Gibbons,
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until we got to Mrs. Martin's boarding house in Trepassey.
It was a pleasure to see the trees of Doran's and the settlement of
Trepassey spread out all around the harbour. The people live in different
areas known as the Lower Coast, the Dock, the Northeast, Shoal Point,
On the road to Trepassey, 1923.
Captain Bonia and two of our guides.
Daniel's Point and Doran's. Two rivers, the Northwest River and the
Northeast River, flow into the harbour. The Northwest River used to be a
beautiful river for salmon fishing and I fished there many times in later
years. I often saw salmon jumping all over the harbour.
We were supposed to have a good deal of support here and we held a
very good meeting. Father Wilson was the Parish Priest and was
spokesman for the people regarding the public works that we were
supposed to recommend. We recommended $8,000.00 for the
construction of a wharf on the East side of the harbour. I remember
Captain Bonia had some discussion with Father Wilson about his
supporting our Party. The Captain wasn't very successful. He told me he
said to the priest, "Well, I hope you1l say a kind word for us", but the
reply he got was, "I won't even do that".
Our opponents came while we were there. I don't know what way
they arrived because the harbour was blocked with ice, but they held a
meeting the next night after ours and they had a most enthusiastic
reception. The reports we got of it indicated that the people had changed
their minds from the night before. This, I suppose, is not unusual in
politics, especially when such veteran politicians as Sullivan and Walsh
were the candidates. Both these men were fully familiar with the
conditions of the country and with all the allegations of scandal and
incompetence made against the Squires Government from 1919 to 1923.
We visited Biscay Bay and Portugal Cove South and we also held
meetings at two small places called the Drook and Long Beach (near
Cape Race). These two communities, like a number of other small
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villages, have been abandoned now for many years.
We were supposed to take the steamer, the S.S. WATCHFUL, here
but it couldn't get into the harbour so we had to get aboard from outside.
The WATCHFUL carried us over into Placentia Bay to Red Island,
Long Harbour, Ship Harbour, Fox Harbour, Little Paradise,
Merasheen, Harbour Buffett, Spencer's Cove, Tack's Beach, Baine
Harbour and Rushoon. At Harbour Buffett, I met a man who showed me
a store that he had purchased from the Brown property on Sound Island,
the place where my grandfather, Philip Brown, carried on a supply
business to the fishermen and from which my father operated vessels.
Our chief support came from the Protestant people in this District.
As the great majority of the people were Catholic, it was plain to see how
the vote would go. At Harbour Buffett, I nearly fell into the harbour.
There was a lot of loose ice around the wharf where our ship was tied up;
and as I was going on board, the plank on which I was walking fell onto
the ice. I was able to grab the wharf as I fell and got hauled up without
going into the water.
At Tack's Beach, we had another adventure. The harbour was full of
ice and Captain O'Reilly of the S.S. WATCHFUL wasn't familiar with
it so he hesitated to go in. A local fisherman convinced him that he could
pilot the ship in and so he was entrusted with the job. A couple of minutes
later, the ship struck a rock. We were going very slowly at the time so no
great harm was done, but it showed that a Captain should never trust an
amateur in a situation such as he had.
Our opponents were close on our heels, so close indeed that we
agreed to have a joint meeting that night. I love a joint meeting. The
Anglican clergyman at Tack's Beach at that time was Reverend Gordon
Elliott, the man who had formed the first Scout troop of which I was a
member, back in 1908, fifteen years earlier. It was good to see him again.
Walsh, Sullivan and Sinnott should have been glad of a joint
meeting at Tack's Beach because they had nothing to lose. We, of course,
were advocating "Putting the Hum on the Humber" and telling our
listeners of all the work that would be given in the construction of the
dam at Grand Lake and the big power plant at Deer Lake and the pulp
and paper mill at Corner Brook and all the work that would be given to
woodsmen working in the woods cutting wood for the plant.
At Paradise, we were in the territory of the Ryans and the Pittmans:
"My name it is Robert. they call me Bob Pittman,
I sailed in the Ina with Skipper Tim Brown."
From Big Paradise, we walked over the hills to Little Paradise and then
to Southeast Bight and then to Presque. It was at Presque that my cousin,
Tom Sullivan, was Magistrate and I met him and his family. I saw there
the ruins ofa bank. Apparently in the good times of 1918-1919, when fish
was selling at tremendously high prices, the Bank decided to open a
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branch and somebody prevailed upon them to put it at Presque as a
central settlement. Their huge safe protruding from the building was a
sign of the rapid decline in the fortunes of the fishery in that area and
really throughout Newfoundland. The ice was still on the ponds but some
of it was pretty rotten near the edges. I remember my companion going
through the ice as we walked over the hills from Paradise to Presque.
I was particularly interested in visiting Sound Island. Nobody lives
on the island now, but in 1923 it was inhabited by fifty-one families
fishing and farming. We held a good meeting in the Orange Hall. I was
shown the ruins of the old chimney that had belonged to the Brown
house. That was all that was left of it in the large field overlooking a little
bay. I visited the cemetery looking for headstones of my family but they
were all overgrown with weeds and in the short time available, I wasn't
able to find any. On August 12, 1978, my wife, Norah, and my two sons,
Father Billy and Peter, visited the island again. Father Billy found the
monument erected by my Uncle Patrick Brown to the memory of my
grandfather, Philip, who died in 1891 aged seventy-six years. There were
a few other headstones nearby. We said a prayer for the souls of those
who were buried there.
Some of the people in these settlements I knew because they had
visited my father when they came to St. John's. One was a Mr. Denis
Ryan from Paradise, who was a very successful fisherman. One time he
told my father that he had $10,000.00 on the books down at Bairds. I am
not sure of this, but it was reported that those who left their money on the
books of the merchant were charged an amount for leaving it there. It
seems incredible. They could get three percent on it at least in the Bank.
I also met Mr. Cheeseman in Rushoon. He was then over eighty
years of age. He used to visit our house in St. John's and he knew my
father well. I remember his being there and telling us a story about his
grandson who was at the time a boy of about twelve years of age. He had
been left on a vessel on the Grand Banks while the men went offin dories
to fish. The fog settled down and blanketed the whole area. The boy kept
blowing the fog horn all the time until the men heard him and came
aboard. My father used to repeat this story with great relish, "All by
hisself he did". It was a great story and indicative of the risk and hardship
that fishermen, even boys, had to face every time they went on the Grand
Banks in those days.
We ended our campaign at Placentia on May 3rd, Election day. We
had covered several hundred miles on sleigh and on foot, and many more
by coastal vessel. Although we had been well received, I wasn't
optimistic. Up till 1932 the votes in elections were all collected in a central
place and dumped into a large box and mixed up so that it was impossible
in counting the ballots to tell how the people voted in any particular
settlement.
On the date of the dissolution, the standings in the House of
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Assembly were Liberals 23, Opposition 13; after the 1923 election, the
Liberals still had 23 and the Opposition had 13. The Party of Sir John
Bennett had increased its popular vote considerably and nowhere as
much as in the District of Placentia and St. Mary's. Here is a comparison
of the votes in that district between 1919 and 1923:
1919 Government 1923
J. M. Devine 1376 Hon. T. Bonia 944
W. J. Jackman 1370 W. J. Browne 804
P. Browne 1278 T. Bindon 668
Opposition
W. J. Walsh 2258 M. S. Sullivan 2968
M. S. Sullivan 2146 W. J. Walsh 2890
E. Sinnott 2129 E. Sinnott 2737
M. S. Sullivan, P. Browne and myself were cousins.
Although I wasn't elected, this first campaign was by no means
without profit for me. I gained useful experience by being associated with
an old time politician like Captain Bonia. He warned Jim Bindon and
myself against making promises. He used to say, "It's no use getting
elected if you can be unseated". We had the opportunity of speaking
extensively in public, especially in our joint debate at Tack's Beach. We
had seen a section of the outports in Newfoundland in bad economic
conditions and had learned a good deal about the great difficulties facing
the people who lived there.
One of my opponents in the election, Mike Sullivan, was a cousin of
mine. He was twenty-one years older than me, but I liked him a great
deal. When I was still in England, I read in a London paper that he and
Sir John Crosbie were staying at the Savoy Hotel. I went to see them; and
while I was there, Mike said to Sir John, "Here's a man for the Party
when he comes home". Sir John looked me over carefully but made no
comment.
Mike's mother was my Aunt Selina Sullivan. She was a wonderful
woman and she took as much interest in me as if I had been her own son.
Aunt Selina was very interested in mining and had already obtained two
or three mining grants in Placentia Bay. I was able to inspect two of them
a few years later, one at St. Anne Peninsula and another one about two
miles from it. The first showed an outcrop of native copper. This was
right on top of a hill and I cut about ten pounds of it away and brought it
to St. John's and gave it to people who were interested and thought they
might be able to develop it. The other place was an adit cut into the cliff
for about thirty feet and was covered with mineral. I found it was
chalcocite when I had it assayed; it was a copper ore.
Mrs. Sullivan had an expert come out from England to inspect the
property in the neighbourhood; and he gave her a very favourable report
and said there was evidence of mineral all around. Although many people
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expressed an interest, we were never able to get any development done.
What was needed, of course, was someone to go there with a diamond
My Aunt Selina Sullivan
drill and the proper equipment for extensive drilling.
Aunt Selina had the advantage of having been a boarder at St.
Clare's School on Military Road for several years. The school was
operated by the Sisters of Mercy and she was the first boarder to be
enrolled there in 1861. She was very intelligent and had a good
knowledge of the public men of her time, some of whom she knew well.
She used to tell me of the time of the famous tie election in 1908. Sir
Edward Morris tried to persuade her son, Michael, who had been elected
on the Liberal side in Placentia and St. Mary's, to join his party. They
met secretly at night in Belvedere Cemetery which was only a short
distance from Aunt Selina's home on Bonaventure Avenue. Nothing
came of it but in the next general election of 1909, the People's Party of
Sir Edward won the three seats of Placentia and St. Mary's.
I remember the story she told me about a smart young lawyer who,
during his senior partner's absence, settled a case that had been a long
time in the office of the firm. When the boss returned, the junior expected
praise for what he had done. Instead, he was met with an angry rebuke,
"What did you do that for? That was one of the chief sources of our
income for years"!
In her later years she was confined to a wheel chair and also suffered
from the very painful "tic douloureux". Aunt Selina died in 1932 while I
was campaigning in another election on Bell Island; and I didn't learn
about it until I came back to the mainland and she had already been
buried. I suppose nobody wanted to disturb me in an election campaign,
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but I did feel dreadful that I wasn't able to be in St. John's for her funeral.
She was a great and popular lady and a wonderful friend of mine. I have
never forgotten her interest in me. God rest her soul!
While most of my visits to Bonaventure Avenue were to see my Aunt
Selina, I also used to visit another house a door or two away where Betty
McGrath, a graduate of the University of Toronto, used to live with her
mother and her brother, Jim. One evening in late spring, not long after
the Election, I dropped in to see Betty. There was in the room another
young lady to whom I was introduced. This was Mary Harris. I had never
seen her before, although I had heard of her; and, in fact, had travelled on
the same steamer with her from St. John's to Halifax in 1916. When the
time came for her to go home, she said, "1 must call up our maid now and
get her to come for me." I said, "There's no need for you to do that,
because I can see you home". I took her home; and as I was leaving her at
the door, she invited me to return some time when she would sing and
play for me. We quickly became friends as we had much in common.
Mary was the oldest of three sisters. Their mother had died when the
youngest was only an infant; and the three girls, Mary, Alice and
Marjorie, were raised by their father, Honourable John Harris, and his
sister, Mrs. Agnes Tobin. Unfortunately, Mr. Harris died December
31st, 1915, at the age of fifty-six. Mary was then fifteen years of age. Mrs
Harris, Mary's mother, had been a member of the famous Jardine family.
She was a talented musician and a beautiful singer. Mary's father was a
prominent, highly respected businessman. He had been appointed to the
Legislative Council (the Upper House of the Legislature) in 1892 and in
1912 became its President. He was the first President of the Board of
Trade. Widely respected for his shrewdness and industry, he was also an
affectionate man, devoted to his wife and children; and he made a lasting
impression on all who knew him.
Mary had been educated at the Convent of Mercy, St. John's, and
the Sacred Heart Convent in Halifax where she was an exemplary
student, winning many awards and honours. One prize especially coveted
by the students was the prize for excellence. It was rarely given because
the requisite qualifications were so high.
Mary Harris was the honoured recipient in 1922. The prize was a
crown of gilded leaves, which I still possess. Perhaps it was because she
was an orphan that the Sisters took such great interest in her. She seemed
as much at home with her teachers as with the pupils and made friends
with them all.
She had read THE LIFE OF ST. MADELEINE SOPHIE, the
foundress of the Order, and THE LIFE OF REVEREND MOTHER
JANET STEWART. In a little book by the latter, there is a chapter
called ''The Children of The Sacred Heart" that has this passage in it:
"Someone who was a close observer of many children of The Sacred
Heart said of a child, 'She is typical of what the training does, others
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have something when they come but she has been entirely made in the
Convent'. When the question was asked. 'What is typical of them?' the
beautiful answer was this: 'Very strong. very innocent and determined to
do something for God in their life'."
It couldn't have been more clearly said as expressing the object aimed
at in the training of character. Elsewhere Mother Stewart said:
"It is expressly stated in the rules that children are to be educatedfor a life in
the world, and that most of them will be called upon to exercise their
influence and do their duties as the head of Catholic homes."
"And the whole set of the training must be, so the rule says. to fit them for
the world."
Mary would have loved to become a Religious of the Sacred Heart,
and it wasn't because of me that she didn't. She thought she had a higher
call to join the Society and had already spent some time in the Sacred
Heart Novitiate at Kenwood near Albany, New York. She must have
found the rules very difficult to follow, due to a heart condition; and she
was advised to go home and reconsider her decision. It was not long after
her return that we met and became very attached to one another.
By this time I was doing very well in my practice and my income was
higher than the amount that Mr. Fenelon had told me I should be earning
before going into politics.
In the summer of 1923 I decided to buy my first car. I knew nothing
about buying a car then; and when Mr. Bert Hayward, who was the agent
for General Motors products, suggested that I buy a very sporty-looking
Buick for $1,800.00, I agreed. It was never suggested to me that a cheaper
Chevrolet car, which I might have bought for about half the price, would
have been a much more suitable vehicle. I must have been rather naive
then, for I didn't even know that you had to bargain with the dealer. I
paid him cash down for the car, something I have never been able to do
since, without any "turn-in". As a bonus, he gave me a spare tire! This car
had wire wheels which could be removed in a few seconds. They looked
good and they sounded great. I imagine they were an extra expense. At
that time, the cars were not closed and had running boards. When it
rained, you fastened curtains all around the sides.
I went out with Mr. McCoen, a mechanic with Mr. Hayward, and
after one lesson, I was considered competent to go and take my test. I did
this before the Inspector General up near the Central Fire Hall; and
although I did something wrong, I nevertheless qualified for my driver's
licence. There were no paved roads in Newfoundland in those days and
the longest journey I made, I think, was up to Renews and back on
business in one day - a total distance of 120 miles. The roads were pretty
awful, so this was considered quite an accomplishment.
In the early fall, I had trouble with my tonsils. When I was living in
St. John's before 1915, I used to have tonsilitis; but during the seven years
that I was away, I wasn't bothered by them at all. Dr Louis Fallon was
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considered an expert on tonsils. I went to see him, and he recommended
that I get them out. The operation was performed in his office with only a
local anaesthetic. It was a gruelling ordeal. I was quite conscious, aware
of everything that was going on. Dr. Grieve, the Anaesthetist, kept telling
me that I was a good soldier, but I didn't feel a bit like a good soldier. This
took place on Saturday; and by Wednesday, I seemed to be OK and able
to go out again. It had been raining on Saturday, and it was raining again
on Wednesday. I took Mary out for a drive that night. It proved to be
very unwise, for by the next morning I had developed a very sore throat.
Dr. Fallon came to see me and gave me some morphine to ease the pain;
but the morphine didn't have that effect, and I was told that I had an
idiosyncrasy to it. Dr. Fallon was now very much concerned because it
appeared that he had a case of diphtheria in his own family; and he was
afraid that he might have brought the contagion to me. However, after a
day or two of oblivion and a few more very distressful days, I rallied and
recovered.
Mary intended to return to the Sacred Heart Convent at Halifax and
make another attempt to see if she could enter. In the meantime, I had
asked her to marry me and she had said that if she wasn't accepted, she
would. We made arrangements that she would wire me; and I would
arrange for her to get the engagement ring from Birks in Halifax. It
wasn't very long after she left that I got the message that she was going to
get the ring, and I authorized her to do so. She got a beautiful
engagement ring which made us both very happy. We set the wedding
date a long time in advance for July 7, 1924.
I was getting a good deal of legal business from the Government.
The Deputy Minister of the Department of Justice, Mr. P. J. Summers,
K. C., instructed me in each case that was given me to prosecute or to
handle. When I would be leaving his office, he would always say: "Read
up your law". I told my mother about this, and she would repeat it
frequently. As a result of these admonitions, I read up my law for every
case that I had to deal with. It was a practice that I continued all my life.
There was one prosecution that I was in charge of that brought me
up against William J. Higgins, KC., then the Leader of the Opposition.
He was a popular politician with the reputation of being the best criminal
lawyer in Newfoundland and a formidable defence counsel.
This case concerned two men who were looking to buy a schooner
for use as a rum runner. One of them was a Mr. Buell, a Canadian who
seemed to have some money; the other was a chap named Dwyer from
England. One day Dwyer was standing on Water Street near the General
Post Office waiting for a lady friend when a Newfoundland seaman came
along and spoke to him. Later Dwyer introduced him to Mr. Buell and
together they went around looking at all the schooners with birch brooms
at the top of their masts, which was the customary signal that they were
for sale. Next day when Dwyer and the Newfoundlander were together,
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the latter said he knew where there was a litter of foxes in a burrow, and
he would like to take them alive and start a ranch. He went to see a doctor
to get some morphine to put them to sleep in order to catch them alive.
The doctor didn't know the exact amount to give for a dose, so he left it
up to the druggist. The two men arranged that Dwyer would go to the
druggist and get the amount needed for putting a fox asleep. Afterwards,
the Newfoundlander suggested to Dwyer that they go fifty-fifty on the
money that Buell had.
When they had purchased a bottle of rum, all three went to the
Seamen's Institute where the Newfoundlander was staying. He brought
them up to his room and went out and got some soft drinks. Buell didn't
drink much, as he wasn't normally a drinking man; and he didn't like the
taste of the rum, but Dwyer had quite a lot. Later in the evening they went
to a Chinese restaurant where Dwyer got terribly ill and vomited all over
the floor. They took him back to the room where he had a bad night; and
in the morning they had to get a doctor for him.
By now both Buell and Dwyer suspected that they had been
poisoned. The new doctor was told about the morphine for the fox. Both
he and a police doctor agreed that the man had been poisoned by the use
of morphine.
The Newfoundlander was arrested and charged with poisoning a
person. When arrested, he made a statement to Inspector Byrne, who
served the warrant on him, and asked the inspector if he thought he
would get two years for what he had done. Later in a written statement,
he blamed Dwyer for being responsible for the whole thing and
maintained that he didn't buy or didn't even want the morphine at all.
The case was tried before Judge Kent and a special jury.
On the day of the trial, Mr. Higgins, the Counsel for the defence, had
a lot more to think about than this particular case. Although he didn't
know it at the time, it was to be his last case as a lawyer, for the
Government of Prime Minister Warren was defeated in the House of
Assembly and the Prime Minister was in the throes of getting together a
new Cabinet. Mr. Higgins was named Colonial Secretary in this Cabinet.
The Cabinet only stayed together four days when Mr. Warren resigned.
Six weeks later Mr. Higgins was sworn in as Minister of Justice in the
new Government of Walter Monroe. In any event, the accused man was
convicted and sentenced to eighteen months imprisonment.
There was a strange aftermath to this case. A few months later, a
lady came into my office looking for advice, and she told me she was the
sister of the man who had been convicted of attempting to poison two
men and he had told her that if she ever needed a lawyer to come to me.
This was a most unusual compliment.
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Chapter Five
1923 - 1924 House of Assembly
I had not won a seat in the election of 1923, but in May of that year I
was appointed Assistant Clerk of the House of Assembly. The Clerk at
that time was Mr. H. Y. (Harry) Mott, who was then sixty-eight years
old. He had been born at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, but settled in
Newfoundland and was a Member of the House for Burgeo-LaPoile
from 1894 to 1901. He was Speaker of the House from 1897to 1901. He
served as Assistant Clerk from 1908 to 1912 when hewas appointed Chief
Clerk, a position which he held until 1934.
Mr. Mott was a literary man, and he produced an interesting and
useful book called MEN OF NEWFOUNDLAND in 1894. This isa very
early "Who's Who". It is a valuable reference work, as it contains ISO
short sketches of men prominent in the commercial and political life of
Newfoundland in the early 90's of the last century. Each sketch is
accompanied by a large photograph. I knew several of these men
personally. One of those that I didn't know was the Honourable John
Harris, the father of Mary Harris, who was soon to be my wife. Mr. Mott
was also for many years the editor of THE FREE PRESS and THE
DAILY NEWS. He was a very able and scholarly gentleman, and it was
of immense value to me to have been able to assist him in the House for a
year.
The duties of Assistant Clerk were not onerous, and consisted
mainly in keeping records of who was present, who spoke, and seeing that
the Bills were promptly distributed to all the members and the leaders of
the various churches and other prominent people outside the Legislature.
However, the position gave me an opportunity of observing at first hand
the procedure of the House. I also had the privilege of meeting and
hearing all the Members of that House. They have all since passed to their
eternal reward. Finally, I was able to witness some of the most dramatic
events in the history of the House of Assembly. This was a crucial year for
Newfoundland and few realized that the prophetic statements about the
possibility of the loss of self government that I heard in the House would
be realized before long.
The House of Assembly was then located in the fine imposing
Colonial Building on Military Road. At that time, too, there was an
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Upper House called the Legislative Council. The Governor in 1923 was
Sir William Allardyce, who had arrived a few months before.
Parliament assembled on the 6th of June, 1923, in the House of
Assembly.
Mr. Harry Winter, Member for Port de Grave, was proposed by the
Prime Minister to be the Speaker. Mr. W. J. Higgins, K.C., the new
Leader of the Opposition, seconded the motion and Mr. Winter was
unanimously elected.
On the following day, His Excellency the Governor delivered his
Speech from the Throne.
Unlike many speeches in subsequent years, this one occupied only
about a page and a half of Hansard.
Opening day has always been a formal day in the House of
Assembly. Representatives of the different denominations and
representatives of foreign governments residing here, and other
prominent persons of the community, were usually granted seats on the
floor of the House of Assembly. Other members of the public sat on
benches behind the reporters box or were accommodated in the confined
space of the gallery. The usual speakers were the mover and seconder of
the Motion for the Address in Reply to the Gracious Speech with which
His Excellency had been pleased to open the Legislature. Generally, these
would be followed by speeches from the Leader of the Opposition and the
Prime Minister who would wind up the debate.
The main subjects dealt with in the Governor's speech were, as
everyone had expected, "the development of the water power of Grand
Lake and the Humber Valley and the establishment of large paper mills
and other industries in that vicinity", and "certain proposals for the
operation of the railway". Another paragraph made reference to the
"anticipated gold rush to Labrador".
I still have in my possession a plan of the area where gold was
supposed to have been found. There was considerable interest taken in it
in St. John's; and I managed to get three claims, each of a half mile area. I
couldn't have had a great deal of faith in the discovery, for I sold two of
them for $1,000.00 and kept one which I could have sold at the same
price. It was afterwards learned that the gold had been "salted", i.e.,
placed on the rocks. The "discovery" was a fraud.
After the speech had been seconded, Mr. William J. Higgins, the
new Leader of the Opposition, spoke graciously, congratulating Sir
William Coaker on having been made a Knight, and welcoming the new
Governor, Sir William Allardyce. He particularly commented
favourably on Lady Allardyce becoming so quickly and prominently
identified with Child Welfare work and the Girl Guide Movement since
she had arrived in Newfoundland.
Immediately after the conclusion of Mr. Higgins' speech, Sir
Michael Cashin, who had recently resigned as Leader of the Opposition
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for reasons of health, arose. Referring to certain sectarian statements
that had been published during the recent election, Sir Michael said the
Prime Minister was, ''The worst sectarian fire-bug that we ever had in this
country. You can do nothing straight. You are crooked now in all your
political conduct. You were crooked from the start".
Although Mr. Higgins had promised the Prime Minister that the
Opposition would do everything they could to help the Govenment pass
the necessary legislation, Sir Michael wouldn't sit still. He attacked Sir
Richard Squires mercilessly in his rasping voice, so that the visitors
would wonder why Sir Richard remained silent. Yet, he did remain very
cool and gracious most of the time. The only occasion I remember his
being angry was one day when Sir Michael Cashin read a statement out
of THE EVENING TELEGRAMduringthedebate. The article said that
on the previous day Sir Richard Squires had left his seat and gone down
to sit with two visitors who were inside the Bar. These two visitors were
representatives of the Armstrong-Whitworth Company which was
building the paper mill at Corner Brook. He made a statement which a
reporter overheard and published in the paper to the effect that "Sir
Michael Cashin is ignorant, don't judge Newfoundlanders by him".
The Prime Minister set forth the details of the Agreement between
the Newfoundland Products Company Limited, a subsidiary of the Reid
Newfoundland Company, and the Armstrong-Whitworth Company
Limited, and the Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, and a Trust
Deed between the Newfoundland Products Company Limited and the
Whitehall Trust Company Limited. These documents took up about
twenty-four pages of Hansard. The cost of the development of the water
and forest resources was about $20,000,000.00. The British Government
guaranteed $10,000,000.00 with a first mortgage and the Newfoundland
Government the same amount with a second mortgage. The project was
expected to employ about four thousand men and bring in about
$5,000,000.00 annually. While there was some debate about the details of
the contract and the manner of the Prime Minister's presentation, there
was no doubt that all the members favoured the project and were anxious
to see it get under way.
It is not generally appreciated that the Humber proposition was
intimately associated with the settlement of the railway problem. The
Prime Minister stated that the Directors of the Armstrong-Whitworth
Company weren't prepared to go ahead with the proposal unless they
were certain that they would have ample and satisfactory railway service;
neither did they want to go ahead with it if there was a continuing dispute
between the Newfoundland Government and the Reid Newfoundland
Company. However, when the Reid Newfoundland Company bought
the Railway in 1900 for $1,000,000.00 and 3,000,000 acres of land, they
contracted to operate the railway for fifty years. During the war, with the
addition of branch lines paid for by the Government and a large increase
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in commerce, the line had still been unprofitable. Now, however, it was
losing money at the average rate of $1,500,000.00 a year. Although the
Company was responsible for the upkeep of the railway, it had allowed
the rolling stock to deteriorate, and the road-bed itself was in a sorry
state. I was personally aware of this condition, because a train I was
travelling on in 1918 had gone off the track near Mount Moriah with loss
of life and injury. And this was not an isolated incident. The dock and the
ships which the railway operated were also dilapidated and in need of
repair or replacement.
Perhaps the most interesting parts of the Prime Minister's address
were the extensive extracts from an article by Mr. R. C. Morgan,
published in THE CANADIAN RAILWAY JOURNAL. Those
sentimental people who would like to see a return of the "Newfie Bullet"
should read this speech of Sir Richard Squires in I923. The stark truth is
that the railway had always been a losing proposition. According to Mr.
Morgan, the road was badly designed and was much more expensive to
operate than any of the railways in Canada. Because of the nature of its
design, it could only carry a tenth of what trains on the mainland could
carry; and it cost the Newfoundland Railway 7Y2l1: to carry a ton offreight
one mile, while it cost other countries less than Ill:. Mr. Morgan said, "in
general it is a fact that the more business the railway handled, the greater
the loss involved".
Few members of the Assembly wanted the Government to operate
the railway but they realized that the Government couldn't get another
party to run it. On the other hand, they realized that if the Reid
Newfoundland Company was forced to operate it, they could not go
ahead with their plans for the development of the Humber Valley.
Therefore, the Prime Minister's proposal to buy the Railway for
$2,000,000.00 was accepted. The Act for the confirmation ofthe contract
with the Newfoundland Products Corporation Limited and the Act for
the settlements of the disputes concerning the Newfoundland Railway
were given Royal Assent on Friday, July 13th.
In the meantime, other serious matters had arisen. Sir Michael
Cashin had referred to the large sums which were spent on relief in St.
John's during the month preceding the election. Two days later, Mr.
Walsh, the Member for Placentia and St. Mary's, said that Sir Michael
Cashin "had seen Government cheques issued by a Minister of the Crown
to pay his personal election campaign expenses". Mr. Walsh added that
he, too, had seen the cheques issued by Alexander Campbell, the
Minister of Agriculture and Mines, in favour of a cabman of St. John's
West and drawn on the Pit Prop Account. He asked the Minister of
Justice to investigate the charges. The Minister of Justice temporized and
stated, "I cannot take notice of every statement made in this House ... Ifa
definite charge is made, I will do my duty". Further evidence of
mismanagement and private use of public funds came to light. The House
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met on July 17th, some questions were asked, and then it adjourned until
Monday, July 23rd. Throughout the week, discussion as to the extent of
the allegations continued outside the House; and on Monday, the 23rd,
the Prime Minister handed his resignation to the Governor. I remember
on that afternoon speaking to Sir William Coaker and Dr. Barnes, both
of whom told me that they had seen several 1.0.U.'s that Sir Richard
Squires had given to the Liquor Controller for $10,000.00. The
Controller had loaned this money, which belonged to the Government,
to Sir Richard Squires at one time and had demanded payment of it but
couldn't get it back. When he wasn't able to get it back, he went to see Mr.
Higgins, Leader of the Opposition. Mr. Higgins showed them to some of
the Members of the Government; and as a result, they asked Sir Richard
Squires to resign.
There was no quorum when the House met on the 23rd. As only the
two Ministers (Messrs. Coaker and Barnes) were present, the House was
adjourned to the next day at 3 p.m. On Tuesday, the House met to hear
Mr. Warren say that the Governor had invited him to form a
Government and that on the previous evening the Liberal Party had
unanimously elected him Leader. So, he would try to form a
Government.
At the next sitting of the House, July 31st, Mr. Warren spoke as
Prime Minister. He stated that he had tried to form a bi-partisan
Government; but, since that failed, he formed a Government with "the
material at my disposal on this side of the House". He went on to say that
public confidence in the Government had been severely shaken and that
for it to be restored there must be first "an impartial and immediate
investigation into the Departments concerned". Mr. Warren at that time
was forty-four, a year older than Sir Richard Squires, but he was of an
entirely different disposition. He was a pleasant and attractive man with
an unsullied reputation for honesty and sincerity.
Mr. Higgins in his reply stated, "It isn't fair, until we see how far the
new Members of the Government are responsible for what has taken
place, to comment here on the unfortunate affair which in our private
capacities we all so deeply deplore. We are hopeful of a full and careful
housecleaning by a tribunal, Which, to use an expression that is inelegant
but expressive, will 'white-wash nobody"'.
THE DAILY NEWS published a series of lengthy lists of illegal
disbursements with names and amounts, revealing the extent of the
irregularities. Mr. Warren, the new Prime Minister, announced that he
had consulted Mr. J. P. Blackwood, Mr. Herbert Knight and Mr. John
Fenelon, three senior members of the legal profession in St. John's, and
asked if they would act as a Commission to conduct an inquiry into
public affairs. They all refused. At a somewhat later date, the Prime
Minister stated that he had requested His Excellency, the Governor, to
cable to the British Government in London asking them to appoint
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someone to conduct an investigation into the recent alleged scandals.
It was still necessary for the House to discuss the Budget and other
problems facing the country. During the discussion of the estimates,
which had been prepared by Sir Richard Squires, the perilous financial
situation of the country became more evident. Mr. Sullivan spoke of a
loan of $870,000.00 from the Bank of Montreal that was not even
mentioned in the Budget and he asked,
"Is it not possible that there are other large outstanding amounts about
which we know nothing at the present time? I am afraid, Mr. Chairman,
that we do not realize, as we should, the serious financial position of this
Colony today and it is certainly time that we did."
The Prime Minister had to ask for supplementary estimates of one-
half million dollars to pay the interest on the two new loans, two million
to pay the Reids and three million for various relief work and other
deficits. When it is remembered that the total revenue for the Country
was only a little more than 8Y2 million dollars, and that in the three years,
1921-1923, the Government had to borrow more than 17Y2 million
dollars, the extent of the financial problem facing the Country may be
imagined.
Sir Michael Cashin was very thorough in his criticism of the Budget
and found many deficiencies in it. He was unsparing, too, in his criticism
of some of the members of the Government party, particularly Mr.
Calpin, who, he said, was supplying eggs to Government institutions at a
dollar a dozen. According to Sir Michael, he was purchasing them for
about 20~ a dozen.
Several members of the Opposition, including Mr. Walsh and Mr.
Sullivan, kept repeating requests for work for the men who were
unemployed and drawing attention to the tragic state in which such
persons were living. Mr. Higgins drew attention to the need for
employment in St. John's and suggested that the Municipal Council
might be asked to help those who lived in St. John's. Nothing very
constructive was done with these proposals; and when the House closed
on Saturday, August 18th, all the members were glad that it was over.
Although I was very disappointed at learning of the charges made
against him, I was grateful to Sir Richard Squires for having appointed
me Assistant Clerk of the House. It was an interesting, exciting, though
somewhat frightening session, and it whetted my appetite and stirred my
ambitions for the day when I would be able to participate in the debates.
It was quite obvious to me that the most important department of the
Government was the Department of Finance and the weakness of the
Government led by Sir Richard Squires was fatal in that respect. All the
members must have been under terrible pressure during the year, due to
the many requests from their constituents for employment. Some of the
Liberal candidates had promised that there would be 4,000 jobs on the
Humber, but there were far more than that number of people looking for
work.
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On August 13th, Sir Richard Squires and his family left St. John's
on a trip to Canada. After the House closed, there was speculation as to
who was going to conduct the investigation into the scandals in
connection with the Departments of Government, particularly the
Department of Agriculture and Mines and the transactions of the Liquor
Controller. THE DAILY NEWS of September 3rd carried the
announcement of the appointment of a commissioner, in the person ofT.
Hollis Walker, K.C., the Recorder of Derby in England. The
proclamation setting out the terms of the Commission was issued on
December 22nd, and the date of its opening was set for January 7th, 1924,
in the Legislative Council Chamber in the Colonial Building. This was
almost six months after Sir Richard Squires' resignation.
The Royal Commission opened its proceedings at St. John's at 10
a.m., Monday, January 7th, 1924, with the Commissioner, Mr. T. Hollis
Walker, Q.c., presiding. Here is the Commission which he had received
from His Excellency, the Governor.
\. To investigate alleged payments to private individuals of
amounts paid to the Department of the Liquor Controller.
2. To investigate alleged payments to Sir Richard A. Squires by
the Dominion Iron & Steel & Coal Company Limited and the Nova
Scotia Steel & Coal Company Limited, while negotiations were in
progress between the Government of Newfoundland and the
Companies.
3. To investigate allegations of wrongdoing in the Department of
Agriculture and Mines in relation to the Pit Prop Account.
4. To investigate allegations relating to payments by the
Department of Public Works in Relief Account Number I and
Relief Account Number 2.
5. To investigate allegations of expenditures of money on able-
bodied Poor Relief for the Department of Charities.
The last three items were closely related and were to be treated as a group.
The Commissioner announced the procedure he would like to see
followed and called upon the lawyers appointed by the Government to
make an opening statement for each set of allegations. He said that he
didn't intend to proceed beyond the matters contained in the
Commission which he had received. Any person who felt that he had an
interest in the matter would be given time to come and be heard. The
sittings would be from 10:30 a.m. to I p.m. and 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Monday to Friday. Mr. Charles E. Hunt and Mr. H. A. Winter were
assisting the Honourable W. R. Warren, K.C., Minister of Justice, in
introducing the evidence before the Commissioner. Mr. W. R. Howley,
K.C., was representing Sir Richard Squires and stated that he was
expecting an attorney from New York, Mr. Lewis, to assist him. Mr.
Howley also represented Dr. Campbell, the former Minister of
Agriculture and Mines.
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Mr. Hunt opened the proceedings with a statement of the operations
of the Board of Liquor Control from August, 1920, to January, 1923. The
allegations were that Mr. John T. Meaney, the acting Controller, paid to
Miss Jean Miller, the Secretary of Sir Richard Squires, various sums of
money in return for which he received either cheques or 1.0.V.'s.
As acting Controller, Mr. Meaney was in complete charge of the
Board of Liquor Control during the period in question. He was
responsible both for the purchasing and sale of liquor. The liquor was
purchased either through agents or directly from the manufacturers. It
was supposed to be sold only to individuals who had scrips signed by
doctors who had prescribed liquor for medicinal purposes. There was
also a large amount of liquor sold illegally to persons who did not have
scrips. An accountant, Miss Power, was supposed to supervise the
operation, but she verified only monies taken in weekly against the scrips.
Mr. Meaney had been appointed by the Prime Minister in his
capacity as Colonial Secretary in August, 1920. Later that year, Miss
Jean Miller came to Mr. Meaney saying that she was acting for Sir
Richard Squires and had a power of attorney to do business for him. The
first payment made by Mr. Meaney from funds from the sale of liquor
without scrips was made in December, 1920, and other payments were
made up until December, 1922. Payments were usually made by cash,
although there were a few cheques paid. The total paid from Government
funds and not reimbursed was $22,855.00. Mr. Meaney also advanced
some money of his own.
Despite repeated demands by Mr. Meaney for repayment, only
$4,000.00 was ever repaid; and of this, $3,000.00 was Mr. Meaney's own.
Miss Miller said that she didn't always ask Sir Richard Squires to pay the
money back because she knew that he had no money. On one occasion,
when Sir Richard Squires was out of the country, Mr. Glennie, Manager
of the Bank of Nova Scotia, sent for her and told her that Sir Richard
Squires owed $20,000.00 for an overdraft, and that unless she did
something about it he would send for Sir Richard Squires and have him
brought back to Newfoundland immediately. Miss Miller said, "I was
always raising money for him". It was not surprising then that the
Commssioner, Hollis Walker, K.C., should find that money amounting
to almost $23,000.00 had been improperly paid by Mr. Meaney out of
funds of the Department of the Controller to Sir Richard Squires.
Miss Miller was also a prime witness in the second allegation. Her
brother was Mr. James J. Miller, who was the local representative in St.
John's of The Dominion Iron & Steel Company. I knew him, for he had
lived not far from me on LeMarchant Road. The Commissioner found
that Mr. Miller had obtained from the Company he represented, through
the Bank of Nova Scotia, more than $43,000.00, which sum was
deposited by Miss Miller to the credit of Sir Richard Squires. Miss
Miller, in this case as in the previous one, gave her brother as receipts,
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valueless cheques drawn upon her employer's personal account. The
purpose of these payments was obvious. It had the effect of relieving the
companies from great responsibility under their previous contract, more
particularly, the payment of the 25<& a ton tax upon its ore.
The Commissioner concluded:
"In my view, the handing over of the Company's money to the Prime
Minister of Newfoundland at any time material to this issue could onlI'
have been with the hope and object ofthefurthering ofthe prospecls oflhe
Company by securing his favour, and thaI the recipienr couldn'l fail to
realize this."
It was a most unusual and extraordinary thing that the Prime
Minister should have taken for his personal use, from either a
Department of the Government or from a great corporation with whom
the Government was negotiating a contract, such large sums. It is
probable that Sir Richard Squires could have done much better
financially had he remained in private practice, for the regular rewards
for the time spent in political life were not comparable to the earnings ofa
lawyer in private practice, and the expenses and demands upon his purse
were much larger.
On the third series of allegations against Dr. Campbell, the former
Minister of Agriculture and Mines, detailed expenditures had already
been published in the newspapers. The Pit Prop Account had been
created as a relief work whereby the Government ordered Pit Props to be
cut and then to be sold to mining companies in foreign countries. That
question was not so much the honesty of the Minister- although a small
amount was undeniably used by him to pay for cab fares during the
election - but his incompetence in running the department. Extravagant
sums were spent for supplies and transportation of workers, much of the
wood that was cut was stolen or allowed to rot, and the net loss to the
Government amounted to more than $1,200,000.00. The relief and
charity programs were run in a similarly careless manner. Large sums
were spent for roads which were never finished; seeds were distributed
but were never planted; and there were rocks that were never broken.
And in the period between the announcement of the election and the final
tally of the votes in 1923, the Government was particularly generous in
giving out money with little regard for need.
It is difficult to understand the behaviour of Dr. Campbell, who was
an intelligent and able man and an excellent speaker and a hard worker.
He was, of course, well known at the time as the most prominent source
from which to obtain scrips even if you had nothing wrong with you. His
chief claim to fame was that he had established the first fox ranch at his
own farm near St. John's. He was also a collector of antique furniture
and had some very rare and interesting pieces in his home.
Mr. Walker submitted his report to the Cabinet on March 19th,
1924. The conclusions of the Commissioner led to criminal proceedings
against Sir Richard Squires and Dr. Campbell. The Grand Jury, which
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included a number of his well-known supporters, failed to bring in a True
Bill against Sir Richard. It was said that there was a majority of one in the
Jury of twenty-one in his favour. The result of Dr. Campbell's trial was
his acquittal.
On April 8th, 1924, a proclamation was issued which required the
House of Assembly to meet on April 24th. This was to be a time of intense
political activity. Party lines had blurred and it was felt by many that Mr.
Warren would only be an interim Prime Minister. Two days before the
Assembly convened, Sir Richard Squires, Dr. Campbell, Mr. Meaney
and Mr. McNeilly were arrested. Released on a bond of $40,000.00, Sir
Richard Squires was nevertheless able to take his seat in the Assembly.
The speech of the Governor was encouraging and stated that there
had been a decided improvement in the general business of the country
since the previous session. Almost all the fish of the preceding year had
been marketed; and, as a result, the prospects for the coming fishery were
good. An effort was being made to balance the budget and a revision of
the tariff was going to take place. Construction was going well in the
Humber Valley and even the railway that had been so expensive to run
was showing a smaller loss. Members were also informed that Field
Marshal Haig had accepted the invitation of the Government to unveil
the Newfoundland National War Memorial in St. John's on Tuesday, the
1st of July, and that he would be accompanied by Lady Haig.
It was moved by Mr. Ken Brown and seconded by Mr. John
Scammell that an address of thanks be presented to His Excellency, the
Governor, in reply ... and that a select committee be appointed to draft
such an address in reply.
Then the roof fell in.
It was immediately moved in amendment by Mr. Cramm and
seconded by Mr. Calpin that "all the words after the word 'that' be
stricken out and the following substituted therefor: 'This House is of the
opinion that the present administration has neither the confidence of the
electors of Newfoundland nor of the majority of the Members of this
House"'.
After agitated discussion, the amendment passed sixteen to fifteen.
The House then adjourned to Tuesday, the 29th of April.
The next day, the House was dissolved.
THE DAILY NEWS editorial thought it strange that the former
Prime Minister, Sir Richard Squires, who had been charged with wrong
doing, should have been the one to determine a question of confidence in
the Government. A great deal of speculation was then going on amongst
the public as to what was happening. Mr. Warren was still Prime
Minister and tried to form a Government with the help of the Opposition.
I remember going to see him at the time and he said that he had planned
to ask me to be his colleague in St. John's West where he intended to
stand in the election.
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The new Cabinet under Mr. Warren was sworn in on Saturday, May
3rd. The Prime Minister had been able to put a Cabinet together only
with the help of the regular Opposition led by Mr. Higgins. The
Government lasted only until Wednesday, May 7th, when Mr. Warren
tendered his resignation to His Excellency, the Governor. In explanation
he said:
The continuous delectionsfrom my Party since I had been elected last July
and the impossibility ofplacing reliance on pledges which seem to be made
to be broken, the lack of loyalty, the failure ol promised support to
materialize, the demands made by aspirants which I couldn't assent to, the
attempts to introduce sectarianism to which I refused to be in any way a
party. with other mailers, made it impossible for me to form within so
short a time as was available, a Party sufficiently strong, independent and
ready to go to the polls. It was the busy season when businessmen were
thinking more 0/ their business ailairs than politics."
I was very active politically at this particular time and a day or so
earlier I had called a meeting of several friends who were much older than
I was. One of them was John Meehan, who afterwards became President
of the Board of Trade. Another was Cyril Cahill, a lawyer who had given
up the practice of law and was now Managerofthe Crown Life Insurance
Company. I gave the group whatever information I had. I pointed out to
them that it was probable that Mr. Warren would be compelled to resign
and that he would recommend to the Governor to call upon Mr.
Hickman to form a Government and that we should obtain from Mr.
Hickman a promise that Cyril Cahill be appointed as a member of that
Government. I can't remember why I thought that A. E. Hickman would
be called upon to form a Government as he wasn't a Member of the
House of Assembly at that time.
I went to see M r. Hickman at his home and discussed with him the
probability that he was going to be called upon to form a Government
and I told him of a meeting at which it was decided that I should visit him
and suggest M r. Cyril Cahill be made a Member of his Government. He
agreed to do this. Just then the telephone rang. I'm sure that both of us
felt that this was a call from Government House. He returned a few
minutes afterwards to tell me that he had had a call to go and see the
Governor at Government House and that Mr. Warren was resigning.
Our conversation had been very cordial. When I left him, he was in a
pleasant, expectant mood.
I didn't hear from him the next day and concluded that he was falling
down on his promise. After learning that he had taken Edward Emerson
into his Cabinet, I called him. "Well," he said, "Sir William Coaker and
Sir P. T. McGrath thought that L. E. Emerson would be a better man."
I said, "I'm going to tell you now that he will be at the bottom of the
poll if he runs in St. John's East". I said this because Mr. Emerson had
been retained to prosecute Sir Richard Squires, and that would lose him
many votes. I went further and I said, "If you can't keep your word for
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twenty-four hours, I'm not going to have anything to do with you".
The Hickman administration was sworn in at 10:30 on May9th. On
Saturday, the next day, there appeared on the front page of THE DAILY
NEWS the following advertisement:
Mass public meeting at Casino Theatre tonight at 8:30 for the purpose of
considering the present political situation and organizing an opposition to
the present temporary government and the nomination ofa leader. Every
voter opposed to the present makeshift administration is invited to show
his independence and support of the movement for clean, true
representative government under capable and experienced leadership.
The will of the people shall be the law of the land.
Early that evening 1called on Cyril Cahill, and the two of us went to
the meeting together. As we were going in through the door, Mr. William
J. O'Neill, the Editor and owner of THE PLAINDEALER, spoke to me
and said, "Will you second the nomination of Walter Monroe to be the
Leader of the Party?" And 1 said, "Sure".
The Hall was soon filled and hundreds could not get admitted. Mr.
Fred Ayre was appointed Chairman. He explained the purpose of the
meeting and asked if there was any nomination.
Mr. W. H. Peters addressed the audience and presented the
following resolution:
"Whereas the Country is now confronted with a political situation
unprecedented in its history necessitating a general election within afew
weeks time and it is the opinion of this meeting that a determined effort
should be made to organize an opposition party and select a leader who
could command the confidence of the Country and under whose
leadership an appeal could be made to the electorate with confidence of
success, BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Chairman of this
meeting be authorized to convey this request to Mr. W. S. Monroe and ask
him to consent to be nominated as Leader ofthe Opposition and that this
meeting will await Mr. Monroe's reply before proceeding to any further
business."
1 spoke very briefly and stated, "1 consider it a privilege to be
permitted to associate myself with the resolution, especially as 1feel that
Mr. Monroe is a man of good character and one in whom the Country
could place every confidence. 1have, therefore, the greatest of pleasure in
seconding the resolution."
On the resolution being put, it was received enthusiastically. Every
man in the audience rose to his feet and cheered lustily for the new leader.
The Chairman then asked if someone would telephone Mr. Monroe and
request his presence in the hall. He arrived about five minutes later; and
on coming onto the platform, he was received by a chorus of welcome,
and it was several minutes before he was able to address the audience.
Mr. Monroe then gave an interesting account of what had taken
place behind the scences during the previous couple of weeks. He then
gave an illustration of how Mr. Hickman had received a contract from
the previous Government that had netted him $3,000.00 more than he
should have received. When the firm of Morey's inquired why, having
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submitted the lowest tender on the contract for the supply of coal, they
hadn't been given the tender, they were told it was "none of their
Honourable Walter S. Monroe, D.C.L., Ll.D.
business". Mr. Monroe finally said he would endeavour to form a party
by Wednesday and asked the united effort of everyone in the audience.
As I had discovered that Sir John Crosbie was the moving spirit
beind the Party, I went to see him, and suggested that he run in St. John's
West and take me as one of his two colleagues. After a little hesitation, he
agreed; and our candidates in St. John's West were Crosbie, Linegar and
Browne.
Sir John Crosbie had already been elected four times as a member of
the House of Assembly and had been ten years a member of the
Government. He was, therefore, one of the most experienced members of
the House and an able politician. He was a fish merchant and had built up
a large fish exporting business by his industry and ability. The second
member of our team was William J. Linegar, who was a master cooper
and the President of the Coopers' Union. He had twice been a candidate
in St. John's West, once in 1919 for the Labour Party and again in 1923 as
a colleague of Sir Michael Cashin and Charlie Hunt; but he had not been
successful in either of these elections.
On the 15th of May we held a public meeting at which Sir John
Crosbie, William F. Linegar and myself were named as candidates for the
District of St. John's West. I was introduced by the Chairman, Mr.
Cadwell, as "a new man who is not as well known as his two colleagues
but is a man of much ability, and I feel he will meet with the approval of
all."
Sir John stated that the initials of our names "C" "L" "B" which was
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the popular way of describing that important Anglican organization, The
Church Lads Brigade, also stood for Capital, Labour and Brains.
Sir John was the Capitalist, William Linegar was the Labour man,
William F. Linegar, M.H.A. (with hat)
Left to right: son William, Gus Bidel, son Frank.
and he complimented me by saying I was the Brains. The expression is
still remembered.
It was now the 15th of May, and the election was scheduled for June
2nd, scarcely two weeks later. Already, our Leader, Mr. Monroe, had left
the City to campaign in his District of Bonavista. Fortunately, our
District, in contrast to the one I had contested in the previous year's
campaign, was relatively small in size. It included the Western part ofthe
J
Honourable Sir John C. Crosbie, K.B.E.
City of St. John's, and outside the City went as far as The Goulds and
included Kilbride, Blackhead, Maddox Cove, Petty Harbour,
Kenmount Road, Thorburn Road and St. Phillips.
We held meetings almost every day, and on the 19th of May, we
drove in my car down to Blackhead, Maddox Cove and Petty Harbour
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over a very old road and were well received by the people in all three
settlements. On the 20th, we had a meeting at the clubhouse in Mundy
Pond. We were greeted with cheers and vollies of musketry. The hall was
crowded to the doors with both men and women in attendance. People
were very enthusiastic and more cheers and more musketry followed us
as we left the meeting. On the 21 st, we again went to Maddox Cove where
my father was pretty well known and had many friends, as he had fished
out of Petty Harbour on different occasions. Later a meeting was held at
Petty Harbour and proved one of the most successful meetings ever held
in that place. We also held meetings at St. Phillips (or Broad Cove as it
was then known) and on the South side of the harbour of St. John's.
From Bonavista Bay on May 28th, W. S. Monroe addressed a final
appeal to the electorate. He said:
"I make a last appeal to the peoples 0/ all districts to see that grafting
politicians are shown bl' the ballot that the Countn' is worthl' 0/
Responsible Government, and determined that Government a/the people
shall be by the people and nothing but clean administration will be
permilled to exist."
Our final meeting was held at The Star Theatre on Saturday night,
two days before the election. An hour before the time set for the meeting,
every seat in the hall was filled. By nine o'clock, it was estimated that
"upwards of 3,000 people were in the building, filling every available
space inside the roof". Alleyways and passageways were all thronged
while many people were in behind the stage. It was a joint meeting
between St. John's East and West.
After the speeches by the candidates, but before the meeting was
ready to adjourn, Sir John Crosbie read a circular which had just been
handed to him as having been printed in the ADVOCATE office for
distribution outside the city. He stated that the circular was one of the
most infamous that was ever read to a body in St. John's, and contained
statements that were not only absolutely untrue but were an insult to
every religious denomination in the country. It is no wonder that the vast
number present were incensed and wanted to punish those who were
believed to be responsible for circulating this offensive paper. However,
Sir John advised them to take no notice of such insults, but rather to
show their views on Monday by registering their votes for our Party. The
circular referred to was one supposed to have been put out by Dr.
Mosdell referring to supporters of our Party as Sinn Feiners. This was
done as a last resort to try and stir up religious controversy. After the
meeting, however, a large crowd gathered around the ADVOCATE
office on Duckworth Street; but, fortunately, no violence occurred and
after a while the angry demonstrators dispersed.
Our Party won twenty-six seats in the election and the Government
nine; there was one Independent, Mr. Warren. In St. John's West, 87.5%,
of the people voted, and our team of Sir John Crosbie, W. F. Linegar and
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myself were easily elected. Our Leader, Mr. Monroe, and his two
candidates were elected in Bonavista. This was the first time since 1913
that any but Coaker's men had been elected in that District. Clearly, the
people felt that it was time for a change. Sir William Coaker was not a
candidate in this election.
Cyril Cahill was elected on our side in Harbour Main, and Edward
Emerson was at the bottom of the poll in St. John's East, as I had
predicted.
Mr. Monroe was sworn in as Prime Minister and Minister of
Education on June 9, 1924. The other members of his Cabinet were Sir J.
R. Bennett, Colonial Secretary; W. J. Higgins, Minister of Justice; Sir
John Crosbie, Minister of Finance and Customs; W. Woodford,
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. Ministers without Portfolio were: A.
B. Morine, who was given a seat in the Legislative Council, M. S.
Sullivan, R. Cramm, F. G. Bradley and J. J. Long.
Three Ministers not in the Cabinet were W. J. Walsh, Minister of
Agriculture and Mines; W. C. Winsor, Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
and C. E. Russell, Minister of Public Works.
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Chapter Six
1924 Wedding and Family Life
The campaign of 1924 was much less strenuous than the previous
year's had been, and the victorious result gave me a wonderful feeling of
exhilaration. The House of Assembly was not due to open until the 9th of
July; and before that date, I would be taking another important step. I
was to be married.
Mary and I had set the date for our wedding several months earlier.
She had been collecting her trousseau. Since she had studied needlework
for six years at the Sacred Heart Convent, she was most accomplished in
this craft, and made many things including samplers which are still a joy
to behold. I was making preparation for our future home at 17 Military
Road.
This house, belonging to the Roman Catholic Episcopal
Corporation, for which I was collecting rent, had become vacant. We
repainted it and redecorated it at our own expense. It was a huge house
with three floors besides the basement kitchen. Afterwards, I realized
that it was really too large for us. On the first floor was a dining room and
living room, the next floor had a sitting room and bedroom and
bathroom, and there were three bedrooms on the top floor. There was
also a basement kitchen with a small garden in the back. We were to
spend nearly two and one-half years at the house on Military Road
before building our own home.
The wedding took place on July 7th, 1924. The weather was very
strange that day as it rained first, then the sun shone out, and it got very
cold towards the evening. We had a small wedding which took place at
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Our Wedding, July 7, 1924
Bridesmaids: Alice and Marjorie Harris.
Best Man: Harry Sinnott. Flower Girl: Margaret Conroy.
the Mercy Convent Chapel on Military Road. We were married at a
Nuptial Mass, which His Grace, Archbishop Roche celebrated. A
pleasant reception followed at Mary's home at 42 Rennie's Mill Road for
the members of the two families.
Then we drove to Topsail and stayed at the residence of a Mr.
Holland, a British naval man who had married a German woman.
Although she was a good cook and a good housekeeper, she was very
rigid about having a fire in her fireplace. I'm not sure when they were
allowed, but she certainly wouldn't tolerate one on July 7th, even though
it was a very cold day. However, we only spent the night there and we set
off by train the next day for the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia.
We went to Halifax first and visited the Sisters of the Convent ofthe
Sacred Heart. They were very kind and happy for both of us, and I was
glad to meet them. I also met some of Mary's friends in Halifax. After a
few days, we continued down the Valley to Digby where we stayed at The
Pines Hotel. This is the region which is known as "Acadian".
I always loved the beautiful poem, "Evangeline", by Longfellow.
Now, after seeing the places where the Acadians lived before they were
cruelly dispersed, I read it again with more than ordinary interest. Many
of these people or their descendants returned to Nova Scotia and formed
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a large percentage of the population of this area. This is how Longfellow
describes the land in the opening of "Evangeline":
In the Acadian land, on the shores of the basin of Minas.
Distant. secluded, still, the little village of Grand Pre
Lay in the fruitful valley. Vast meadows stretched to the Eastward.
Giving the village its name, and pasture to flocks without number.
Dikes, that the hands of the farmers had raised with labour incessant,
Shut out the turbulent tides; but at stated seasons the floodgates
Opened. and welcomed the sea to wander at will o'er the meadows.
Not far away from the Village of Point Eglise or Church Point, a stone
Church was being built. We were told that the people were building it
themselves and that they put up one layer of stone each year. This was at
St. Bernard and has long since been completed. Both Churches have been
well maintained. The Church at Point Eglise is the tallest wooden Church
in North America.
We stayed first at a boarding house at Lawrencetown and also
rented a little cabin there. It was very pleasant rowing up and down the
river. The lady who kept the house had a very good table but she didn't
have a menu. Instead, the maid used to come into the dining room in the
morning and ask us whether we would have "orange or grapefruit, or
orange juice or grapefruit juice or pineapple juice or prune juice". She
would then ask us if we would have "shredded wheat, corn flakes, grape-
nuts, puffed rice or cooked cereal". She would go through the same
routine for eggs, ham and eggs, boiled eggs, scrambled, poached, fried;
white bread, brown bread, raisin bread, etc., etc. However, it was a nice
quiet place, and we had no complaints. We were well treated there.
We were at Bear River for "Cherry Sunday". There is an Indian
Reservation nearby and all the Indians turned out in their finery for the
celebration at the Catholic Church at Annapolis. We saw many beautiful
orchards in the valley, and at Bear River one could rent a cherry tree for a
dollar and pick all the cherries one liked. They were large cherry trees, so
that it was necessary to use a ladder to climb up amongst the branches.
This was fine for people living in the region who could make conserves
with them; but for visitors like ourselves, there were really too many
cherries. Later on in the fall, the man from whom we had rented the
cottage sent us half a barrel of pears and half a barrel of apples which we
were able to enjoy during the winter.
During the month we spent in Nova Scotia, I certainly learned to
like the Annapolis Valley, and took an interest in its history and its
people. I think it did something to encourage me to read the history of
Canada itself, particularly the early history during the French regime.
We returned via North Sydney and Port aux Basques. When we
reached Corner Brook, I learned that there was going to be a strike
among the construction workers at the site of the new paper mill. I went
around and spoke to some of the men enquiring what it was all about.
When I told them my name was Browne, they all thought I was Ken
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Brown, and they were delighted to see me. Ken was no relation of mine.
He was a fine man, active in politics, being the senior member for
Twillingate District, and well-liked by the workers. The men must have
heard that he was coming because he came along to the boarding house
where we were staying in Curling. At first he didn't want to go down to
meet the workers; but when I told him how anxious they were to see him
and how they thought that I was he, he decided to go. The contractors
were afraid that there was going to be trouble. A British sloop came and
anchored in the harbour, but the problems got straightened out all right,
and we came home without further delay. There was then a minimum
wage of 25¢ an hour for labourers.
While we had been away, Mary's Aunt, Mrs. Tobin, had been busy
getting our house furnished. She found many things for us at auctions, of
which there were several at the time. There was an Anglican Clergyman
going back to England who was selling off. Mrs. Tobin got us some
bedroom furniture and also a fine dining room buffet. It was very elegant
in the style of Chippendale, and the bidding was quite high because Mr.
Hickman, who was a millionaire, I suppose, had an agent there too, but
Mrs. Tobin got it for us. We still have it. We also bought an attractive
living room suite - a lady's settee, four occasional chairs, and two low
fireside chairs and two other arm chairs from Miss 0'0. Kelly, who was
an artist. These were quite remarkable, because the wood was all
mahogany, inlaid with satinwood.
Mr. Flynn, who worked at the Armstrong Furniture Company,
built us a chesterfield. I say "built" because a chesterfield is a very
substantial piece of furniture and had to have a very strong, heavy frame.
It is still as good as new.
I quickly developed a taste for collecting antiques. My friend, Jack
Higgins, was a knowledgeable collector and he had a friend, Jack Kielley,
the druggist, who was an expert on antiques. Many of the finer pieces
found locally were in mahogany, but sometimes in maple. Birdseye
maple was very attractive. A man by the name of Heath from Harbour
Grace, where there was much antique furniture, was selling off one day,
and I bought four beautiful chair frames, in maple inlaid with mahogany,
and another chair that seemed about 150 years old. I had these done up
by Mr. Wigh and they looked very nice when they were finished. This last
one was of solid mahogany with three carved and beaded splats.
My collecting was not confined to furniture. We were picking
marshberries one day in the Witless Bay area, and I met a lady who was
picking berries in to an old-fashioned jug. She agreed to sell it to me, so I
went to her home, where she had a big brass candlestick. I bought that
too. I heard afterwards that our maid said to a friend, "Here comes
Browne with more of his old junk".
The birth of our first child on November 5, 1925, brought a new
interest into our home. She was born at St. Clare's Mercy Hospital and
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christened Marjorie Mary, being called after her Aunt Marjorie Harris.
At that time, St. Clare's Mercy Hospital was much smaller than it is
today and consisted principally of the wooden building which is now the
residence for the Sisters.
As there were some mice in the house, we got a cat. I can't say that I
was ever particularly fond of cats. One day I heard our little baby crying,
Marjorie, age one, with her mother, Mary, her grandmother
(my mother), her great-grandmother, Mrs. Jardine, and my
wife's uncle, Percy Jardine. Four generations, 1926.
and I went into the bedroom and here was the cat perched on her chest.
After that we had to be very careful. We also had a dog. My friend, Willis
Reid, for whom I had sold several dogs when I was the secretary for the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, gave me a small puppy
which quickly grew into an enormous dog. It was part Newfoundland
breed, but I don't know what its pedigree was. We called it Captain, and
we built a house in the back garden for it. As he got bigger, he got into the
habit of frightening the washerwoman by growling at her, so we decided
we would have to give him away to someone who could look after him
better than we could.
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Before we were married, Mary and I decided to build a house. We
heard that Ralph Herder, a director of THE EVENING TELEGRAM
and formerly a next door neighbour of Mary's on Rennie's Mill Road,
had bought a piece of land on Rennie's Field near the river. I went and
saw Mr. Rennie and bought a lot fifty feet by one hundred and fifty feet,
with a private roadway in the back that would be very useful to the six
houses that would be built there. Rennie's Mill Road was a very desirable
area in which to live. Five Prime Ministers had had their residences on it.
They were Right Honourable Sir William Whiteway; Right Honourable
Sir William Lloyd; Right Honourable Sir Edward Morris, afterwards
Lord Morris; Mr. Goodridge and Right Honourable Sir Richard
Squires.
In 1928 Honourable F. C. Alderdice became the sixth Prime
Minister to live there. We were now planning for our new home there. We
found in the American magazine, HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, a design that
pleased us immensely. It was the home of an architect in California. My
law office was in The Royal Bank of Canada building, and another of the
tenants in the building was William D. McCarter, an architect. We
obtained the plans of the house pictured in HOUSE BEAUTIFUL and
gave them to Mr. McCarter with our own modifications. We had the
house put on tenders and Mr. James Pidgeon was given the contract to
build it. Plumbing and heating were installed by William Halfyard, the
plumber. This was in the days before gyproc so that the house was
plastered by Mr. Payne. The electrical work was done by Winsborrow
with whom my cousin, Noel Browne, was then working. Coady, the
mason, put up the chimneys. These were all excellent craftsmen so that
we had a beautiful, well-built home.
We moved from 17 Military Road to 97 Rennies Mill Road about
November 5, 1926, when our daughter was a year old.
I decided not to build a garage, but instead to use the shed which the
workmen had been using in the construction of the house. My father was
good enough to clapboard it for us, and it is still in use after more than
fifty years.
Mr. McCarter, our architect, informed me that the foundry on
Hamilton Avenue could supply us with an iron fence, as per a sketch that
he had made, for the same price as offered by a Scottish firm, namely
$450.00. It would be made by Mr. Cadwell, who, I learned, was
considered one of the best moulders in the world. We accepted the offer,
and the fence was erected and has been there ever since 1927.
It was not long after we moved to 97 Rennie's Mill Road that our
second daughter was born on February IS, 1927. My wife came through
the ordeal splendidly; and when I saw her later, she was recovering
rapidly. Nevertheless, it was twelve days before the doctor allowed her to
return home. Our baby was christened by my friend, Father Mike
Kennedy, and named after St. Madeleine Sophie, the foundress of the
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Sacred Heart Order. The Godparents were Auntie Alice Harris and John
Fenelon.
John was one of my lawyer friends who had been most helpful to me
when I was getting started. As a matter of fact, most of my friends were
either lawyers or politicians or sometimes both.
Cyril Fox was one who used to visit us frequently, and I often went
to his house. We would talk - mostly politics - until the early morning,
trying to find ways to solve the increasingly difficult financial problems
that the Country was facing. I sometimes went fishing with Cyril down at
The author, Honourable M. Sullivan, Cyril Fox
Salmonier, but I hadn't yet become as fascinated by salmon fishing as I
would be a few years later.
I remember one Spring evening Jack Higgins came in to see the
dining room table I had bought from Mr. Chown, an auctioneer. He
admired it and pronouned it a Pembroke. He also admired the card table
which he said had well-earved feet. Jack's presence was fortunate that
evening, for as we were just exchanging opinions over books, a friend of
mine from the sealing ship SAGONA, just back from the ice fields,
arrived at the back door with half a dozen flippers. Flippers are highly
regarded by many people as a great delicacy. He told me that he had been
seeking my house since six p.m. It was then about nine. I offered him a
drink, which I unwisely let him pour himself. He took nearly a whole
tumbler full of the strong rum I had and in a few seconds fell backwards
upon the floor. I decided to bring him home in my car. Jack Higgins and I
carried him to the car. He was like lead. We put him on the floor of the car
and brought him home. We caused some commotion in the little
household because there were some visitors there at the time.
Fortunately, however, the next day he showed no ill effects, and I was
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very relieved. I knew him from my Holy Cross schooldays. He was
always a strong supporter of mine in politics.
One evening John Kielley, the druggist, who should have been an
antique dealer, came in to clean the painting of "The Ruins of a Bishop's
Palace on a Lake in Scotland". This was a painting which I had bought at
a sale of the belongings of Charles Fox Bennett. Bennett was the man
who had led the successful fight against Confederation in 1869 and who
became Prime Minister in 1870. John worked until midnight trying to
clean the picture and promised to come back another evening to finish it.
He had a collection of beautiful masterpieces of painting and silver. He
confessed to me that collecting old silver was his greatest hobby, and he
knew the marks of all the makers, French and English, for hundreds of
years.
John told me that he and Murray Anderson had explored many
places together. One day when they were walking down Plymouth Road
in St. John's East on a treasure hunt, John looked over a backyard fence.
His keen eye saw at a glance a beautiful Chippendale table shining out
amongst its ugly surroundings, being used as a rest for a washing tub! He
showed his companion the miracle. Then, audaciously, he threw his hat
into the garden and like a daring schoolboy went to the door to follow it.
When the lady opened the door, he said, "I'm sorry, but just as I was
passing your fence, my hat blew off and went into your garden. Would
you allow me to go in and get it?" "Certainly," she said, "Come this way."
Once inside, he had a chance to confirm his first opinion by closer
observation. There being no doubt of the genuineness of the object, he
bargained for the table with the good woman who was prepared to part
with it for $1.00. His conscience made him give the lady five times the
amount she asked. In his hands, however, cleaned and polished, it grew
rapidly in splendor; and he afterwards regretted his haste in selling it for
$180.00.
One day I went with John to the sale of the goods and effects of the
late Father Ashley who had been the Parish Priest at Torbay. There were
some fine pictures there, but what interested me most were the books. I
bought twenty-four volumes for $6.00. That included eight volumes of
Lingard's History of England, three volumes of Carlyle, and two of
Christopher Columbus by Washington Irving. Joe Fitzgibbon, who was
to be my opponent a few years later, was the auctioneer. I was as
interested in collecting books as I had been at Oxford, but now my choice
was more varied. Some of my readings were on politics or economics.
One book I found particularly interesting was CONSERVATISM by
Lord Hugh Cecil. In it he made the sensible, but trite observation that
"expenditure should never be considered without thought being given to
where the funds to meet it are to be found". This is similar to the sound
advice given by Sir Robert Bond, but so much at variance to the practice
both of the 20's and the present time. I remember Sir John Crosbie, when
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asked at a party caucus to include a new expenditure in his estimates,
asked "Where are we going to get the money',?
In the Fall of 1927 Mary and I went to Toronto to attend the
celebrations in honour of the centenary of the founding of Toronto
University. We attended a banquet at Hart House where we met some of
my former acquaintances. We also saw Father John E. Burke, the former
Rector of Newman Club who was now Parish Priest at St. Peter's on
Bloor Street. We took him to dinner at the King Edward Hotel where we
were staying. He was as charming and friendly as ever. We also visited
and had dinner with Aubrey Maher and his wife, Kathleen, both of
whom I had known well in my student days at Newman Club. Aubrey
had a fine tenor voice and Kathleen played the piano and organ.
On our return, we stopped at Montreal where we went to see the
Sisters of the Sacred Heart at the Sault au Recollet. One of the Sisters
there was a great painter and she painted for us a picture of the Sacred
Heart which we still have in our upper hall. Whilst in Montreal, I also
went to the bookstores and bought a number of books about Canada.
The ones I found most interesting were those by the celebrated historian,
Francis Parkman, who had made a life study of the early history ofNorth
America. I particularly enjoyed his MONTCALM AND WOLFE. At
about that time, I wrote in my diary:
"Parkman conjures up before our eyes pictures so clear and comprehensive
as would be seen by an eye witness. I dofind evidence ofa partisanship with
the New Englanders, but it is more than compensated by proofofhis great
research and particularly in seeking every available document concerning
the period he describes. This story of the two great heroes is woven
together in a clear manner and I have never read a history more pleasing."
Later, after finishing the first volume, I wrote that I had not found
anything so interesting except John Mitchell's JAIL JOURNAL which I
had read when I was at Oxford.
During these years, I kept a diary. As I was very busy with politics at
the time, most of my diary concerned what was happening in the
Government. Often Mary would remark on the lack of references to the
children.
In fact, they were growing beautifully. Marjorie was now able to
walk and was "a regular little mischief". She was very sociable and had a
jolly disposition. Sometimes, when we were driving, her peals of laughter
would attract the attention of passers-by. Mary made some of the
children's dresses as well as doing delightful embroidery.
The weather in those days was as variable as it is now. On January
14th, 1928, I wrote that the winter was so mild that "the rivers are flowing
freely and the meadows are green". The next day was the opening of the
trout season, and I saw men who had caught several dozen trout in
Rennie's River across the road. I had never known this to happen before.
A little later, on January 26th, I noted that it was the coldest day of winter
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Marjorie and Madeleine with Mary
- 2° below zero Farenheit.
We had our grounds laid out with care. We had sods put down and
hawthorns planted. We had hedges of spruce at the front but we had no
success with them as the trees withered. We took them up and planted
Japanese barberry instead.
We had syringa, spirea shrubs, lilacs, and even a plum tree. That,
however, was not successful as black lumps used to grow on it and we had
to cut it down. Now our front garden is dominated by a giant maple tree
which grew from a seed right in the middle of the front lawn. I used to
measure the height of the children by it, but now it towers above the
house.
On the back, hazel nut trees grew like the maple from some nuts
thrown there. We had beds of flowers in season; and in the back, we
experimented with growing vegetables. There we planted two apple trees.
Their fruit proved such an attraction for passing boys that we had to cut
them down. A new one grew up out of one of the stumps but the
fascination its green apples still hold for boys of this generation compels
us to pick them before they ripen.
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It has always been a source of amazement to me that the
Government did not do more to encourage agriculture both on a large
scale and a small scale. In the outports, a great many people used to grow
their vegetables, although without much variety, but even townspeople
with only a small plot can grow much of what they eat in the summer. I
have always thought that agriculture could be one of the foundations ofa
sound economy in our climate.
Most people are aware of the epoch-making flight of the "Spirit of
St. Louis" in which Captain Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic from New
York to Paris in thirty-three hours on May 20-21,1929. Few, however,
are aware of other transatlantic flights of the same period; for example,
the flight of de Pinedo and his group of sea planes which went from
Trepassey to Italy via the Azores in May, 1927, or the flight on June4th,
1929, of the two Americans, Chamberlin and Levine, who took off from
New York and forty hours later landed about a hundred miles Southwest
of Berlin. Captain Lindbergh's plane was seen by my father and hundreds
of others as it passed over St. John's in the evening. Nowadays, we take
transatlantic flights for granted; but at that time, it was quite a sensation.
My wife and I had many visits from Mary's Uncle Jim Harris and his
wife, Mary. They were a most interesting couple. He was the Deputy
Minister of the Department of Public Works where he was first employed
as a young clerk. He was full of anecdotes. He was also very kind to the
children; and when they were a little older, he would fascinate them by his
magic ability to blow smoke out through his ears!
My own parents were still living on Casey Street in the house my
father had built in 1894. I remember one night when I went to visit them,
my father was kneeling on a chair reciting his prayers while my mother
was reading by the fire. "Pop", as I called my father, was very fond of his
grandchildren; and, when they got a little bigger, he made them a table
and four chairs.
On the 21st of July, 1928, our first son was born. He was christened
William John, the William after me, and John was after his grandfather
on his mother's side. From an early age, he would beat his feet
rhythmically and I thought he would be a drummer. The day before Billy
was born, the Mayor opened the swimming pool that had just been built
in Rennie's River. A dam had been constructed where the river narrowed
between high banks. The main pool was about one hundred and fifty feet
long and above this was a paddling pool for younger children. However,
when the river was in flood, this paddling pool was really dangerous for
little ones.
When we came here to live in 1926, there was a huge water wheel that
had been used for driving the machinery in the mill that existed near the
river. Nowadays, it would be considered a historic site and preserved, but
few people cared then about such things. The mill had been built in 1835
for grinding corn. Bread was also baked there but the plant was destroyed
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by fire in 1920. The wheel was burnt down later intentionally.
I was fully occupied with my law practice at this time and often cases
would take me out of town. One I remember well was a case in which I
had to prosecute a businessman for arson in an out harbour. He was
accused of setting fire to a store belonging to a competitor. I spent several
days at the hearing before the Magistrate.
The investigation had shown that a neighbour had been awakened
by a light flickering in her bedroom. Looking out, she saw that the back
of the merchant's store was burning. She called her brother, who got in
touch with the Station Agent across the railway tracks; and he and his
helper went around the building and put out the fire.
And then they noticed two sets of footprints on the road, one of
which left and went around the building to where the fire was. The two
sets of footprints went back up the road again, so the two amateur
detectives followed the footprints back until they came to the house of the
accused. They went around his house and saw that there was only one
source from which the footprints could have come; the prints were clearly
marked in the fresh snow which had fallen during the night. The two men
also went around the property of the accused, and they noticed a trail
from the back door to a point where the back of the store of Mr. X could
be seen. There the snow was beaten down as if someone had been going
back and forth looking towards the store. One set of the footprints
belonged to a woman.
The defendant was convicted and sentenced to twelve months in the
Penitentiary. After he had left the Bench, the Magistrate spoke to me and
said, "I'm afraid I made a mistake. I should only have given him six
months". I said, "No, you're all right". The decision was appealed on the
grounds that the Magistrate had only jurisdiction to sentence to six
months, but the decision of the Magistrate was upheld.
I was hospitably treated when staying with the intended victim of
arson. He had a nice, kind family. He also had a radio at which I spent
several hours nightly. We used to bring in stations from all over the
world. I was fascinated by the set, and I think we logged about fifty-three
of them on long-wave.
While I was at the place, I went to meet Honourable W. S. Monroe,
Prime Minister; Honourable Sir J. R. Bennett, the Colonial Secretary,
and Honourable W. J. Higgins, the Minister of Justice, on the train on a
mission to Ottawa and Quebec to try and sell the Labrador. It was
reported that they were willing to sell it for $20,000,000.00. I was never in
favour of selling Labrador to Quebec at any price; I would have preferred
Confederation at any time. Fortunately, the mission failed to achieve its
objective. Many people are ignorant of the fact that Newfoundland was
prepared to dispose of its rights to Labrador. The Quebec Government
must have often regretted its mistake in not buying the Labrador at that
time. The attempted sale of the Labrador was indicative, not only of the
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financial straits in which the Country found itself, but also of the lack of
foresight on the part of the men who were running the country.
I have already mentioned the fact that because my wedding occurred
two days before the opening of the House of Assembly in 1924, I missed
the first part of the Session. I now return to that time and the political
situations in which I was involved.
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Chapter Seven
1924-1928 The Twenty-Sixth Session
Of The House of Assembly
The results of the 1924 Election had put the Monroe Party in a
strong position. The Party had received about fifty-eight percent of the
votes and now occupied twenty-five of the thirty-six seats.
Mr. Monroe was a very successful businessman and highly regarded
as an honest and upright gentleman, but he had no previous political
experience and thought that the Government could be run like a
business. The candidates he chose had, like himself, a strongly
conservative cast and included four prominent businessmen and four
lawyers.
The most sensitive post, Minister of Finance, was filled by Sir John
Crosbie who had been a Minister in Sir Edward Morris's Government
ten years earlier. The post of Minister of Justice was filled by W. J.
Higgins, an excellent choice, for he was a very experienced lawyer,
especially for the defence in criminal cases. Two of my opponents in the
previous year's election were also in the Government; William Walsh was
Minister of Mines and Agriculture without a seat in the Cabinet. My
cousin, Mike Sullivan, was Minister without Portfolio.
The odd man in the Cabinet was Honourable A. B. Morine, Leader
for the Government in the Legislative Council. He was a friend of Prime
Minister Monroe, and his most trusted advisor, even though he was both
mistrusted and disliked by the other Members of the Government. He
had been described at times as "a respectable philanderer" and as "the
greatest scoundrel who ever entered the narrows". Born in Nova Scotia in
1857, Mr. Morine pursued careers in journalism, law and politics in
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Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Ontario (sometimes more than one
career in more th.an one place at the same time).
He had been extremely popular in Bonavista, which he represented
in the House of Assembly for many years. He was a brilliant journalist,
successful editor and a powerful speaker, and he was possessed of great
energy; yet he was unpopular in other parts of Newfoundland because he
was a Confederate.
I once asked the Prime Minister why he took Mr. Morine into his
Cabinet when he had such an unsavory reputation. Mr. Monroe replied,
"1 brought him to advise me and to be a counterweight to the influence of
Sir John Crosbie and W. J. Higgins". This was an indication that Mr.
Monroe was unsure of himself, and I believe that bringing Mr. Morine
into the Cabinet was partly the cause of Monroe's subsequent downfall.
A relatively short time had passed between the election and the
opening of the House and the Government was not yet prepared to
embark on any radical new programs. The most important piece of
legislation passed in the 1924 Session was, in my opinion, the Bill to
Repeal Prohibition. I have already mentioned the scandals involving the
Liquor Control Board and even one member of the medical profession
who distributed scrips. I had been in favour of Prohibition myself many
years earlier, but it was evident now that such a program could not work.
Unfortunately, the new Act, based in part on Quebec regulations,
but including portions of our own Nineteenth Century laws, was far from
satisfactory. The penalties for illegal possession were unduly severe:
$10.00 to $200.00 fine or one to three months in jail for a first offence;
and, for a second or subsequent offence, a fine of $200.00 to $1,000.00 or
three to six months in prison. As a lawyer, and later as ajudge, I spent a
great deal of my time in the Magistrates Court in St. John's; and I was
frequently retained to defend people who were charged with offences
under the Act. Most of the offences were concerned with unlawful
possession, and it was practically obligatory for anybody accused of this
offence to get a lawyer, because the ordinary person would never get
around the section which read:
"Section 51. If it shall be proved that bottles or decanters. etc., which are
usually employed for holding and using alcoholic liquor are found in or
upon the premises ofa person accused ofthe sale ofalcoholic liquor, and
that such vessels had recently been used. or that persons were found
drinking or drunk upon the premises of the accused. such proofshall be
prima facia evidence ofa sale in violation ofthis act and the accused shall
thereupon be required to establish his innocence."
It is easy to imagine the problem of a magistrate in administering justice
in the case where a person is charged with being in an intoxicated
condition in a public place and be liable for the same penalties as if he
were engaged in selling liquor. These were absurd provisions, but the act
wasn't amended for years.
We started off, too, with a new Loan Act for $6,000,000.00 - not a
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very auspicious beginning for a ministry committed to economy.
However, some money had to be borrowed. Of this amount,
$1,600,000.00 were to meet the deficit of the previous year, and
$2,000,000.00 were for building roads and highways. Nearly
$2,000,000.00 more were for essential railway and shipping costs, for the
transportation system was in a deplorable state when it was taken over
the previous year by the government of Sir Richard Squires. This last
sum included $400,000.00 for a new ship, THE CARIBOU, which was to
be built in Holland for service on the Port aux Basques-North Sydney
route. It turned out to be a well-made ship, ideally suited to its purpose
and gave many years of excellent service before being sunk by a German
submarine in 1942 with great loss of life. The purchase of this fine ship
was made by Mr. M. S. Sullivan.
The $2,000,000.00 for roads seem to have been a hastily-thought-out
decision. No indication was given as to where the roads would be built, or
who would be in charge. Thus, the suggestion of the Leader of the
Opposition was reasonable that we confine our loan to a lesser amount,
omitting the vote for the roads as the season was so late that it would be
impossible to do anything about it in the year 1924. The delay would give
the Government time to work out a proper policy which they could bring
before the Legislature at the next Session which was scheduled to begin
the following January. The House of Assembly sat for only six weeks this
year; and I think that on the whole, the Prime Minister handled himself
well. A. E. Hickman was Leader of the Opposition at that time.
It was in the 1925 Session that the Government was able to set forth
its own program more completely. This sitting began on February 8th
and lasted until May 6th. Several important Bills were passed. One of
them gave the right to vote to women over twenty-five. This was passed
unanimously. Another was a conservation measure to preserve the
lobster industry from overfishing. No lobsters could be caught in
Newfoundland waters from the first day of January, 1925, until the
thirty-first day of December, 1927. This was a most necessary and wise
provision, as it protected the lobster fishery that is so important at the
opening of the fishing season.
The wartime prosperity had brought many automobiles to
Newfoundland and traffic was beginning to be a problem. As I was the
only Member of the House of Assembly who had an extensive practice in
the Magistrate's Court in St. John's, I took a big part in the Committee
proceedings on the Highway Traffic Act. This Act was adapted from the
Ontario Highway Traffic Act, except that here we were driving on the
left-hand side of the road, whereas in Ontario they were driving on the
right side. This meant to say that a great many of the lefts and rights in the
Act had to be transferred so as to have the left become right and the right
become left. It was very confusing, and at one stage of the proceedings in
Committee, the Honourable John Bennett, the Colonial Secretary, who
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was in charge ofthe Bill, said to me, "Here, Will, you take charge of this,
will you. You know more about it than I do." So, from that time on, I was
in charge of the Bill.
The most difficult immediate problem confronting the Government
was the question of unemployment, which had been with us since the
War. The Government hoped to alleviate the situation by encouraging
businesses which would employ people. One of the measures taken to
ensure employment was the raising of import duties on certain goods so
that local factories and workers would be employed in their manufacture.
While it might be that the price of locally manufactured goods would be
higher than imported goods, though this didn't necessarily follow, there
would be more employment for local people and more money in
circulation. This protectionist type of economy is out of favour in many
countries nowadays, but it has much to recommend it. Among the items
on which tariffs were raised were tobacco, lines and twines, butterine and
clothing; and factories manufacturing these goods flourished in the City.
The Opposition criticized these new increased duties on the grounds that
they would mean higher prices.
On the other hand, a matter that did much to discredit the
Government was the repeal of the Income Tax Law which had been
brought in in 1919. Mr. Monroe claimed that it was a tax "not suited to
Newfoundland" and hard to collect. In my opinion this was a very unwise
thing to do. In 1923 the Income Tax brought in about $355,000.00 - not
a very large amount and only about four percent of the Budget - but the
symbolic value of the Law was great because the Tax was paid by the
wealthier people. Its revocation confirmed the opinions of those who
declared that the Government was the instrument of the wealthy
merchants. The same could be said about the taxes on lines and twines
and other things.
It was evident that conditions in Newfoundland were improving: the
fishery had been good the previous year, there was less unemployment,
and the Government had passed some long-over-due legislation.
The troublesome problem of the national debt still remained;
however, interest on borrowed money was eating up more than thirty
percent of the total revenue. No method had yet been devised to begin
paying off the loans with which the Country was burdened, or even to
curtail new borrowing.
It was during this Session that Peter Cashin broke with the Prime
Minister and left the Party. It happened in this way: The Prime Minister
was talking to the House about a financial matter, when he was
interrupted by Mr. Cashin who disagreed with him vigorously, and
stated that he hadn't been elected by the people of Ferryland to approve
such burdensome measures. The Prime Minister replied rather testily
that perhaps the Honourable Member would be happier on the other side
of the House. Whereupon, Mr. Cashin crossed the floor and went to sit as
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an Independent.
Perhaps Mr. Monroe showed a lack of parliamentary control in his
handling of the situation, but I think that Mr. Cashin would have
abandoned the Government before long in any case. He was happier on
the opposite side where he could criticize to his heart's content; and, in
fact, during the next three years, he spoke much more frequently than
any other Member of the Opposition.
While the Government was left with a comfortable majority, this
was a bad omen for the future because Peter's father, Sir Michael Cashin,
although not in the House, was still a figure to be reckoned with.
During the winter of 1925-26, I sent away for and obtained copies of
the Workman's Compensation Acts of all the Provinces of Canada and
of all the States of the United States. I was already familiar with our own
modest Workman's Compensation Act and the Workman's
Compensation Act of Great Britain. In 1924 I also had visited the
Workman's Compensation Board of Nova Scotia in Halifax and
discussed our situation with them. Most of my spare time during that
winter was devoted to drafting a Bill which I was going to present to the
House of Assembly in the Session of 1926. It was a comprehensive Bill,
modelled on the one in effect in Nova Scotia, because conditions there
were similar to our own. For the first time fishermen and seamen would
be brought within the scope of Workman's Compensation in
Newfoundland. The Bill, as drafted, was given to the Government,
printed, and on the 3rd of March, 1926, when the House opened, it was
referred to in the Speech from the Throne in the following paragraph:
"The Development ofthe industries ofthe Colony within recent years and
the increasing number ofour people engaged therein, make it desirable to
provide the best possible protection to workmen and their dependants in
case ofaccident. The amount of compensation to which workmen, in the
case ofaccident, and oftheir dependants. in the case ofdeath, are entitled
under the existing law is not sufJicent. Your consideration ofthis matter is
invitedfor such action as may seem to you best calculated to safeguard the
interests of workmen and industries alike."
The Speech also referred to the continuing prosperity of the Colony
and other questions which would be discussed during the Session: the
various railway problems, the reform of the Civil Service and one which I
considered especially important, concerning the establishment of
Municipalities outside of St. John's. I thought it was evident that for
capable Members to be able to come to the House of Assembly, they
would need some training in Government, learning how to manage a
budget and participate in discussions of complex economic and political
questions. It seemed reasonable to me that if they had never been called
upon to govern their small communities, they would hardly be able to
govern the nation.
In connection with my Bill on Workman's Compensation, the
Minister of Justice moved, seconded by Mr. Halfyard, the Deputy
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Leader of the Opposition, that a Joint Select Committee be appointed to
consider and report on the advisability of the introduction of a Bill to
Amend the Workman's Compensation Act, and that a message be sent to
the Legislative Council asking that body to nominate five members of the
Committee.
The Motion was passed without discussion, and the following
Members were appointed to the Select Committee: Honourable W. J.
Higgins, the Minister of Justice, Mr. Halfyard, Mr. Warren, Mr. W. J.
Browne, Mr. Linegar, Mr. Ken Brown and Mr. Lake. It was an excellent
Committee. Holy Week intervened, but on April 6th the Legislative
Council notified the Speaker of the House of Assembly that the following
had been appointed to co-operate with the Committee of the House of
Assembly: The Honourable Messrs. Morine, Alderdice, McNamara,
Davey, Sir M. G. Winter and Gibbs. It was a great pity that this Joint
Committee never met. As the weeks dragged on and nothing further was
done, I asked Mr. Higgins, the Minister of Justice, when the Joint
Committee would meet, but he put me off" ... he was very busy, had so
many things to do, day and night, etc.". This delay would put the clock
back nearly twenty-five years.
At the opening of the Session on March 3rd, 1926, I had seconded
the Motion for an Address in Reply. At that time I said:
"This matter is a question ofsocial legislation. The Act that we have on the
Statute Book today was passed in 1908, and we are not sofarbehind other
countries in this respect. However, the amounts given in compensation are
utterly inadequate. This Country has made a great deal ofprogress during
that time, and what surprises me is that we have had governments that
claimed to represent the mass of the people more than any other
government has done, and no change has been made to any extent in this
matter ofcompensation. ffeel sure that the Government can count on the
support ofall the Members of this House to produce an Act which will be
original and serviceable and which will be a lasting benefit to all those
engaged in the industries of this Country."
The Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Hickman, praised the policy of
the Government in bringing in a comprehensive Bill on this matter.
Several other Members of the Opposition did the same. They appeared to
be anxious to have such a Bill as mine passed, and agreed with me that it
should have been passed before.
Privately, the Minister of Justice came and told me the Government
was anxious to finish other business and close the House as soon as
possible. "We have only a majority of one and we might be defeated by
some accident. If you will make those amendments you think most
essential to improve the existing Act, we shall put them through quickly."
Although I was disappointed to see all my work treated in this way, I
accepted the suggestion of the Minister and drafted a new Bill. The ease
with which this was passed gives an indication that the larger Bill would
have been treated the same. Such a Bill would have helped greatly to
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enhance the Government's prestige with the fishermen and seamen,
loggers, miners, paper makers, and all other workers within its scope.
My amendments to the short Act consisted chiefly in raising to
$3,000.00 from $1,500.00 the maximum sum for death or permanent
injury to a worker; raising the provision for weekly compensation; and
for the first time, making the employer totally liable for all medical and
surgical expenses of the injured worker.
The business of the House continued more or less routinely until the
end of May. Then the defection of five Members of the Govenment, led
by Gordon Bradley, stunned the Government and put it in a very
precarious position. There were now seventeen members on each side
and only the support of Mr. Warren, Independent, enabled it to carryon
until the following year when Mr. Duff, an Opposition Member, went
over to the Government side. The weakness of the Government was
becoming apparent. It was not a body held together by a political
philosophy or party loyalty, but rather a group whose divergent interests
happened to coincide negatively against the blatant scandals of the
Squires Government. As long as Mr. Monroe could control and lead
them, they would work together; but the Prime Minister's control was
slipping. He relied for advice on his more experienced friend in the Upper
House, Mr. Morine, rather than on his elected Cabinet.
The irony of the situation was that the strongest influences against
the Government were coming, not from the other side of the House, but
from outside the House. Sir Richard Squires was apparently recovering
from the scandals which seemed to have been forgotten, and was already
preparing for the next election. Sir Michael Cashin was doing his utmost
to bring down the Government, and there were rumors of large sums of
money being spent to induce Members to cross the floor. I myself was
invited to go see Sir Michael Cashin, and I did go to see him because I
wanted to find out what he was up to. I don't remember if I had a drink
with him, but I do remember having smoked two cigars with him. I spent
two hours, smoked two cigars, waiting to see what he had to say. Then he
said, "Why don't you help break up this bad Government we've got?" or
words to that effect. I told him I was mostly interested in getting the
Workman's Compensation Act passed. "Oh," he said, "We could get that
passed, and we could make you Speaker of the House if we had a new
Government." I never wanted to be Speaker of the House. Sir Michael
didn't offer me any money.
I was puzzled to know how he could offer me the job of Speakership
when his own son-in-law, Cyril Fox, was already the Speaker of the
House. You would think that he wouldn't have done anything to disturb
that situation, but apparently he had it in mind.
The third person acting behind the scenes was Sir William Coaker
who still had immense prestige in the North. As he represented the
fishermen against the merchants, he had never looked upon Mr. Monroe
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with a favourable regard.
I remember vividly the Party meeting that was held in the Council
Chamber during the winter. It was February 14th, 1927, the day before
my daughter Madeleine was born, and I had just taken my wife to the
hospital.
The Prime Minister, had returned from England a few days earlier.
He opened the Caucus Meeting by telling us that he wanted our opinions
on Party Policy. He pointed out that there was going to be a deficit of
$1,000,000.00 this year (1926-27), that last year there had also been a
deficit of $150,000.00 and that in addition there would be an expected
railway loss of $850,000.00. These figures sounded very bad but they were
not real. The actual deficit for the year 1925-26 was $856,413.00, and the
actual deficit in 1926-27 was $2,218,648.00. It must be remembered that
at this time the total Government revenue was only about $9,000,000.00 a
year. Mr. Monroe said rightly that we wanted $2,000,000.00 to balance
our budget. "How can we get it?" he asked. We needed to cut
$1,000,000.00 off our expenditure and collect another million in revenue.
This wasn't easy, though not impossible. Mr. Monroe had interrupted
the flow of revenue considerably by removing the income tax. That
should have been a great source of revenue and properly enforced might
have brought a million dollars when we needed it. The cuts in
expenditure which the Prime Minister wished to save, would involve
sacrifices from all the Members and from the people in their districts.
Honourable Mr. Long, the Member for Burin, and a fish merchant like
Mr. Monroe himself, thought that we could save money by reducing
expenditure, such as eliminating the payment to Members of the
Legislative Council and cutting the salaries of Ministers, Members of the
House of Assembly and all the House of Assembly staff in half. It was
easy to imagine that such a drastic remedy would be unacceptable to the
Members of the House of Assembly. He also had the idea of putting on a
duty of ten percent on all duty free goods except those exempt by special
statutes, and that the dock and the railways should be leased or sold. As
we had only bought the railway three years earlier, it would have seemed
difficult to be able to sell it to anybody else.
No decision was made at the meeting and everyone was unhappy
and shocked.
In 1927 the House did not meet until May lith. Before that time we
were happy to learn of the favourable decision of the Privy Council
regarding the Labrador boundary question. On the evening before the
decision was made public, a lecture by Sir Patrick McGrath on the
subject attracted a very large audience. In a lucid manner he explained
what our claim was: it was for all the land East and North of Blanc
Sablon, the watershed of all the territory whose rivers flow into the
Atlantic Ocean. The Canadian claim was that Newfoundland was
entitled only to as much of the shoreline as was useful to fishermen. The
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former interpretation of the expression "coast" has been so well-known
to be Britain's, in International Law, that I had a great hope of our
winning our contention.
The lecturer brought out all the material that had been printed in the
case, including over 100 maps. One of the points made by our side was
that the word "coast" in the use of the "Gold Coast" "Wild Coast"
"Barbary Coast", included more than the name "shore". Sir Patrick was ~
clear thinker. He spoke slowly; and, as he was thoroughly conversant
with the subject, he made the case look extremely simple.
He told us "we denigrate ourselves"; that the Canadians were unable
to find a single map printed by us. There seemed to have been one
Newfoundland map prepared by Howley and Murray, in which the
boundary was given to be a line drawn from Blanc Sablon to Cape
Chidley. He told Mr. Turner, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture and
Mines, to "put this map in the bottom of the safe at the Agriculture and
Mines Department". This map may be seen in Prowse's History. Copies
of the official documents were prepared by a joint project of the Federal
Government and the Government of Newfoundland, and are to be found
in the Newfoundland Archives and at the Newfoundland Studies Section
of the Library at Memorial University. These include a large book of
maps. Some of Sir P. T. McGrath's personal collection is to be found at
the Archives.
The day after the lecture, we learned that the Labrador boundary
question had been decided in favour of Newfoundland. We had been
confirmed in possession of an area nearly three times as great as that of
the Island itself. It included over 40,000 square miles of pulpwood and a
huge potential for electric power. It was also known that Labrador had
shown many indications of great mineral wealth.
Another important event, but of a sad nature, occurred on March
16th, 1927; this was the death of Sir Robert Bond at seventy years ofage.
I think that Sir Robert Bond was the greatest political figure in the
past one hundred years of the history of Newfoundland. He had been
continually successful in politics from the time of his entry in 1882, and
had been a Member of the House for over thirty years, and Prime
Minister from 1900 to 1909. He had an international reputation not only
as a statesman but as a diplomat and negotiator. After his retirement
from public life at the beginning of 1914, he withdrew to his estate near
Whitbourne and devoted his life to farming, while keeping informed
about the political life of Newfoundland. His resignation was due to the
rise of William Coaker, the Founder and Leader of the Fishermen's
Protective Union which became a powerful political force in Northern
Newfoundland in 1913, and controlled at least eleven seats out of the
thirty-six seats in the House of Assembly.
In 1919 when the political situation was very uncertain, a delegation
of his admirers went from St. John's to Whitbourne to petition him to
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accept the leadership of the Liberal Party. He declined, thanking the
Committee for the confidence placed in him, but he regretted that the
state of his health prevented him from undertaking again the great
responsibilities of leadership activities. He continued:
"Exercise your best judgment and return the cleanest, brainiest, and most
independent men you can to represent you in the Counsels of your
Country; that will prove your guarantee."
He added:
"It is fundamental that the Government realize that every dollar spent by
them must first be created by the labouring man and that labour mustform
the foundation for all economy, that all excess in public expenditure not
based on the legitimate actual wants ofthe Country, is not only waste but a
great political and, above all, moral evil."
The last time I saw Sir Robert Bond was on November 23rd, 1925,
when a funeral service was being held in the Anglican Cathedral in St.
Right Honourable Sir Robert Bond
John's for Queen Alexandra, the mother of King George V. He was
wearing his costume of Knight Commander of St. Michael and St.
George.
He looked a lonely figure on this occasion when his gold-braided
uniform was conspicuous in the solemn assembly.
About sixty people including myself went out by special train to
attend the funeral of Sir Robert Bond at Whitbourne. "The Grange",
where he lived, was situated about a mile from the railway station. We
approached the house through an avenue of trimmed spruce trees. On
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entering, we found a wide hall with rich tapestries and caribou heads
adorning the walls. The body lay in the drawing room. There was a
distinguished air about the face; he had a strong, almost aquiline nose,
deep set eyes and a graceful sweep of a moustache. But there was a
weariness about the expression that was noticeable and his form had
shrunk. How different from that distinguished statesman who was
considered by Governor Williams to be "the very Rupert of debate who
ruled his Cabinet like a pack of schoolboys".
We who followed him humbly to the grave saw in him a greatness
that we admired and knew to be rare. His colleagues of over twenty years
ago, Chief Justice Horwood and the Honourable Mr. Justice Kent, were
amongst the leading mourners. The principal mourner was his brother,
Reverend Dr. Bond, who walked behind the hearse holding on to the
coffin for assistance along the route. It was a reverent funeral, although
no societies displayed their banners or their ribbons, and no bodyguard
or pall bearers walked beside the hearse. Rarely has a person who once
walked the earth so proudly, been buried so simply.
The service was held in the old wooden church by two of the Church
of England Clergy, one of whom was myoid Scout Master, Reverend
Mr. Elliott, now Parish Priest a Whitbourne. A small boy pumped the
organ, first with one hand and then with the other, and the Village Choir
was in attendance. The church was filled with those who came from St.
John's and those belonging to the village of Whitbourne. From the
church, the body was taken to the cemetery at the top of the hill beside it.
When I returned to town I wrote a poem which I called a Threnody.
It was published in THE EVENING TELEGRAM the next day.
"The wind-swept summit of the tree-bare hill,
Was where he wished that they might lay him down,
Whence he could see "The Grange" beyond the Town,
As if in spirit he would watch it still.
Ye pine clad forests of his loved estate,
Ye placid waters that have laved its sides,
That know the secret that the grave now hides,
Was he indifferent to his Country's fate?
Oh, no! His heart with love was ever filled,
For friend and foe for whom he laboured long,
Till tortured by a ne'er forgotten wrong,
His statesman's voice in Senate halls was stilled.
Honour his name! All Party strife now cease!
Let all unite in prayer: God grant him peace."
I signed the poem W. J. B. Many people recognized the initials and
telephoned me concerning it. As a matter of fact, they thought I had
written the account of the funeral but that was done by Mr. Jeffrey, the
Editor of THE EVENING TELEGRAM and whose father had once
been the clergyman at Whitbourne and must have been well known to Sir
Robert Bond.
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Dr. Reay, the dentist whom I knew well, used to tell a story about his
father, the Reverend John Reay, who was the Methodist clergyman at
Whitbourne at the time, and afterwards retired and lived there. It was
natural that Sir Robert Bond and he should become friends, and that Mr.
Reay would take advantage of Sir Robert's extensive library and do a lot
of reading over there. One day he became so absorbed in a book that he
asked Sir Robert could he take it away with him. Sir Robert said, "I'm
sorry, Mr. Reay, but you can read here as much as you like, but I don't
allow books off the premises." A couple of months later the gardener at
The Grange reported to Sir Robert that the lawn mower was broken and
Sir Robert said, "Ask Reverend Mr. Reay to please let us have the use of
his". So the gardener dutifully went over to Reverend Mr. Reay's and
gave the message. Mr. Reay said, "Would you please tell Sir Robert that
he is welcome to the use of my lawn mower at any time, but that I don't
allow it off the premises".
By his Will made in 1914 to which a Codicil was added in 1925, Sir
Robert bequeathed in part as follows:
"It is my Will that my Whitbourne estate consisting of The Grange and
nearly eight square miles offee simple land, upon which I have expended
large sums of money and years of personal effort to render it an ideal
property, shall be immediately transferred to His Excellency, the
Governor and Executive Council ofthis Colony, to be held in trust by them
for the people of Newfoundland as a Model Farm forever."
The Prime Minister interviewed Reverend Dr. Bond, brother of
Sir Robert Bond and Executor of his Will, and asked him to write a
letter to His Excellency, the Governor, setting out his views as to the
utilization of the farm and property. On April lIth, Dr. Bond wrote
to the Governor in part as follows:
"1 wish I could convey to Your Excellency's mind anything like an
adequate picture of the extent and beauty of the estate. Its slopes of
splendid woodlands risingfrom the shore ofa chain oflarge and romantic
lakes, mile after mile, where forest growth has been carefully preserved,
where a fire has not occurred, and where cutting ofeither large or small
timber had not been allowed . . . crowning a hill on the West side of
Junction Lake is the residence of the owner, "The Grange", embowered in
trees, and with lawns sloping down to the lakeside, laid out in landscape
gardenings interspersed with groups or groves ofornamental trees, upon
which parklike space, the taste, skill and constant andpersonal labour of
Sir Robert Bond had been, for all the years ofhis ownership, till laidaside
by the illness which resulted in his death, lavished without stint . .. He has
maintained the place as a sort ofModel Farmfor between thirtyandforty
years. He broke it out of the originalforest; cultivated it and cropped it;
erected a commodious residencefor his own occupancy anda comfortable
lodgefor the occupancy ofhisforeman farmer; constructedsuitable barns;
purchased in Canada from time to time numbers of registered and high
grade cattle; gave away his thoroughbred cows year after year for many
years to people in different parts of the Island, in order to improve the
general stock of the country; sold his milk regularly to a butterinefactory
in St. John's despite innumerable hindrances and annoyances due to the
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irregularity oftransportation; left it as it is today, a going concern in good
working order not merely paying its expenses but making a profit. That
estate and thatfarm he has left by Will to the people of Newfoundland . ..
to be maintained and worked in perpetuity for the information ofevery
farmer, large or small in the Country and for the practical training of
young men in agriculture, cattle raising andforestry, so that they may be
qualified to make farming their vocation and win a living from their
country's soil."
The Prime Minister spoke to the House favourably of Sir Robert,
saying he was a man of rare gifts.
"His engaging personality, his gifts oforatory andhis very pleasing manner
would have done grace to any Parliament in the world."
However, at a private meeting of the Party, he referred to the Will as an
amateurish document which a schoolboy could improve upon. He said
he didn't like refusing it, but it would necessitate an endowment ofabout
$200,000.00 before it could be started. This was incorrect, as was also Sir
John Bennett's remark that the forest land couldn't be touched and the
woods must be allowed to rot or burn or blow down. I looked upon this
gift as a golden opportunity to help develop agricultural techniques and
education and a knowledge of forestry.
The Prime Minister asked for opinions from different Members
during the discussion in the House. Sir John Bennett, the Colonial
Secretary who had been a Member of the House of Assembly in Sir
Robert Bond's time, paid a glowing yet reserved tribute to Sir Robert's
magnanimous gift. He said:
"The motive behind the gift I think is the purest. The great character ofthe
man is well exemplified in his giving this property, which was perhaps
dearer to him than anything material in the world, probably in which he
spent the happiest hours of his life, to the people for their use.
Considerations ofsentiment make it highly desirable to accept the gift . ..
but unfortunately the custodians of the public funds cannot weigh these
things by sentiment."
Mr. Halfyard rose and said:
"... the late Sir Robert Bond was a man ofno mean ability: he was a man
not only of high standards and ideals, but with great experience in
connection with statecraft. Statecraft involves everything in connection
with the best interests of the Community. He was not poorly informed,
therefore, in connection with the agricultural industry in this Country or
possibly any industry in this Country; and, after all his long years as a
practicalfarmer in the Country, he has given hisfarm to Newfoundland to
be a Model Farm, and he certainly wouldn't encumber Newfoundland
with anything not to its best interest . .. We should not lightly turn aside
this bequest. It is not a matter ofsentiment: we have to treat it as a matter of
fact business proposition . .. I put myselfon record as being absolutely in
favour of accepting the bequest of the late Sir Robert Bond."
In opening my own remarks on the subject, I said:
"Mr. Chairman, after the gloomy speech of the Honourable Prime
Minister, one must have courage to be outspoken with regard to the
adoption of a Model Farm in this Country."
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Speaking on the need for a model farm, I quoted Mr. Paton, the
President of the Memorial University College, who, in an article in the
NEWFOUNDLAND TEACHERS' JOURNAL, wrote:
" We should like to see Newfoundland developing the wealth ofits own soil,
growing its own potatoes, wheat, vegetables, and part, at any rate, of its
fruit . .. What an enormous increase that would be to our National income.
Our young men should study nature and apply it to our needs."
Mr. Blackall, in his report for 1924, said the same thing. Mr. English, the
representative of the Roman Catholic Board of Ed ucation, also spoke to
the same effect. Dr.Curtis, representing the Methodist Church, spoke
particularly strongly about the subject and said that we were forgetting to
apply science to ordinary life, with particular reference to agriculture and
fishing and we were importing thousands of dollars worth ofagricultural
products because Newfoundland hadn't been able to adopt and maintain
a policy of planned development.
I took the trouble to look up data connected with the imports and
exports of Newfoundland and I totted up the total value of the
agricultural products imported into this country annually, exclusive of
flour and wool manufacturers, and I found that the value of the imported
products of this nature was $5,000,000.00. I also referred to the eminent
Professor Zavitz, who in 1907-1908 came down to Newfoundland from
the Agriculture College of Guelph, and advised the Goverment of Sir
Robert about establishing a Model Farm at St. John's. I said in
conclusion,
"I hope that the Government will see their way clear to accept this gift. No
more worthy memorial could be erected to the memory; to the glorious
memory of Sir Robert Bond than the establishment of a Model Farm
within a short distance of that romantic spot where his bones lie buried."
Most of the Members on the other side of the House, including Mr.
Hickman, the Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Grimes and Mr. Hibbs,
spoke in favour of accepting the gift, but I was the only one on the
Government side to speak in favour of accepting it.
The suggestion of Mr. Hickman, the Leader of the Opposition, that
it should be placed under the control of the Memorial University College
was particularly sound. This was the proper thing to do, and a small
school of agriculture and forestry could have been established there. It
was exactly what Newfoundland needed. Nobody knew that better than
Sir Robert Bond; because after his retirement from politics in 1914, he
had thirteen years to observe and to notice and study the needs of
Newfoundland.
By accepting this gift, the Government would have been doing two
things. It would have established a memorial to our greatest Statesman,
and our most patriotic politician, and it would have laid a sound
foundation for the teaching and practice of agriculture and forestry so
much needed on our Island.
By this time, 1927,1 think 1 must have come to the conclusion that
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the development of agriculture was the most important thing that could
be done in Newfoundland. I couldn't see the sense of developing great
industry where people work for wages and then have to send the money
away to buy the things they have to eat. To get the best results from the
develoment of our resources by the construction of paper mills and the
development of mines, it was desirable and even necessary for us to have
a large agricultural production.
I was greatly saddened by the inept decision of the Government to
reject this unique munificent gift from our greatest Statesman. It showed
such a monumental lack of respect and ingratitude that the angels must
have wept. I always think of Mark Antony addressing the mob in Rome
over the bleeding dead body of Julius Caesar when he said:
"Moreover he hath left you all his walks.
His private arbours, and new-planted orchards,
On this side Tiber; he hath left them to you.
And to your heirs forever - common pleasures,
To walk abroad and recreate yourselves.
Here was a Caesar! Whence comes such another?
The beautiful property is now a government home. The Grange is
gone. A new building houses the home for delinquent boys where
hopefully some little farming is being carried on.
The legislative Session of 1927 was long and difficult. The
Government had a very slim majority, and we always had to be careful to
have enough members present. Some of the most important legislation
concerned the industrial development of the country; the mine at
Buchans, and the Corner Brook Mill.
Despite all the glamour attached to the establishment of the pulp
and paper mill on the Humber and the fact that an election was fought on
the issue (not strictly on this issue because the Opposition was never
against putting the Mill on the Humber), after the official opening in
1925 it got into difficulty. This was partly due to the over-expansion of
the pulp and paper industry in Canada and partly to the falling markets
and the low prices for paper. This situation became so bad that in 1927
the Newfoundland Government had to borrow to pay the interest due on
the $10,000,000.00 that we had guaranteed. The British Government also
arranged further financing for the Newfoundland Power and Paper
Company, but in spite of this new arrangement the Newfoundland Power
& Paper Company was unable to carryon. The International Power &
Paper Company was contacted; and, after protracted negotiations,
agreed on terms to take over the project. These terms included new
financial guarantees and various concessions, for which the Company
agreed to expand the capacity by the addition of two new machines. It
was a necessary and excellent thing that the International Power & Paper
Company was able to take over the Newfoundland Power & Paper
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Company for it was experienced in the production of both power and
paper. In fact, it already operated the largest paper mill in the world, and
it had experience in developing power of a greater quantity than that
developed at Deer Lake. Our government brought in a Bill to confirm
this agreement.
Our government also brought in a Bill to confirm an agreement
between the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company Limited of
Grand Falls and the American Smelters to develop a valuable mining
property at Buchans. Although there was much discussion concerning
the goods being given duty-free entry, there was no opposition in
principle to the agreements and both Bills passed.
These two developments at Corner Brook and Buchans promised
work in the western and central parts of the country, but they also meant
added expense for the Government. New facilities - police and customs,
postal service, road building, and hospitals would be putting an added
strain on the Budget. The fishery in 1926 had not been as good as
anticipated and prices were low. This meant less money to circulate and
consequently less revenue for the Government. With shrunken revenue
and swollen expenditures, the Government was again forced to borrow.
Sir John Crosbie had told me many times that the Auditor General had
stated to him that our credit limit was $100,000,000.00; when our debt
reached that figure we would not be able to borrow any more. Borrowing
$5,000,000.00 a year to add to the debt we had inherited, we were getting
dangerously close to that maximum figure. I knew this from another
source, a high official in the Bank of Montreal, Banker for the
Government.
The Government leaders, especially Mr. Monroe and Sir John
Crosbie, were growing weary of the struggle. I am sure that Mr. Monroe
would not have accepted the responsibility in 1924 had he known how
burdensome it would be. I was unable to find in Mr. Monroe's attitude
towards public life and toward government generally, any philosophy,
any purpose, any aim; he seemed to depend on chance all the time.
In the previous session Peter Cashin had openly defied the
Government with the words:
"Mr. Speaker, I serve notice now, Sir, that so far as I am able this
Government will not put through any Legislation in this Session of the
House."
At another time he said:
"If I have been the advance guard in any way ofdestroying a Government
formed by the capitalists of Newfoundland I feel proud of it."
Peter's father, Sir Michael Cashin, died in the late summer of 1926. He
had been a great Parliamentarian and a wonderful Minister of Finance
during the thirty years he spent in the House. Now, because the
Government candidate had lost the by-election in St. John's East, Peter
Cashin was calling for the resignation of the Prime Minister and his
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Cabinet. There was already talk of a National Government of all the
parties or failing that, as Sir William Coaker suggested, a Commission of
Government for ten years without politics. It seemed inevitable but it was
not yet to be. The Government struggled on; Mr. Monroe would
willingly have resigned but he could see no one to take his place. When
the Session finally came to a close on September II th, everyone was
relieved. It had been a long and tiring Session and most of the Members
were anxious to get back to their regular business.
Early in January of 1928 I noted in my diary:
"'Mr. A. B. Morine,' Mr. Monroe says. 'is happy at being Knighted today.'
He must have gone back to Toronto to live as he didn't resume his duties as
Leader ofthe Legislative Council when it opened in May. Notwithstanding
his keen mind and his long experience in public affairs. he was never a
popular character in the City of St. John's. I think that Mr. Monroe was
possibly glad when he went away."
Mr. W. J. Walsh told me, at about the same time, that Mr. Monroe
had written Mr. Hickman, the Leader of the Opposition, inviting him to
come and discuss the opening of the House and what action the
Opposition was likely to take. This seemed to me to be an extraordinary
invitation. Walsh thought that if Hickman could get the Government and
have the support of Coaker, he could defeat Squires. Afterwards, I saw
W. J. Higgins who seemed inclined to take the Judgeship which was now
vacant on account of Judge Warren's death. He expressed the same idea
about Hickman's hopes as W. J. Walsh. I differed from them in that, for I
considered that Hickman, unless he had some new, strong following,
couldn't win against Sir Richard Squires. It was my hope that Mr.
Monroe would carryon.
The House of Assembly was opened on May 2nd, 1928, by His
Excellency the Administrator, Sir William Horwood, as the Governor
had retired. The Speech from the Throne was on a more optimistic note
than at any time since 1924. We were told that the country had made
marked progress, that the fishery had showed a larger catch and there
was a big demand for seal skins at higher prices. The pulp and paper
industry was expanding and the activities in connection with our mineral
wealth gave promise of development. It was announced that the deficit
this year would be smaller than usual and the operations of the Railway
were such that the deficit there would be considerably reduced from the
previous year. The Government was considering a diversion of the
Railroad that would go via Hinds Lake and escape the rough trip over the
Topsails in the winter.
On this occasion I proposed a motion for the appointing of a
committee to draft a reply to the Speech. I praised the Prime Minister
and stated that he had made many sacrifices to accept the position that he
held.
"He took no honours though open to him. and I feel sure that the
Honourable gentleman will realize that he need have no fear ifhe should
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wish to place his splendid Government record before the people of the
country."
During Mr. Hickman's half-hearted answer to the speech he made
the startling announcement that nine Members of the Opposition had
defected from his leadership. In their letter to him they said in part:
"We support the policy of Liberalism as distinct from Conservatism and
propose to work for the liberal cause under the leadership ofSir Richard
Squires. We have elected as House Leader for the corning Session Mr. W.
W. Halfyard, Senior member of the liberal group."
After reading the letter, Mr. Hickman went on, and he ended his
speech:
"I want to tell the House this, that Ihaveno intention whatever ofvacating
my seat as Leader of the Opposition in this Assembly, and I have no
intention whatever of resigning my Seat as Leader of the Liberal Party."
It will be seen from this letter that I was correct in my diagnosis of
the situation that had befallen the Monroe Party when five of its
Members had left us to go to the Opposition. Mr. Hickman was now left
with a very doubtful following, for nine members of the Opposition
declared that they were followers of Sir Richard Squires. As there were
seventeen members on the Opposition side of the House, it would be
difficult to see, should there be any fight for the position, how Mr.
Hickman could maintain his position as Leader of the Opposition.
It could be assumed from this letter and the unique situation to
which it gave rise, that Sir Richard Squires was building up a party for
the next election. His friend, the former Minister of Agriculture and
Mines, Dr. Oimpbell, had also taken his seat in the Upper House and was
taking an active interest in the proceedings. Yet, Mr. Monroe had some
sort of stability as he still had eighteen united Members on his side.
During the winter I had continued my reading of Canadian History
from the many books I had bought during our visit to Montreal in 1927. I
read the History of Responsible Government in Canada and familiarized
myself with the British North America Act and the contents of the report
by Lord Durham who had been sent out by the British Government to see
what improvement should be made in the political conditions in that part
of the British possessions.
I found Lord Durham's report very interesting and some of his
statements were applicable to Newfoundland's condition. As he
expressed it:
"The French Canadians were unhappily initiated into Government at
exactly the wrong end; and those who were not trusted with the
management of a parish were enabled by their votes to influence the
destinies of a state."
Apart from the City ofSt. John's, we in Newfoundland had no other
formal established municipalities. There was no elected Municipal or
community body outside the Capital of St. John's. What I learned from
reading Lord Durham's report, I applied to Newfoundland and
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advocated strongly the setting up of local government. It was not,
however, until 1932 that we were able to make much progress in this
respect.
Major Peter Cashin wasn't as active in this Session as he had been in
the previous ones. He brought up an interesting matter in connection
with the votes for outport hospitals. He declared that these were in a
disgraceful condition and the patients in them were being neglected and
longed to be removed to the General Hospital in St. John's. In his reply
the Colonial Secretary said it was certainly desirable to have a wing built
on to the General Hospital so that private patients could go there. It was
absurd for people to go to the General Hospital and expect to get full
accommodation and nursing attendance for $1.00a day. If they had to go
to the ewfoundland Hotel they would have had to pay $5.00just for the
room. He contended that people who could afford to pay should be made
to pay everything that it was costing. obody could disagree with this,
but why wasn't itdone? Sir John Bennett thought that the medical service
for Newfoundland should be reorganized. It must be remembered that at
this time there was no Department of Health in the Government and all
health matters came under the Colonial Secretary who had no staff
qualified to deal with medical problems.
The Minister of Finance explained that the situation in regard to
giving out so much Welfare and Relief in St. John's was due to the fact
that conditions in the country had changed considerably. At one time
almost all the fish to be exported used to pass through St. John's; but
since the formation of the Fishermen's Protective Union, much of the fish
was sent either directly from the ports where it was cured or from Port
Union. Sir John Crosbie stated that most of the goods imported from
Canada and the United States and England used to come to St. John's,
but lately much of the goods are shipped to the southwest port of Corner
Brook from places in Canada. All this resulted in the decline in
employment in St. John's. The result is that people who haven't got work
must go on relief. A clergyman told me that seventy percent of the people
he knew on relief in St. John's were from the outports.
Mr. Bradley seemed to be the chief speaker on the Opposition side of
the House and took part in far more debates that he had ever done before,
particularly in the Committee stages. This short Session ended on June
13th.
The members of the House of Assembly had been elected in 1924, on
the 2nd of June, and the House had opened on July 9th; it had therefore
to expire after four years on the 9th of July, 1928. Before that date,
however, the Legislature was dissolved. On Saturday, July 21st, Mr.
Monroe announced his intention of resigning as Prime Minister. It was
his reputation for fair dealing and personal integrity that led to his
nomination in 1924. I am sure that he felt he could do a better job than
had been done during the previous four years that Sir Richard Squires
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had been in power. In the reaction that followed the scandals that
surrounded Sir Richard Squires and Dr. Campbell, the Minister of
Agriculture and Mines, in the wake of the Hollis Walker REPORT
which strongly condemned both men, most people wanted to see
honourable men in charge of the Government. The unsuccessful
prosecutions against Sir Richard Squires and his colleague, Dr.
Campbell, left both men free to enter public life again.
I remember going to see Sir John Crosbie at his house and talking to
him about the political situation as he also had determined not to run
again. The four years in the difficult position of Minister of Finance
finished him and his interest in politics. It must have been the hardest
four years he ever put in. He was depressed, and he told me that Mr.
Monroe had offered him the Leadership, but he had declined. He then
suggested that Mike Sullivan should lead the Party.
Mike was a cousin of mine, so I went directly to his house. I met him
at the door where he was supervising the unloading ofa piece offurniture
which apparently had been repaired and was being brought back. I didn't
tell him where I had been, but said, "Mike, are you going to take me into
your Government?" He said, "How did you know about that?" And then
he said, "1 haven't had time to think about it". I was onlyjoking with him
because I didn't think Mike would be able to form a Government. He had
never seemed to me to be ambitious to take over the Leadership of the
Party, though he was an extremely attractive man with an unblemished
reputation, and very devoted to his district of Placentia and St. Mary's
where he had been elected five times.
It was obvious that Mr. Hickman's political career was finished. He
had been superseded by Sir Richard Squires who wasn't even a Member
of the House. Mr. Monroe was still the Party Leader and he was waiting
for someone willing to take over the job from him. His cousin, the
Honourable F. C. Alderdice, now Leader of the Party in the Upper
House, had been known to me as the Manager of the Colonial Cordage
Company at Mundy's Pond. He was well liked by his employees.
Three of us, John Puddester, Tom Power and myself, got together
and we discussed the suitability of Mr. Alderdice as the Leader of the
Party to succeed Mr. Monroe. We all agreed that he was the best man in
sight, so we made ourselves a delegation on behalf of the Party and went
to see him. When we told him the purpose of our visit, he said, "This
country has been very good to me and I am willing to undertake the
Leadership and to make some return for what I have received since I
came here". When we reported this information to Mr. Monroe he
deprecated it very much. I believe that he didn't wish to pass over to his
cousin such an onerous task and one which he himself had found
unbearable. Mr. Alderdice was lame and walked with a stick, but his
manner was pleasant, and he must have had a keen mind because he had
made a success of his job at the Ropewalk. We convinced Mr. Monroe
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that he should recommend to the Governor that he should send for Mr.
Alderdice who we thought would be able to form an interim Government
to lead the Party in the Election which was scheduled for the Fall.
It was certain that Sir Richard Squires was working very hard to get
back into the Government as Prime Minister. To do this, he had to get the
support of Sir William Coaker and Major Peter Cashin. Very little of the
news of what was going on behind the scenes got into the newspapers. To
Honourable Frederick C. Alderdice,
Prime Minister
most people, therefore, it was a surprise when Mr. Monroe and his
Government resigned and to find that Mr. Alderdice had been
recommended to form a Government. That was Tuesday, August 14th,
1928.
From the date of the announcement of the formation of a new
Government, THE DAILY NEWS gave frequent editorials on the
coming election. An anonymous writer calling himself "Politicus" had a
column in which he pointed out the contrast between the Monroe
Government and its successor, the Alderdice Government, with the
Government of Sir Richard Squires that we had between 1919 and 1923.
Editorially, the paper also stressed the same difference. It described the
new Prime Minister as courteous, honourable, with a record of great
success in his extensive business affairs. He was a man of strong
convictions and high ideals.
Although Mr. Alderdice's Cabinet included Mike Sullivan as
Colonial Secretary, W. R. Howley as Minister of Justice, and W. J.
Walsh as Minister of Agriculture and Mines, neither John C. Puddester
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nor Tom Power nor I were included in the Cabinet. In this I think that
Mr. Alderdice made a mistake. Although I believe Tom Power had no
ambitions in that direction, John Puddester and I had shown that we did.
As it was obvious that he would have to depend to a large extent on
Catholic support for his Party, he should have taken another Catholic
into his Cabinet.
I remember discussing with him where I should run as a candidate. I
wanted to go back to my constituency in St. John's West. He told me that
he had received complaints and that I would not be elected there if I did
go back. He suggested that I run in St. John's East Extern, a new District,
or I could go to Placentia East. He had already picked Mr. Howley to run
in St. John's West as Leader of the team of two members. Mr. Howley
was only too willing to have me run with him. The last time that he had
run as a candidate was in 1913. As it turned out, I made a mistake in not
accepting Mr. Alderdice's offer to run in St. John's East Extern where
there is little doubt I would have been elected.
Mr. Alderdice had another problem to face which Mr. Monroe
didn't have. Sir John Crosbie had organized Mr. Monroe's Party in 1924.
There were then eighteen districts. Now there were thirty-seven, but three
of them were two-man districts. Where there was more than one
candidate running in a constituency, it usually meant that there would be
one leading candidate who would bring his partner with him.
The Government had decided to call itself the United Newfoundland
Party. For some reason Sir William Coaker hesitated about joining with
Sir Richard Squires; but once he did, it meant that we would get a very
small number of seats North of Conception Bay or wherever the
influence of the Fishermen's Protective Union would reach. The next
thing for Sir Richard Squires to do was to make a deal with Peter Cashin
who was the best known Catholic in public life at the time and had been
fighting tooth and nail to defeat the Government of Mr. Monroe.
The Parties now began to collect candidates for the election which
was set for October 29th. It was clear that Sir Richard Squires himself
would run in the new district of Humber which was tailor-made for him.
As we were calling ourselves the United Newfoundland Party, THE
DAILY NEWS felt that we had a combination of Liberals and
Conservatives in our ranks. At the same time it was admitted that the
Opposition had also a number of Conservatives in their ranks, so they
would be entitled to use the same description for their Party. The chief
element in Sir Richard Squires' new party was the Coaker group.
Without the amalgamation with Sir William Coaker, he would never
have won the election.
The official opening of our campaign took place in the Majestic
Theatre on the night of October 2nd. I remember that we had on the
platform the Prime Minister, Honourable Mr. Alderdice, Gerald Byrne
and Honourable W. R. Howley. We also had Honourable Captain
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Abraham Kean (the great seal killer whose ships had brought in over
1,000,000 seals during his period as Master); Mr. Harry Gear, a former
Cabinet Minister with Sir Robert Bond; myself and two or three others.
We had a crowded hall. It wasajoint meeting ofSt. John's East and West
and we had engaged a band to liven up the meeting.
When I got up to speak, Mr. Cadwell, the Chairman, said to me,
"Give it to them now". I started by telling them a story about a
Newfoundlander from St. John's who went to Boston and when he was
going through the Immigration Authorities, they said to him, "What's
your name?" and he said, "John Murphy". "Where are you from?" "St.
John's, Newfoundland", said he.
"What State is that in?" said the other. "Well", he said, "it was in a
hell of a state when I left; Sir Richard Squires was in power." That
brought down the house and was a good opening and the meeting was a
great success.
When it was over a young man, whom I didn't know, came up to me
and said his name was Charlie Jamieson and that he was a newspaper
man. He said to me, "After this campaign is over, if there is anything I can
do for you, let me know". This was the beginning of a friendship that
lasted between us until his untimely death a couple of years later. He was
the father of the Honourable Don Jamieson, M.P., until recently the
Minister of External Affairs in the Trudeau Cabinet and later Leader of
the Opposition in the House of Assembly.
The next day the talk was that my stock was going up. It had been at
a low ebb, in spite of the work that I had done for St. John's West,
particularly with the Workmen's Compensation Act, which was a great
benefit to the working people in St. John's West as well as in the other
parts of the Island of course.
We had a house-to-house campaign of sorts. We were opposed by
Dr. Campbell and Joe Fitzgibbon. This was their third attempt to get
elected in St. John's West. Since 1924 Dr. Campbell had gone through
the courts, having been charged with using public funds for his own
purposes, but he had been acquitted in ajury trial. His colleague had also
been defeated twice. They were well-known in the District, especially M r.
Fitzgibbon who was born and raised there. He was a very likeable person
and had been particularly active in the literary society at Holy Cross
school. At first he worked as a clerk in his father's drygoods store and
later he became an auctioneer. He was also a Deputy Mayor of St.
John's. He was a great story teller and was a character about whom many
tales were told. They were two very active campaigners in the house-to-
house canvass upon which they relied principally.
Since 1924 the District had been made smaller by the creation of the
new District ofSt. John's West Extern which took in Petty Harbour, The
Goulds, Maddox Cove and Broad Cove and places in between where we
had won most of the votes in 1924. My colleague, Mr. Howley, the
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Minister of Justice, had not been active in politics since 1913 when he was
an unsuccessful candidate in St. John's East. During our canvass, we met
a few people that he had known in that campaign, and he used to get into
long conversations with them so that it was impossible to drag him away.
Most of these people were against us and it was a sheer waste of time to be
talking to them.
One of our meetings wasn't as fortunate as the first one. It was ajoint
meeting near the end of the campaign, and it was held at the Casino
Theatre on Henry Street. When Mr. Howley was speaking, he was
subjected to a certain amount of interruption from the gallery. The chief
interrupter happened to be a man named Garland who was a member of
The Loyal Orange Society. When Mr. Howley was speaking, he shouted
out, "Didn't you defend Sir Richard Squires? Why did you defend him?"
Mr. Howley made a rather tactless remark without thinking, "1 defended
him like I would defend any other criminal. I know who you are", he said,
"1 can see you've got a yellow streak in you". This started an uproar. It
was said innocently enough but it was interpreted as if he were reflecting
upon the fact that Mr. Garland was a member of The Loyal Orange
Society.
When the meeting was over, I led the way out into Henry Street and I
noticed an angry crowd backing away from me, but this wasn't because
they were afraid of me, but because Joe Lake, one of the men who worked
with Mr. Alderdice at the Ropewalk, was behind me. He was a War
Veteran and over six feet tall and a very stalwart person.
By a slip of the tongue, Mr. Howley had given some material to the
Opposition, which they put into their newspapers and circulated around
Conception Bay as quickly as they could, hinting that Mr. Howley had
insulted The Loyal Orange Society. As Sir Richard Squires had become
the Grand Master of The Loyal Orange Society, this was a terrible thing
to do, politically.
The exciting accounts in THE DAILY NEWS of many of our
candidates gave far too rosy a picture of the actual situation. Our own
district of St. John's West received very little publicity. After the election
had taken place and the early returns indicated another victory for Sir
Richard Squires, THE DAILY NEWS sadly admitted that the people
had made their choice, for better or for worse, and we would have to wait
to see what the future would bring. The election took place on October
29th, 1928.
When the returns from St. John's West came in, they showed
Campbell 4352, Fitzgibbon 4269, The Honourable W. R. Howley 3373,
and W. J. Browne 3333. Of the twenty-five who were elected in 1924
under the banner of Mr. Monroe, only eight ran under the banner of Mr.
Alderdice, his successor, and of these only three were elected. In all we
had won eleven seats. Eight of Coaker's men were elected but the other
twenty-one would have to be designated as Liberals who were personal
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followers of Sir Richard Squires. Peter Cashin was elected in Ferryland
with a majority of ninety-five votes over Mike Shea. Mr. Monroe was
defeated by J. H. Scammell in Bonavista North.
While this was a personal triumph for Sir Richard Squires, it was a
bad day for the country. It is not unusual for a politician who has been in
disgrace to come back again. There is a common saying known to
politicians, "I don't care what people say about me as long as they talk
about me". Captain Bonia once told me that a Mr. Callahan was elected
at one time in Placentia and St. Mary's because he had the same name as
an escaped murderer.
While that may be an extreme example, it is certain that Sir Richard
Squires was the better known of the two leaders, and Dr. Campbell and
Joe Fitzgibbon on their third try were better known than Mr. Howley
and me in the new two-man District of St. John's West. They were also
good campaigners.
At this particular time, economic conditions all over the world
seemed to have improved. There were increasing sales and rising prices
on the stock markets in New York. 1 told our active supporters that we
would be back again in four years and the results would be different then.
My knowledge of the financial situation of Newfoundland in 1928
left no doubt in my mind that the new Government with all its promises
was heading straight into the greatest of difficulties. Peter Cashin, who
had been so critical for the previous four years of Sir John Crosbie,
would now be in the hot seat. We would see what he could do. One of the
promises made by Sir Richard Squires was that he was going to
substitute work for relief. "Dole", he said in a gramaphone record,
"means degradation." He had tried to carry that idea out between 1919
and 1923 and it placed the country in a difficult financial situation and led
to his own downfall.
My wife, Mary, had often complained that she hated politics. When
1 replied that it was necessary that there be Parliamentarians and
Politicians, she answered, "There's far too much Politics in
Newfoundland". Now that 1 had been defeated, I would be taking at least
a partial holiday from politics, and would have more time to devote
myself to my family and to my work as a lawyer.
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Chapter Eight
1928 - 1930 The Watchman - Oxford Revisited - Stock
Market Crash in New York - Tidal
Wave - Death of my W({e
After the election was over 1 retained my interest in politics. We
formed a committee, and 1 believe it was Mr. Alderdice, Mr. Puddester
and myself who arranged to have a newspaper published weekly to tell
about the efforts of the Opposition in the House of Assembly. 1 asked
Charlie Jamieson, who had spoken to me on the night of our opening
meeting in 1928, if he would be our editor and he agreed. The United
Press Company Limited was formed, and 1was the President. The name
we gave to the newspaper itself was THE WATCHMAN. Our printing
was done at Messrs. Long Brothers on Water Street, and we had
completed all the arrangements when the House opened. Our first issue
appeared on Thursday, April 25th, 1929.
It was a four page paper with a picture of Mr. Alderdice at the top in
the middle of the first page. 1 wrote two columns for this paper at the
beginning. One was under the heading "City Beautiful", dealing with
Municipal matters, and the other was "From a Seat in the Gallery",
dealing with the affairs of the House of Assembly during the previous
week. Mr. Jamieson usually wrote the editorials, the first of which
criticized the actions of the Government for deceiving the people by
promises that there would be no more dole, that "dole was degradation"
and that "within ten days everybody would have a job". The dole
continued and was to continue for a long time yet.
I often helped to make up the paper, using the techniques which 1
had learned many years before when 1 was an associate editor on THE
VARSITY paper in Toronto. As there was a Municipal election coming
up shortly, I tried to put into my weekly column some ideas about what
was necessary for us to expect from the people who would be
campaigning for the election as Councillors or as Mayor. I was familiar
with the needs of the City of St. John's and I pointed out things that
should be done. I wrote "From a Seat in the Gallery" from what I could
recall from the newspapers and from what was told me by our Members
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who were there, but I didn't go into the House of Assembly once between
1928 and the day of the riots in 1932.
The House was open only a week when the Opposition got wind of a
new scandal, this time again in the Department of Liquor Control. They
discovered that somebody in the Government had given a contract to a
person living in Montreal by the name of Clair, who formed a Company
of which Mr. Godden, a Liberal Member of the House of Assembly, was
a Director. This Company was given a contract to supply liquor to the
Board of Liquor Control. Since his appointment as Controller in 1924,
Mr. Mifflin had been buying directly from the manufacturers and he had
been very strict and exact in the conduct of the department so that not the
least breath of suspicion had arisen since he had taken office. Now, five
years later, someone in the Government was interfering. When the
Minister of Finance was questioned about this by Mr. Emerson and Mr.
Alex Winter, he evaded the question and gave most unsatisfactory
answers. The correspondence which was produced showed that the facts
as alleged by the Opposition were correct.
There had been improvement in the economic situation of the
country, for the fish and seal markets remained good and the mines and
paper mills were producing at a record pace. More money was in
circulation and more goods were being bought. As most of the goods had
to be imported, the people had to pay taxes at the Custom House, with
the result that the revenue increased in proportion to the general
prosperity.
Mr. Cashin had re-introduced the Income Tax which Mr. Monroe
had promised to do in the Speech from the Throne in 1927. The value of
the Income Tax may be seen from its yield in the 1929-30 budget year of
over $813,000.00. Overnight, it had become the largest source of revenue
after the Customs, and was raised with comparative ease and was capable
of expansion. In spite of this, the Government again had to borrow -
$6,000,000.00.
In the May 4th, 1929, issue of THE WATCHMAN, I wrote:
"Every day we are approaching the margin beyond which we cannot go.
The whole Country knows this. We cannot borrow indefinitely; we should
have tried on all loans to make provisionfor a sinkingfund. The Country
wants good Government but it doesn't expect it as long as the present Party
are in power. In six months they have shown no ability in the handling of
any public matter. They have upset business. They have wasted money.
They have acted unfairly. They have lost the Colony money by accepting
the high tenders instead of the lowest; they have no policy; in a word they
are a bankrupt government already, bankrupt in brains, efficiency and
morality."
I think that the men of our Party gave a good account of themselves in the
House. They all spoke well, some of them several times.
The first session of the House was marred by the death of three of its
most highly respected members - Lieutenant Colonel Mike Sullivan,
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my cousin; R. G. Winsor, a close follower of Sir William Coaker, and
George Grimes, a likeable man and a Socialist. 1 wrote a tribute to my
cousin, Mike Sullivan, in which I said:
"He was a statesman with a broad vision whose criticism was always
constructive. never tinged with the slightest suggestion of offensiveness.
His speeches were dispassionately made with the welfare and advancement
of Newfoundland as their dominant note."
On the day of their deaths, their desks were draped with black crepe and
resolutions of sympathy were passed, after which the House adjourned
for the remainder of the day. Mr. Winsor was a man of strong convictions
who was respected by everybody so that his death was also mourned
generally.
After the House closed, my wife and I decided that we would leave
for England to attend the reunion of Rhodes Scholars who had been
invited to Oxford to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the foundation of
the scholarships by the late Cecil Rhodes. It had only been seven years
since I left England, but 1 was looking forward to the trip. 1 was eager to
show Mary the Colleges of Oxford. We would also be able to visit Henry
Somerville and his wife who were then living in London.
Mary and I left St. John's for Liverpool on the S. S. NEW-
FOUNDLAND on the 14th of June, and we arrived in London on the
21st. There were several people on board the ship whom we knew,
including Miss Marshall, a friend of Mary's, who had lived across the
street from her. It was an enjoyable trip with the usual concert on the last
night out. 1 shall never forget that night because instead of going to bed
early, 1 spent an hour or two with the ship's doctor smoking State
Express cigarettes and drinking beer. When we arrived in Liverpool the
next morning, 1 awoke with a terrible headache. It was suggested that "1
should take a hair of the dog that bit me", but I couldn't look at a bottle of
beer after that experience.
The trip by sea was a great luxury. The slow pace and regular meals
and good weather made it very pleasant and helped to put us in condition
for the round of activities that lay ahead of us in London and in Oxford. 1
only knew two people in London at the time - Henry Somerville and
Rennie Smith, M.P., who had stayed with us in 1925 when the
Parliamentary group visited Corner Brook for the opening of the Mill. 1
also had a letter of introduction to Sir John Calder, whose office was
close to Picadilly Circus.
One evening Henry Somerville invited us to the Canadian Press
Dinner where we sat with him and his wife. At this time Henry was
representing the TORONTO STAR, but he was pretty well fed up with
his assignment because, as he told me, his boss was only interested in
obtaining from him accounts of haunted houses and ghost stories. He
was correct in thinking that he was only wasting his time writing that kind
of stuff, even though it may have given amusement to many of the readers
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Henry Somerville and his bride on their wedding day.
of the TORONTO STAR. The High Commissioner from Canada, the
Honourable Peter Larkin, was present and replied to the Toast to the
Dominion of Canada, proposed by Lord Riddell. The guests included
Lady Astor and her husband, whom we were to meet later.
When we went up to Oxford, Mary wished to travel first class,
although I knew only the aristocratic people went first class in England.
We were fortunate because in our compartment was Lady Watney, who
noticed from our accents that we weren't English. She spoke to us, and we
told her that we were from Newfoundland and that we were going to
Oxford for the reunion of the Rhodes Scholars. She was extremely
friendly and invited us to come to her home some day and have lunch
with her. She added that if she didn't come herself, she would send her
chauffeur for us.
At Oxford we were put up at St. Hilda's College. Mary was
absolutely delighted with the room we were given and enchanted with the
view from our window. She wrote to her Aunt from Oxford on the 9th of
July as follows:
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"We came up to Oxford on July 4th and since then there has been so much
going on that I haven't time to even write a postcard. Thefirst night we
were here. there was an informal receptionfor the Rhodes Scholars and we
met Sir Francis and Lady Wylie. the ones in charge ofall the doings and
also all the other Rhodes men and their wives. They are herefrom all parts
of the world - Australia. South Africa. Canada. U.S.A .. Germany and
even Holland. It is very interesting meeting them all and most of them are
young married people so we are all enjoying ourselves thoroughly. On
Friday night the men had their dinner at which Stanley Baldwin. the
former Prime Minister, presided. The Prince of Wales was present and
gave a speech. The ladies were invited to listen to the speech from the
gallery of the dining hall. so we heard Mr. Baldwin and several other
splendid speakers; and afterwards everyone, including the ladies. were
presented to the Prince of Wales. We went to the Henley Regatta on Friday
afternoon. but it was so cold that we couldn't enjoy it very much. although
we did enjoy the drive there through the quaint English villages. I love the
cottages with their thatched roofs and their profusion of flowers
everywhere. Saturday morning several ofus went around to see afew ofthe
Colleges. We saw the most lovely gardens I could possibly imagine
belonging to some ofthe Colleges. To look at the Colieges from the street.
one would never dream that such gloomy fronts conceal beautifulgardens
and large quadrangles. There was a garden party in the afternoon at
Rhodes House to meet all the dignitaries of the University, and it was
almost like a pageant seeing all the dons in their varied coloured robes of
office mingling with the summery dresses on the lawns. smooth as velvet.
There were roses, roses everywhere and of all colours, and lilies like our
Easter lilies growing side by side. In the night there was an informal dance
which we all enjoyed thoroughly. Sunday afternoonFifty ofus were invited
to Nuneham Park. that is Lady Harewood's place,jor tea. Such a garden
and house, Ifor one never saw before. She, Lady Harewood. is charming
and she showed us all over the house and its treasures of paintings and
books and hundreds ofother interesting things andgave us a delighiful tea.
We went and came on a launch, and it was perfectly beautiful on the
Thames that day. She also showed us the chapel which was approached
from the big house to the gallery whereas the tenants used to sit on a lower
floor. Lady Watney's chauffeur drove us back to Oxford in a gorgeous
Daimler. so altogether we had a marvellous day there. She also sent us a
present. a book. the story of the beginning of the war in 1914. She had a
huge library in her house.
"In the evening there was a concert at Rhodes House given by four
scholars of The Royal Academy of Music. The next day we were invited to
a Garden Party at Clivedon by Countess Astor. It is beyond my power to
describe her place. Each place seems more lovely than the last. We met
George Bernard Shaw, among others. The next day we went to Warwick
Castle and Stratford on Avon to see Ann Hathaway'S Cottage and read
about Shakespeare's birthplace. We visited the Church where he was
baptised. We saw the famous Elgin Marbles at Warwick Castle-
beautiful tapestries.
"Our room at St. Hilda's looks out on a heavenly rose garden and, in
the distance there are cricket fields. The school boys seem to beplaying on
them eternally. I never saw such trees anywhere as there are in England or
such ivy. This house is covered with it. The ladies also hada dinner oftheir
own, given by the Rhodes Trust."
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That evening I was invited by the Warden and Fellows of Merton
College to dine in the great Hall at the College. It was the first time that I
had ever sat at the High Table. Throughout the week the men were happy
to be able to show their wives the old landmarks which revived fading
memories of their undergraduate days. I wrote a poem, "Oxford
Revisited", that was later published in an article that appeared in Charlie
Jamieson's magazine, THE FAVOURITEl.
Oxford Revisited
Across the seas from many distant lands
Where they have toiled, and sometimes, too, in vain,
Rhodes Scholars came like pious pilgrim bands
To see their Alma Mater once again.
In a world all changing here they find no change!
The sluggish river hastens not its pace;
And halls and chapels never shall seem strange
Whilst "Scouts" and "dons" wear still a merry face.
There is but time to meet, shake hands and part;
Then back into the world from whence they came,
To seek the cherished ideal of Rhodes' heart
With love of mankind as their highest aim.
The Rhodes House, where the opening reception was held, is a
magnificent structure which had recently been completed and was built,
as the inscription on the eastern parapet says in Latin, to stand "forever a
reminder of the name and example of Cecil John Rhodes to the Oxford
he loved".
The week's festivities ended with a reception given by the British
Government at Westminster Hall in London on Thursday the 11 th of
July. We were received by the Secretary of State for Dominion affairs,
Sidney Webb, and his wife. After the reception at Westminster Hall,
many good-byes were said, and leave was taken of Sir Francis and Lady
Wylie who had gone to such endless trouble to make everybody happy.
They were for twenty-five years the good friends of succeeding groups of
Rhodes Scholars, and it was only fitting that the scholars had decided to
have Lady Wylie's portrait painted as a souvenir of the reunion, and in
recognition of all her and her husband's kindnesses.
Before we left for home, we had decided to spend more time in
London. Mary was enchanted with all the shops and the lovely clothes
and hats displayed in them. I was more attracted by the book stores,
especially the second hand ones. I was able to find some particularly
interesting first editions, including a beautifully printed copy of Francis
Parkman's "Montcalm and Wolfe" in two volumes. I also bought a first
edition of DOMBEY AND SON by Charles Dickens, with one of the
sketches showing Captain Cuttle with his hook on the wrong arm. I
bought a first edition of TWO YEARS AGO by Kingsley, THE
FORTUNES OF NIGEL by Sir Walter Scott, THE LIFE AND
'The Favourite, Vol. I, Number 4, July, 1929 - Page 49.
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YOYAGES OF COLUMBUS by Washington Irving, and a two volume
HISTORY OF ENGLAND by Oliver Goldsmith.
At that time the books by A. A. Milne about Christopher Robin
were all the rage. We bought a first edition of THE HOUSE AT POOH
CORNER with decorations by Ernest Shepherd. We also brought home
a copy of THE KING'S BREAKFAST by Milne, which was set to music
and gave great enjoyment to the children for many years.
We made another visit to the House of Commons where we met
Rennie Smith and one or two of the other delegates who were in
Newfoundland in 1925. They were all glad to see us and Rennie Smith
took us to tea on the Terrace where we saw the Prime Minister, Ramsay
MacDonald; Lady Mosley was with him at the time. We went into the
House of Commons for a short time and were very much surprised at the
small space for so many hundred members; it wasn't really very much
larger than the Oxford Union. Through the kindness of Mrs. C. O'N.
Conroy of St. John's, I had an invitation from the Lord Mayor and the
Sheriff to a luncheon on the 19th of July in the Central Criminal Court. I
found it interesting afterwards to sit in on the Court and watch the
proceedings for a short time.
We had lunch with Sir James Calder to whom my late cousin, Mike
Sullivan, had sent a note concerning us. He entertained us royally and
was a pleasant man. He was concerned with having a mill at Lake
Melville in Labrador. An associate of his had arranged for the machinery
to be placed there. I was surprised at their talking about such a venture
with such little organization. I knew practically nothing about Labrador.
If they didn't have any better guidance than I could give them, their
situation would be worse than hopeless. They did have a contact with Mr.
de Champlain, a very suave gentleman from the Province of Quebec, well
known to all the politicians of that period. He was promoting everything
from the establishment of the mill to the sale of Labrador. There was
some correspondence but I don't believe anything ever came of the deal.
We re-visited the Somervilles, who had just become parents, and we
were present at the baptism of their first son, Peter. Henry's family lived
in a modern section of London insofar as the houses were new. The
section itself was old and was near where St. Thomas More used to live,
in Chelsea. It was not long after our visit that Henry returned with his
family to Canada where he became the editor of THE CANADIAN
REGISTER, the new name of THE CATHOLIC REGISTER of which
he had been Assistant Editor.
Like thousands of other visitors to London, we went to see the
changing of the guard at Buckingham Palace. As we waited, a man near
us was telling a friend how serious the members of the guard were in
performing their duties. One day an American comedian was there
speaking out loud and making jokes but none of the guard even smiled.
Then the guard marched up very smartly under the command of a
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sergeant who shouted, "Halt". The guard halted all right, but one of the
members slipped on the pavement and fell flat on his back. Everyone
laughed including the other members of the guard. The sergeant was
furious. "Stop it", he shouted. "00 you think this is a blooming circus?"
That amused the spectators even more.
Our visits to the theatre enabled us to see many fine performances.
Of all the plays that we saw, the one we found most affecting was the story
of MARY ROSE by J. M. Barrie. It was inexpressibly sad. We also saw a
delightful open air performance of Shakespeare's THE MERRY WIVES
OF WINDSOR performed by a group at Richmond on Thames. There
was a huge crowd in attendance. It was a sunny day and the play was most
enjoyable. We also saw a performance of my favourite actress, Sarah
Allgood, in the mystery play MURDER ON THE SECOND FLOOR,
as well as another appearance at the Catholic Stage Guild Entertainment
where she stole the show, being summoned nearly a score of times by cries
for encores.
We had an invitation to the Garden Party at Buckingham Palace for
the 25th of July. There we met Her Majesty Queen Mary. King George
hadn't recovered sufficiently from his illness to be present that afternoon.
Later in the week we did see him driving through London in his gilded
carriage. There were about 10,000 guests at the party and we were able to
wander through the downstairs portion of Buckingham Palace.
It will be seen that we didn't have very much leisure time while we
were in London. I am sure that we tried to do too much, especially since
Mary was expecting her fourth child in November, and this was July. She
was taken ill one day and I had to get a doctor. I got Dr. Bewley, a Harley
Street specialist type. He was from Ireland and his brother was at one
time the Ambassador from the Irish Free State to The Vatican. He came
in a morning suit and frock coat and top hat. We found that Mary was
suffering from a temporary indisposition and she was all right in a day or
so. She continued to visit the stores, buying presents for her family and
friends and even Christmas presents. We also bought some things for the
house, but particularly some beautiful wall paper for the dining room.
The paper was put on by Clem Murphy and looked magnificent and it
lasted for twenty years or more.
We had been in England nearly six weeks before we returned to
Liverpool to take the boat back to Newfoundland. On the day that we
were leaving, a message was handed to me to announce that my father
had died the previous night. It was a moment I can never forget. My
father had been in good health before we left, and I was greatly surprised
and saddened by the news.
Amongst the passengers on the return home was Lord Morris, the
former Prime Minister of Newfoundland, with whom I had several
conversations. He was very friendly, and emphasized to me the risks
which the merchants took in supplying people for the fishery. They went
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to the banks and borrowed the money to purchase the supplies necessary
to carryon the fishery; then they gave it out on speculation to the
fishermen. Nobody knew whether the fishermen would catch fish or not.
Nobody knew if the fishery would be a failure. So the fishery was a sort of
gamble every year.
The concert on the ship on the way home was in aid of the seamen's
charities and was held on Wednesday evening, August 7th. Lord Morris,
P.c., K.C.M.G., was Chairman. Mary sang. She was a beautiful singer,
with a lovely soprano voice. The program, which I still have, didn't give
the name of the numbers she sang but she had a considerable repertoire.
Her father, Honourable John Harris, had been a great friend of Lord
Morris up to his death in 1915.
When we arrived home on the 8th of August, we received a great
welcome at 97 Rennies Mill Road where the children were very happy to
see us, and we were naturally happy to see them. With mother it was
different, because my father had died on Tuesday, the 30th of July, at
about seven o'clock in the evening. I learned that he had caught
pneumonia, but that he had a peaceful death and joined in the Rosary
with some of the neighbours and mother around him. They had been
married nearly forty-five years. He was well liked by everyone who knew
him and I don't believe that he had any enemies. He was very fond of the
children. During the previous winter, I used to bring them up to 95 Casey
Street in their sleigh.
Charlie Jamieson had kept THE WATCHMA going in great style
during my absence. He had one or two articles about Sir William Coaker
who had been recommended by his physician to avoid the cold winters in
Newfoundland. Accordingly, he had a bungalow built in Jamaica and
was now intending to spend his winters down there. evertheless, he kept
in touch with his paper, THE ADVOCATE, and criticized both the
Opposition and the Government - hardly an example of "Cabinet
solidarity".
In one of the first articles I wrote in my column, "City Beautiful",
after my return, I recommended a Town Planning Councilor a Manager
to be placed in charge of St. John's because it was so backward.
I was sorry to read the account of Sir Patrick McGrath's death
during our absence. He was a distinguished journalist and had been for
many years a correspondent of THE LONDON TIMES. He was madea
member of the Legislative Council in 1912 and one of his first speeches
contained a fine testimonial to Mary's father who had just been
appointed President after having been a member for twenty years. In
1916 Sir Patrick succeeded to the office of President. We were especially
sorry to hear of Sir Patrick's death, because his nephew, Jack, was a
school mate of mine who had married Margaret Doyle, a first cousin of
my wife. I knew Sir Patrick very well and used to meet him frequently on
the street. He would always stop and ask you what the news was and tell
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you perhaps a little bit of gossip as well. An article in THE HALIFAX
HERALD paying tribute to Sir Patrick concluded with these words:
"A force went out of the life of his Country when this man died.
Newfoundland will never have another just like him."
One of the troubles with our legislators for many years has been that
some of them were not financially independent. For example, when
Captain Little left the Monroe Party in 1926, it was because he didn't get
an appointment as Master of the S. S. SAGONA to go to the seal fishery
with her. The appointment of men to positions such as Agricultural
Commissioners while they were still members of the House of Assembly
was not a good idea. That practice was started by Sir Edward Morris with
the setting up of the Agricultural Board to include two members of the
House of Assembly and the Minister of Agriculture and an official from
his department. In 1919 there was only one commissioner from the
House, but in 1929 five commissioners, members of the House, were
appointed at salaries of $2,750.00. I knew them all well and always held
them in high esteem, each in his sphere. But none of them would claim, or
could claim, that intimate knowledge of, or experience in agriculture
which should be expected from a member of a commission, formed to
promote and foster agriculture in Newfoundland. In other words, the
appointments were made to benefit the men, not the country.
Although Sir Richard Squires promised in his campaign a job for
every man who wanted to work, when he was elected he gave no
indication of any great effort to restore the fortunes of Newfoundland.
The Members of the Government were well aware of the serious plight of
the Country in 1928 before the election; and, therefore, they were aware
that only by extraordinary efforts could our budget be balanced.
Looking back on our efforts, I must admit that something more
substantial was needed than the small voice of THE WATCHMAN
speaking out only once a week to get the majority of people to realize the
truth about the Government. Our paper had very limited circulation and
few advertisements, and therefore little revenue to offset the regular
expenses for its publication which were borne mainly by our leader.
Others of us did what we could. I took a special interest in it and Charlie
Jamieson did a fine job just to keep it running.
In October, 1929, I went by train to Deer Lake to attend a meeting of
the directors of The Cape St. George Mining and Exploration Company,
for which I was the solicitor. The purpose of the meeting was to consider
an option to be given to the International Power & Paper Company at
Corner Brook to purchase the lead mine which our company had at
Piccadilly on the Port au Port Peninsula for the sum of $100,000.00.
Two of the directors of our Company were Roland C. Goodyear,
President, a prominent member of the Goodyear family of Grand Falls
then operating a business at Deer Lake; and Dr. Joe McDonald, myoId
friend and former room mate during a short stay I had at St. Michael's
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College in Toronto in 1915. Dr. McDonald was then the doctor in charge
of the hospital at Deer Lake. My wife's uncle, Charlie Jardine, was
Customs Clerk at Deer Lake at the same time. As Dr. McDonald and
Charlie Jardine were both very musical, the staff residence at Deer Lake
was a lively place to visit. Charlie Hunt, K.C., ofSt. John's was acting for
the paper company.
We made the agreement and returned to St. John's. While I was on
the West Coast, I also drew up a will for Dr. McDonald. By that time, he
had accumulated some money which he had invested in good stocks; and
as he was still a bachelor, he decided to make his will.
The agreement had to be sent to New York for consideration by the
head office of the paper company. Before it was confirmed, the stock
market crash took place. There was a loss of over $4,000,000,000.00 in
the book value of the stocks listed on Wednesday, October 23rd. Many
accounts were wiped out completely. The day had opened in a normal
way. Some stocks had actually increased in price. Then came a sudden
and unexpected wave of selling in motor accessory issues. The market
wavered and began to slip, slowly at first, and then faster. By one p.m. the
decline had reached large proportions, but it wasn't until the last hour of
trading that the full force of the storm was felt.
The next day the managers of the big banks worked frantically to
check the effects of the crash. But in Chicago the wheat pit was in turmoil
and stocks tumbled again. Treasury officials in Washington blamed
speculation as the cause. It was a fact that everyone who had some spare
cash was speculating on the stock market. One had only to pay ten
percent of the value of the stock in order to purchase it. I was buying and
selling stocks on a very small scale but was fortunate not to be caught.
For two days there was a kind of rally, and then the climax came as
shareholders stampeded to sell their holdings. Stocks slumped fourteen
billion dollars on Monday, the 28th of October. This was the worst
financial disaster in all history. It wiped out the entire post war boom and
caused a depression that lasted for more than a decade, and brought, as
one writer said, "a very different concept of American Government - the
age of American Socialism had begun".
Our Agreement with the International Power & Paper Company
was lost in the debacle. Dr. McDonald suffered a huge depreciation in the
value of his holdings.
Strange to say, the year 1929-30 had been a good year for
Newfoundland, although investors in American stocks from all countries
suffered in the crash. In Newfoundland, our revenue had been at a
record. Our exports and imports had a combined value of
$71,000,000.00, the highest in our history. The revenue was up so that
Mr. Cashin could claim a small surplus; although, if the loss on the
railway operations was included as the Auditor General had
recommended should be done, there would have been a deficit of
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$235,000.00. By the end of October our fish had been sold and goods had
been imported. The effects of the stock market crash were beginning to be
felt almost immediately but its full effect was not felt in Newfoundland
until 1931.
On Monday, the 18th ovember, 1929, at about five p.m., I was in
my office in The Royal Bank of Canada Building on Water Street, St.
John's, when the map on the wall began to shake and there was a rumble
in the air. I am not sure if Dr. Sharpe was in the office at the time, or if he
came in shortly afterwards, but I remember going out with him and
speaking to the people outside who said that the stones had been jumping
on the street. Everybody in the offices had run out into the corridors and
we all shared our experiences. I called my home but could get no answer.
Then I went home and found that Josephine, our maid, had become very
frightened when the dampers began to dance on the coal stove. She
screamed to my wife who was upstairs, "the house is on fire". Mary came
downstairs with the children and went into the house of our neighbour,
Mary Herder. She gilVe my wife a glass of whisky to help her, but I think
that it might have been a little bit too much. There had been an
earthquake.
We didn't hear of any serious damage around St. John's, although
there was an unusually high tide. On the South Coast in the District of
Burin, twenty-six lives were lost and great damage was done to homes
and stores and fishing stages, most of which were swept away by the tidal
wave that inundated the South Coast of the Burin Peninsula from
Mortier Bay to Lamaline. Mr. J. A. Winter, M.H.A. for South Burin,
went to the district and returned with a heart-rending account of what he
had seen. A public meeting was called in St. John's. His Excellency the
Governor, Sir John Middleton, presided. The Prime Minister and the
Leader of the Opposition, Mr. F. C. Alderdice, and many other
prominent citizens were in attendance. Resolutions were passed to set up
a general committee to raise funds to provide speedy aid and comfort to
the stricken people of the South Coast. The American Red Cross made a
contribution of $5,000.00. The people of St. John's showed great
sympathy. Here is a copy of the letter which appeared in THE EVENING
fELEGRAM headed:
The Right Spirit
St. John's
November 22nd, 1929.
The Evening Telegram
Dear Sirs:
My daddy gave my brother, sister and myself20€ each tonightfor the
picture show tomorrow evening. We would like to help the poor sufferers
on the South Coast. I am giving you the 60€ and hope that other little boys
and girls will follow our example.
Yours truly
A little boy of 12 years old
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And here is an eyewitness description of the devastation which left the
people in a desperate plight, by T. Etchegary:
"At 4:45 a dreadful rumbling noise was heard accompanied by a violent
trembling of the earth which shook each dwelling to its foundation and
lasted about five minutes to the horror of everyone. The people became
panic-stricken and manyforsook their homes. The excitement \Vas intense
when about two hours later a roaring ofthe sea was heard;.lear struck the
hearts ofall. A few minutes after a tremendous wall ofwater burst into the
Harbour and swept with irresistible force upon the land tearin{i down
evervthing in its way as it rushed along. The din of roarin{i waters, of
shouting people and the breaking up of buildings was terrifl'ing. Many
houses were carried bodily inlandfor a considerable distance and some of
them deposited when the force of the huge wave was spent whilst mam'
others were broken into splinters. Then with a mightl' roar the waters
receded carrying with it boats, jishing stages, stores and dwellin{is. Again
and again, the dread/ul waves rushed in upon the land, each one more
destructive than the last. But by ten o'clock, the destruction was complete
and the waves settled down to a steady but by no means normal condition.
Yet the people feared to return to their homes, manF spending the ni{iht in
neighbours' houses, barns and other places of shelter but none dared to
sleep. A t dawn the next morning sad beyond description was the sight that
greeted the wretched people. All their fishing premises, stages. stores.
boats. nets and other gear, as well as barns ofhay and cattle had been swept
away by the pitiless sea or strewn in fragments on the shore. Houses.
fishing gear, stores and wreckage ofall kinds were jloating upon the still
swollen and raging sea. In a blinding storm of wind, sleet and snow, men
and boys were trying at the risk of their lives to rescue some planks or
sticks, the onll' remnants oftheir little property which represented their all
- the result of their li/e-Iong labour and thriff."
On Saturday, November 23rd, our son, Peter, was born at St.
Clare's Mercy Hospital. After his birth, Sister Aloysius, the
Superintendent at the Hospital, said to me, "She wasn't so good this time.
She had a hard time". Undoubtedly, the events of the past few days had
had an unsettling effect upon her nerves.
The season of disasters was not yet over. On December 7th, TH E
WATCHMAN published this article concerning a great storm at sea.
"The Country was only beginning to realize the appalling conditions that
exist on the South Coast as a result ofthe recent tidal wave when news of
the tragedy in which an even greater toll of life may have been taken \Vas
made known. As the days passed, however, and the rescue ofmost ofthe
missing craji took place, hope became greater that all the schooners had
lived safely through the gale and are slowly finding their way back to
safety. The weather reports had beenfavourable when they left St. John's
but they weren't very far away when they ran into the gale in itsfullforce.
Two schooners were wrecked in the storm and the crews fortunately
rescued by a passing steamer. The otherfishing vessels which were missing
were the Water Sprite, the Lloyd Jack, both of sixty tons; the Effie May
Petite of seventy tons; the Gander Deal, sixty tons; the three masted
schooner Neptune of two hundred tons, probably built in Denmark; The
Northern Light, a thirty-four year old vessel ofsixty tons and The Merry
Widow ofabout twenty years ofage. also ofsixty tons. Of the ten vessels
that were driven to sea, five were lost but all the crews andpassengers were
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picked up except in the case of The Northern Light where the son of
Captain Parsons was drowned when he was being hauled through the
water by ropes thrown from the S. S. Baltic. Herman Quinton, Member
for Bonavista, was responsiblefor getting three shipsfrom Newfoundland
to go searching for the missing vessels - The Meigle, The Home and The
Beothic under Captain Billy Winsor, thefamous sealing skipper. Some of
the rescues of the crews from these vessels required great seamanship on
the part of the masters of the rescuing steamers."
Nineteen twenty-nine had been a memorable year marked
internationally by the great Stock Market Crash on Wall Street in the last
week of October. Nationally, we had suffered a loss of three Members of
the House of Assembly who died during the year. The earthquake and
tidal wave that took place around the 18th of November left twenty-six
persons dead and a million dollars worth of damage behind. The public
of Newfoundland had responded with great alacrity and generosity, and
other assistance was received from the Mainland, to help the stricken
people of the Burin Peninsula.
Personally, I suffered a great loss when my father died on July 30th,
the night before we were to leave Liverpool for St. John's. We were,
however, blessed with the arrival of a second son whom we called Peter
after Peter Somerville, at whose christening we had been present when in
England.
In my weekly column in THE WATCHMAN, I had been urging,
during the previous nine months, a reform of the Municipal Council. The
Honourable Tasker Cook, who had been Mayor for eight years, had
always complained that he couldn't do any of the things that needed to be
done - paving streets, extending water and sewer lines, etc. - because
he hadn't sufficient money. "We can't make bricks without straw" was a
favourite expression of the Mayor. However, the city was growing and
many things needed to be done. I felt great satisfaction, therefore, with
the election of a complete new slate of Mayor and Councillors for the
City of St. John's. I felt that my comments had largely contributed to this
result and I looked forward to many improvements during the next few
years.
In his Christmas message which was published in THE
WATCHMAN on December 21st, 1929, Fred C. Alderdice, Leader of
His Majesty's Opposition in the House of Assembly said:
"At this Season of the year, when the spirit of good will and,good
fellowship predominates, one's thoughts turn in friendly comradeship
towards those sympathetic to the same cause - the uplift ofour Country.
Together, uplifted by our aims and aspirations, let us look forward with
good heart and courage to the future, and hope that we, all ofus, may be
blessed with health, happiness and prosperity during the New Year. With
best wishes to allfor a Happy Christmas. Fred C. Alderdice."
In contrast to this optimistic message, Sir William Coaker wrote:
"1 have been a close observer of commercial and political matters since
1899. The most serious change has been in the political attitude of the
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Country since 1908. Men 0/ the Whiteway, Bond, Winter, Carter, Lillie
and Kent type, placed Country always first and were backed up by
colleagues that were patriotic and economical. The ideas that prevailed
even twenty~[ive yeas ago no longer endure. The Countr.\' generallv is
interested chie.f7y in the present, and how to exact the last dollar o.fpublic
monies regardless 0/ future consequences. 1 am not in sympath.l' with
present day ideas 0/governing . .. Each new administration is a lillie bit
worse than its predecessor . .. The universal demand is "more monel', and
more monev". That money can onlv come from the Treasur.\' and the
Treasury must obtain it/rom the public. This can onll' end in disaster anda
complete demoralization 0.[ the electorate . .. 1can assure you who read
these words that evil exists in the body politic and will seriouslv cripple
national life, national development and prosperity, unless it is very soon
brought under control and eventually subdued."
This commentary from a Member of the Government, one who had
been Minister of Fisheries in the previous Government of Sir Richard
Squires, the organizer of the Fishermen's Protective Union and one who
had done tremendous things for the fishermen in the Northern sections of
Newfoundland, was full of foreboding for the future. It was obvious that
he had no confidence in Sir Richard Squires, the Prime Minister, and his
Leader. Sir William was now spending much of his time in Jamaica. In
his end of the year message in 1929, Sir William Coaker also said that he
believed:
"that the establishment 0.[a Commission o.[six able and honest men would
transform the Country in ten years if empowered to govern, and would
bring the electorate back to sanity, by/irmness and the exercise o.fcommon
sense without creating much dissati5/action."
Here was an idea which was to be put into effect four years later. The
statement of Sir William Coaker at the end of the year was followed by an
interview with a reporter of THE EVENING TELEGRAM. He was
quoted in that paper as being "very emphatic in expressing his contempt
and disgust because of the makeup and policy of the present
Government."
Captain George Whiteley built his home three doors away from
ours. I sometimes used to go to his house and have a chat with him. He
was a practical fisherman all his life. He was also an intelligent, well-read
man. His father was credited with the invention ofthe cod trap that made
quick catches of large quantities of codfish possible. In a lecture which
was broadcast he stated:
"Some.times 1have been inclined to be despondent to see so many ofour
young men leaving the business 0/ their forebears and taking up work in
shop and office while their legitimate business, the fishery, is calling on
young men with brains to develop it."
After analyzing the essentials needed for a young man to make a living at
the fishery he expressed regret at the lack of attention paid to the
scientific study of the problems associated with the fishery.
He welcomed the development of the fresh fish business and forecast
a success for it in the future. He stated:
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"Mr. Arthur Monroe has done more than anyone else in this Country in
working this phase of the fish business up to its present state."
He ended his talk with these observations:
"We hear a lot ofwork in our mines or in the pulpfactory, but what young
Newfoundlander ever hopes to own a mine or even apart ofapaper plant?
All he can ever hope to get from such work is a place on the staff at a
monthly wage; but in the fishery, he may begin with a dory and trawl and
soon command his own vessel. He is a capitalist in his own way and can
have the satisfaction of being his own master for at least a portion of the
year, to study and read the rest. At the same time, there is the joy of
knowing you are helping to build up your own Country, the dear land we
love."
The sadness I had felt at the loss of my father was renewed even more
intensely during the winter. My dear wife, Mary Grace, died on Friday,
February 14th, after a long and tedious illness. She was in the twenty-
ninth year of her age. We had four children, Marjorie, Madeleine, Billy
and Peter. Marjorie was a little over four years old when her mother died,
but Peter was just under three months. Mary had been a wonderful wife
and mother and was dedicated to her family. She was a talented pianist
and singer and was the soloist at the Cathedral for some years. She was
very popular and well beloved by all who knew her. I received many kind
letters and messages of sympathy extolling her merits from former
teachers, classmates and friends. George Kearney was very kind to me at
this time. He not only attended the funeral but came back to my home
afterwards and spent most of the evening with me. His wife and mine
were first cousins.
The funeral was one of the largest the City had seen for some time.
Those present included Judges of The Supreme Court; Members of The
Law Society; Mr. Alderdice, the Leader of the Opposition; Members of
both sides of the House of Assembly and a huge concourse of citizens
who attended to show their sympathy and respect. At the Cathedral the
service was conducted by Reverend Father M. J. Kennedy; and as the
body left the Cathedral, Professor Hutton played The Dead March from
Saul on the grand organ. As Theresa Molloy, whom Mary loved much,
said, "What's our loss is Heaven's gain". I could not desire for my children
a happier future than that they should grow up with her as their ideal.
May God help us with the difficult task that lies ahead, I prayed.
At this time Marjorie and Madeleine were a great comfort and Billy,
who had been ill, was feeling much better and wanted to hear the
gramaphone all day long. "Play, play", he would say. Miss Northcott,
R.N., had stayed with us for over a month after my wife died, but this
wasn't a satisfactory arrangement for either of us as her ability as a nurse
was not needed in the everyday domestic duties now required. My
mother settled the matter by deciding to move out of her own home and
come and live with us. In 1930 she was going on seventy years of age and
she had reached a stage where she could easily have excused herselffrom
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such responsibilities as running a home with four young children. All the
children needed a mother's care, but Peter needed it most of all. My
mother amply supplied that need. It didn't take her long to get used to the
home. We had two maids at the time, Josephine Bowe and Theresa
Molloy, and they were thoroughly familiar with the routine of the home.
They were both efficient and Theresa, who looked after the children, was
a kind and gentle person.
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Chapter Nine
1930 - 1932 Government of Sir Richard Squires has
Financial Crisis - Riot at The House of Assembly -New
Election - Mr. Alderdice Prime Minister
In spite of my bereavement, I had to continue with my Law practice
and political work. We had a Party meeting in February and were pleased
at the number who attended, especially at the presence of the editors of
THE DAILY NEWS and THE EVENING TELEGRAM, the Island's
most important newspapers. We chose strong candidates for the by-
election for the seats vacated by the deaths of Colonel Sullivan, R. G.
Winsor and George Grimes, the Member for Lewisporte. At the
insistence of the Opposition, the election was postponed until May 18th
when the men would be back from seal hunting at the ice. Our candidates
were my friends W. J. Walsh and W. C. Winsor, two experienced men
who were both reliable party members and had the reputation of doing
their duty to their constituents to the best of their ability. Our third
candidate was a young man named Norman Rockwood, a veteran and
businessman. But the Government had strong candidates also. There was
a hard-fought campaign; but when the votes were counted, the
Government had won all three seats. The Government candidate in
Lewisporte was none other than Lady Squires, the wife of The Prime
Minister, Sir Richard Squires; she had the honour of being the first, and
for many decades the only, lady Member of the House of Assembly.
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Mr. Walsh had a long letter in the May 31st issue of THE
WATCHMAN, in which he dealt with Peter Cashin's role in the
campaign. Mr. Cashin had promised Mr. Walsh that he would take no
part in the campaign because "Sir Richard Squires and most of his
Cabinet are unworthy of public trust." Yet, before he was halfway
through the canvass of his district, he saw circulars signed by Mr. Cashin
supporting the Government and denying any intention to break with
Squires. The contents of these circulars and others were to be quoted in
the House of Assembly by Mr. L. E. Emerson to show that the Prime
Minister and Sir William Coaker and Major Cashin, all Members of the
Government, had directly or indirectly threatened the voters in the three
districts that if the candidates for the Opposition were elected there
would be no money spent in these districts. Statements of Mr. Emerson
went unchallenged. They were an indictment of the Ministers concerned
and of the whole Government. It is an amazing thing how Ministers of
the Crown can think and act as if they had the right to control the
expenditure of public funds and limit their distribution to the supporters
of the Party in power. That sort of treatment of the public is not only
unjust, it is corrupt. Regretful to say, it has often happened in
Newfoundland.
The fiscal year that began on the 1st of July, 1930, and ended on the
30th of June, 1931, was a critical timefor Newfoundland. Prices of goods
all over the world had gone down; the price of codfish had gone down so
that the Minister of Finance, in his Budget delivered on April 22nd, said
that there was a loss of about $5,000,000.00 in the purchasing power of
the fishermen. As prices of imported goods had fallen, the amount of
duty that would be available would have declined considerably from the
previous year. The depression was now world wide, causing havoc in
many countries. The Minister had to estimate the Budget deficit
(including the Railway deficit) at $2,750,000.00. Moreover, he
announced that the National debt would be over $90,000,000.00 by June
30th.
About a month previously I had been invited to speak at the Rotary
Club and I chose to speak on the subject of Newfoundland's economy. At
that time Earl Grey of England had been visiting several countries and
advising the Governments on economic subjects. In Brazil particularly,
he told his audiences and the Government that they should become
"friends of economy" and that they should get value for every cent that
was spent and they should spend no unnecessary money. I repeated these
ideas before the Rotary Club and said that we should all become "friends
of economy". We should practice economy in our homes as well as expect
the Government to practice economy. "Spend wisely, save everywhere
you can, stop borrowing." I learned afterwards that the Honourable
Tasker Cook, former Mayor of St. John's, who was a Liberal Member in
the Legislative Council, said that I was only speaking that way because I
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was in the Opposition. This wasn't correct. I was doing it because I was
very concerned about the future of the country at that time and feared the
worst. In my talk at the Rotary Club, I recommended that that was what
we should have been doing and should do now. But it was too late.
About a month before this lecture, a disaster took place in the seal
fishery, when on March 16th an explosion occurred on the S. S. VIKING
and the ship caught fire. It had to be abandoned near the Horse Islands;
twenty-eight persons lost their lives in the explosion and subsequent fire
and at least one more person died as the result of injuries received.
Among those who perished in the disaster were two Americans, Varrick
Frizzell and Aiden Penrod, both of whom were on the ship to make
moving pictures of the seal hunt. A third photographer, a man named
Sergeant, was miraculously saved. The stern of the ship had been
separated by the explosion and was floating several miles from the scene
when it was noticed by the crew of the S. S. SAGONA who rescued Mr.
Sergeant and the two Newfoundland seamen who were clinging to the
wreck. As a token of gratitude for the rescue of her husband, Mrs.
Sergeant and other members of their family gave $1 ,000.00 for the benefit
of the survivors of the disaster.
But to return to the economic situation of Newfoundland. In the
course of his estimates for the year 1931-32, Mr. Cashin stated:
"Our intrinsic value is greater perhaps than ever and owing to the stability I
feel sure that our next loan will be raised at a more satisfactoryfigure than
hitherto, because when business improves the depression will be more
quickly lifted from us thanfrom lessfortunately situated countries. I look
forward to a deficit of$1,400,000.00. The House has passed a Bill cutting
all salaries by ten percent. The ten percent was to reduce the Budget
expenditure by about one-halfmillion dollars. With regard to the Railway,
I feel confident that the ultimate financial situation of the Railway,
Steamships and Dock, on June 30th, 1932, will be considerably better than
on June 30th, 1931."
I found it difficult to see by what reasoning he arrived at so optimistic a
conclusion, in view of the general world depression and what he had
already said about the fall in the value of imports and export revenues.
It was not surprising, therefore, that in 1931, when the Government
invited tenders for a further loan of$8,000,000.00 of which $3,000,000.00
was to repay existing loans and $ 1,000,000.00 was for the Municipality of
St. John's, there was no one to reply! Lenders had decided not to invest
further in the securities of Newfoundland. The Government was now
compelled to ask the Government of the United Kingdom to appoint
someone as a financial adviser. Sir Percy Thompson, the Deputy
Secretary of the Board of Inland Revenue in England, was seconded for
this purpose with Mr. J. H. Penson of the United Kingdom Treasury as
his Assistant and later as Deputy Minister of Finance and Comptroller of
the Treasury.
The financial picture then became very confused. The four
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Canadian Banks doing business in St. John's, The Bank of Montreal,
The Royal Bank of Canada, The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
and the Bank of Nova Scotia loaned the Government $2,200,000.00. This
amount was not enough to cover the deficit in our finances and so an
internal loan, called "the prosperity loan of 1932", was later raised for
$2,500,000.00. This loan was secured by a newly created fund, known as
the "Petroleum Products Fund", which set apart from the general
revenue the proceeds received by the Government Tax agreement with
the Imperial Oil Company Limited. By this Agreement, the Company
was given an exclusive right to import, manufacture and place on the
market all products including gas, kerosene, lubricating oils, in return for
a minimum annual payment of$300,000.00. The Company also agreed to
take $1,750,000.00 worth of bonds from the Prosperity Loan. The Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Company bought bonds to the value of
$250,000.00. The balance of the loan was contributed locally. The
Agreement with the four Canadian banks was subject to a provision that
the revenue received from customs duty should in future be paid into a
special account at the Bank of Montreal. It was intended that this
account should provide for payment in full of the interest on the public
debt as it fell due, but the amount of interest due on the public debt was
now nearly $5,000,000.00 and the amount of customs duties didn't
exceed that figure by very much. The money that was left in the fund was
to provide for the general services of the Government; but since there was
not enough to do this, considerable sums had to be taken out of it. It was
at this difficult period that the Ford Motor Company offered to come to
the assistance of the Government of Newfoundland if it was given a
monopoly in regard to the sale of motor cars in the country. This
proposal was not accepted. A system of rigid control was introduced by
the British experts on Government expenditure. It was obvious,
however, that no amount of control could bring in new money.
Despite every effort at economy, the revenue available was still not
sufficient to meet the expenditures. It was also found impossible to keep
the expenditures within the estimates, for inadequate provision had been
made in respect to able-bodied relief. Only $240,000.00 had been
provided in the budget for this service, whereas $1,170,000.00 had been
incurred on relief orders during the previous year, and large amounts due
on this account were still outstanding. The situation became critical on
the 1st of January, 1932, when the Government of the United Kingdom
and the Government of Canada combined to arrange a joint advance of
$1,250,000.00 toward payment of the interest that was falling due on that
date. Default on interest payments was once again avoided only by the
United Kingdom Government making a further advance of
$1,850,000.00 on the 1st of July.
By now I had concluded that it was almost impossible for anybody
to balance the budget and restore Newfoundland finances to their former
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solvent state without some great improvement in foreign trade. The
world depression and the depression in Newfoundland were now at their
height; our Government was insolvent, and the world situation looked
bleak.
We were having a difficult time financing THE WATCHMAN. For
a while it had been printed at THE DAILY NEWS offices, but then we
decided to print it ourselves. Mr. Mike Caul had a nephew in the United
States who could get us a printing press at a comparatively reasonable
price. We imported the press and printed the paper at an office we rented
next door to the Parker & Monroe Store on Water Street West. It was
still necessary for several of us to go on notes in order to keep the paper
going. There was, moreover, a scarcity of political news after the House
closed. The Honourable Frank McNamara, who was one of our
committee, suggested that we put Mr. Alderdice's picture at the head of
the editorial page and print underneath "Newfoundland's next Prime
Minister".
This was done and it turned out to be a great prognostication. But it
could also have been said "Newfoundland's last Prime Minister", but we
did not know it then.
The failure to get a loan in 1931 and the sequence of events which
followed seemed to have taken the good out of Major Cashin. Thinking
back, I am inclined to believe now that there might have been some
benefit from such a proposal as was made by Dr. Mosdell to W. J. Walsh
and others during this time of the Monroe Government, to form a
National Government. It may be argued that even then it was too late.
''There is a tide" ... in the affairs of a country just as there is in the affairs
of man. I think it is necessary to go back to 1919 if we want to find the
cause of our troubles in 1933. Sir Richard Squires was then a new leader.
He had left his colleagues in the Cashin government and the Morris
government and he was not in the tradition of Sir Robert Bond. If a
supporter of Sir Robert Bond had been asked when the mistakes that
brought Newfoundland so low occurred, he would probably have said
that it was the election of Sir Edward Morris in 1909. The election of
Morris meant a radical departure from the careful and conservative
manner in which the Liberal Prime Minister had conducted our national
affairs. Bond would never have gone into the policy of Railway branch
building to which Sir Edward Morris committed himself and his Party;
he would have tried to develop a real policy on agriculture, for instance.
By the Fall of 1931 my law business had increased substantially. But
I was also having problems. It was hard to collect rents and to get people
to pay their debts. But I was now spending more time at home and taking
a greater interest in my family and watching the children grow in grace
and wisdom.
There were still some people who had plenty of money to spend as
the following case will show.
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Peter, Madeleine, Marjorie, Billy
Author, Peter, Billy, Madeleine
One day an elderly lady, a widow, and her daughter-in-law came to
my office seeking legal aid. I knew her well, as she was the mother of a
school mate of mine when I was at Holy Cross. She stated that she had
gone to a store on Water Street and was looking at some purses which
were like her own when the proprietor of the store came over and roughly
took her handbag from her hand and accused her of having stolen the
purse from his counter, and he said this in the presence of one or two
other persons who were in the store at the time. She wanted me to take
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action against the proprietor for slander. The proprietor quickly
discovered he had made a mistake when he examined the bag and found
that it contained several objects that indicated that it was indeed the
lady's handbag. He gave it back to her and she left the store.
She wanted $200.00 damages for what he had done. I told her I
would write and demand damages as she had asked and I did so. The
proprietor offered to settle the matter for $100.00, but my client wouldn't
accept anything less than $200.00 and she wished me to take action
against the storekeeper. I said I would require $100.00 retaining fee to
undertake such an action. She said that she would be back in the
afternoon and so she was, with the $100.00 retainer, and I took an action.
The storekeeper engaged Mr. L. E. Emerson, K.C., as his lawyer. The
case was heard before the Chief Justice Sir William Horwood and a
special jury. It was a mistake on my part to have a jury, for on it was
another gentleman whom I knew very well, as he kept a small store of a
similar nature to that kept by the defendant.
The case went to the jury who brought in a verdict for the plaintiff
for damages in the amount of $1.00. I promptly moved for costs and,
despite very strong argument put up by Mr. Emerson, the Chief Justice
awarded me costs; when taxed they amounted to $750.00. I wasn't happy
about taking this case in the first place. ] thought that the very substantial
amount] had set as a retainer might induce my client to settle the matter
without going to Court; but when she produced the fee and insisted on a
trial, ] felt I had to go ahead.
I wasn't surprised, therefore, at the size of the verdict nor was a
member of the jury, the one who kept a store similar to the defendant's,
who came to me after the trial and told me: "You shouldn't take an action
like that again. The poor man only made a mistake because there is so
much shop-lifting going on". Legally my client was right; she was entitled
to an action for damages. The judge was right in awarding costs, and the
jury acted within their right to give contemptuous damages if they so felt.
But it wasn't the sor.t of action] would ever take again at any price.
Another new client with a much more interesting case came to see
me late in September, 1931. At that time] was Solicitor for His Grace
Archbishop Roche, who phoned me to say that a Miss Mary Roche, who
was a teacher at Littledale, had a problem concerning land at Topsail,
and would I see her and give her advice. And so I did. The reason for Miss
Roche's visit to me at this particular time was that the United Towns
Electric Company Limited had obtained the right to develop the water
power of Topsail Pond. The Company wanted to build a flume through
the Flannery property to which Miss Roche was one of the heirs, and also
build a staff house on some property jointly owned by the heirs of
Thomas Flannery, Miss Roche's grandfather, who had died in 1894, and
his brother-in-law, John Halley. For the Company to obtain a good title,
it was necessary for the heirs of John Halley and Thomas Flannery to
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combine.
I made an appointment with Miss Roche and we drove to Topsail to
see the land. The land required for the flume was in the valley running
from Topsail Pond to the sea, and the land for the staff house was a short
distance from the bridge under which the water of the Topsail River
flowed into Conception Bay.
Now that we were in Topsail, I thought that I would ask Miss Roche
to come and have dinner at Mrs. Holland's Restaurant where I had
stayed in 1924 for a night after my wedding. In 1931 Mrs. Holland's sister
was staying with her. The sister was a nurse who told us that she had been
in Russia and was very much impressed with the modern methods,
especially for abortions, practiced in the hospitals of that country. We
were not impressed by her account. When I went to pay the bill, I found
that I didn't have any money on me, and I had to borrow the money from
Miss Roche to pay Mrs. Holland. As I was acting for Miss Roche in an
important transaction, I thought that it would be all right to wait until
she had occasion to come to me for further consultation before paying
her. However, she didn't wait long, but came in very soon afterwards and
reminded me of the money lowed her. I paid her, but I also saw her home
to where she was staying in the City. I proceeded to see her several times
concerning this property until we got the matter settled several months
later.
In the meantime, Miss Roche and I had become very good friends
and she had come to see me several times at my home and I heard her sing
and play the piano and violin. She was very talented. Her mother had
died in 1912 when she was only eight years of age; after that she had lived
with her grandmother, Annie Flannery (widow of Thomas) at the
residence of her aunt, Mrs. Mary Farrell, on Bell Island. Mrs. Flannery
had died in 1925 at the age of ninety-six. After finishing her studies at
Littledale, Mary had attended Mount St. Vincent College on the Hudson
River in New York. Since she returned to Newfoundland, she had been
teaching at Littledale. Although her father did not die until August, 1916,
she did not appear to have lived with him after her mother's death.
When the early summer arrived, she took me in to Topsail to show
me around the property. The house in which her Uncle Edward had lived
was barred up, and the old house, which her grandmother had lived in,
seemed abandoned. It had been a public house at one time. There were
three meadows on the southwest side of the road and they had been
cultivated during the lives of the sons of Thomas and Annie Flannery.
The last of these, John, had died in 1917 and the land had been neglected
since then. Mary had lived on Bell Island and still visited it often, staying
with her aunt, Mary Farrell. Since she was an attractive person, she knew
many people over there and was very popular. In the Election of 1932, she
was able to give me much useful information as to the political leanings of
several of the prominent people including those on whom I would be able
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to count on as active supporters.
The political situation in the meantime had deteriorated alarmingly.
On February 1st, 1932, the Minister of Finance, Peter Cashin, resigned.
When the House opened on the 4th, he accused Honourable Dr. Alex
Campbell of failing to send in Income Tax Returns and obtaining
Government funds without giving services. He accused Sir Richard
Squires of appropriating to himself and paying to three other lawyers
public funds through the falsification of Council Minutes. Mr. Cashin
was specific in his accusations regarding the sums of money transferred
to an account controlled by Sir Richard Squires during the period from
November, 1929, to December, 1931. Mr. Cashin stated, for example,
that $20,000.00 was taken from the Bank of Montreal and deposited to
the credit of the Humber Trust Account, an account under the control of
Sir Richard Squires. This amount was from the 192910an. On November
18th, 1929, a further sum of $9,800.00 was similarly transferred. On May
15th, 1930, the sum of $11,000.00 was transferred by another false
Minute of Council to the credit of the Humber Constituency Account.
This amount had originally been provided for the construction of a
bridge at Corner Brook. The bridge was constructed but wasn't paid for
with this money. On May 15th, 1930, the sum of $5,100.00 was
transferred by another fake Minute of Council to the Humber
Constituency Account. And so on ..
When the House next met, February 16th, Mr. Alderdice proposed
a motion to have a committee of five men investigate each of these
charges individually. However, the Prime Minister proposed in an
amendment that the allegations be investigated only by the Governor.
Moreover, the amendment was worded in such a way that it put the
emphasis on the Governor investigating the question of whether the
Minutes the Governor had signed were correct (i.e., whether or not the
Governor had been duped).
This was a most unusual situation and the charges of the former
Finance Minister were grave, but the result of the vote on the amendment
was that the Governor was authorized to make the investigation himself.
It was not clear how he made it, who helped him and what evidence
he accepted. It would appear from reading his report that he did it on his
own, and the only things he consulted were the Statutes and the Letters
Patent. He went according to the strict letter of the amendment and
ignored the allegations which were contained in the Motions themselves.
In his report the Governor said:
"The accuracy of these records is impugned in your address. There can be
no question whatsoever as to your undoubted right to discuss and to
express approval or disapproval ofthe policy which the records enforced.
But having regard to the origin and constitution of the Executive Council
and to the provisions of the Letters Patent and Royal instructions. I am
unable to admit that you have any constitutional or statutory powers to
question the accuracy of these records . .. The Executive Council alone is
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empowered in pursuance ofthe Royal instructions to question and to pass
judgment on the accuracy of its own records and that within the time
prescribed by the sixth clause of those instructions which expires on the
confirmation or amendment of the records.
Section 6 stated: (b). The Minutes ofthe proceedings ofthe Committee are
submitted in duplicate to the Governor for his approval and if approved
such approval is endorsed by the Governor on both the original and
duplicate copies. ... at a subsequent meeting ofthe Executive Council . ..
the Minutes are read over, confirmed or amended as the case may require
and thereafter the book is signed by the Governor. The omissionfrom the
records of the ''proceedings of Council" ofa transaction which, according
to its date should have been included, would afford grounds for a member
of the Council questioning the accuracy of the records."
His Excellency declared the relevant records were correct.
"In conclusion," his Excellency said, "I have the honour to inform you that
there has not been any falsification ofthe said minutes and that I have not
been deceived or been induced by deception to sign the said Minutes.
(Signed) J. Middleton
Governor
Government House
March 22nd, 1932"
This Report was tabled the same day.
The Report of His Excellency the Governor was received by
Members of the Opposition with considerable surprise. Upon
examination, it was found to deal with only one aspect of the request
contained in the amendment. He verified that the Minutes of the Council
signed by him on a certain date corresponded with the Minutes of the
Committee of Council for which the proceedings of Council had been
prepared insofar as one item was concerned. He considered the House of
Assembly had no constitutional right to enquire into the accuracy of the
reports.
One would have thought that His Excellency would have been more
concerned with the more serious charges of the former Minister of
Finance who had been very specific in his statements. A few days later,
Mr. Puddester, on behalf of the Leader of the Opposition, accordingly
gave notice that on the following day he would move that:
"Whereas His Excellency the Governor had dealt with only one item ofthe
list ofcharges and since it was desirable that the other items be considered
he would move that the Committee offive members should be appointed."
On the following day the Speaker suggested that the motion was out
of order because the same matter had been dealt with previously by the
House. It was now near the end of March. A few days later, a Committee
from the unemployed of St. John's appeared at the Bar of the House
presenting a petition signed by many men setting out their problems and
stating that the amount of relief paid was inadequate and should be
increased by fifty percent and that they were unable to pay their rents and
feared eviction, and thought that the Government should be able to
arrange allotments for land cultivation in order that they might provide
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vegetables for the coming winter.
At about this time I had been active in promoting the Land
Development Association and held the office of Vice-President. Mr.
Frost was the prime mover in the organization and the idea received
encouragement from the heads of all the religious denominations in the
City. As many of the unemployed were very anxious to grow vegetables
and as land was made available, the Association was successful in its
efforts.
On March 31st three members of the Squires Party, Messrs. Fudge,
Lewis and Dr. Mosdell, voted with the Opposition against the
Government's intention to cut down the vote for public charities which
provided small sums for poor widows. The Government then withdrew
their motion and allowed the vote to stand. Mr. P. J. Lewis was one of
those who had resigned from the Cabinet and he gave his reasons.
Regarding the Minute of Council alleged to have been made on the 22nd
of December, 1931, Mr. Lewis said:
"1 was present at the meeting. I wasn't present at the subsequent meetings
held at Government House for the confirmation of the Minutes of the
meeting of December 22nd. I, with the Secretary ofState, am the only one
in that position.
The Minute alleged to have been passed on December 22ndappropriating
the sum of$15,000.00for certain legalfees was not passed either generally
or in detail.
If I remain a Member ofthe Government under the circumstances, I would
be condoning the practice that is subversive to every principle essential to
the proper function ofthe Government ofany organized state or society."
During the Debate on the budget, Major Cashin repeated that the
statements he had made in his speech on February 17th were correct and
that an impartial enquiry would bear him out. It was obvious that with
the departure of Dr. Mosdell and Mr. Fudge from the Government
ranks, matters were heading toward a crisis.
If His Excellency the Governor was satisfied that he had not been
deceived and that he didn't find anything wrong with the Minutes of the
Government, a great number of prominent people in the City were far
from being satisfied with his report or even with his being appointed to
make the enquiry. In THE DAILY NEWS for April 2nd on the front
page there appeared a large advertisement announcing that a mass
meeting would be held at the Majestic Theatre on Monday, April 4th, at
eight p.m.
"Matters of vital importance to the whole public of Newfoundland would
be discussed.
All citizens interested are cordially invited. The meeting will be broadcast
by Station VONA."
The same advertisement was published on the day set for the meeting.
The meeting was attended by an overflow crowd of concerned
citizens, including many who were rarely present at a political gathering.
Hundreds could not gain entrance, so a hookup by radio was arranged
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with the Longshoremen's Hall for those who couldn't get in at the
Majestic Theatre. The proceedings were also broadcast by radio. On the
platform were many distingished religious and business leaders of the
City, as well as many prominent members of the Legal and Medical
Professions.
The Chairman, Mr. J. M. Howell, explained the reason for the
meeting and outlined the series of events that had led up to it. Then he
called upon the Reverend W. E. Godfrey to address the meeting.
Reverend Godfrey stated that he had been telephoned and threatened
and abused and warned to keep away from the meeting. He felt, however,
a strong moral conviction that it was his duty, in view of the serious
charges that had been made against two of the most important members
of the Government by a former colleague, to speak out publicly on the
matter. The situation thus created was one that called for a thorough
investigation by some impartial tribunal.
Harry Winter, K.C., stated that he could discuss the matter from
three points of view: the moral, the legal or constitutional, and the social
or political. He would, however, speak only from the legal point of view.
He said, "Where there is a right there is a remedy" was a well known legal
maxim. He maintained that the charges were so serious that the
Legislature should pass an Act to enable the matter to be investigated by
an independent, impartial person. After other persons spoke in much the
same vein, a committee was formed and a resolution was passed
instructing the committee to draw up a petition and have it presented to
the House of Assembly on the following day. As many people as could
conveniently come should accompany the delegation to the House of
Assembly for the presentation of the Petition at the Bar of the House.
It was announced that the stores of the City along the route to the
House of Assembly would be closed on the following day to enable as
many as possible to take part in the parade. Excitement ran high at the
meeting and there was much cheering, and hearty approval was given to
the various resolutions and to the speeches. One well known citizen
shouted: "If there is going to be a revolution, let there be a revolution."
This observation wasn't helpful in ensuring an orderly procession the
next day, but in the prevalent tense situation it was not possible to do
much about it.
I remember walking in the parade which was preceded by a band and
the Union Jack. The procession went along Duckworth Street to
Adelaide Street, down Water Street and up Cochrane Street to Military
Road and along Military Road to the grounds of the House of Assembly.
Many people were already there when the parade arrived and there were
police on the steps of the House and mounted Police in the yard itself. A
delegation was duly admitted and appeared at the Bar of the House,
presented the Petition, and certain resolutions passd at the public
meeting the previous evening. It was read by the Clerk as follows:
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"To The Honourable the Speaker and the Members ofthe Honourable the
House of Assembly
THE PETITION of the undersigned humbly sheweth asfollows:
I. Your Petitioners are the Executive Committee of a body of citizens
appointed to organize and conduct a public meeting which was held in St.
John's on Monday the 4th instant.
2. The said meeting numbered some two thousand people, representative
ofall classes, sections and creeds in the community, and would have been
attended by many thousands more ifthe capacity ofthe building in which it
was held had permitted.
3. At the said meeting the following Resolutions were unanimously
passed, namely:
WHEREAS at the opening of the present session of the Legislature
certain charges of a most serious nature were preferred by a former
member of the Executive Council against the Prime Minister and
Secretary of State;
AND WHEREA S the said charges allegedfacts which, ifproved, would
constitute not merely criminal offences of the gravest kind but breaches of
duty by persons in the highest positions ofpublic trust and responsibility;
AND WHEREAS motions in the House ofAssemblyfor afull inquiry
into the said charges have been repeatedly rejected notwithstanding that
one of the most serious among them has been corroborated by another
member of the Executive Council;
AND WHEREAS without such full inquiry it would appear that
appropriate legal action with regard to the said charges would be either
impossible or at least delayed and seriously embarrassed;
BE IT RESOLVED:- First, that in the opinion of this public meeting of
citizens the matters above recited and the position resulting from them
affect the honour, dignity, welfare and safety of the whole country and
threaten to undermine the legal and political structure of its society;
Secondly, that this meeting places itself on record as deploring and
protesting, in the name of justice and morality, against the matter
aforesaid;
Thirdly, that, in order to give effect to such protest, a Petition be
forthwith drawn and presented by this meeting and such other citizens of
the country as may be ofthe same mind to the House ofAssembly, now in
session, humbly praying that it take such steps as it may seem to it
necessary or desirable for the full and proper consideration and
investigation of the said charges, to the end that they be finally and
conclusively proved or disproved and such other action be taken thereon
as justice and the dignity of the people may require.
From the expressions ofopinion made at the said public meeting,from
communications received from all parts of the country and from other
evidences, your Petitioners are encouraged to believe, and do firmly
believe, that the above Resolutions truly reflect and embody the opinion
and wish of an overwhelming majority of the people of this Dominion.
Your Petitioners Therefore Humbly Pray
I. That your Honourable House be graciously pleased to give its
immediate and most earnest consideration to the matters above recited
and resolved.
2. That your Honourable House with all possible despatch order that a
full, final and conclusive inquiry be appointed and held into the grave
charges aforesaid either by a suitable Committee or Committees ofyour
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Honourable House or by trial by the Supreme Court of Newfoundland in
accordance with the laws of the Dominion.
3. That if in your opinion, Mr. Speaker, or that of your Honourable
House, there exist difficulties, formal, technical or substantial, in the way
of such inquiry or trial, they be immediately removed, whether by
amendment of the Rules of your Honourable House or by Act of
Parliament or otherwise as in your wisdom you may see fit and as
necessities of the case may require.
And as in duty bound your Petitioners will ever pray, etc.
(Sgd.) James M. Howell, Chairman
W. Ewart Godfrey
Harry A. Winter
Thomas J. Molloy
1. H. Devine
Wilfred C-anning
T. H. Stevenson
K. M. Blair
Eric Bowring
C. J. Carter"
Members of the last House of Assembly, 1932-34
Front Row, L to R.: K. M. Brown; Captain W. C. Winsor; W. J. Walsh;
John C. Puddester; Gordon Bradley, Leader of the Opposition; J. A. Winter,
Speaker; Honourable F. C. Alderdice, Prime Minister; L E. Emerson; John G. Stone;
W. J. Browne; H. A. Winter; S. J. Foote; Harold Mitchell
Second Row: E. Gear; P. J. Lewis; Wm. Abbott; Page; Sergeant-at-Arms; P. K. Devine,
Assistant Clerk; M. A. Shea; Herman Quinton; C. J. Furey; Dr. H. M. Mosdell; G. Byrne
Third Row: George Whitely; P. F. Halley; H. Y. Mott, Clerk; H. Earle; N. Gray;
J. Moore; R. G. Starkes
The Solicitor General, Mr. Gordon Bradley, moved and the Acting
Minister of Finance seconded that,
"This petition be received and referred to a select committee consisting of
five members of the House to be appointed by Mr. Speaker to ascertain
and advise the House as to what steps the House might take to carry out the
prayer of this Petition."
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There was some objection to the form of the Motion during which an
unfortunate situation arose in the gallery, and the Speaker adjourned the
House until three o'clock the following afternoon.
Meanwhile, I was outside as an interested observer. I remember
seeing one of the policemen pushing people off the front steps. Then
everything suddenly became confused and it was said that the policemen
had been ordered to use their batons. Some of the people got into the
galleries inside the House; and, as a result, the police drew their batons
while people began throwing stones at them and also at the windows of
the House of Assembly until all the windows in the building were broken.
The horse police were no help in the situation because there were too
many people there and it was too difficult for them to move around. One
policeman was pulled off his horse and knocked down and beaten.
The leaders of the parade tried to restore order, and, with the band
1932 Riot at House of Assembly (courtesy of Newfoundland Provincial Archives)
leading, marched back to the Majestic Theatre. I had gone inside the
building to try and convey word that the Government should agree to the
Petition as people were very angry and excited. When I was inside, I
noticed some ladies present and offered to conduct them outside. They
followed me down the back stairs to the side door. At that moment
Constable Cahill was standing in the door with his baton in his hand and
stones were coming through the door. One struck the wall and glanced
off by me. I recognized one man in the crowd and told him,"I have some
ladies whom I would like to be let out safely". He complied gallantly and
repeated my request to the crowd and asked that they stop throwing
stones until the ladies were out. They did so and the ladies were safely
brought to the rear of the building whence they could go to Bannerman
Park or to Bannerman Road. The next day I received a very nice letter
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from Mrs. Duff of Carbonear thanking me for my assistance in getting
herself and her daughter and the other ladies out of the House safely.
By now, many of the Members had gone home, and the last I saw of
the inside of the House that day was W. J. Walsh sitting in the Speaker's
Chair, peacefully smoking his pipe with an inverted wastepaper basket
on his head to protect him from flying missiles. Mr. Walsh wasn't a
member of the House at that time.
I then went over to Mr. Alderdice's house on Rennie's Mill Road; he
seemed quite cool and collected and said to me, "Will, you're as white as a
sheet, have a drink", which I did. My suggestions to Mr. Alderdice were:
(I) That I should call Harold Mitchell and get him to get the War
Veterans to gather together to protect the City as there was no way of
knowing what might happen since the police were so unpopular.
(2) That I should call the Archbishop and ask him to send some Priests
to the House of Assembly.
He agreed and I called His Grace the Archbishop, who sent
Monsignor McDermott down from the Palace. Fathers Pippy and St.
John were also there and were credited with protecting Sir Richard
Squires from the mob, and helping him escape by taking him through a
house on Bannerman Street to Colonial Street where he got into a taxi
and left the area. I called Harold Mitchell, and he and Jack Higgins and
other members of the Great War Veterans Association patrolled the City
and helped stop more serious damage. Two branches of the Liquor
Controllers on Duckworth Street were broken into during the night and
liquor was stolen. Twenty people were taken to hospital for treatment,
but most of the injuries were superficial. The constable of the horse police
had received the most injuries, but fortunately he recovered.
The downstairs portion of the House of Assembly had been entered
and Miss Morris, the gentle librarian who lived there, had all her
furniture, including her piano, thrown out into Bannerman Park. The
piano was smashed and her valuable books and papers were scattered in
all directions.
Thousands of people, including the students from the different
schools in the East end had watched as the parade arrived at the House of
Assembly, and had also witnessed the events that followed. With the help
of members of the G.W.V.A., calm was restored in the City in a day or
two. The House had to be adjourned from day to day for ten days.
In spite of all that happened, Squires was determined to hang on as
long as he could. After the House resumed, he was asked by Mr.
Puddester when he was going to have the Election. He said he would have
it in the Fall. This wasn't acceptable; and as more pressure was brought to
bear on him and as he saw that he was deserted by several of his followers,
he finally announced on April 19th that he would advise the Governor to
dissolve Parliament and have an election in early June, not later than
June 11th.
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One of the pieces of legislation passed by the Government in this
Session was the Currency Act, which was requested by the banks which
were lending Newfoundland money. This Act made it unnecessary for the
banks to pay gold when presented with their bills. In an economy
measure, the House of Assembly Act was amended to reduce the number
of Members from forty to twenty-seven. Included in the information
tabled during this Session was a letter from the Honourable R. B.
Bennett, Prime Minister of Canada, regarding the offer of a
Newfoundland Delegation to sell the Labrador for $1 I 1,000,000.00. This
was the total amount of the National Debt of Newfoundland at the time,
but Canada was not interested in buying the territory.
As soon as the election date was announced, our Party, led by Mr.
Alderdice, swung into high gear. This time I made no choice as to the
District I would contest. I left it to Mr. Alderdice to suggest, and he
suggested that I run in the Harbour Main-Bell Island District and pick
my own colleague. I went to Bell Island and interviewed my friend, Riv.
Costigan, to see if he would be interested in running. He was the chemist
at the plant, but in politics he was a prominent Liberal and wasn't
interested in running on our side. The next one I interviewed was Charlie
Furey who had run in a previous election, but who hadn't been
successful. He was well known in the District of Harbour Main, because
he had lived there most of his life. As he had been a telegrapher by trade,
he said he had known William Coaker when he was a young man. Charlie
agreed to be my colleague.
We had a big district. In addition to Harbour Main we had to
canvass Bell Island. We started right in and covered the whole district
from one end to the other. The biggest meeting we had was the one on
Bell Island. At that time there was a good deal of unemployment on Bell
Island as the mines were working only two days a week. There were some
interruptions, but most of those attending the meetings were in our
favour. One of our supporters stood near the electric light switches with a
pop bottle in his pocket in case anyone should try to turn off the lights; no
one did.
When we first arrived on Bell Island by boat at the Pier, we were
greeted with a festive salvo of gunfire. However, when we got to Mrs.
Cahill's boarding house where we were staying, those who had fired off
the guns came to get their ''beer for the powder". I regretted to have to tell
them that I didn't give out any beer at election times. This didn't please
the men, but the women were delighted. It must be remembered that the
women then had the vote, but only at the age of twenty-five. I remember
at the back of the Island being asked by a young woman whether it was
true that we were going to cut out the "whack". That was the word used
on Bell Island to mean the dole. We had no such intention.
A curious thing happened to us one night after we had held a
meeting somewhere on the Horse Cove Line. We were driving home very
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late and we were going down Paradise Hill, heading towards Topsail
Road and the city, when the headlights caught a log across the road. I
braked quickly and we stopped inches from the barricade. We got out
and found that someone had placed a telephone pole across the road and
wedged it into place with big rocks. If we had been going fast, or if my
brakes had not been in good working order, we might well have been
killed.
House of Assembly (west side) following April 5th riot showing door through which the
ladies were led by the author.
The Elections resulted in an unexpected landslide victory for Mr.
Alderdice and for the United Newfoundland Party. Only thirteen of the
men who were elected on the side of Sir Richard Squires in 1928 had
contested the Election and of these only two were successful in 1932.
They were Gordon Bradley who was elected in Humber and R. G.
Starkes who was re-elected in Green Bay. Both Sir Richard and Lady
Squires were defeated. Harold Mitchell, a prominent and popular
businessman and War Veteran, defeated the Prime Minister in Trinity
South. In the dual District of Harbour Main and Bell Island, my
colleague Charles J. Furey and I were elected. The complete results of
this Election, the last one under Responsible Government, are given in
the Appendix. The United Newfoundland Party elected twenty-four
members. The Liberal Party elected two and Dr. Mosdell was elected by
acclamation in Fortune Bay as an Independent.
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Chapter Ten
1932 - Financial Difficulties Continue
The new Government took office on Thursday, June 30th, 1932.
The victory of Mr. Alderdice had been well deserved. He headed the
United Newfoundland Party in the General Election of 1928; and during
the four years that he remained in charge of the Party's fortunes as
Leader of His Majesty's Opposition, he won much praise for his
temperate and reasonable conduct.
Mr. Alderdice was a native of the North of Ireland, where he was
born in Belfast in 1872. He came to Newfoundland as a boy of fourteen to
work at the "Ropewalk" at Mundy Pond which had been established by
his uncle, Moses Monroe, to supply lines and twines needed in the
fishery. He worked in this giant factory from that time, studying every
detail of every branch of the business. All his life, therefore, he was in
constant intimate touch with the staple industry of the country, the
fishery. From his factory experience, he acquired a first-hand knowledge
of the ways of living and of the cares and anxieties of the worker. Few
men more capable of adjusting the rights of labour and capital in the
great economic crisis through which we were passing, could be found in
Newfoundland. His parliamentary experience went back to 1924 when he
was appointed a Member of the Legislative Council. At great personal
sacrifice he accepted the Leadership of the United Newfoundland Party
in 1928, because he felt that he should do something for the country that
treated him so well.
He was elected and assumed office at the most critical period in the
history of Newfoundland, when all our industries were contemplating
drastic reductions of staffs and wages, and over thirty percent of the
population was dependent for their very existence upon government
relief. The situation was aggravated by the fact that grave conditions of
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economic unrest prevailed in almost every corner of the globe.
I wrote of him in 1932:
"Newfoundland may have confidence that the present Prime Minister, and
Minister of Finance, is the type of man who will set up a standard of
unselfishness and hard work, ofcommon honesty and sincerity in carrying
out the responsibilities ofhis important position. Ifeveryone has patience,
he will find a way for us out of the tangled net in which we now find
ourselves."
These were brave words, but the situation was far more serious than was
realized. During the course of his campaign, Mr. Alderdice had stated:
"If we are elected, we shall seek to have a Commission appointed to see if
we should have dispensation from politics for a number ofyears and be
ruled by a Royal Commission and that we shall get the views ofthe people
by a referendum."
The new Government consisted of a group of confident, dedicated
and patriotic men. Mr. Puddester became the Secretary of State. He had
a comprehensive knowledge of the Railway and of every department of
the Civil Service, and was particularly well suited for the position that
was given him. Edward Emerson became the Minister of Justice and
Attorney General. He was a good speaker, cogent and concise, usually
brilliant, and never dull. He was forty-two years of age and had been a
member of the legal profession for twenty years. The Department of
Marine and Fisheries was under the control of John Stone who had once
been a follower of W. F. Coaker. He was a very intelligent man with a
complete knowledge of the fisheries. William J. Walsh, who had been the
Member for Placentia and St. Mary's for fifteen years and had held the
position of Minister of Agriculture and Mines on three previous
occasions, occupied the same position under Mr. Alderdice. Ken Brown,
who had been a Member of the House of Assembly since 1923, was
respected and trusted by the Labour movement. He was a straight
forward person and became the first Minister of Labour in a
Newfoundland Government. There were six members without portfolio
in the Cabinet, namely, Honourable F. McNamara of the Legislative
Council; S. J. Foote, K.C.; H. A. Winter, K.C.; W. J. Browne; Harold
Mitchell and J. A. Ayre.
Harold Mitchell was the member who had defeated Sir Richard
Squires in Trinity South. When he arrived back in St. John's after the
Election, he was given a hero's welcome. Hundreds of motor cars and
thousands of citizens took part in a spontaneous display to celebrate the
victory of Mr. Mitchell, because it symbolized the triumph of right over
wrong. He was an unusual person of great candour who had a high
reputation for personal integrity and moral courage. Captain W. C.
Winsor became Minister of Posts and Telegraphs and Mr. H. Quinton
became Minister of Public Works. Captain Winsor had been in politics
since 1904. He was a sealing captain, so that we might expect that
discipline would be established and maintained in the Post Office under
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his command. Mr. Quinton was a War Veteran and an eloquent speaker.
He had just been re-elected for Bonavista South with a very large
majority over Joseph R. Smallwood, who was contesting a district for the
first time.
It was obvious that the new government was taking over at a very
difficult time. The world depression was at its worst, and the countries
where we marketed our fish were suffering like ourselves. Our credit had
been exhausted. Only by the financial assistance of Great Britain and the
neighbouring Dominion of Canada and four of the Canadian Banks were
we able to carryon. The low prices we received for our exports reduced
our revenue, and the low prices of imported goods did the same. We
decided to continue the work done by the House of Assembly in the
previous Session, and set up committees to see what further economies
could be made. The chief item in our revenue was the money received
through duties on imports, and it was certain that we were going to have a
big decline in Customs duties.
The situation in Canada from a financial point of view was also
serious; but, being a great food producing country, it could easily supply
its needs in that respect. Yet, it is on the record that there, as in the United
States during the years from 1930 to the beginning of the War in 1939,
even professional men were forced to take any kind of work that might be
available, or to accept relief.
We weren't very long elected before there was a strike on Bell Island.
My colleague, Charlie Furey, and I were sent over to see what we could
do in the matter. Our task wasn't helped by the condition of the
representative of the miners, who, I regret to say, was somewhat under
the influence of liquor. We met the miners and learned their troubles.
They were only working two days a week and some of them needed
assistance. As there was no union, the miners had no regular spokesman.
We arranged a conference with Mr. Charlie Archibald, the Manager
of the (now amalgamated) Companies, and I suggested to him that I
would recommend to the Government that the lOll: a ton royalty collected
from the companies be used for the benefit of the workers. The
representative of the workers said to me - he was sitting next to me in the
meeting - "God help you if you don't do something for the men". The
meeting didn't last long and we went outside to where the men were
waiting. I told them of my suggestion that I should recommend to the
Government to consider the use of the lOll: a ton royalty paid by the
Company for the benefit of the men and I said,"All those in favour please
say 'aye', contrary 'nay'. Carried". Nobody said 'nay'. Then I told the men
that the Government had sent over some officials to assist the
representative of the Department of Public Charities to interview those
men, who felt that they were in real need at the moment, and try to make
some assistance available to them. I can still see Detective Strange who
was in charge of the Government officials. He was a fair and reasonable
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man, and was sent there to keep order in the uncertain situation.
No Minister of Finance ever had a more difficult task than Mr.
Alderdice did when he was sworn into that position in 1932. During his
absence at the Imperial Conference at Ottawa in July and August, I acted
as Minister, and got to know first hand of the terrible shrinkage in the
Customs Revenues on which our country was so dependent. Later I was
appointed as a member of the Post Office Committee under the
chairmanship of the Honourable J. C. Puddester, Secretary of State. As
a result of our deliberations, we made recommendations for the
reduction of $200,000.00 in the Post Office expenditures which a couple
of years before had been over $1,000,000.00 and were now down to
$741,000.00.
I should mention one other department of the Government to give
an idea of the extreme seriousness of our financial condition and the
desperate remedies we were applying. The expenditure voted for the
Department of Education by the House in 1932 was a little over
$900,000.00. This was first reduced by $100,000.00 for the year 1932-33.
The estimates for all the services for 1933-34, except the interest on the
public debt, amounted to $5,764,000.00. The interest on the public debt
alone was then $5,200,000.00. The Education Department seemed to fare
the worst in 1933 when the vote was reduced to $500,000.00. In 1979 the
vote was $332,000,000.00, over 660 times as great as the vote in 1933!
Everyone interested in the welfare of Newfoundland should read the
Budget presented to the House of Assembly by Mr. Alderdice in 1933.
There was no need then to conceal anything or under~stimateanything.
The perusal of that Budget, which is to be found in THE
NEWFOUNDLAND ROYAL COMMISSION REPORT of 1933, will
convince everyone that Newfoundland had been unable to pay its way for
many years without borrowing, and that the decision of our Government
to have an independent Royal Commission to investigate our situation
was absolutely necessary. Everybody employed by the Government or in
receipt of a pension from the Government (except Old Age Pensioners
and widows and other dependents of War Veterans and members of the
Armed Forces) had their salaries or pensions reduced. This was done, by
Orders in Council which had to be confirmed by an Act of the Legislature
in the Session of 1933.
There were several pieces of legislation passed in the Session of 1933
in which I took more than ordinary interest. One was an amendment to
the Trustees Act which permitted money to be loaned on the security of
first mortgages on property within the City of St. John's. I advocated and
drafted this provision as it seemed to me that it was an ordinary provision
that should have been in effect for years before. I was also particularly
interested in the new Act dealing with Local Government, which
provided the machinery for the establishment of Towns and Community
Councils in Newfoundland. When it was announced that we were going
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to do this, Mr. Jones, the manager of the Anglo-Newfoundland
Development Company Limited in Grand Falls, came in to see the
Government, and make strong representations to exempt the
communities of Grand Falls and Bishops Falls and other places where
the Company owned property. He was successful in his mission and these
places were exempt from the provisions of the Act. The Act was not
availed of very rapidly owing to the reluctance of the people to pay local
taxes. Looking at it now, I must admit that it was introduced twenty
years too late. It would have been impossible to operate it in a depression.
Ken Brown had become the first Minister of Labour. His prestige
with all members of the Labour Unions was high. He had been elected
four times. He wasn't long appointed before a strike was threatened at
Corner Brook. The workers wanted him to go see them. He asked my
opinion as to what he should do, and I suggested to him that he should
invite the workers and the employers to send three delegates each to St.
John's to discuss the problem with him. We prepared a message and sent
it off.
The next day he told me the Company acknowledged the message
and gave the names of their representatives who would be coming to St.
John's, but that the workers still wanted him to go to Corner Brook. I
again advised the Minister to wire the men again and advise them that the
Company had already accepted the invitation and that it would be better
if the workers sent representatives here for a meeting. The message was
drafted and sent off. This time the workers agreed. The conference was
held; and as I expected, under Mr. Brown:S diplomatic chairmanship a
satisfactory agreement was reached to the benefit of all concerned. I
believe that as a result of the success of that conference, the Woods
Labour Board was later established under the Chairmanship of Judge W.
J. Higgins, and each year delegates would come to St. John's from the
two Paper Companies and from the workers to discuss matters of mutual
concern. The paper makers unions and the Paper Companies had good
relations as long as this procedure lasted.
Those Ministers who were without a Portfolio in the Government
did not receive any salary for their services. When, however, I acted as
Minister of Justice in the absence of both the Minister and the Deputy
Minister, I did receive compensation from Edward Emerson. It was a
sign that I had kept the Department going satisfactorily in their absence.
I had to give some time to my law office, too.
In the late summer Edward Emerson called me one day on the
telephone and said: "Will, I have a man here who I think has a good case.
It is a rather technical matter dealing with radio transmission. I told him
you had graduated in Engineering and would be the best one to see him
about it. I can't attend to it. Can I send him over to you?" Naturally I said,
"Thank you, Edward, send him over; I'll be glad to see him".
A short time afterwards, a modest looking small man came into my
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office. He told me his name was George Stevens, that he was from the
United States, and that until recently he had been employed as manager
of the Radio Station owned by the Avalon Telephone Company Limited.
A new manager had been appointed to operate the Station and he had
been notified to leave at once. He told me that he had been thrown out of
the place by Joseph Butler who had installed himself as the new manager.
He told me of his experience as an operator of radio stations and how he
had suggested to the manager of the Avalon Telephone Company that it
would be a sound commercial proposition to set up a radio station in St.
John's, and that he personally could build and operate it. He would start
with a low power station and the power could be increased gradually as
desired.
He did this, and it was already making money at an accelerated rate
when the incident mentioned above occurred.
He had received no notice, and felt that he had been building up a
profitable subsidiary for the Telephone Company and had been
wronged. He had been to another lawyer who told him he had no case
and charged him $25.00.
I decided to take the case and went over it from start to finish. In
preparation, I had to do a lot of the work at night at home. Mr. Stevens
used to come in and talk with me. I discovered that he belonged to the
Seventh Day Adventist Church. He was a vegetarian who wouldn't drink
tea or coffee and he didn't take any strong drinks or eat meat of any kind.
He was an able person who had built his own residence. That was good
enough to attract the attention of Newfoundland's Inspector General of
Constabulary, C. H. Hutchings, K.C., who spoke to me and asked me if
he could have a copy of the house plans for his personal use.
My new client and I held a great many sessions talking about radio
transmitters. He showed me how they were built and we actually built
one in my home and broadcast a short program from my house. I asked a
friend of mine, Bert McNamara, who lived across Rennie's River from
us, to listen. He did so and he heard the signal and reported on it to me.
As I couldn't get the Company to settle the matter out of Court, I
took an action in September, 1933. The defendant was represented by
Mr. Charles E. Hunt, K.C., who put in a highly technical defence. When
we were going into Court I offered Charlie Hunt to settle the case for
$5,000.00, but he wouldn't do it. The case was heard before Judge W. J.
Higgins with a special jury. It lasted seven full days. Mr. Stevens was
apparently not only an efficient operator of a radio station, but he was a
courteous one as well. The half dozen witnesses we called gave him the
highest praise. They were independent, competent, artistic people who
performed over the station from time to time. It was also shown that the
new company was rapidly increasing its earnings from advertising. The
Avalon Telephone Company was shown in a bad light in two ways. First,
when Mr. Cameron, secretary of the defendant Company, produced
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what was supposed to be account books of the new Company. I looked at
them and noticed that they contained only one or two entries, and these
looked so fresh that I was suspicious and asked him if he had made them
just before he came into Court. He became confused and admitted that he
had. Then Mr. Butler, who was the cause of all the trouble, fainted in the
witness box whilst I was cross-examining him. The jury returned a
verdict for the plaintiff for $7,060.66. The Court awarded me costs which
amounted to about $800.00. Charlie Hunt, in his usual friendly way,
afterwards generously told me that this was the best case heard in the
Supreme Court in 1933.
Charlie Hunt was a remarkable man. He was a modest, unassuming
person with exceptional ability as an after-dinner speaker whose dry
humour was often wont to set the tables "on a roar". His popularity was
best displayed in his election as head of the poll in the General Election of
1923 when he and Sir Michael Cashin and W. F. Linegar opposed Sir
Richard Squires, Dr. Campbell and Joseph Fitzgibbon with the
following results:
C. E. Hunt 2790
Sir Michael Cashin 2770
Sir R. A. Squires 2759
Dr. A. Campbell 2750
W. F. Linegar 2648
J. Fitzgibbon 2617
Mr. Hunt apparently did not like politics, for he did not contest the 1924
Election. Even the above result does not do full justice to his popularity,
because he was of that rare type of person who never spoke ill ofanyone,
and of whom nobody could speak ill.
After our election in 1932 and when I became a Member of the
Government, I had led a very active life. There were frequent meetings of
the executive both day and night, sometimes going beyond midnight. I
was appointed secretary of the Post Office Commission. This
Commission made a tour of the Post Offices along the line of railway. It
was no surprise visit as many of the Post Offices were at or near the
Railway Station and our trip was well known to the telegraph operators.
We went as faras North Sydney. The Commission found the Post Offices
in good order, and our inspection revealed no sign of wrongdoing,
although there was a number of minor irregularities.
At that time, and for some years before, the issue of special stamps in
connection with the transatlantic air flights caused some problems as
they were always issued in small quantities; sometimes they were printed
in two colour inks or the surcharge or inscription was printed upside
down. Such incorrectly printed stamps would be extremely valuable.
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To commemorate the arrival of the Italian mass formation flight of
seaplanes under General Balbo in 1932, special stamps had been issued
on the 24th of July. They had been printed at Robinson and Company in
St. John's. The special stamp was a surcharge of $4.50 on a regular
Airmail 75¢ yellow brown. It was quoted in Scotts Standard Catalogue
for 1981 at $650.00. The inverted surcharge stamp was quoted at £ 1300 or
$2,600.00. The surcharge on the 1O¢ airmail stamp was listed at £6,000 or
$12,000.00. A note in Gibbons on the inverted surcharge says, "When this
error was discovered, the stamps were ordered to be officially destroyed;
but in fact, four copies which had been torn were recovered and skilfully
repaired, and the price quoted is for one of these. In addition, there exist
four unrepaired examples which ofcourse are worth considerably more".
The Post Office Commission which investigated this matter ordered
the inverted stamps to be destroyed. Captain Winsor, the Minister of
Posts and Telegraphs at the time, had a mischievous twinkle in his eye
when he told me, "I'm going to destroy them!" The Government
entertained General Balbo and his officers at a luncheon at the
Newfoundland Hotel. I still possess a copy of the menu and toast list
which was autographed by the General.
During this time I was actively concerned with the work of the Land
Development Association. We encouraged people to get allotments on
which to grow vegetables. Mr. Alderdice provided fourteen allotments
near the Ropewalk for residents of that area. Edward Emerson provided
others at his beautiful estate, "Virgina Waters". The Land Development
Association extended well beyond St. John's.
I arranged with Mr. Gilliatt, Chief Engineer of the Company on Bell
Island, to give small lots of land for cultivation to some of the under-
employed miners. So successful was this plan that Bell Island began to
look more like an agricultural area than a mining one. It was a pleasure to
see the fertile plots. Mr. Gilliatt was a great gardener himself. He grew
thousands of strawberry plants which he gave out to many men who were
thus able to raise strawberries and sell them. It was not until 1933 that the
Government was able to help in a big way. In that year we gave out 32,000
barrels of seed potatoes on the understanding that in the Fall of the year
after they had grown their vegetables, the people would each return one
barrel.
One day when I was explaining some matter in the House of
Assembly, I was a little shocked to have passed to me by one of the pages,
a little note asking me to sign a promissory note for $5,000.00 to purchase
seed potatoes and fertilizer for the miners on Bell Island. It was arranged
that the Company would collect 25¢ a week from the miners until the
money was all paid. I signed the note which I am happy to say was duly
honoured by the miners, who were my constituents.
Charlie Furey and I, together with Addison Bown and Paddy
Murphy of Bell Island, made preparations for an Agricultural Exhibit on
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Bell Island in October. I collected over $200.00 in St. John's to be given
out as prizes for the best exhibits. There was a great display of vegetables
at our Fair with some interesting products such as home grown tobacco
and a huge pumpkin. Bell Island, before the mines started about 1898,
had been a prosperous farming and fishing community. The soil was
good and the produce, which used to be marketed in St. John's, was
excellent.
My friend, Harold Mitchell, was determined to have an even more
elaborate display of produce from all parts of the District of Trinity
South. Receipts from the Fair were to be used to purchase sheep. There
were 1600 exhibits in the Fair which was held at Heart's Content in
October. It was opened by the Honourable F. C. Alderdice, the Prime
Minister, who spoke in the open air before an enthusiastic crowd. On the
following day, the Governor visited the Fair, and he was so much
impressed with what he saw, that he sent a dispatch to the Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs in London praising the efforts of the Land
Development Association generally and the Heart's Content people in
particular.
The distribution of 32,000 barrels of seed potatoes by the
Government that year included some disease free varieties purchased in
England. This program stimulated a general interest in our endeavours. 1
believe that people still use Kerr's Pink and Aran Banner and Aran
Victory potatoes, varieties included in our distribution. The people
became enthusiastic and competed with one another to see the yield they
would get from a barrel of potatoes. One of Charlie Furey's sons planted
one potato near his house; he divided it up into several parts
corresponding to the eyes on the potato and he fertilized it with seaweed
and other material, as a result of which he had over fifty potatoes in the
Fall. He didn't tell me the weight of the potatoes, but it is likely they
didn't weigh as much as the turnip that Mr. Morrissey grew on Signal
Hill. It weighed five pounds.
The miners on Bell Island paid for their potatoes and their fertilizer,
but people in other parts of the Island received a barrel of seed potatoes
on the basis of "return a barrel" in the Fall. Unfortunately, the "return a
barrel" wasn't a good idea. All sorts of potatoes came in, good, bad and
worse! Many of them had to be dumped. Moreover, there was a lot of
work involved in handling them after they had been returned, in grading
them and preserving or destroying them.
Although the Land Development Association was a success, I
wasn't so fortunate with a grant I obtained for the improvement of the
roads on the Island. Tom O'Brien of Topsail, who was an experienced
worker on the highroads, was, on my recommendation, placed in charge
of repairing and improving the roads on Bell Island. When it was learned
that work was going to start on the roads, every man with a horse and cart
appeared. I'm afraid that Mr. O'Brien was swamped and lost control of
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the situation, for in one week the whole grant of $10,000.00 was
exhausted, and the road still wasn't properly built. The "tailings", or the
rock removed after the ore had passed through the crusher, were placed
on the road. Unfortunately, we had to leave it as it was, and it was a
source of discomfort to all concerned for a long time afterwards.
After the elections, I had seen more of Mary Roche. We became
engaged and set July 4th, 1933, as the day for our wedding.
Mary was a great traveller. She had been in Providence and Boston
in the Fall of 1932 and she was on Bell Island for Christmas and the New
Year. During these absences, we communicated with each other by
writing letters almost daily. As I kept all the letters I received, and Mary
kept all the letters that I wrote, and as I also kept a scrapbook during this
time, I possess a fairly complete record of the most important events of
the period between 1932 and 1934. In the Spring of 1933 Mary returned
to Providence where she had a pleasant visit with her great friend,
Winnifred Fitzpatrick. Together they went to Boston to select Mary's
Wedding Group-July4, 1933
trousseau. The prices for ladies' wear were quite cheap in the United
States at that time as the country was in the throes of the depression and
money was scarce.
On July 4th, three days before the House of Assembly closed, Mary
and I were married at St. Bride's College, Littledale, by my friend, Father
Mike Kennedy. Mary had been both a pupil and a teacher at Littledale
during most of the previous fourteen or fifteen years. She had taught
music, singing and dancing. As she had also been a leading actress in
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school theatricals and played both the piano and violin extremely well,
she was really an accomplished entertainer. Her varied musical tastes are
evident in the library of popular and classical music which she had
collected over many years and had bound in many volumes.
Our wedding took place in the Chapel at Littledale with the altar
beautifully decorated with flowers from the neighbouring gardens of
John McNeill. Miss Kathleen O'Connor, who also taught at Littledale,
was the bridesmaid and Vincent Farrell, Mary's cousin, was my best
man. My mother, Mr. and Mrs. Farrell from Bell Island, Bessie Sullivan,
and my four children, Marjorie, Madeleine, Billy and Peter, ranging in
age from three to eight years, were also present. We received many
beautiful and useful gifts, especially of lace and embroidery made by the
Sisters at Littledale. The Prime Minister, Mr. Alderdice, sent us a
beautiful silver plated gravy boat.
When Mary was in Boston in May, she had bought clothes for the
children and for my mother so that all of us were smartly dressed on July
4th. The children probably enjoyed the party best of all. We did not eat or
drink much because we had to leave before six o'clock in order to catch
the express train at Waterford Bridge Station. We were going to Gander
where we had arranged to spend a couple of weeks at Glen Eagles Hotel,
kept by Mr. and Mrs. Robin Reid. The hotel was newly opened so that we
were almost the first guests to arrive. The scenery in this area is very
beautiful, especially amongst the islands of the lake where tall spruce and
pine trees still stood.
It was midnight when we descended from the train at Glenwood
Station - there was no Gander station then. We were greeted by an old
MicMac Indian who demanded to know if I had a licence to fish salmon.
When I replied that I hadn't, he told me that he could let me have one for
$3.00 (or whatever the price was). This Indian was Joe John, one of the
John family, several members of which were living in Glenwood at the
time. A more reticent person was Ross Shea who was waiting to take our
luggage to the hotel. Ross was an experienced woodsman and we were to
see more of him later. After we had registered, we were allotted a new and
very comfortable cabin to ourselves.
A guide was recommended to us for fishing for salmon from a boat
below the bridge at Glenwood. This guide had prepared to escape the
heat and flies by fitting up for himself a miniature bough hut in the stern
of the boat while I fished from the bow. Although I raised many fish here,
I never landed one. I know now that there was something the matter with
my method of fishing, either the fly was too big, or I was fishing it the
wrong way. I tried using different flies for different times and places, but
this didn't solve my problem.
We decided to go trouting with Ross Shea for a guide. He took us in
his motor boat up the first lake to a channel between a beautiful little
island and the mainland, where there was a pool no more than ten feet
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across, formed by a small stream flowing into the lake. I fixed up our rods
and put two trout flies on the cast and the two flies each caught a trout;
but the cast broke, and the two trout could be seen jumping together from
time to time out on the lake. I put on another cast of flies and Mary
fished. The pool was stocked so full of trout that we couldn't see the
sandy bottom. The trout were very innocent. To test them, I cut a rod
from a branch of a tree and put the tip in the water: a trout actually came
and bit at it. Another one hooked itself on a bare hook. We had plenty of
fun catching them; but after we had taken a couple of dozen we stopped,
as the weather was hot and we felt that they probably wouldn't stand the
heat during our journey back in the boat.
Ross Shea had been brought up in the woods, and he showed us the
tracks of deer and bears on the sandy shore of the lake but we didn't see
any of the animals. He also showed us some spruce and pine poles which
were fifty or sixty feet long. Near our cabin there was a huge pine that had
fallen many years before. It was really a giant of the Newfoundland
forest, probably the largest known tree. It was nearly seven feet in
diameter at the butt and must have been a splendid sight when it was
upright. The part that still lay on the ground measured thirty or forty feet
in length, and I got up and walked along it. Our forests must have been
magnificent in the early days. It is notorious that the coming of the
Railway destroyed many square miles of virgin timber. Lightning also
destroyed much, as did the carelessness of man. I've seen many trunks of
big old pine trees, especially on the West coast, but never did I see any
that compared with this fallen tree or the poles shown us by Ross Shea.
Knowledge of roaming bears in the neighbourhood made me
somewhat nervous. One night we heard a racket outside our cabin. I was
alarmed but Mary took the lantern and rushed to the door to look out.
She was thinking that it might be a bear but it turned out to be only the
hotel cow. It had tripped on my fishing rod! Fortunately, the rod wasn't
broken.
Our stay at Glen Eagles lasted ten days and it was most enjoyable.
We found out afterwards that the best fishing was further down the river,
at a place called Joe Batts, but we never went down there.
From Gander Lake we went southwest to Tompkins. Here there was
a family hotel oflong standing situated about fifty yards from the railway
track. Jim Tompkins was the owner. He was a farmer who had come to
Newfoundland from Cape Breton, like many another farmer in that area.
They got grants of the choice land in the valley and settled there after the
railway was built in the late 1890's. Mrs. Tompkins belonged to St.
Jacques on the South coast. They had a family of three daughters and
four sons, one of whom became a priest. Two of the daughters had been
to school at Littledale and knew Mary quite well.
We had often heard Jack Higgins talk of the Tompkins house and
the river which was called Little River - the Little Codroy River. Jack
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was an ardent fisherman, and one of his salmon decorated the wall of the
dining room in the Tompkins Hotel. It was a fine fish, weighing nearly
thirty pounds, and had been stuffed to look realistic. I never saw Jack
Higgins catch a fish, but I am quite sure he was well capable of mastering
the acrobatic resistance of the biggest of them. It was a strange thing that
Little River is famous for its large fish. It was really an ideal river and one
could understand why the Americans came there from the sunny climes
in the South. Once they had stood with their backs to the retreating
forests and looked out over the rich meadows beyond the gleaming river,
or at the white cottages on the mountain's lower slopes, they became
fascinated as if by a fairy spell, and year after year - like the swallows
and the wild geese - they kept coming North to the half-forgotten valley
of the Little Cod roy.
Our stay at Tompkins was memorable. We used to eat a hearty
breakfast with grapefruit, porridge and cream and eggs and toast and
butter. The milk and cream and the butter and eggs were all produced
right there on the farm. At nine o'clock we would go offforthe morning's
fishing with our guide, who would boil the kettle for our lunch on the
river bank. It has been said of the late Father McCarthy, the American
Jesuit who once said Mass above the Grand Falls of Labrador, that when
he got off at Tompkins station he looked around, and seeing all the
people from the U. S. A., said:
"This will never do, it's too much like home to me. I came herefor a rest and
I shall not be able to sleep unless there are some falls around."
Jim's brother, Mike, took him up to the river to a cabin built above the
falls where he might feel he was out in the forest alone. I don't believe he
ever did much salmon fishing, although I know he had a marvellous
outfit which he gave to Father Mike Kennedy before he left here.
The fascinating names of the pools on the Little Cod roy River -
Bull Run, Dead Man's, Cold Brook, Chaisson's Rock, Home Pool,
Tompkin's Nose, Aggravation, The Ford - bring back fond memories
of fish caught or lost. Most of the conversation at Tompkins Hotel was
about fishing. I could tell stories of the big ones that got away, even of the
bigger ones I hoped I wouldn't catch! Sometimes in the evening after
dinner, there would be songs and even dancing in celebration of some
fishing triumph.
Sometimes, if Mary wasn't with me, my companion on the river
would be Bishop Hyatt. This Reverend gentleman had formerly been a
celebrated opera singer and a member of the famous D'Oyly Carte Opera
Company, specializing in Gilbert & Sullivan Operas. He spent his
summers, year after year, at the Tompkins Hotel. The Tompkins family
was a musical one. It was a merry place all around and most enjoyable for
a holiday. We went back to St. John's feeling much the better for the
week that we had spent there.
When we were leaving St. John's, Edward Emerson gave me a
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present which looked like a bottle of wine. When we opened the parcel at
Tompkins, we found the bottle of wine, but we also found a cheque for
my services as Acting Deputy Minister of Justice. I sent him a fresh
salmon through the courtesy of the kitchen staff on the train going to St.
John's.
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Chapter Eleven
1933 Royal Commission Appointed - My Second Marriage
- Last Sitting of the House ofAssembly - Establishment of
Commission of Government
Before the Government was sworn into office in 1932 we knew that
the financial situation was going to present major difficulties. The
previous Government had budgeted for a small surplus. This was an
unrealistic forecast. The revenue was down and the expenditure had
increased so that it was impossible to pay all the interest on the public
debt that was due on December 31st, 1932. A loan of$ I,250,000.00 from
the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of Canada
was necessary to enable this to be done.
It was a condition of this loan that a Royal Commission of enquiry
should be appointed to examine our financial prospects for the future.
Accordingly, on the 17th of February, 1933, His Majesty, King George
V, issued his royal warrant appointing Lord Amulree, Charles A.
Magrath, Esq., and Sir William Stavert to be a Commission to examine
into the future of Newfoundland, and, in particular, to report on the
financial situation and the prospects therein.
Lord Amulree of the United Kingdom, a distinguished lawyer, was
the Chairman of the Commission. Mr. Magrath, the Canadian member,
was a man of wide experience in connection with the development of
industry in Canada. He had been Chairman of the Ontario Hydro
Electric Commission for several years. Sir William Stavert,
Newfoundland's representative, was an experienced banker. Although
he was not a Newfoundlander, he had close ties with the Island and had
established the first branch of the Bank of Nova Scotia in St. John's
immediately after the terrible bank crash of 1894. More recently, he had
advised our Government on financial matters and was personally known
to Mr. Alderdice for many years. It will be noted that there was no
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Newfoundlander on the Commission. This seems to have been an error.
On the other hand, we probably had a more objective report as a result of
that omission.
The Royal Commission held a public meeting in St. John's on the
16th of March, 1933, when they announced that they intended to hold
their sittings in camera so that people could come privately and "speak
their minds freely with the assurance that their confidence would be
respected". They sat daily in St. John's five days a week and sometimes
held interviews in the evening as well. Anyone who wished could get an
interview. I attended and talked with them for an hour and found them
courteous and well-informed.
After three weeks of this program, they decided to visit some of the
outports. They visited settlements to the north and west ofSt. John's and
wound up at Port aux Basques where they decided to proceed to North
Sydney and on to Ottawa. At Ottawa, they spent three weeks meeting
with the Conservative Prime Minister, R. B. Bennett, and some of his
colleagues. Here they were also given much useful information. On their
way back to Newfoundland, they stopped at Montreal and Halifax where
they held meetings with the managers of the banks doing business in
Newfoundland.
Upon their return to St. John's - they had been away for six weeks
- they resumed their hearings, and these continued until the end of June.
In all, they had held one hundred formal sittings, met two hundred and
sixty people who gave them information, and received many letters and
suggestions from all parts of the country. The members of !he Royal
Commission took a lot of time and trouble with their duties. They were
received with the utmost cordiality wherever they went, so that they were
unable to speak too highly of the warmth of the welcome they had
received and of the helpful manner in which people placed their views and
suggestions before them. In addition, they had made a study of the
political and economic and financial history of Newfoundland since the
granting of Responsible Government in 1855.
The report richly deserves to be regarded as a necessary textbook for
all students of the history or economy of Newfoundland. A long chapter
of forty-six pages is devoted to the examination of our fisheries, with
recommendations for a future policy in their regard. The chief purpose of
the Commission was to examine into the future and to report on the
financial situation and prospects therein. It was obvious that any
solution had to be a long term affair. No enquiry was needed to show the
gravity of the plight of Newfoundland, or to demonstrate that only in
time would our living conditions improve. As the whole world was
suffering from the depression that had started in New York in 1929, it was
evident that the remedies had to be drastic.
The chief remedy proposed was the suspension of Responsible
Government. It would be replaced by a Commission form of
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Government having the Governor as presiding officer and six
commissioners, three appointed from the United Kingdom and three
from Newfoundland. The report didn't say who was to appoint the local
members of the Commission. I think Mr. Alderdice's recommendations
were accepted in the first place; and, after that, the Newfoundland
Commissioners were picked by the remaining Commissioners.
The Parliament of Newfoundland, consisting of the House of
Assembly and the Legislative Council, would be suspended until the
country became self-supporting again.
Although this report was signed formally on the 4th of October,
1933, it wasn't until November that the Government received the first
printed copies. I remember the day very well because it was the day that
the jury brought in its verdict in the previously-mentioned Stevens case.
I am sure that the great majority of our people felt relieved that the
Government of the United Kingdom was going to take us under its wing
and help us back to a solvent situation. People heartily welcomed a
respite from the politics which had hastened our downfall. Yet, there
were some people who regarded parts of the Report as greatly
exaggerated and even untrue. This was especially the case in regard to the
section dealing with "the political machine" in Chapter Five. Here is a
sample from paragraph 229:
"It has been the practice for each incoming Government to sidetrack or
sweep away all Government employees who were either appointed by or
were suspected of any connection, direct or indirect, with their
predecessors, and to replace them with their own nominees, irrespective of
the qualifications of the latterfor the particular appointments assigned to
them. St. John's is a small City ofsome 40,000 inhabitants. The educated
class . .. is very small; the members of it are all known, if not related, to
each other; everyone knows everyone else's business and it is a simple
matter to ascertain which way any civil servant voted, or ifhe didn't vote,
what are the political leanings ofhisfamily and his relations. Ifhe or they
voted the wrong way, then, under the rules ofthe game he must be deemed
to have forfeited his appointment and must make wayfor apersonalfriend
or some supporter of the incoming minister; although, in some cases,
owing to lack of suitable personnel,civil servants have been permitted to
continue in government employment notwithstanding their political
affiliations."
Here is another sample, p.230:
"In the case ofthe executive staff, post election changes are commonly ofa
sweeping character with effects which manifest themselves in every corner
of the Island. In such cases, the main consideration is the good will ofthe
member for the District concerned. Post Office and railway employees,
Customs officials, Relieving Officers, Fishery and Timber Inspectors and
Wardens, members of the Fire Control staff, Lighthouse Keepers, and
even Stipendary Magistrates; all are liable to sudden dismissal, however
competent their work, as the result of a change of Government."
My note at the time on this statement was "fantastic exaggeration,
incredible".
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I think that these exaggerations can be attributed to the fact that the
Commission held its hearings in camera. Thus, there was no opportunity
for cross examination of the people giving their testimony. Besides, it
wasn't testimony given under oath. In this way, a plausible speaker could
give a lot of second hand information which could be totally unreliable.
Some persons may have deliberately misled the Commissioners.
It wasn't necessary for the Royal Commission to rely upon gossip to
strengthen its case, and the Report would have been very much better
without these exaggerations and sweeping inaccuracies. In my opinion,
the case for the suspension of Responsible Government was justified by
the financial situation, however it was caused. In the absence of a Civil
Service Commission for the appointment of people to the Civil Service, it
was only reasonable that the Minister in a department should have some
say in the appointment of officials. I have kept, from the days when I was
a member, hundreds of letters from constituents asking for jobs or
appointments. While there might have been an occasional friend
appointed to a position who wasn't particularly needed or suitable for the
position, in the great majority of cases, the appointments were made
from people well qualified to fill the positions.
After the Cabinet had perused the 283 pages of the Report, it began a
series of soul searching meetings, first among ourselves, and then with the
caucus of all the Party members of both Houses. I was approached by
several of our elected members and asked how long the suspension was
likely to last. I was unduly optimistic and said that I thought the country
would be self-supporting in five or six years. Actually, I was not, and
neither was anyone else, qualified to answer such a question with any
degree of confidence.
Before the Report was made public, the Prime Minister had wired
the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, Mr. J. H. Thomas,
inquiring what the attitude of the British Government was likely to be
towards the recommendations of The Royal Commission. In a lengthy
dispatch, the Secretary replied that the Government of the United
Kingdom was prepared to accept the main provisions of the Report, and
that general responsibility for the finances of the Island would be
assumed by the United Kingdom, "until such time as it may become self-
supporting again". In regard to the constitution, the message read:
"'The administration of the Island would be placed temporarily under the
general supervision of the United Kingdom until the Island becomes self-
supporting again' as in the Report."
At a Party caucus held by Government Members of the House of
Assembly on November 24th, the terms were unanimously, although
reluctantly, accepted. When the Report was published, it became an
immediate best seller in the bookstores. Approval of its terms flowed in
from almost every source except the official Opposition. Its contents -
particularly its recommendations - were discussed in the newspapers, in
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the clubs and by other public bodies. The great majority of people were in
favour. My friend, Father Mike Kennedy, and I talked about the period
of suspension mentioned in the Report. He was very wise, for he said to
me, "Put on a time limit, I don't care if it's ten or fifteen years, but put on
some time limit, otherwise you will never get Responsible Government
back again". It was not until fifteen years later that I fully appreciated the
value of Father Mike's advice. This time limitation was not considered by
us and I am not sure if the British Government would have accepted it if
we had insisted upon it. They didn't agree to it in their own House of
Parliament when the point was brought up there.
The House of Assembly and the Legislative Council met on
Monday, the 27th of November, 1933, to consider the Report and the
address which was to be sent to His Majesty the King. There was a short
debate in each House on the question of putting into effect the
recommendations of the Report. The only dissenting voices in the debate
were those of the two Members of the Opposition in the House of
Assembly. There were two Resolutions and two Bills to follow. One dealt
with the suspension of Responsible Government and the setting up of
another form of Government and the other dealt with the reduction of
the interest on the public debt. When the vote took place on the
resolution embodying the address, Messrs. Bradley and Starkes walked
out. The address with the schedules was sent to His Majesty the King in
London.
The British Government immediately introduced legislation to give
effect to our address. All those who spoke in the debate regretted the need
for such legislation and hoped the emergency would pass quickly. During
the Committee stage of the Bill, Sir Stafford Cripps, then in the
Opposition, moved an amendment to Clause II to leave out the word
"revoke" where it appeared in the Bill, and substitute the words "suspend
for a period not exceeding three years". This was in line with Father Mike
Kennedy's suggestion.
The Government, however, wouldn't accept that limitation, but they
said that when the Bill reached the other place (i.e., the House of Lords),
appropriate alterations would be made and the word "revoke" would be
dropped.
"Temporary is written all over this Bill", said Mr. Thomas, "because we
believe it to be a temporary measure. We believe that this should be a
temporary measure and we say to the Newfoundland people it is up to you
to co-operate with us. We have undertaken a great liability. The British
people are only anxious to help you and we believe this is the way to help.
For all these reasons we prefer that there should be no fixed date for the
change to take place but rather that we should render all the co-operation
we can in order to make the date as short as possible."
The point that no one thought of at the time was that while the
Coalition Government of the United Kingdom was friendly and even
generous to us in 1934, we didn't know what sort of Government would
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be in power when we would become self-supporting again or what
attitude they might take at that time. Mr. Thomas Lodge, one of the first
three Commissioners appointed by the United Kingdom, wrote in his
book, DICTATORSHIP IN NEWFOUNDLAND, published in 1939:
"It is quite possible that, had the problem been posed at a point of time
either a year earlier or a year later, the decision might have been other."
However, the Bill was pushed through the House of Commons in a
night sitting on December 14th to 15th. In the House of Lords, the
Government, as had been promised, moved an amendment to take out
the word "revoke" and substitute other words meaning "suspend". Lord
Amulree, the Chairman of the Commission, was present and spoke. He
said:
"fm glad that this Amendment has been brought forward, because there
has certainly been in the minds of some people doubt as to the true
meaning ofthe expression "revoke". The Report ofthe Royal Commission
recommended that the Letters Patent be suspended . .. I may say that that
was put in deliberately to carry out the intention ofthe Report all through,
that the substitution of the new system of Government was to be only
temporary. I am glad the matter is now to be made perfectly clear."
The Bill was passed as amended and became law; and, in due course,
the Commission of Government assumed their high offices. This was
done by new Letters Patent dated January 30th, 1934, which, after
reciting the old Letters Patent of 1876 and 1905, go on into the preamble
as follows:
"... NOW KNOWYETHATWEDOHEREBY DECLAREOUR WILL
AND PLEASURE TO BE THAT . .. The operation of the aforesaid
Letters Patent (of 1876 and 1905) shall be suspended pending the further
declaration of OUR PLEASURE; AND WE DO FURTHER ORDAIN
THA T, during the period whilst the operation ofaforesaid Letters Patent
is suspended, etc."
This was followed by a Proclamation issued by the Governor in
Newfoundland bringing the Letters Patent of January 30th, 1934, into
operation.
The last Session of the House of Assembly was one of the shortest in
its century long history. The Island had been granted Representative
Government in 1833. This was discontinued after a short time.
Responsible Government was granted in 1855. During its existence, the
House did valuable service to the country and its people who, despite
depression, were better off in many ways than our forefathers of the
eighteenth century. It was a tribune where injustice could be exposed,
where local needs could be explained, and it never lacked defenders of
public interest. The House protected us against the diplomatic intrigues
of France and the United States. Without it, we might still be quarrelling
with the French over the northeast and west coasts of the country, and it
is equally certain that, but for its existence, there would never have been a
Labrador boundary dispute for the Privy Council to settle in our favour.
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But things don't always turn out as planned. Although the Railway
policy was designed expressly by a Liberal Government for the
promotion of agriculture, it had the unfortunate effect of taking
fishermen from their nets and boats and making labourers out of them. It
opened up the country to the timber sharks and to the foreign investors,
who eventually gained control of a great part of our timber resources,
and some of the finest water power and the most promising of the mineral
areas.
For all that, the politicians of Newfoundland have not all been bad,
and of nearly all of them, many good things could be told. I think that
their faults were faults of the head and not of the heart, and I believe that
most of them gave in service of one kind or another a good deal more
than they received, not to mention the many who left the "game" poorer
than when they entered it. Most of them were inclined, as were the public,
to regard politics as the art of getting votes instead of the science of
Government. Of how many other countries could the same be said?
On the 16th of February, 1934, the system of Responsible
Government which had obtained in Newfoundland for several
generations, was suspended. In an interesting and dignified ceremony
before a packed audience at the Newfoundland Hotel, the Letters Patent
establishing a Commission of Government were read. The proclamation
proclaiming the new Government was signed by His Excellency and
published and the new form of Government then came into effect.
The presiding officer of the Commission of Government was Sir
David Murray Anderson, K.CB., CM.G., M.V.O. He had a
distinguished naval career from 1889, when he first entered the service,
until 1929 when he became the representative of the Admiralty on the
League of Nations Permanent Advisory Commission. He had served in
Mrica and Asia, and ended his long naval career as Commander in Chief
of the Mrican Station.
The various departments of Government were divided up among the
six Commissioners. The three British Commissioners were Sir John
Hope Simpson,Commissioner of Natural Resources; Everett N. R.
Trentham, Commissioner of Finance, and Thomas Lodge,
Commissioner of Public Utilities. Sir John had been educated at Balliol
College, Oxford, and had spent a great deal of his life in the Indian Civil
Service, where he was employed in various capacities. He was a Liberal
Member of the British House of Commons in 1922. He was a versatile
and capable man, for he also served on various Commissions for the
British Government in Greece, Palestine and China. Mr. Trentham was
another Oxford man. He had taught school at Rugby before entering the
Board of Education. Afterwards, he served in many Government
positions. I had the privilege of knowing him well when I was Acting
Minister of Finance and Customs during the absence of Mr. Alderdice at
the Ottawa Ministerial Conference in 1932, as he was then Financial
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Controller. He had the economical custom of replying to a letter by
writing a note on it and sending it back just like that. Mr. Lodge was a
Cambridge man. Upon graduation, he entered the Home Civil Service
where he held various positions until 1920, after which he served in
various other capacities on behalf of the British Government.
The Newfoundland Commissioners were F. C. Alderdice, the
former Prime Minister, who became Commissioner for Home Affairs
and Education; J. C. Puddester, who took on the new Department of
Public Health and Welfare, and William R. Howley, K.C., my former
colleague of 1928, who became the Commissioner for Justice.
Mr. Alderdice wasn't at all pleased with the British appointments,
although they were excellent administrators. He had hoped to see
someone of greater business or industrial experience because he felt that
our production had to be increased, and it would be someone qualified to
do this that he would have liked to see appointed. Because of the great
importance which the Royal Commission had given to the development
of our fisheries, Mr. Alderdice was justified in his thoughts.
Members of the Commission Government were not long in office
before they realized that the drastic efforts to reduce expenditures by the
Squires Government and the Alderdice Government that succeeded it,
had gone too far. They decided that it was only fair to lessen the sacrifices
from which many were suffering. Accordingly, the pensions of the
Veterans were increased by ten percent and the teachers' salaries were
adjusted upwards.
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Chapter Twelve
1934 Resume Practice of Law - Appointment to the Bench
Once the House of Assembly was dissolved and the Government
changed to the Commission of Government, I had more time for my
office and for family life.
I had an articled clerk at the time. On the afternoon of the very day
he had become a lawyer, I arrived at the office and my secretary, Miss
Kelly, told me that Mr. X ... had a client with him. We had only two
offices at the time, the outside office and the inside office, so I had to wait
until the new lawyer had finished his consultation. This was his first
client. He came out, leaving his client inside, and he said to me, ''There's a
man inside who tells me that his father died recently and left him a lot of
property under his Will; but the Will is with another lawyer, and the other
lawyer won't release it until he gets $25.00 which he says is owed him for
services rendered. I have $25.00 and I am prepared to lend it to him.
When he gets the Will he will engage me to take out Letters of Probate for
him".
I was amused and skeptical, but the young lawyer seemed to be so
enthusiastic that I let him go ahead. He advanced the man the money and
the man went out. After he was gone, the new lawyer told me the name of
the client and his address; I called an old friend of mine near that address
and asked if so and so's father had died recently and I was informed that
he had died many years ago. That was bad news for the young lawyer. I
don't know if he ever got his money back, but I do know that he induced
four other lawyers, more experienced than he was, to do the same thing
that day.The lawyer mentioned as having the Will was never owed any
money and never even had the father's Will. The young scoundrel had
tricked them all!
This wasn't the first time that sort of thing had occurred; indeed it
happened to me when I was a young lawyer. In that case, the borrower
was a former soldier who had married a Scottish lass after the First
World War. He came to my office and showed me a contract to repair a
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house, explaining that he needed $100.00 to get the material. As the
contract was worth considerably more than that, lending him the money
to get the material seemed to be a safe thing. Of course it wasn't a safe
thing; it was very unsafe and a foolish thing to lend him money.
Afterwards, I found out that he had gone to four other lawyers more
experienced than I and obtained money in the same way from each of
them. Moreover, he had already received $100.00 from the man whose
property he was going to repair! I didn't fare too badly out of this
situation, because my father took over the contract and repaired the
house. When I went to look for the borrower, I found that he had
deserted his wife and children and left the Country. Not long afterwards,
the Scottish community in St. John's contributed money to send his wife
and children back to Scotland and I haven't heard of the family since.
In the first mentioned case, however, the schemer abandoned his
dishonest ways and later became a fine man, but I often wondered if he
had repaid his dishonest gains. A friend has since told me, ''he is not ready
for a halo yet".
In the month of April, 1934, I received a telephone call from Mr.
Howley, the Commissioner for Justice, asking me to go and see him. I
knew Mr. Howley well for we had been candidates together in the 1928
election in St. John's West. He hadn't been a very good campaigner, but
he was a fine gentleman and very capable as Commissioner. After I
arrived and was sitting in his spacious office, he told me he was having
difficulties with the Central District Court. He said Judge Morris would
be retiring shortly and he wanted to know would I become the Clerk of
the Peace in the place of the present incumbent with the right to succeed
Judge Morris in July. I enquired about the salary and was offered
$4,000.00 a year until I became Judge in two months when I would
receive the statutory salary of $5,000.00 per annum. I was not keen on
accepting the offer, especially at that salary. I had never given a thought
to accepting any position under the Government. To make the offer more
attractive, Mr. Howley told me that Judge Morris received honorariums
that brought him another $2,500.00. I promised to think it over.
The salaries of almost all the people employed by the Government
had been reduced by at least ten percent in 1931 as a measure ofeconomy.
The $4,000.00 salary offered me was one of the highest paid by the
Government. The salary of $5,000.00 for the Judge had been provided in
1924 and had not been altered in the interval. However, in 1930 the three
Judges of the Supreme Court had each received an increase of $l ,000.00 a
year in their salary. Judge Morris should have received the same increase;
but, as I was to learn later, it wasn't granted to him because of political
reasons.
My agreement with Mr. Howley was that I should be appointed to
succeed Judge Morris in July, 1934. In actual fact, it was not until July of
1935 - a year later - that I received the appointment, and then only
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because I had threatened to resign if the appointment was not
immediately forthcoming
Persuaded by Mr. Howley, I reluctantly accepted the position of
Assistant Magistrate and Clerk of the Peace. I suggested the name
"Assistant Magistrate". It was afterwards in general use until a couple of
years ago when Magistrates became known as Provincial Judges. From
the time of my appointment until the retirement of Judge Morris at the
end of June, 1935, I heard most of the contentious work. I was not only
willing, I was eager to do it. I had been practising law for almost twelve
years. I had been a Member of the House of Assembly for six years. Two
very important pieces of legislation, and the ones which were used most
frequently in the Magistrate's jurisdiction, were the Highway Traffic Act
and the Alcoholic Liquors Act. I had been a Member of the House of
Assembly when both these Acts were passed. In fact, I had been put in
charge of the Highway Traffic Act in Committee by Sir John R. Bennett,
the Colonial Secretary at the time. I was made King's Counsel at the time
of my appointment to the Bench.
Much of the work which I had done in the Magistrates' Court as a
barrister was to defend people who were charged under one or other of
these Acts. Although Prohibition had long since been repealed, the
restrictions which were still placed on the purchase of beer and strong
liquor, but especially the latter, made it profitable for people to continue
in the illegal operation of bootlegging. When I went to the Bench in 1934,
I had to hear many cases in which persons were prosecuted for breaches
of these two Acts. There were many civil cases, but most of them were for
debt where judgment was usually given by default. The civil jurisdiction
in both the District Court and in the Magistrates' Court was then only
$200.00.
I remember one case of a landlord suing a barber on New Gower
Street for his rent. The barber said that due to the depression, business
was very slow and he wasn't able to meet the rent. I suggested to him that
he allow the landlord to come in and get a haircut or a shave and have it
placed to his credit against the rent. The landlord was satisfied to do this
and so was the barber at first. About a month later, the two of them were
back again. The landlord said that my suggestion had worked for a few
days, but after that the barber seemed to be displeased about his coming.
I asked the barber what had happened and he replied:
"Everytime I look at the door, I seem to see that man'sface looking in at me
to such an extent that Ifelt I couldalmost cut his throat the next time I had
to shave him."
I forget what happened after that, but evidently the landlord did not trust
the barber to shave him any more.
In 1934 there was no special Traffic Court as there is now. There was
no Family Court and no Court for juvenile delinquents. We heard all
such cases in the Magistrates' Court. This meant that a good deal of our
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time was taken up with interviewing husbands and wives about family
problems. We also had to deal with many young boys, but it was rare for
a young girl to be charged with any offence, although occasionally an
adult woman would be charged with shoplifting. We used to hear the
juvenile cases privately in our offices. Many years previously there had
been two judges of the Central District Court and they could sit together
or singly.
Judge Morris and I agreed between us that he would take the regular
docket daily, while I would handle contentious cases and look after the
clerical work as well. I took complaints from the police and others and
issued summonses and warrants when necessary.
Shortly after my appointment, Superintendent Patrick J. O'Neill
succeeded Inspector General Hutchings of the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary. This grand title was dropped and Mr. O'Neill became the
first Chief of Police and the Fire Department. Chief O'Neill had joined
the force at the age of twenty in 1903, and he had to wait fourteen years
before becoming a sergeant. During the First World War, he had served
as lieutenant in command of patrol vessels keeping an eye out for
German submarines all along the Newfoundland northeast coast and the
coast of Labrador. In May, 1934, he had been sent to England to attend a
conference of the Heads of Police of the British Empire in London and to
take a special course in police work at Scotland Yard. He always
read up the law carefully concerning the cases he had to prosecute. He
was a handsome man who was held in the highest regard by all citizens.
He was intelligent, courteous and fair in the conduct of prosecutions.
His second in command was Assistant Chief of Police, Llewellyn
Strange who had also risen from the ranks.
Judge F. J. Morris,with whom I worked for a little over a year and
then succeeded, was born in 1862 and was a brother of the late Lord
Morris. He had been called to the Bar in 1887 and made a King's Counsel
in 1902. A member of the House of Assembly for twenty eight years, he
had been Speaker of the House when Sir Robert Bond was Prime
Minister. He was appointed Judge of the Central District Court in 1917
and made a recipient of the Order of the British Empire in 1919. For
many years he was a prominent member of the Regatta Committee, an
important position in the social life of the Capital. He was a man of
considerable political and legal experience. He was always exceptionally
well groomed and stylishly dressed.
When I was appointed, he gave me some advice that I always
remembered. He told me that I was on my own and I had to be personally
responsible for my decisions, and that I wasn't to be affected by any
opinions or wishes expressed by officials in the Department of Justice.
His meaning was quite clear. He was informing me that a judge should be
independent and not affected by pressure from any political source.
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During the time I sat on the Bench, I followed these instructions to the
letter. That policy got me into hot water and bad books from time to
time.
When I became Judge, Hugh O'Neill was appointed Clerk of the
Peace and a Stipendary Magistrate. The Judge as such had purely civil
jurisdiction. His court was a court of record. But he was also ex officio, a
Magistrate. This meant that both of us could hear criminal cases and civil
cases, for my assistant could hear civil cases under the Stipendary
Magistrate's jurisdiction on certain matters.
When I first went to the Bench, we had only one stenographer; but as
Magistrate O'Neill would be hearing cases at the same time as I was, we
had to have another. We were very fortunate in getting a former
classmate of mine, Reg. Organ, to be our chief stenographer and
accountant as well. I used to take many of my notes in Sloan Duployan
shorthand. Reg. Organ could transcribe them back better than I could
myself. He had been secretary to Lord Morris in England. We also had
Miss Florence O'Neill for a while, Miss Savage and Miss Kelly (later
Mrs. Boone) who had worked with me so faithfully when I was in private
practice.
There was usually a police officer with the rank of Sergeant or Head
Constable in charge of the records of the prosecutions by the police. In
my time, we had Sergeant Fitzgerald, Head Constable Morrissey,
Sergeant Otto Kelland, Head Constable Cramm and Head Constable
Pike. Sergeant Kelland was the composer of the beautiful Newfoundland
song, "Let me fish off Cape St. Mary's".
"Take me back to my western boat,
Let me fish off Cape St. Mary's,
Where the hag-downs sail and the fog-horns wail
With my friends, the Browns and the Clearys -
Let me fish off Cape St. Mary's."
It has earned a prominent place in the folk songs of our Island. He sang it
for me before it was published and I knew he had a winner. One of my
father's crew was named Cleary, whose daughter worked for my mother.
Head Constable Cramm was appointed Inspector before he retired. His
wife was a fine person; she and my wife became very close friends. All
these police officials were experienced men of good judgment and sound
common sense.
We'all worked together very much like a family, especially during
the war period which was an extremely busy time for our courts. Between
1941 and 1945 there were thousands of Canadian and American troops
quartered in Newfoundland, and there was an enormous amount of
construction going on at the Base at Fort Pepperell, improving the
facilities along the Harbour front and providing accommodation for the
Canadian troops. In addition, there were thousands of seamen of all
nationalities on the Allied side coming in to St. John's. This was a point
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of departure for the convoys to bring supplies of munitions and other
goods across the Atlantic to England. We had a great many ships
including destroyers, frigates, cargo ships and submarines coming in to
port all the time.
The police and magistrates noticed that many of the boys who
appeared in court for various offences belonged to no club, and no one
seemed to take any interest in how they spent their leisure time, of which
they seemed to have a great abundance. Some of them seemed to have no
home and in summer often slept outdoors. There was a young man in the
City named Ernest Taylor who was concerned about these boys and he
used to speak to me about their welfare. Amongst others who showed a
special interest in them were two lawyers, G. Rex Renouf and Dick
Squires - the son of Sir Richard Squires, the former Prime Minister. Dr.
Herbert Pottle, who was the Director of Child Welfare, was another.
I arranged for a meeting of those interested in my office and we
formed a Boys' Welfare Society with the object of helping such lads. Dr.
Pottle was our first President. One summer Mr. Renouf took the boys
camping. It was a new and delightful experience for them. In the fall Mr.
Bernard McGuire gave us the use of the upstairs portion of his former
bakery on Bond Street. There the boys could play games. My wife and I
used to visit the club sometimes. I remember one particular evening when
they all played a sort offree-for-all basketball game. When that was over,
my wife saw that the boys all washed their hands before they ate the
supper which we served them. Then we said our night prayers together.
One of the members of the detective branch of the police who took a great
interest in this work was Sergeant Mike Keough, who afterwards became
a highly esteemed officer at the headquarters of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police in Ottawa. His death, while still a young man, was
deeply regretted by all who knew him. One evening my wife and I arrived
to see the boys standing outside the building looking up at it. Whoever
was supposed to open the doors to the club had not appeared in time and
some of the boys had broken every pane of glass on the Bond Street side
of the building. This was very discouraging so that our society lost its
home and didn't recover from the setback we had received.
Nevertheless, we had learned that boys' clubs are necessary. Perhaps
it would be more correct to say young people's clubs are necessary to
provide a supervised, wholesome, social environment. Conditions in this
respect have been much improved in the last thirty years and they are still
improving. However, despite the greater activity in this respect nowdays,
and the number of outlets for young people, the frequent reports of
serious crimes of robbery with violence show that much remains to be
done on this problem. Some people used to think that I was too lenient
with juvenile offenders. A friend of mine thought I was too severe with
adults. It is impossible to please everybody.
I had an interesting case in which a citizen sued the proprietor of a
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Chinese laundry for the return of his shirt or $5.00, its value. There was
no lawyer on either side, but the son of the laundry owner appeared with
his books in elegant Chinese characters. His defence was that the shirt
had been delivered to a person who produced the check given when the
laundry was brought in. As the claimant had no knowledge of the facts
himself, or of the law, it was necessary to postpone the case until his
daughter could attend to prove that she brought and delivered the shirt to
the laundry in the first place. When this was proved, I asked the witness if
she brought any other articles to the laundry at the same time.
"Yes", she said, "1 brought my grandfather's shirts."
"Did you call for them?" I asked.
"Yes", she said, "1 got them."
"Where did you bring them?" I asked.
"To my grandmother", she said.
"00 you know if your father's shirt was in the parcel?"
"No", she replied.
So I spoke to the plaintiffand informed him that he would have to call his
mother to see what was in the parcel.
"Oh, forget it", he said, "1 can't waste any more time on this; let him
keep the shirt."
I said, "No, you can't do that. You have brought an action against
this man and it appears that your mother may be able to tell us if she has
your shirt, so you will have to get your mother here as a witness. You may
wait and we will send for your mother."
When the mother arrived, she was asked only one question by me.
"Was there anybody else's shirt besides your husband's in the
laundry brought to you by your granddaughter?"
"Yes", she said, "my son's shirt was there."
The case was dismissed. The young Chinaman never forgot this
matter and continued to show his good opinion of me ever since, and
when I afterwards resigned from the bench and went into politics, he was
one of my strongest supporters. I imagine he also extolled my virtues to
other members of the Chinese community, so that when I resumed the
practice of law in 1949, most of the Chinese in St. John's became clients
of our firm.
During the time I was in office, I held a number of other official
positions. I was appointed Chairman of the Lottery Licensing Board,
Chairman of the Board for the Hospital for Mental Diseases, Vice-
President of the Board of Governors for Memorial University College
and Vice-Chairman of the Public Libraries Board.
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Chapter Thirteen
1936 - The Civil Service Association
and the
Co-operative Movement
Although strictly speaking I wasn't a civil servant because I was a
judge appointed with my salary provided by statute, I nevertheless
noticed a lack of organization for civil servants. So, in 1936, I contacted a
few senior men in the departments and called a meeting at the
Newfoundland Hotel where I brought up the idea of forming an
association. All those employed by the Government, on regular salary
paid by the Government, would be eligible to join. We had several more
meetings - I remember one at the City Hall at which I recall introducing
the secretaries of some departments to one another. By the end of the
year, we had formed an association and I drafted the constitution. We
were recognized as being a non-profit fraternal organization. At our
charter meeting, to which many people came, we elected our first slate of
officers. I presume it was because I had taken a leading part in the
organization that I was elected as President. I was elected President every
year after that until 1949, when I resigned. Perhaps they picked on me as
being independent of the Government.
The formation of our association took place at a time when another
very important movement was just getting under way in Newfoundland. I
am referring here to the Co-operative Movement. I was aware in a vague
way of what Sir Wilfred Grenfell had done by starting a Co-operative
Store in St. Anthony, and I had seen the fine big Co-operative Store in
Grand Falls. Both of these stores and the one in Glace Bay, Nova Scotia,
were promoted by Englishmen who were inspired by the work of the
Rochdale Pioneers in Lancashire, England, in 1844. In St. John's there
was a remarkable development ofa co-operative nature taking place very
quietly under the inspired leadership ofthe late James V. Ryan, then the
assistant to the General Manager of the Newfoundland Railway. In
March, 1927, Jimmy Ryan, as he was universally known, had organized
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the railway men into a body called The Railway Employees Welfare
Association - R.E.W.A. for short.
All persons from the Manager down were eligible to be members. In
fact, the top people - the first Executive - were almost the equivalent of
the top railway officers with H. J. Russell, the General Manager, as
Honorary President and Mr. W. F. Joyce, the Chief Engineer of the
Railway, as the President. Walter Morrissey, another top ranking
official, was to be the Treasurer, and Jimmy Ryan, who was assistant to
the Manager, became the Secretary. There was a Board of Directors
which changed from time to time, but the three principal officers,
President, Secretary and Treasurer, remained the same.
They embarked on a series of social, athletic, charitable and other
mutually beneficial activities at their club on Water Street. They formed
teams to enter into competition with other organizations in the City and
crews to row in the annual Regatta. They organized a group that called
itself ''The Sick Visiting Committee". This charitable and fraternal policy
was implemented very soon by a sickness benefit insurance program.
Children were given special gifts at Christmas time. Widows of deceased
members were assisted through a widows' benefit fund which was later
expanded into a life insurance program. Another forward step was the
establishment of a savings provident scheme paying four percent - one
percent higher than the Savings Banks - in interest to the depositors.
Members could borrow from this fund to buy houses or to get money for
the repair of houses or other useful purposes.
The most spectacular accomplishment of this organization was the
purchase in the early days of the Commission of Government, of a large
piece of land between Craigmiller Avenue and the lower Topsail Road in
St. John's, and the financing and construction of about one hundred and
forty-five houses for the members on this site. This was a visual, practical
demonstration of what could be done by people through co-operation.
The project was helped by loans at interest from the Newfoundland
Savings Bank which were recommended by the Honourable Thomas
Lodge, the Commissioner for Public Utilities. To complete the project,
however, it was necessary for Mr. Ryan and his Executive to borrow
further amounts from the Bank of Montreal. I believe the eighty-five
houses on Craigmiller Avenue each cost about $1,800.00. Most of the
ones on Topsail Road were built later; they were larger and cost more.
The workers paid off the cost of the houses with small monthly payments.
One of these small houses on Craigmiller Avenue was sold in 1977 for
$28,000.00!
I followed this development closely at the time because I felt that a
similar program could have been accomplished for the Civil Servants.
Actually, the work of the R.E.W.A. was what I had in mind to imitate
when we formed the Civil Service Association.
Sir John Hope Simpson was told by Sir Wilfred Grenfell about the
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advisability of promoting the spread of Co-operation in Newfoundland.
He was told that he should get in touch with the Co-operative Movement
of Great Britain and Ireland and ask them to send someone out here to
investigate conditions and recommend how the Movement could be best
promoted in Newfoundland. As a result, Miss Margaret Digby was sent
here from the Sir Horace Plunkett Foundation in Ireland. I was
designated to meet her when she arrived and give her some ideas about
conditions here. The last I saw of her, she was setting off with her
knapsack on her back, going out to explore the territory. She made a
report in 1936, as a result of which the Co-operative Division of the
Department of Natural Resources was established.
The next step taken by the Government was to bring a Mr.
Beveridge here from Scotland. He recommended, and the
recommendation was accepted, the formation of three Co-operative
Stores, one in Ferryland, one in Grates Cove and one at Pouch Cove. I
attended the formal opening of the one at Pouch Cove. It was a gala
affair. The people of Pouch Cove, with the help ofa substantial loan from
the Government, had built a fine two storey building for the purpose of
carrying on a Co-operative Store, selling goods to the people and
purchasing their fish. Mr. J. R. Smallwood had much to do with getting
this loan for the people of Pouch Cove. However, I don't believe that Sir
John Hope Simpson was much impressed with the way Mr. Beveridge
had carried on his job, as there had been no prior instruction on the
nature of Co-operation and the principles that made it work.
In the month of June, 1936, I was invited to lunch at the
Newfoundland Hotel where Sir John Hope Simpson was giving an
address to The Rotary Club. Sitting opposite me was a tall, broad
shouldered, reddish-haired man with a pale face and blue eyes, with
whom I got into conversation immediately. He had been sent down to
f:.J
Gerald Richardson and Author
meet Sir John and explain to him what the Co-operative Movement had
been doing for the people of Nova Scotia. His name was Gerald
Richardson.
I was immediately interested. I had been an ardent student of the Co-
operative Movement for several years and was familiar with the study
club techniques they employed since I had been secretary of one in
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Toronto in 1915. There, I had learned the importance of the study club as
a means for studying social problems.
Gerald and I became great friends. Shortly after that luncheon, on
June 15th, Gerald was appointed Director of Co-operation in Sir John's
Department, and given the duty of promoting the Co-operative
Movement in Newfoundland. To assist him in his program, he brought
here four men from Cape Breton in Nova Scotia. They were very able
young men who already had experience in Co-operative field work.
These were Joseph Mcisaac, Gussie McDonald, D. J. McEachern and
Neil McNeil. At that time, the Co-operative Movement in Cape Breton
was under the guidance of three dedicated men, Reverend Dr. J. J.
Tompkins, the Parish Priest at Reserve Mines; Dr. Moses Coady, a
Director of the Extension Department at St. Francis Xavier University at
Antigonish and a first cousin of Dr. Tompkins, and A. B. McDonald,
who was an expert in the production side of Co-operation, especially
agriculture.
The field men went to work in different parts of the Country. Two of
them were on the West Coast, D. J. McEachern at Lourdes and Joe
Mcisaac on the Northwest Coast. Many of the people in these places
were already acquainted with what was going on in Nova Scotia.
Following several months of serious study, the first Credit Society in
Newfoundland was established on St. Patrick's Day, 1937, at the
community of Lourdes where Father O'Reilly, later Bishop O'Reilly, was
the pastor. Dan McEachern told me that some of the men in the Study
Club couldn't read and that a school boy had to be brought in to read
from the text books that they were using. Mac was a great teacher,
patient and persevering. The new Credit Society had its picture taken at
the gate of the cemetery and over their heads was the motto in Latin,
''Their names shall live for evermore".
I thought that Joe Mcisaac was the most brilliant of the group of
field workers. He had already written a pamphlet on the formation of
Credit Societies, but the way in which he organized the lobster fishery on
the Northwest coast was an epic in itself. The fishermen had to scrounge
for funds and materials to make their lobster pots. They were reduced
even to picking up nails along the shore. Arrangements were made for the
lobsters, when caught, to be brought alive to a central place in Port au
Port and shipped by steamer to Boston which then had the best market in
which to sell live lobster. In 1938, six hundred fishermen produced 30,000
pounds of lobster which they shipped to Boston. They had received only
4¢ a pound from local dealers in the previous year; they received an
average of 13¢ a pound in 1938. The following year, there were 1250
lobster fishermen in the organization and they shipped 875,000 pounds of
live lobster, for which they received nearly $100,000.00.
The Field Workers used to hold large meetings where the principles
of co-operation were explained. They would then ask for volunteers to
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join the study club. With the assistance of the Co-operative Field
Workers, we formed the Civil Service Co-operative Credit Society which
is now (1981) called the Public Service Co-operative Credit Society. It
has presently 2,000 members and $3,500,000.00 in assets. There was also
a Civil Service Sickness and Accident Insurance Society formed in 1938.
An officer of our Association was a member of the Executive of the
Societies.
The Sickness and Accident Society gave me many headaches when
we found out that some people had joined just to cover the expenses of a
serious operation that had been recommended by their doctor. The
advice of Walter Marshall of the Finance Department helped us weather
this storm. The Society kept going at least until Medicare.
Although we arranged with Professor Hayes of the Engineering
Faculty of Memorial College to help our members design their homes,
the idea of a building society didn't really catch on at that time with the
Civil Servants. Later on, however, several groups throughout
Newfoundland built homes on the co-operative basis. I had seen the
houses built in Cape Breton and learned how it had been done, and I also
had seen the fine example of the R.E.W.A. houses on Craigmiller
Avenue. I told our members that we had the ability to do the same thing
for some of our civil servants. At that time, however, the Commissioner
who had assisted the R.E. W.A. to get its loan had been replaced and the
new Commissioner was not so sympathetic to the idea. I knew a former
client at Kilbride who had died leaving thirty acres of cleared land. His
son offered to sell it to us for $3,000, which was a gift. We had thirty
members amongst the employees of the Hospital for Mental Diseases,
also in Kilbride, who were very keen to get a chance to build homes co-
operatively. We could have given each of them an acre of land, as had
been done in Nova Scotia. Mr. Penson was Commissioner for Finance at
the time. Although he was aware of, and approved, our efforts generally,
he would not finance our proposed building scheme. He and I were very
good friends so that I can only think that other members of the
Commission did not approve of our plan.
I was a member of a buying club in St. John's during the war. None
of those of us who were members was really in need, but we wanted to
show what co-operative buying could do for any group of people; the
savings were useful, too. Our members included His Lordship, Bishop
Abraham, the Anglican prelate; Dr. A. C. Hunter of the Memorial
College; Reverend Mr. Dawe, a United Church Clegyman and Mr. Stan
Collins, a foreman on the sanitary staff of the Municipal Council, who
very kindly allowed us to use the front room in his home on William
Street for our transactions.There were also Cyril Janes, who later joined
the Co-operative Division, and William Clooney, who was a farmer. I
helped with the buying in this particular case. We met weekly and
supplied our needs by dividing up goods which we had bought wholesale.
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We saved about twenty percent of the cost in this way. There was a large
number of buying clubs established around the Country at this time. The
members made great savings on the purchase of tobacco, as they used to
roll theor own cigarettes! I used to say, "the more they smoked, the more
they saved"!
I found the work of the Co-operative Movement interesting,
inspiring and exciting. I attended a most remarkable meeting at Upper
Ferry in the Spring of 1937. Gerald Richardson was there with the Field
Workers, Joe McIsaac and D. J. McEachern. It was intended as a rally
for the study groups, buying clubs and prospective credit societies of the
Codroy area of the West Coast. This was the first rally of study clubs in
Newfoundland, and it turned out to be one of the most important
meetings that had ever taken place on the West Coast.
In the pouring rain, which made the roads a sea of mud, groups of
people could be seen for hours coming from every direction in carriages
and on foot, so that long before the time scheduled for the opening of the
meeting, the little school house was filling up with a most enthusiastic
and expectant audience of some 500 men, women and children. Some
had walked from Codroy, ten miles away, and everyone of the more than
a score of settlements where study clubs had been established was
represented. Mr. Angus McIsaac, of Scottish descent, who was ninety-
four years of age and an active study club member, was present and
opened the musical program by playing a Scottish jig on the fiddle.
The meeting was an event without precedent in our history. Elderly
ladies in old-fashioned bonnets, babies in the arms of their mothers;
everybody had a smiling face, and the greatest order and good
comradeship existed throughout the proceedings. The study club leaders
from the settlements of Upper Ferry, Doyles, O'Regans, Melville,
Codroy, Searstown, St. Andrews, Tompkins, Great Codroy and other
places gave a record of great progress since the movement was first
introduced into this section in November of 1936 by Gus McDonald,
chief Field Worker of the Co-operative Division. Some buying clubs had
been established, too, and an effort was being made to establish a credit
union.
It was a great family party. The reports of the groups were followed
by a concert that included Scottish songs. Then there was a dance to the
sound of the fiddle. We had Scottish reels like you would see in Nova
Scotia or Scotland. I recall seeing Joe McIsaac at the back of the stage
doing the Gaelic "handkerchief dance" with great gusto with three
Newfoundlanders of Scottish descent. Supper was also served for the
great throng. It was a lively affair with never a dull moment and it lasted
all night. I shall always remember the report of the secretary of one
group, who read with difficulty by the light of a kerosene lamp. He said,
"When the Co-operative field worker told us what Co-operation could do
for us, it seemed like a dream. Now that we have seen what it has done. it
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seems more like a dream than ever."
After the meeting was over, D. J. McEachern and I went back to the
Tompkins Hotel where we arrived at eight o'clock in the morning. We sat
down and wrote an account of the proceedings. He wrote one for THE
EVENING TELEGRAM and I wrote one for THE DAILY NEWS.
These accounts still make interesting reading. Then we went with Gerald
Dan J. McEachren at Tompkinsville, N.S.
Richardson to Corner Brook, where we held a large meeting, as a result
of which a co-operative store was started. Gussie McDonald had been
working there and he laid the groundwork for the meeting. The store
prospered and in 1977 it had a turnover of $6,000,000.00. It gave back to
its members $320,000.00 in dividends that year alone.
Gerald Richardson brought here a Mr. Gottschalk who could make
furniture. He was also an artist and an architect. The furniture he made
was furniture of an advanced design and very beautiful. I don't believe,
however, that the idea took on or that people would go in for making
furniture in that style. Yet, I think it was a pity that a little more wasn't
done to get a cottage industry of furniture-making going on co-operative
lines.
Gerald Richardson seemed surprised to find the morals of the
people so high in St. John's, where the people practised their religions so
faithfully. When I told him of my wife's experiences in Boston and
Providence, he said that he thought that the influence of the
Newfoundlanders and the Nova Scotians and the Irish in those places
was strong enough to give the same impression, an impression which was
different from that of the other cities in the United States with which he
was familiar.
On December 28th, 1937, Gerald Richardson was married to Miss
Noelle Chisholm of Cambridge, Massachusetts. She was a graduate of
the New England Conservatory of Music and was at the time associated
with the Bethany Convent in Antigonish, where she was director of the
study of Gregorian Music. Because of his connection with the Extension
Department of St. Francis Xavier University, Gerald was well known
throughout Eastern Nova Scotia. He was a graduate of St. Francis
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Xavier University, where he had studied Gaelic. The Reverend Dr. J. J.
Tompkins, Parish Priest, Reserve Mines, where the marriage took place,
was the celebrant at the Nuptual Mass. Gussie McDonald, who was
Gerald's best friend and assistant director ofco-operation with him in St.
John's, was the best man. Neil McNeil and I were ushers for the occasion.
After the ceremony, Misses Arnold and Reid, who had been residing in
Reserve advising the wives of the miners who were building houses co-
operatively on how women could contribute to the design of a home,
entertained in honour of the bridal party.
My daughter, Marjorie, was the youngest guest at the wedding. I
was taking her to Halifax to become a boarder at the Convent of the
Dr. Tompkins
Tompkinsville - Co-operative Housing
Sacred Heart. While someone looked after Marjorie, I talked to Dr.
Tompkins. It would be more correct to say that I listened to him, as he
talked about co-operatives. I didn't notice the time pass. I don't think we
had any lunch until after three in the afternoon. He was a most interesting
man. He was of very small stature, with bright eyes and a sharp voice. He
could correctly be described as a dynamo.
He took me to see the Co-operative Store in Glace Bay. His own
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particular joy was the Co-operative Housing Development, where some
dozen miners had built their houses co-operatively with the help of a loan
from the Government of Nova Scotia. Each house was built on an acre of
land. That seems a large amount, but the idea was to let the men have the
means of growing vegetables. The houses were all designed and built by
the miners themselves. Another group of miners was actually building
houses while I was there. They were busy mixing and pouring concrete
and doing other jobs for each other. Dr. Tompkins was disliked at first by
the miners because he would not show them how to build houses. He
made them find out for themselves. After they had done that, he helped
them in every way possible. The miners called their new settlement
Tompkinsville in honour of the man who inspired its formation. Dr.
Tompkins was also enthusiastic about public libraries.
"How can people really learn unless they know how to read", he
would ask. He showed me the library in a school in his parish. This was a
children's library. It was well stocked with books. The Sister in charge
was formerly Miss Donnelly of St. John's. I think he looked after the
library for the adults himself at that time. The books for the adults were
selected to improve and expand their knowledge.
Dr. Tompkins had been a great friend of Andrew Carnegie, the
celebrated millionaire, whose name was synonomous with iron and steel.
Mr. Carnegie was also one of the world's greatest philanthropists and
gave a large part of his fortune for the establishment of two thousand
eight hundred libraries. After his death in 1919, his widow gave his
beautiful fur coat to Dr. Tompkins.
When we had the annual Co-operative Convention in St. John's, Dr.
Tompkins spoke at the meeting at the Newfoundland Hotel. Later, Dr.
Coady spoke at one in the Pitt's Memorial Hall. I was Chairman of both
meetings. His Worship, Mayor Carnell, attended the meeting at the
Newfoundland Hotel and he very generously, but incorrectly, referred to
me as "the father of the Co-operative Movement in Newfoundland". I
was not old enough for that honour, as the Movement was first started by
Sir Wilfred Grenfell many years before, but I admitted to being an ardent
advocate of Co-operation for many years.
Drs. Tompkins and Coady were men with international reputations
for their keen insight into social and economic problems, and for the
interesting, simple and efficient means they advocated to remedy them.
Dr. Tompkins wanted above all to get people to study in groups with the
intention of taking action to improve their conditions. The two men were
both powerful and convincing speakers. While Dr. Tompkins was short
and thin and frail looking, Dr. Coady was tall and big and robust. We
were fortunate in having men of such intellectual stature come and talk to
us here about co-operation during the dark days of the Depression. I
believe that the greatest thing done by Sir John Hope Simpson - in fact,
by the Commission of Government - was to bring Gerald Richardson
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and his co-workers here from Antigonish. And undoubtedly their biggest
contribution was getting people to study together how to do those things
which were necessary to enable them to improve their economic
situation.
My wife (nee Mary Roche) and I became great friends with the four
field workers and the Director. Both of us helped them in their work in
various ways. Their devotion to the movement was contagious. Study
groups, credit societies and buying clubs blossomed under their
guidance. One of the activities we took a lively interest in was a radio
program called ''The Co-operative Hour". We used classical music at
first, but when we switched to a more popular type of tune, the program
took on a new life. I was Chairman of these programs and a great many
people told me how much they enjoyed them. The Co-operative workers
were stirring things up with the spread of information about co-
operation; yet I was surprised to find that one of the Commissioners, Mr.
Penson, the one among the English Commissioners whom I knew best,
when speaking to a dinner at the Sons of the United Fishermen Banquet,
appeared to show a lack of appreciation of the importance of the Co-
operative Movement. He felt that "reconstruction wasn't necessary. We
should depend on fishing and mining rather than any particular remedy".
He could have been reminded of the great benefits which accrued to
the lobster fishermen on the West coast as a result of their organization
along co-operative lines. I think it probable that some of the co-operative
workers, including myself, might have said something which might have
indicated a leaning towards Socialism with which Mr. Penson was not in
sympathy. That was never my idea. On the contrary, co-operation tended
to make its members little capitalists. It encouraged thrift. It emphasized
study, reading and intelligent discussion of the local problems of the day
by those most concerned. It gave a new outlook on life and opened up
vistas of endeavour for those people who would look ahead. It was about
this time (1938) that Mr. Penson invited me to represent the
Newfoundland Government at the Parliamentary Conference to be held
in Canberra, Australia. As this would have meant a three month absence,
I had to decline. Professor Allan Fraser of the Memorial College went
instead.
It will be seen that I had many irons in the fire. When I was president
of the Civil Service Association, we had problems from time to time. We
had a club on Queen Street where the present Post Office stands. We used
that for small social affairs, such as card parties and meetings. We also
had an annual dance. One year we had a barn dance at St. Mary's Hall, a
wooden building on the Southside, St. John's. The hall was decorated
most realistically by Harold Oxley who was a very artistic person. I think
we took an awful chance in having a barn dance in that hall the way he
had decorated it. The members and their spouses, or girls with their
boyfriends, or boys with their girlfriends, came in informal dress. There
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was nothing informal about the way Harold had decorated the hall. He
borrowed nets from the Ropewalk to spread across the ceiling. Hay was
placed on these so that it would hang down in wisps near the people's
heads. He had a barn with lots of hay on the stage and had painted
roosters and hens on the barn doors and windows. I was greatly relieved
when that dance was over. Looking back on it now, I sometimes shudder
to think what might have happened with a careless match or cigarette.
Sometimes we had problems with regard to working conditions in
various parts of the Civil Service. One I remember well was due to the fact
that for many years the Post Office had been employing boys to deliver
the mail. In Chicago in 1939 I found that men were used to deliver mail. It
was easy to understand why, for in a big city even men could be attacked
and robbed. When I was a boy in St. John's, men used to deliver the mail.
In later times, it became customary for boys to get jobs delivering the
mail and then they would work their way up to higher positions with
inside duties. Some of them at this time were big boys who didn't relish
getting wet or having to buy expensive clothing to protect themselves
from getting wet. We took up the matter with the Commission of
Government and it was decided to give the boys raincoats and long
rubbers to protect them in bad weather.
A problem of quite a different sort was created by the rule of one of
the secretaries of the Post Office who had been brought out here from the
Old Country. He insisted on every post office in the country sending in a
daily report. The result was that the reports came in thick and fast and
piled so high that they could never be properly looked at. It made a lot of
extra work for the regular staff and there was no such thing as extra pay
for overtime in those days. Fortunately, we were able to have this policy
rescinded. It was expensive and unnecessary.
Our principal contact with committees of the Commission of
Government naturally had to do with the rising cost of living and its
effect on the earnings of the Civil Servants. We approached the
Commission of Government, first with the idea that they should
introduce family allowances here as had been done in England. It was not
accepted. I then devised a plan of my own, which in principle was a
modification and an improvement on the Family Allowance scheme.
When I first introduced to our Executive the idea of family allowances,
some of the members had never heard of it before. I remember a cousin of
mine, Doug French, saying how ridiculous it was to give a man more
money because he had a big family. He himself would have been the first
to benefit from it because he had eight children. He just didn't understand
it.
We went to the Commission of Government with the proposal that
Civil Servants should be given a cost of living bonus which should be
based on the size of a man's family. If a man was single, he would get so
much money; if he was a married man with no children, he would get a
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larger bonus, and if he had children, he would get so much extra for each
child that he had. The proposal was accepted. It worked so well that we
never had any serious dispute over wages with the Commission of
Government. We negotiated an increase in the bonus on three occasions.
The cost of living bonus lasted until 1949 and longer, I believe, under the
Provincial Government. This did not benefit me personally, as my salary
was statutory and remained static. I never received any cost of living
bonus and never requested one.
The original purpose of the family allowances was to try and
equalize the wages among workmen in proportion to their needs and to
the size of their families. Their importance has declined in recent years,
due principally to the fact that, nowadays, in many families both
husbands and wives are working, and the families are generally small.
In 1938 we began the publication of a bulletin with articles about
different phases of the work of the Association. From time to time, we
had a little advertising. It is interesting to me to read old copies of the
bulletin and to see the interest generated in several important aspects of
the lives of our members. In one issue, I read of the annual meeting of the
Credit Society and of the Insurance Society. There was another article on
Housing and yet another on the new Civil Service Act that was being
considered by the Commission. Here is an extract from an article written
in 1947:
"The rise in the cost ofliving is not merely a matter ofincreasedprices. It is
even more a matter of inferior goods. One pays twice as much or more
compared to pre- War days for goods which last one-third as long . .. Coal
is practically double andflour treble what they were in 1938 and the quality
in the former case is inferior so that to get the same heat morefuel must be
burned."
How familiar that still sounds to us today!
In 1940, Gerald Richardson wrote a book, "ABC of Co-operatives".
It was published by Longman Greens & Company as "A Handbook for
Consumers and Producers". He dedicated it
To
William and Mary Browne
and in the copy he presented to us, he wrote
My dear frienas
from
Gerald
This was a pleasant surprise as we had enjoyed what we had done so
much that no other reward was necessary or expected. This edition had a
hard cover. Later, there was a special Co-operative edition in paperback.
The book had wide circulation. The present Catholic Archbishop of
Jerusalem in Israel, His Excellency the Most Reverend William Acquin
Carew, told me that when he was studying at St. Paul's Seminary in
Ottawa, Gerald's book was highly regarded as the best introduction to
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:he Co-operative Movement as it was then being promoted by the
Extension Department of the University of St. Francis Xavier in
'\ntigonish.
In his chapter on Co-operation in Newfoundland and Nova
Scotia, Gerald Richardson stated:
"The Movement in Nova Scotia is primarily an Adult Education
Movement. Co-operation is incidental to its program. Its leaders as Adult
Educators, brought education to the people. The coursefollowed was to
adapt educational methods along the lines in which the students' interests
were keenest. This led directly into Co-operation as a practical form of
mutual aid. The contribution of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland to the
Co-operative Movement might be summarized as follows:
I. It has demonstrated that the small study group is the most effective
instrument of adult education known.
2. It has demonstrated that education is the first requisite to the success of
co-operation.
3. It demonstrated that the people themselves are the only ones who can
permanently better their own condition.
4. It has demonstrated what could be done by the co-relation of
producers, consumers, marketing and credit phases in the Co-operative
Movement as an attack upon fundamental economic problems.
5. It demonstrated the value ofannual conferences to consolidate its gains
and devise future plans.
6. It has, finally, shown that Co-operation is never an end in itself but is
rather a means to an end: the improvement of economic and social
conditions so that the creative energies of the people may be released so
that they may live happier and fuller lives."
In 1941 Dan J. McEachern, who was acting Registrar of Co-
operative Societies at the time, brought out the second annual report of
Co-operative Societies. At the end of 1941 there were ninety-four such
societies in Newfoundland; and of these, forty-four were Credit Societies
and forty-seven Consumer Societies. An auditor had been appointed in
January of 1940 so that the Report of 1941 carried a financial statement
of all the Co-operative Societies in Newfoundland.
As the Co-operative Division had been well organized, young men
from Newfoundland became qualified to take over the duties of the field
workers. Gerald Richardson had arranged for several groups to go to
Antigonish to receive intensive training. When these came back, some
were employed by the Department and were able to replace the original
supervisors. Gerald Richardson himself later left to go to work in New
York and D. J. McEachern went back to the Extension Department in
Antigonish, where he continued to play an active part in the promotion
of various co-operative enterprises up until his death in 1974. D. J.
McEachern, or, as we all knew him, "Mac", was a dedicated person and
while in Newfoundland worked both day and night organizing various
groups into co-operative Societies. He was probably the best liked of the
five men - and the best known.
Gussie McDonald became an officer for the United Maritime
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Fishermen and afterwards went to Saskatchewan where he still is, I
believe, employed by the Government in an advisory capacity. Neil
McNeil joined the offices of CARE of Canada, a charitable organization
doing valuable work in underdeveloped countries.
I have a souvenir of Joe McIsaac which reminds me of him almost
every day. He brought us a dozen black currant bushes from the West
Coast and planted them in our garden. Gradually, they were pushed aside
by the spreading cherry trees and the syringa, except for one which has
never failed to bear fruit. In recent years, it is better than ever and we have
taken cuttings from it which are thriving. For several years our black
currants have won 1st prize at the Horticulture Society Show in St.
John's.
Joe married a girl from Corner Brook, a Miss Redmond.
Unfortunately, he became ill while still a young man. As he knew he was
dying, he made a final visit to Corner Brook to say farewell to some of the
Co-operative people with whom he had worked. They wanted him to
attend a meeting, but he was unable to do so. Everyone was very grieved
to see him leave for the last time. It was a sad moment. Two of his friends
travelled to Port aux Basques with Joe and his wife. Joe had become
dedicated to the spread of the Co-operative gospel as a young man in
Nova Scotia. His pamphlet, "Credit Societies", became the text book for
the study of the subject. He was well known and beloved in his native
province. I wrote an obituary notice for the newspapers when he died. I
was very pleased to see that later, Dr. Laidlaw, who became the head of
the Co-operative Movement in Canada, published my article in a book
he wrote. There was nothing too good to be said about Joe McIsaac. He
was a great-hearted little Gael from Nova Scotia, and he was a benefactor
to the people on the West Coast of Newfoundland. May he rest in peace.
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Chapter Fourteen
1934 - 1939 Family Life and Travels - Fishing at Trepassey
I have described in some detail a few of the activities I was engaged
in during the period after normal political activity in the country had
ceased. Let me now return to the year of my appointment as judge and
pick up the threads of my family life.
On Thursday, May 3rd, 1934, the first child of my second wife, Mary
(Roche), was born at St. Clare's Mercy Hospital. Dr. Cowperthwaite,
who was Mary's doctor, announced the newcomer with the cheerful call,
"Come on, little judge, come on, little judge". The day happened to be my
own thirty seventh birthday. Mary came through the ordeal well and was
soon able to send the glad news to her friends in Boston and Providence.
They wrote back charming and cheerful letters of congratulations and
good wishes.
Our son was christened Edward Patrick, after Archbishop E. P.
Roche, who had been extraordinarily kind to Mary all her life, and who
had known her mother and other relatives when he was Parish Priest in
Topsail.
Shortly after Edward was born, Mary noticed a swelling in her neck.
She was advised by her doctor to take a holiday in Placentia in August.
She stayed at the hotel run by a Mrs. Fulford, who had gone to school
with my mother in Placentia, and who was always very fond of children
and particularly kind to mine. My son, Peter, then five years of age, went
with Mary, as did Kathleen O'Connor. They had a lovely, restful time in
Placentia where there were many delightful guests from St. John's. When
Mary returned home, she was feeling much better.
lIt "September, however, as the swelling had become very
conspicuous, Dr. Cowperthwaite recommended that she should go to the
Lahey Clinic in Boston to be examined. My mother accompanied her and
they travelled by boat, leaving here on September 15th. They were met on
their arrival in Boston by my mother's brother, Tom O'Reilly, and by Jim
and Madeline Murphy from Edgewood, Rhode Island. They stayed with
uncle Tom and his wife, Polly, who were delighted to have them in their
house. My uncle Tom had a car and he had a young student, John
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Connolly, drive Mary to the Baptist Memorial Hospital for her
preliminary tests. After Dr. Lahey had given Marya thorough physical
and X-ray exam, he told her that she had a choice of coming in every two
weeks for four months for X-ray therapy or having an operation which
would be a heavy one and might leave a big scar on the side of her neck,
and also she mightn't be able to use her right hand afterwards. She chose
the operation. One of the doctors present tapped her on the shoulder and
said, "You're a very plucky girl".
The operation seemed to be successful. Two days afterwards, Mary
was able to sit up and write me a letter. The Boston Council of the
Knights of Columbus (I was a Member of the Terra Nova Council) sent a
doctor to the hospital to see Mary. He was charming and kind and
offered his services, and was so interested that he made her stay in the
hospital much more bearable than it would otherwise have been. She
spent about ten days in the hospital and after her discharge, she stayed at
the home of Jim and Madeline Murphy in Edgewood, near Providence,
until she was ready to come home. Although she was naturally very
lonely and anxious to get back to the family, the universal kindness
shown her, together with my frequent letters, were comforts that helped
immensely at this difficult time. Even the officers of the Furness Withy
ship and the Customs and Immigration people were very kind to her on
her way back home.
Mary's home-coming was a happy occasion. She found all the
children well and we were delighted to have her with us again. During her
absence, Mary Kearney, R.N., a second cousin of my older children, had
taken great care of us all. Edward Patrick, especially, showed signs of
having received the best of care.
Mary was advised to take a complete rest. She read a great deal at
this time. Her scar healed and gradually her right hand began to get
strong again. It was not long before she was able to resume her normal
activities in the home.
This had been my mother's first trip outside of Newfoundland. She
enjoyed it immensely as she had been able to see her sister, Mollie, her
nephew, George Greene, her brothers, Tom and Ned, and their families,
as well as many other Newfoundlanders who lived in and around
Cambridge, and who came from Placentia, especially her cousin, Patrick
O'Reilly.
On Saturday, August 6th, 1935, our second child, a daughter, was
born. She was a beautiful baby with a very clear skin and fine features.
She was given the name of Mary Antonia in Baptism and was called after
Mary's great friend, Mother Mary Antonia of the Mercy Order at
Littledale. Mary was able to resume her normal activities more quickly
on this occasion than after Edward was born. For a whole year she was
completely free from worry.
In September, 1936, however, the lump in her neck came back. It
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was necessary for me to make an appointment with the Lahey Clinic for
October 5th when they promised to examine her and do all they could for
her. However, for some reason, she didn't leave here until the 17th,
arriving in Boston on the 22nd.
Mr. J. W. Allan, the Manager of the St. John's Branch of the
Furness Withy Company, the owners of the S. S. Nova Scotia, had
written to Mr. Mitchell in the Boston office so that when the ship arrived
he came aboard to see Mary. I think he must have spoken beforehand to
the Customs Officials and the Immigration Officers and explained the
purpose of her visit, for when she reached them, she was shown every
courtesy and treated very kindly. She was met by her friends, the Butlers,
and Jim and Madeline Murphy. They took her at once to the Lahey
Clinic in Boston where she was given an appointment for that afternoon.
She had arrived in Boston at the height of the Presidential election
campaign. President Roosevelt was there that day and the whole city
seemed to be in his favour. At the clinic, she was given various tests and
examinations; and by the 29th, the doctors were in a position to give their
opinion. They informed her that her thyroid gland on one side was
malignant and gave her the impression that there was nothing further
that could be done for her. When she wrote to tell me the news, she did
not tell me the whole story because afterwards when she came home, she
told me that the doctor told her she had only about three months to live.
She was obviously very discouraged by this information and stayed with
Jim and Madel~in~ Murphy for a few days.
I believe that Jim Murphy and Miss Fitzpatrick, both of whom
knew the principal doctors in Providence, must have gotten busy because
after a few days an appointment was set up for her to see Dr. Fagan who
was a thyroid expert and surgeon. Mary felt badly about having to go
through the same examinations that she had undergone during the
previous week in Boston. Dr. Fagan consulted other doctors including a
Dr. McEvoy, who was also a thyroid specialist, and Dr. Lambrano, who
was the X-ray specialist.
Among the tests she was given, there was a metabolism test. It wasn't
nearly as bad as she feared it might be. Inhaling the oxygen gave her the
feeling that she was going to float away. She was given more deep X-ray
therapy. She had X-ray pictures taken of her chest and she received
certain medication. Jim Murphy used to take her to the hospital about
nine o'clock every morning for her examination and treatments and then,
for part of the day, she would visit the shops which she had always found
most interesting in Providence.
While she was in Providence, she felt she was getting better. Instead
of coming home on the lith of November, she remained behind and
didn't leave Boston until the 28th. The doctors were especially interested
in her case. They wrote the Lahey Clinic and asked for the report on their
findings and for information about the operation she had had in 1934. As
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the doctors did not receive any answer, they took out a portion of her
thyroid on the left side and found that it was indeed malignant.
Nevertheless, the results of her stay in Providence were beneficial.
The news that she had been given at Boston - that she had only a few
months to live - proved to be incorrect. She returned home at the end of
November feeling much improved; and when she returned to Providence
the following Spring, Dr. Fagan and his colleagues were very pleased
with her condition. A letter from Jim Murphy confirmed the good
reports that Mary had received from the doctors. He wrote:
"The doctors can't believe she is so well. She has responded to treatment
better than any other patient. She was usedfor a demonstration to other
doctors and interns ofthe remarkable improvement made on her condition
as the result ofthe treatment she had last Fall. I was surprised myselfto see
her looking so well. The doctors feel that the treatment she is getting now
will help her improve still more. The whole Hospital is interested in her
case."
Dr. Fagan told Mary of the difficulty he had in getting her report
from the Lahey Clinic. Eventually he did receive it and he was told that
her case was hopeless. He told Mary he felt differently and was inclined to
write and tell them so. Mary asked,
"Could it be a miracle? My husband and my children have all been
praying hard for me."
Dr. Fagan said,
"There have been many miracles all through the history of the
Church."
The doctors certainly did everything they could to help Mary and I
am sure that God guided their minds and their hands. We were grateful to
them but we were also especially grateful to Almighty God.
Before she left Providence, Dr. Fagan told Mary to "take things
easy. Not everyone can stand the intense treatment you have had. But
you happen to be a calm person".
When my wife told me this, she added:
"If he only knew me."
Her uncle, James Farrell, once told me they used to call Mary "the
whirlwind", whether from the tumult she caused or because of the way
she did things when she was living with his family on Bell Island, I don't
know.
While Dr. Fagan had refused to speak of a cure, the therapy and
drug treatment Mary followed kept her disease under control for many
years. She still had to make annual trips to Providence for treatment,
however. One of the children would accompany her on these trips each
year, both for the company it gave Mary and for the travel experience it
gave the children.
On the trip in 1937, Madeleine, who was then ten years of age,
accompanied Mary. En route to Boston, they stopped in Halifax and
were able to see Marjorie who was then in the Sixth Grade at The
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Convent of the Sacred Heart. On the ship going to Halifax, Madeleine
met the music examiner from the Trinity College of London. Madeleine
had just passed her Preparatory exam with honours. Billy had also
passed his exam with merit. Madeleine, Billy and Edward had perfect
pitch and could recognize any note played on the piano. Peter, however,
who was to become a professional musician, didn't enjoy that privilege.
By this time, three of the children were taking music lessons from Miss
Theresa Power, A.T.CL., and dancing lessons from Mrs. Blackwood.
Peter was just seven and a half years old when he took his first piano
lesson. He said it was "Iovely", but Miss Power was more specific - she
told me that he was a genius. When he started his piano lessons, he would
practice at every chance he could get.
While in Providence, Madeleine was given the royal treatment by
Mary's friends. She was taken by the Butlers and the Lawlors to Benson's
famous Wild Animal Farm where she rode on the back of an elephant.
Bill Lawlor in Providence enabled me to speak with Mary on short
wave radio. I had always been interested in radio and with Mr. Stevens I
learned a good deal about it. Bill would hook up with Oscar Hierlihy in
St. John's and Mary and I would be able to exchange news directly.
Only a week after Mary went away to Providence, my mother had to
go to St. Clare's Hospital for an operation. Drs. Cowperthwaite and Joe
Murphy looked after her. It was very successful and she recovered and
went home within two weeks. In the room where she was, there was a
patient, a girl of Marjorie's age, named Patsy McGrath, whose mother
was a first cousin of my first wife. I took Peter and Edward up to see my
mother and they spent their time playing with Patsy. Mary suggested that
one of our maids, Margaret Hogan, should help my mother in various
ways after she got back from the hospital. This was done, and my mother
seemed to recuperate very quickly. After an operation, a person needs to
take it easy for a considerable time for she can't engage in normal activity
in such circumstances.
When Billy travelled with Mary to Providence in 1938, he had a
chance to display his musical ability by playing the piano, singing and
dancing for Mr. Fitzpatrick, organist of the Catholic Cathedral in
Providence. He was a cousin of Miss Winnifred Fitzpatrick, Mary's great
friend. Winnifred was the President of the Catholic Nurses Association,
and she and Jim Murphy had been responsible for putting Mary in
contact with Dr. Fagan. Mr. Fitzpatrick was so impressed with Billy's
musical ability that he wished Billy could stay in Providence so that he
could have him in his choir. He invited Billy to play on the big pipe organ
in the Cathedral but Billy preferred to go to South Weymouth with the
Butlers instead.
On their way to Boston that year, Mary and Billy had again stopped
at Halifax. The sea had been very rough and the boat was delayed, not
arriving until ten o'clock in the evening. Mary was determined to see
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Marjorie. Cyril Fox was on the boat and he knew a Mrs. Taylor who had
a sister in the Convent and had the telephone number. Cyril Fox, who
was always an extremely polite man, arranged to take Mary and Billy to
the Convent and let them off there. Marjorie had to be got out of bed for
it must have been nearly eleven o'clock. She was very sleepy, but she was
very happy to see Mary and Billy. It was an awkward time to call to see
anybody; but as the boat was leaving at 4:30 in the morning, it was
impossible to see Marjorie at any other time. I am sure the Reverend
Mother understood.
Peter went with Mary to the States in 1941. He remembers especially
the fire crackers on July 4th, the beautiful museum in Boston, and the
warm water at Cape Cod where he and Mary stayed with our dear
cousins, the O'Reillys, at their summer cottage.
During Mary's trips to New England, there was always a wonderful
active correspondence going on between St. John's and the United
States. The children and I wrote to Mary frequently and she wrote us
every two or three days. As all these letters have been kept, we have a
complete record of what was going on both at home and in Boston and
Providence.
When Mary was at home, she supervised the children's education,
looked after the running of the house and helped me in many ways. All
our children went to school in Kindergarten at the Mercy Convent.
Later, Marjorie and Madeleine went to the Sacred Heart Convent in
Halifax and the boys went to St. Bonaventure's College which was one of
the finest schools for boys in North America.
I remember well when I took Marjorie - then eleven years old - to
visit the Convent of the Sacred Heart where her mother had been such a
brilliant student. On the way to Halifax, we had stopped at Reserve
Mines in Cape Breton where I was an usher at Gerald Richardson's
wedding. The Convent must have been an intimidating place for a child
with its high ceilings and heavy black oak furniture, but Mother Naud
told me that she would contact some of the girls of Marjore's age in
Halifax and get them to come and see her. Marjorie must have liked the
school, for she stayed there as a pupil until she entered the Halifax
Infirmary to train as a Nurse in 1947. She liked Halifax so well, in fact,
that after she graduated she married Arthur Leahey, a young man from
Saint John, New Brunswick, whom she had met in Halifax.
Madeleine went to the Sacred Heart in the fall of 1938. She, too,
remained there until she graduated, doing well in music and in her
academic subjects besides making many friends in Halifax. Our children
took dancing and music lessons from private teachers - piano, violin,
voice - and every year took part in recitals and concerts. Mary's musical
training and teaching experience made her a wonderful guide in these
things.
She was not only a wonderful musician and entertainer, she was also
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a fine cook. Every summer she would make - with the help of the
children and the maids - many jars of jam - strawberry and raspberry,
blueberry and partridgeberry - as well as jams and jellies from the other
local berries that are so plentiful on our Island. In the Fall, the family
would work together preparing Christmas cakes and puddings; and
throughout the rest of the year, there would always be delicious cakes and
pies and cookies in abundance. She used to show Tony how to cook; and
when she would make a big cake, there would be a tiny one for Tony and
both cakes would go into the oven together and later be decorated in the
same way. Like the other children, Tony used to practice at the piano as
soon as she was able although she was still too young to take lessons. She
even learned to sing the nursery rhymes and Christmas carols that her
brothers and sisters sang and played.
Christmas was always a happy time as we were together and Mary
was feeling well. She was a great one for making presents, wrapping them
up with the fancy paper and ribbons which she had bought in Providence
the previous summer. Some years we had Christmas cards printed. We
always had a wonderful Christmas dinner with the usual roast turkey and
baked ham and cranberry sauce and sweet potatoes and Christmas
pudding, flaming in brandy, and nuts and figs and dates. There was, of
course, a Christmas tree which we used to cut ourselves in the country.
The boys loved to take part in that little outing. The Christmas cards we
received were strung around the mantelpiece and over the doors.
"Stockings were hung by the chimney with care" and they would be
opened the first thing on Christmas morning. Other presents, as they
came in, would be laid underneath the Christmas tree which we would
decorate with strings of lights, fancy ornaments and a little crib under the
tree. The gifts would not be opened until the afternoon of Christmas day.
Mary had books of Christmas carols and we had plenty of singing.
The Christmas of 1938 was a particularly happy one. It was the last
one we all spent together.
Billy and Tony had their tonsils and adenoids out at the same time.
In a couple ofdays they were back home. Billy's nose was bleeding when I
came home one evening. I got a cold, wet cloth and put it to the back of
his neck and the bleeding seemed to stop. So I went to bed. In the
morning I went to work as usual, but about ten o'clock I had a phone call
from Mary to say not to be alarmed but Billy had to be taken to St.
Clare's Hospital to get a blood transfusion as he had apparently been
bleeding all night and lost a lot of blood.
Billy rallied and recovered and got well again. Then Tony, whom I
had seen down town on a very cold morning toddling along with our
other maid, Mary Morey, developed an earache. Dr. O'Reilly
pronounced it double mastoid. Poor Tony was frightened, but the doctor
operated. Then she developed meningitis. At times she was able to sit up
in bed and even to sing the nursery rhymes in her own book ofsongs. She
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received the greatest of care from the doctors and the nurses, especially
Miss Curtin. Despite this tender loving care, she died on April 18th, 1939.
She was a little over three and a half years old.
Some time after, Mary told me that when Billy seemed to be so low
from the loss of blood, she was afraid he would not live to be a priest. She
then prayed that God might spare him and she would rather he would live
than Tony on that account.
Tony was admired and loved by all who knew her. All our
neighbours and other friends were very kind during these sad days. ''Tony
J r::
"Tony" and Mary Morey
was a loveable little girl," one of our neighbours said recently "she was
one of the merriest and sweetest little girls I have ever known."
Now that Mary's health had improved, she was able to take a greater
interest in her property at Topsail that had belonged to her grandparents.
Her uncle Edward had actually built a house on the western end, but it
had been closed since his death in 1916. With some help from our maids,
Anne Wade and Margaret Hogan, and Mrs. Andy O'Brien, a Scottish
lady living in Topsail, Mary opened the house and put it in a habitable
condition. The original Flannery house had been torn down. For many
years the Flannerys had run a tavern there until the advent of prohibition
in 1917.
There was some furniture in it. There were several beds and in the
barn alongside, we found a trunk with old-fashioned bed clothes. Here
there were also many chairs taken from the family home where the tavern
had been. We put in a new stove and it was quite a comfortable place. In
the summer, Madeleine and Peter and Billy used to stay there with Anne
Wade or Margaret Hogan. I only spent one sleepless night there. It was
located only about ten feet from the main road so that the noise of
passing motor vehicles kept me awake.
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There was a fine view from the verandah on the front of the house:
one could see down the valley and over the beach and across Conception
Bay to Bell Island and beyond, many miles to the northeast. Across the
valley in front, there was a hill which tempted the children to climbing;
and up behind the house, there were fields and woods where the children
and their friends could run and play and take hikes or play football and
baseball. We used to have many pleasant picnics up on the flats. At that
time, I could drive my car up the road to the inside fields. That little road
disappeared with the widening of the main road as the trees at the edge of
the forest, which was thinned by trespassing woodcutters, spread out
their branches to blot it out of sight in many places.
Sometimes I took the children to visit Bert Bell's poultry farm on the
Portugal Cove Road. It was here that they saw for the first time some
newborn chicks. They were enchanted by this sight. Bert invited Marjorie
back again when the tennis court was finished. Peter came home and told
the rest of the family that Mr. Bell was building a ''hen's tennis court"!
Although I didn't like to stay in Topsail, I did feel the need for a
vacation. When I was appointed to the Bench in 1934, I had a
conversation with Judge Kent who had been a Judge of the Supreme
Court for nineteen years. He told me that since his appointment, he had
made it a rule to take no work home and to take a month's holiday every
summer. I decided to do the same.
This didn't mean that I wouldn't do any work after the Court closed
in the afternoons. It meant that I wouldn't do any law work in the
evening. I had many meetings to attend from time to time - meetings of
the Executive of the Civil Service Association and our Credit Society and
Insurance Society; radio broadcasts on the Co-operative Hour; meetings
which I attended with one or more of the Co-operative Field Workers
and Gerald Richardson at the offices of Credit Societies or at Co-
operative stores, and meetings ofthe Public Libraries Board, which were
often held at night, and then radio broadcasts several times a year
promoting the need for reading of good books.
It was a great benefit to be able to take a month's vacation in the
summer. I usually took the month of July. I would spend a week salmon
fishing on Northwest River, Trepassey, with my great friend, Father
Mike Kennedy, who was then the Parish Priest at Cape Broyle, about
forty miles south of St. John's. Generally, we would go up on a Monday
and stay until Saturday.
Our rule was to get up early at five or six o'clock and have a good
breakfast and then go up on the river. We always stayed at the home of
Mrs. Ellen Pennell, who was a distant relative of Father Mike. She was a
widow and her son, Paddy, and daughter, Minnie, and a grandaughter,
Marie, lived with her. Mrs. Pennell was a good cook and prepared our
breakfast and dinner at night. For dinner, Mrs. Pennell would sometimes
cook one of the salmon we caught that day.
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We would get our own lunch by the river bank and later we would
have a cup of tea in the afternoon. Usually we would have young lads as
guides. One would often be one of Dan Pennell's sons who carried some
of our packs. Always we would take our oil coats and oil hats and the
kettle to boil, and we would have our fishing gear in a bag along with our
lunch. You could never be sure that it wouldn't rain and so we always
went prepared.
The Northwest River in Trepassey was, in my opinion, the best river
for salmon fishing on the Avalon Peninsula. The size of fish in those days
was about four or five pounds although my son, Billy, and lone day
caught a big one with our hands. It weighed twelve pounds. It was after a
flood and the river had risen above the banks in some places. Billy called
out to me when I was out on the rock at the Crooked Pool. "Look, Dad",
he said, and pointed to a place about a hundred feet from where I was. I
looked and saw this big salmon that had beached himself by swimming in
from the main river and couldn't get back without help. As it was
unusually large, we kept it and had it cooked and tinned by Father
Collins, the parish priest. It took nine one pound tins to hold it. I never
saw such a thing happen before or since.
Father Mike and I would begin our day's fishing at the edge of the
salt water under the old bridge on the river. He would likely go to his
favourite rock and I would go to my favourite run. We would fish all the
pools going up the river unless, as sometimes happened on a holiday,
there were others fishing there. There was the Rock Pool, and Rennie's
Pool and Winter's Pool, the Crooked Pool, the Falls' Pool, Sandy Pool
and the Ladder Pool. Down river between the Sandy Pool and the Falls'
Pool, there were two or three runs where we often caught fish.
I had an advantage over Father Mike. He had to spend an hour
every day reading his Breviary. Sometimes when we would arrive near
the river, we could see the salmon jumping all over the Arm. The salmon
used to enter the river on the incoming tide. It is a natural law for the
salmon to go up the river to their spawning grounds. It is on thisjourney
that the fishermen who fish for fun catch them with the fly or some
similar artificial lure. Experience told us the best time to fish each spot,
the best fly to use at certain times and under certain conditions. Fly
fishing is a mixture of art and science. Father Mike started salmon fishing
before I did, but I studied books by experienced anglers and learned a lot
from them. I grew to like the "greased line" type of fishing.
On one of her trips to Providence, my wife bought a fishing rod for
each of us and reels as well. Father Mike's rod weighed only four ounces;
mine was a little heavier. They both gave complete satisfaction. I used to
buy tapered casts and salmon flies from Captain Judkins, a fishing friend
of mine in Northern Ireland. I had never met him, but we used to write
letters back and forth. He was an experienced fisherman and fished in
Scotland and on some of the big rivers in Norway, where he could catch
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large salmon up to twenty-five pounds. I had him send some of his flies to
Father Mike who was very successful with them, too. Captain Schwerdt,
who was the Secretary to the Governor, made a Jock Scott fly. When he
showed it to me, he said it,was the first one he had ever made. It was
perfect in my opinion. Several people here in Newfoundland took up fly-
tying as a hobby, and some people sold their products to other fishermen.
I admired those who made flies but I never tried it myself. I never seemed
to have the time.
At other times, my sons and even my whole family would come with
me. I spent a month at Trepassey on two occasions and caught nearly a
hundred fish one year. In all, Father Mike and I visited Trepassey each
year for about twenty years. I was lucky enough to catch at least one
salmon every day I fished; and on two occasions when the river was high
after a day's rain, I caught twelve salmon after dinner.
In those days, the salmon were more plentiful than they are now.
There was no limit on the number you could catch with a fly. One would
often see many salmon waiting to enter the river just below the bridge,
and frequently see them jumping in the pools or trying to get up the falls
above the Ladder Pool. I sometimes used to visit other rivers, especially
the Salmonier and South East Placentia Rivers, where Judge Kent
generally spent most of his month's vacation.
Peter was with me when I hooked the largest fish that I ever hooked.
We had a difficult hour's work trying to land it; but in the end, it went
jown the river taking out all my line. I lost it. It was too big for the dipnet,
[ thought, and we had no gaff to get it ashore.
Father Mike was a wonderful companion. He was very popular at
Daniel's Point where Mrs. Pennell lived. Before leaving for Cape Broyle
at the end of our week's holiday, all the young boys and girls used to
gather around to see us offand Father Mike would then distribute money
amongst them, giving them each a nickel or a dime, or more. Dan
Pennell's family fared best, for there were altogether twelve of them, and
one could count on five or six of them being there at anyone time.
Then we would visit some of the neighbours and Father Mike would
formally bless us all. We spent many happy delightful days on Northwest
River. Father Mike was also fond of shooting and I went shooting with
him on a couple of occasions. Once when I went to shoot, I was following
a partridge in the gun sight when I saw Father Mike's head. Happily, I
didn't shoot; in fact, I never went shooting again.
I always considered myself privileged to go fishing with Father
Mike. We had great competition. We were usually very tired after a
strenuous week so that it was always difficult to stay awake when driving
home. I wrote a series of articles on our fishing experiences. The late
Darroch MacGillivray once told me that he had read them and he would
have liked to illustrate them. Unfortunately, he died a short time after he
made that offer.
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When Mary and Billy returned from their stay in Providence in
1938, I told Mary that I would go with her myself the next time. Tony'~
sickness and death had wearied her and this was an added reason for me
to accompany her. Accordingly, in May 1939 we set off on the S. S.
NEWFOUNDLAND, bound for Boston. My next door neighbour, Mr.
Dawe, and Dr. Keegan, the Superintendent of The General Hospital,
were also passengers. The three of us were wearing bowler hats. Quite
conspicuous gentlemen! From Boston we went to Cambridge where we
stayed with my cousins, the O'Reillys. Their father, Patrick, came from
Placentia; their mother from Greenspond where her father, Mr. Whelan,
had been the keeper of the lighthouse. I believe that theirs was the only
Catholic family in Greenspond at the time.
When I first visited them in 1916, they lived on Tremont Street in
Cambridge, not far from my uncle Tom's home. In 1939 they lived in
Fresh Pond Lane where we enjoyed their kind hospitality on numerous
occasions. Mr. O'Reilly and Mary used to get up early and have coffee
together.
From here we went to Edgewood, Rhode Island, where we stayed
with Jim and Madeleine Murphy. Jim was a wonderful cook and knew
where to get super ice cream made from real cream. He took us to see Dr.
Fagan, who was a very nice, friendly man. I couldn't refrain from asking
him what he thought about the Lahey Clinic's treatment of Mary. He said
modestly, "They made a mistake. We make mistakes sometimes, too".]
thanked him for his great kindness to Mary.
Then we met Miss Fitzpatrick who took us to lunch at a most
attractive restaurant called ''The Little Red Hen". Rhode Island is
famous for its special breed of Reds. The meal was delightful. One
novelty I hadn't seen before was a waitress with an electric oven around
her shoulder going around the tables helping guests to another delicious
hot roll.
In Cambridge I also visited my uncle Tom and aunt Polly and also
saw my aunt Molly and her son, George Greene, who was then driving a
taxi. Under the conditions then existing in the U.S.A. with millions out 01
work, this wasn't too bad a job.
I couldn't help noticing the effect of the depression on the lives of the
people. In the train in which we travelled to New York, there were only
two other passengers. One was from St. John's and was under police
custody for having entered the United States illegally. At the New Haven
Station there wasn't a single person on the platform and the rows 01
baggage trucks stood idle. As we rode through Connecticut, I saw
wharves which were in disrepair and rotting. In New York we met Dr. Joe
McDonald, myoId college chum. He and his wife took us to the World's
Fair and we had lunch together there. Looking back on it now, it seems to
me that it was a strange thing, perhaps a daring thing, to have a World's
Fair in the depth ofa depression - especially a world wide depression. In
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any case, there didn't seem to be very many· people there. People didn't
have the money to go and spend it on fairs. It was good to see Dr. Joe. He
had set up a clinic in New York with his brother and another doctor, and
he seemed to be prosperous again. He had been very successful since he
had gone there to practise and had recovered all his losses of ten years
before.
We took a sleeping car from New York to Chicago and noticed that
there were more people on that train.
Mary's cousin, Ned Farrell, and his wife, Ellen, came to meet us
when we arrived in Chicago and took us to their home. As this was our
first visit to Chicago, they drove us around in their car and brought us to
Northwestern University in Evanston. Here they also showed us a
beautiful new Catholic Church just recently finished. It was in Gothic
design with the statues elongated as can be seen at Chartres Cathedral in
France. Mr. Clancy, Ellen's father, knew one of the judges in the courts in
Chicago so he brought me to the District Court one day. I was privileged
to sit behind the Judge on the Bench and watch the cases as they
progressed.
There was a large number of prisoners which included four juveniles
who were charged with the rape of a school girl. I was also shown some
tests that had been done by a psychiatrist to check the intelligence of
people who were appearing as complainants or defendants.
The judge was very informal in his manner of conducting the
proceedings. One of the spectators was apparently recognized by the
judge who waved to him and asked him how he was. Prisoners would be
brought up by the police to a bar immediately in front of the judge. Mr.
Clancy told me that the proceedings of the Court were broadcast daily so
that you could listen in at home and hear what was going on.
Ellen Farrell's sister, Mary, was married to Tom Cooke, a graduate
in Architecture from the University of Notre Dame in South Bend,
Indiana, about eighty or ninety miles east of Chicago. They arranged for
me to spend a night at Notre Dame in one of the rooms used by students.
It was graduation day and many former graduates turned up. I met some
of the priests on the staff and was present at the dedication of a new
gymnasium and swimming pool to the memory of Knute Rockne, the
most celebrated of the football coaches of Notre Dame: I should say the
United States, for no other football coach matched his accomplishments.
He is a legend at Notre Dame.
Gus Dorais, another famous football player and friend and
contemporary of Knute, was present and received many enthusiastic
greetings. The success attained by the football teams of this University
since Rockne's death was principally inspired by his brilliant
performances as a player and as a coach. By his enthusiasm, endurance,
perseverance and unique skill and originality, he trained championship
teams with unbroken records in inter-collegiate football for five years,
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until his name and fame became synonomous with Notre Dame.
Unfortunately, he was killed in an airplane accident in 1931 at the early
age of forty-three. When they found his body, he had his Rosary Beads in
his hand. His memory has been perpetuated in the fine gymnasium
erected in his honour in 1939.
One of Ellen's brothers had married a Polish girl who had trained a
budgerigar to say about seventy words. She was a teacher and must have
had great patience. The bird cage was fitted with ladders and bells and the
bird used to run up and down the ladders and ring the bells. Mrs. Clancy
used to let the bird out of the cage indoors sometimes and one day it
perched on her husband's shoulder as he was painting. The bird said to
him, "Take it easy, Clancy".
Ellen's father had gone from Newfoundland to Chicago many years
before. He was a native of Calvert in the District of Ferryland.
Ned Farrell and his wife took us to many other interesting places in
and around Chicago, along the shores of Lake Michigan, out to
Mundelein College, called after the Cardinal, and to a convent where the
Blessed Sacrament is kept in Perpetual Adoration. They also took us to
see a big supermarket. We had none in St. John's at that time and so it
was very interesting for me.
I got a surprise when I went to buy a hat. The man in the store told
me their cheapest hat was $10.00. This seemed to me very dear during a
depression and might have been the explanation why none of the men
was wearing a hat. I followed the style until I got back on board our ship
bound for Newfoundland. One remarkable sight in Chicago was the
great display of second hand motor cars selling at ridiculously low prices
with a payment of as little as $25.00 down.
Ned and Ellen brought us to the train. Mr. and Mrs. Clancy were
there, too. Mr. Clancy took me aside and said to me very kindly, "You
must be getting short of money by this time; can I give you some?" With
that he took out a large roll of bills. Happily, I didn't need any money, but
I am quite sure he would have lent me $1,000.00 if I wished. I cite this to
show how generous he was. This was a most interesting and enjoyable
holiday for us both, but especially for Mary, who had in the three
previous years such trying experiences in hospitals.
When we arrived at the station in Boston, I phoned my cousin,
Frank O'Reilly, who came and picked us up in his car and brought us to
his father's home. While we were waiting near the exit of the station, the
only other person there was a porter or watchman. He saw that we had a
baseball bat, which we were bringing home to the boys, so he took it out
and rolled up a sheet of newspaper into a little ball and started hitting it.
If anything was necessary to confirm my previous impression about the
extent of the depression, that incident did it. Six years later when Edward
and I arrived at the same station, the place was so crowded that we had to
hold on to each other so that I wouldn't lose him.
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My cousins, the O'Reillys, took us to the boat in Boston harbour.
We also saw John and Anne Butler and Jim and Madeleine Murphy, all
very dear, good friends. When we arrived on board the Furness Withy
ship that was to take us back to St. John's, I was pleased to see my next
door neighbour, Mr. Dawe, and Dr. Keegan again. The three of us were
still wearing our bowler hats.
It was just at that time that we heard on the radio the announcement
of the arrival by train of the King and Queen of England at Niagara Falls,
New York. The announcer stated:
"The train has just stopped. His Majesty alightsfollowed by Her Majesty,
the Queen. He is dressed in a dark suit and is wearing a black bowler hat."
This was cheering news to me, at least. I was in good company!
It was real summer in the United States; but when we came north to
Halifax, we found that the trees had only just come out in leaf. On our
Author's Family, 1939
arrival in St. John's, we found that the weather was cooler and the trees
were behind Halifax.
It was good to be back in St. John's again. We found everyone well
and happy. Marjorie and Madeleine were, of course, still at Halifax.
As part of their North American tour, their Majesties visited
Newfoundland on June 17th. Preparations were made in advance for the
royal couple to be transported from the naval ship at anchorage in
Conception Bay to the wharfat Holyrood, about twenty-eight miles from
St. John's. They were brought ashore on a naval launch and received by
His Excellency, the Governor, and Lady Walwyn. It was a cold day.
However, the warmth of the welcome accorded their Majesties atoned
for the coolness of the weather. Arches had been built by the residents of
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Holyrood, Kelligrews, Topsail and Paradise, under which the cavalcade
of cars passed on their journey to St. John's. People waving flags lined
the road through all the settlements.
When the procession arrived at the junction of Cornwall Avenue
and LeMarchant Road, their Majesties got out of their car and went to a
pavilion where His Worship, the Mayor, and the Councillors presented
them with an illuminated address. The King then spoke into a
microphone. His speech was broadcast throughout the Island by VONF.
In concluding, His Majesty said:
"fm glad indeed to have this opportunity ofexpressing to all my subjects
throughout the length and breadth of the Island, and also to those in
Labrador, my personal interest in their welfare, my deep sympathy with
them in the trials which they have had toface and my appreciation oftheir
loyalty. May God grant us all peace and prosperity."
17th June 1939
A reception was held in their honour at Government House in the
afternoon when many people were presented to them. My wife and I were
privileged to be among these and we had the opportunity of speaking for
a few minutes to the Queen. She expressed great sympathy for the people
of Newfoundland who were going through such severe trials. At the
Garden Party, His Majesty bestowed the honour of Knight Bachelor on
John C. Puddester. He borrowed a sword from Admiral Sir Humphry
Walwyn and placing it on Mr. Puddester's shoulder, who was kneeling
before him, said, "Rise, Sir John".
By his industry and devotion to duty over many years, Sir John
Puddester richly deserved his honour. The day was a holiday for the
school children, the Guides, the Scouts and The Salvation Army, who all
turned out in style to see and be seen by their Majesties. After tea at
Government House, the Royal Party motored to Portugal Cove where
they embarked on the Ferry, S. S. Maneco, and were brought to the S. S.
Empress of Britain waiting in Conception Bay. This was a happy ending
to a month long tour of North America, and it was the gayest day in
Newfoundland for many a year. The Salvation Army Band played Auld
Lang Syneas the "Maneco" let go its moorings, and people watched until
the "Empress" steamed out the bay bound for England.
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Chapter Fifteen
Germany Preparesfor War- Canada Unprepared- Russia
and Germany make alliance - Second World War -
Submarines in Newfoundland Waters
Whilst North America was suffering from the problems of the
depression - unemployment, hunger and disease - Hitler was rapidly
gaining complete dictatorial power in Germany. Dolfuss, Chancellor of
Austria and a friend of Mussolini, had been murdered by the Nazis early
in July, 1934. A month later, Hindenburg was dead. Hitler immediately
made himself President as well as Chancellor. The German Army then
swore loyalty to Hitler. He had now gained absolute power. The
persecution of the Catholic and Protestant churches was systematically
pursued. The paganism established by Hitler culminated in the horrible,
diabolical massacres of the Jewish people in Germany and Poland.
Although in 1933 he had signed a solemn agreement with the
Vatican to permit the Catholics in Germany to practice their religion to
the full, within a year he was showing complete disregard for these
promises and was violently attacking the Holy Father himself, whilst the
Catholics of Germany were being hindered from the exercise of the
practices of their faith.
The Holy Father and Cardinal Pacelli (later to become Pius XII)
spoke out vehemently against the persecution which by 1936 had driven
the nuns out of the hospitals and the orphanages, and which was being
ruthlessly directed against all Christians as well as the Jews.
In Spain, the Republican Government had also persecuted the
Catholic Church. Many members of the Government were Communists.
This inspired General Francisco Franco to rebel; and after a hard and
bitter struggle against an implacable enemy which was assisted by strong
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left-wing, free-thinking Socialists from many countries of the West,
(Franco received some help from the Airforces of Italy and Germany) he
at last succeeded in restoring order to Spain and gained for Spain a peace
which was to last for more than forty years.
France appeared to be demoralized. It was plagued by Communism
and seemed powerless and impotent in the face of the frightening menace
that had risen across its eastern border.
In Russia under Stalin, the Government had undertaken a purge
that destroyed the older diplomats and many generals and possible rivals
of the frightened dictator.
The British were unable to prevent Hitler from occupying
Czechoslovakia without a fight. Actually, it was at Prime Minister
Chamberlain's urging that Prime Minister Benes agreed to give part of
the Sudetenland to Germany. Later, Mr. Chamberlain raised no
objections when Germany occupied the whole region. Within six
months, Hitler had dismembered Czeckoslovakia, setting up a Slovakian
satellite state and occupying the rest. In 1935, the voters in the Saar
district which had been occupied by France since the First World War,
voted to join up with Germany with a ninety percent vote in favour. In
spite of all these spectacular events, there was tardy recognition by the
Governments of France and the United Kingdom of the imminence of
coming war. Yet, when Newfoundland surrendered Responsible
Government and came under the political control of the Parliament at
Westminster in 1934, the first specific duty assigned to the Governor was
a request from the Government of the United Kingdom to prepare a
defence scheme for the Island. Such a matter had not even been
considered by the former Government of Newfoundland.
This study wasn't completed until1936and Newfoundland was seen
to be completely defenceless. In Canada, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in
examining the state of preparation of their own country, considered that
the protection of the steel mills at Sydney, Nova Scotia, involved the
protection of the Iron Ore Mines of Bell Island from which the supply of
ore came.
Despite the urgency of this situation, nothing was done to remedy it.
Only in February, 1939, was the Government of Canada shown the
defence scheme that had been approved in 1936! Our Armed Forces
consisted of two hundred and fifty-five policemen and fifty members of
the Ranger Force. The Royal Canadian Air Force Command
immediately pointed out that the Newfoundland plan of defence had
failed to recognize the vital importance of the Air Force in the protection
of the Island.
The Chiefs of Staff realized that Newfoundland was in a highly
strategic position and that it was extremely vulnerable. Canadian
politicians, however, were loath to make any moves regarding the
protection of the Island because they wanted to show their independence
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of the United Kingdom, and to show they didn't have to go to war just
because England did. The members of the Commission of Government
principally the Governor, Sir Humphrey Walwyn, and Edward
Emerson, the Commissioner of Justice - did all they could to get the
Governments in London and Ottawa to take practical steps to remedy
this situation. Both the Governments of Canada and the United
Kingdom behaved very timidly regarding this necessity despite the
repeated requests of the Newfoundland Government and the Chiefs of
Staff of Canada.
It was not until two days after War was declared on September 3rd,
1939, that the first shipment of arms was sent to Newfoundland from the
United Kingdom. It consisted of one hundred rifles and fifty thousand
rounds of ammunition. A Defence Act was passed on September 1st and
regulations were made in the days following. The Commission of
Government was told to get the rest of its military supplies from Canada.
Looking back on it now, I can't help thinking what an extraordinary
thing it was to observe the length of time it took the Governments to take
the most elementary precautions, namely: to protect Bell Island, the city
of St. John's, the Gander Airport and the seaplane base at Botwood. It
was really not until the collapse of the Allied resistance on the Western
Front in June, 1940, that the Governments of Canada and the United
States began in earnest to adopt a policy that would make a serious
obstacle to any German assault on North America.
It had been decided that a Home Defence Force of one hundred and
eighty men was to be established; and early in September, an army officer
and two non-commissioned officers were sent out from England to select
and train them.
On our way home from Chicago, the O'Reillys had loaned me a
moving picture camera and fitted it up with a roll of 8mm film. I allowed
the summer to go by and never used it. I still hadn't used it when, on
Sunday, September 3rd, 1939, England declared waron Germany. I took
out the camera that day and went around the city taking pictures. I took a
picture of some of the lawyers looking out the windows in the
Department of Justice building. They were laughing at what I was doing
for they were busy making regulations under the Defence Act, and I
presumed that one of the things that one wouldn't be able to do while the
war lasted, would be to take pictures of Cabot Tower, Signal Hill, and,
what might be more useful, pictures from Cabot Tower of the city and
especially of the harbour of St. John's.
I still have that roll of film. I remember distinctly how empty the
harbour was that day. There wasn't a ship to be seen. It wouldn't be long,
however, before all that would be changed. I was old enough to
remember the declaration of war in 1914 and I remember two occasions
when ships took a contingent of soldiers to England. We would now see a
repetition of these scenes on a much larger scale.
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England and France had declared war on Germany and they kept
their pledge to Poland that if that country was attacked by Germany,
they would declare war. Hitler had bluffed many nations with threats of
war before, when he entered the Rhine Land, and when he humbled
Czechoslovakia. For four months before September 3rd, German
diplomats had been busily trying to get Stalin to agree to a non-
aggression pact and then to agree to dividing up Poland. In the years
before this, the Government of Germany had filled the people with fear
and hatred of the Communists. This feeling was mutual, for Communists
all over the world hated Germany. The non-aggression pact between the
Soviet Union and the Hitler regime changed the attitude of Communists
everywhere. Puzzled at first, they quickly followed the leadership of
Stalin.
On the other hand, the German people who had been encouraged by
Nazi propaganda to fear and hate Soviet Russia, were at first jubilant;
but when they heard the announcements about food rationing and about
the attack on Poland and the subsequent declaration of war by England
and France against Germany, they were stunned. Hitler had launched the
Second World War, and he immediately proceeded to divide up Poland
with the USSR.
On that Sunday, no one could have had any idea of its consequences,
but that the War would be long and terrible, most people feared.
Despite all the warnings that had been given of Hitler's intentions,
Newfoundland was defenceless and had no trained men ready for active
service in any branch. This was unlike 1914 when we had at least the
Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve and large groups of young men trained
in the various local brigades. Arrangements were made by the Governor
for several hundred men to go to England to be formed into Artillery
Units. New contingents were sent from time to time to supply men for
these Artillery Units. One of these, the 166th, after serving several
months on the coastal defence of England, was sent to North Africa and
later served in Italy. The other principal Unit, the 69th, served in France
and Belgium and took part in the invasion of Germany.
Hundreds of men saw service in the British Navy, and many
Newfoundlanders joined the Canadian Army and Navy as well.
Thousands of men served on the Merchant Marine's seagoing ships and
engaged in the hazardous duty of manning the convoys across the
Atlantic. Four thousand men were formed into a Forestry Corps under
Lieutenant Colonel John Turner. They went to work in the forests of
Scotland cutting pit props for the coal mines of Great Britain, and they
also served as a Home Defence Force.
Some Newfoundlanders served in the Royal Air Force. The first
group of about eighty men sent from St. John's worked as ground crew.
The people of Newfoundland bought two squadrons of fighter planes to
be integrated into the Royal Air Force and many Newfoundlanders flew
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in these planes. Fifteen hundred men and women from here joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force. On the day the war ended, the thanks of
Great Britain were formally extended to Newfoundland for its splendid
contribution to all branches of the services. Many of the
Newfoundlanders married English or Scottish girls and brought them
home with them.
When Newfoundland entered Confederation in 1949, it was said
that the 166th Heavy Artillery Regiment from Newfoundland had been
on active service longer than any Canadian Unit.
When the Canadians came, they put guns at strategic places along
the coast. The potential danger from German submarines made it
necessary to have a chain net suspended beneath the surface across the
entrance to the harbour of St. John's to intercept torpedoes. The threat of
submarines was very real, and the autumn of 1942 was the period when
the German U-Boat Commanders were most daring.
On the morning of September 5th, 1942, two of four ships at anchor
in Conception Bay off Bell Island were sunk by a submarine. These were
the LORD STRATHCONA and the SAGANAGA. They hadjust taken
on a load of ore and were ready to sail to North Sydney, Nova Scotia.
Although the R.C.A.F Base at Torbay was but a few miles distant, the
planes that flew over the area where the submarines had attacked were
afraid to drop depth charges lest they cause the mines - which extended
under the bay - to be flooded. In October of the following year, the
German submarine, U-513, which was responsible for this attack, was
sunk off the coast of Brazil. Here is the report of the attack as given by
survivors of U-513. (Found in Volume 1, 1935-49 of Canada
Newfoundland Documents, Defence, Civil Aviation and Economic
Affairs. Document 652)
MOST SECRET
Not much time was lost in crossing the Atlantic; U-513 arrived off the
Strait of Belle Isle after about fourteen days. She did not enter the Gulfof
St. Lawrence, but patrolled only the entrance to the Strait. After about ten
days of unsuccessful waiting, the commander decided to try his luck
farther south.
Observing ships entering Conception Bay and anchoring off Bell Island,
U-5 13 followed a 3,000 tonfreighter into the harbour of Wabana the night
of4 September, 1942. She then dived and, resting on the bottom in about
80 feet, spent the night in relative comfort. Next morning a target was
selected, and two torpedoes were fired at an ore steamer estimated at 9,000
tons. Apparently the torpedo ratings, in the excitement offiring their first
live torpedoes, had forgotten to set the battery switch from "Charge" to
"Fire", because, as soon as they left the tubes, they sank quickly to the
bottom. Before the next attack could be launched, U-513 broke surface
briefly, but none ofthe look-outs on the anchored steamers saw her. After
this incident the boat again maneuvred into firing positions and shot two
torpedoes at thefreighter she had selected as herfirst victim. This time the
torpedoes hit, and the steamer was observed to sink. Immediately after the
explosion, all other ships madefrantic efforts to either shift their position
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or to get out of the harbour. Due to the shallow water, U-513 could not
move with her accustomed ease, and when another of the steamers,
estimated at 7,000 tons, swung around suddenly on her way out, U-513 was
dealt a glancing blow on the conning tower,forcing her into the mudofthe
shallow harbour. This action, however, was no intentional ramming, and it
is doubted whether the steamer was aware that she hadscrapedagainst the
hull of a U-Boat. Recovering swiftly from the blow, U-513 fired two
torpedoes from her stern tubes, sinking the steamer. She then followed,
submerged, in the wake of the same 3,000 ton steamer which she had
followed in; but, due to the disorder caused by the collision and the general
excitement, tubes were not reloaded in time to attack the steamer acting as
pilot for them and she therefore escaped. (o.N.I. Note: The ships sunk
were probably S. S. Lord Strathcona, British Freighter, 7,335 tons, and S.
S. Saganaga, also a British Freighter, 5,454 tons, loaded with 7,900 tons of
iron ore. Both were sunk 5 September, 1942, at 47.35 N., 52.59 W)
U-513 then stood out to sea to repair her damaged conning tower; about
two days later she made several trial dives, transferredfour torpedoesfrom
her upper deck containers, and was again ready to continue the patrol."
My three sons, Billy, Peter and Edward, were in Topsail that
Saturday morning and witnessed the events off Bell Island.
Several men on board the sunken ships were killed or drowned.
Magistrate Mulcahy was the resident Magistrate at Bell Island at the
time; and, as some of the sailors who were killed in the attack were
Catholics, it was arranged to have Mass said for them by Mongsignor
Bartlett, the Parish Priest. Early in the morning on the day of the Mass,
the Magistrate got word that His Excellency, the Governor, was coming
over at ten o'clock. The Mass was accordingly set for ten thirty. Boy
Scouts were posted along the way to advise the Magistrate when Sir
Humphrey Walwyn would arrive. The Magistrate received him and said:
"Mass will be at ten thirty, Your Excellency."
Whereupon His Excellency replied:
"! didn't come over to go to Mass. 1 came over to see the hole in the cliff
made by the torpedoes."
Two more ships, the S.S. ROTHSCASTLEand the P.M.L. 27, were
sunk off the Bell Island loading pier on November 2nd with forty sailors
missing or killed. On October 14th, the passenger ship, S.S. CARIBOU
that sailed between Port aux Basques and North Sydney, was sunk by an
enemy submarine with the loss of one hundred and thirty-seven lives. I
knew many of the survivors and they described the atrocious attack to me
in detail. My daughters, Marjorie and Madeleine, had crossed the Straits
in the same vessel just a few weeks previously, en route to resume their
studies in Halifax.
In Newfoundland we had a Civil Defence Corps of which I was a
member. I remember we had a helmet and a badge and we were charged
with seeing that the blackout was observed, both in the homes and in
businesses. In our house we had to keep a shovel and buckets of sand in
the attic. This was supposed to be a protection against incendiary bombs.
Fortunately, no enemy planes ever flew over St. John's. If they had, I
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doubt if our buckets of sand would have prevented the city from burning
again, for practically all the houses were made of wood and most streets
were lined on both sides with connected row houses.
The blackout and rationing - mainly food and auto supplies -
were in effect, but we still had much to be thankful for. We were spared
the vast destruction and suffering that the European and Asian countries
directly involved in the war had to undergo.
The arrival of the first contingent of American Troops aboard the U.
S. Troopship, EDMUND B. ALEXANDER, in St. John's in January of
1941 was a most important event. It was an outward and visible
declaration to the whole world, and particularly to Germany, that the
United States was on the side of the Allies and was preparing for the
defence of North America. These troops lived on the ship until the spring
when they moved to Carpasian Farm west of our house where "Camp
Alexander" was set up for them. Construction of the Base at Fort
Pepperrell began in May of that year. It was built to accommodate 3,500
troops and 310 vehicles.
In August, 1941, that historic meeting of Prime Minister Churchill
of Great Britain and President Franklin D. Roosevelt of the United
States took place on board ship off Argentia in Placentia Bay. These two
great leaders spent a week on board the warships discussing important
matters connected with the war and the period that would follow it. The
Atlantic Charter signed by them at that time was fully endorsed by
representatives of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands and the USSR, Norway, Poland, Yugoslavia and Free
France at a meeting of the Allied Council held at St. James Palace on
September 29th.
Britain and the United States had made an agreement in 1940 for the
lease to the United States for ninety-nine years of land for the
construction of bases at Pleasantville in St. John's, at Argentia and at
Stephenville on the West Coast, in exchange for fifty World War I
Destroyers and other war material.
Land was expropriated by the Commission of Government in these
three places and the people were compensated. The Americans then
began a huge building program costing several hundred millions of
dollars. Pleasantville was re-named Fort Pepperrell after a famous New
England soldier, Sir William Pepperrell, who was a native of Maine and
who had assisted the British in capturing the Fort of Louisburg in 1745. I
think it was a compliment intended for the British Government, and I
suppose for Newfoundland as well, to call this Fort after a colonial
soldier active before the American Revolution. The base at Argentia was
called Fort McAndrew after the Chief of Staff of United States Forces in
World War I. The base at Stephenville was known as Harmon Field,
after a famous American flyer in that conflict.
Thousands of people were employed in the construction of these
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bases. There were labourers, carpenters, plumbers, electricians, masons;
in fact, all sorts of tradesmen were employed for years. The base at
Argentia was used for the Army and the Navy but there was also a
runway for planes. The base at Stephenville was entirely for the Air
Force. It was found that the climate there was the best in Newfoundland
and that on the average, there were only ten days a year when planes
couldn't land on account of fog.
These bases were not only barracks for the troops, but they had club-
rooms for their officers and recreation facilities for all ranks. There were
machine shops, laundries, bowling alleys, dining rooms, other
recreational rooms, and, at least at Fort Pepperrell, even a jail and a
chapel. That chapel was built so that services could be held there for all
faiths. It had a revolving altar so that it could be used by Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish chaplains.
Father Saunders was the Catholic chaplain there for some years. On
one occasion, he was good enough to invite me to speak to the soldiers at
the Sunday morning Communion Breakfast. As a complement to the
Army Base at Fort Pepperrell, the American airmen had hangars and
other accommodation on the East side of the Airport at Torbay.
Beginning in 1939 members of the Armed Forces of Canada also
came here. These soldiers, sailors and airforce personnel - including
members of the women's branches - were billeted in the city. As a matter
of fact, we lodged in our home a Canadian couple, Captain MacLean of
the Royal Canadian Air Force, and his wife who was in the Navy. For the
Canadian soldiers, barracks were constructed at Lester's Field and a
large number of temporary buildings were put up in Buckmaster's Field
to accommodate the sailors with sleeping quarters and the usual
recreational facilities. Offices were built at Fort William near the
Newfoundland Hotel, and other large buildings and wharves were built
in the West end of the harbour to cater to the Canadian and other ships of
war coming here.
I became well acquainted with the liason officers of the Canadian
forces, but the American ones used to change so often that I never really
got to know them to the same extent. Besides Lieutenant Hilaire Belloc, a
son of the famous writer, I knew Lieutenant Kyle of Vancouver and
Captain Eld from Montreal. I also became acquainted with the Canadian
Catholic Chaplains, Father O'Sullivan from Toronto and Father
Beaudry from Montreal.
It is well known that when soldiers are in a foreign coutnry, some of
them are certain to get into trouble with the law and end up in Court. The
Americans liked to discipline their own troops. The Canadians used to
leave it to the Newfoundland courts to try the cases in which Canadian
soldiers were involved. I carefully studied the law on the subject and
followed the procedure practised elsewhere. An offence by U.S.A.
personnel on military property not affecting Newfoundlanders or
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Newfoundland property could be dealt with by the U. S. Authorities. If
Newfoundland's property or persons were injured, we would claim
jurisdiction. Similarly, if Americans committed offences outside their
property and the incident occurred between Americans, I would usually
hand over the cases to be tried at Fort Pepperrell.
This system worked well, but apparently it didn't always agree with
the views of the officials in the Department of Justice. There was one
American soldier who was charged with an assault on a young woman in
St. John's. He struck her and made her nose bleed and then he gave her
his handkerchief to wipe the blood away. Unfortunately for him, his
initials were on the handkerchief so that he was easily discovered and
tried for assault and suitably punished I hope. This seemed to be a clear
cut case of assault and battery. I was very much surprised when, over a
month later, I received a request from Bernard Summers, Assistant
Secretary for Justice, asking for a copy of the evidence in the case. I
declined to give it to him, as it would have been of no benefit to him as the
time for appeal had elapsed and the case had been so clear cut. However,
every month for several months, I kept getting requests for the evidence
in this particular case. My answer on each occasion was the same. I
believe that Mr. Summers had promised an officer at Fort Pepperrell
that he would get the evidence.
Suddenly, out of a clear sky while I was in Trepassey on my
vacation, Father Mike Kennedy brought me a peremptory letter -
almost like a summons - from the Department of Justice demanding
that I answer a number of charges, probably fifteen or twenty charges,
that dealt with the matter I have just mentioned, and similar ones. It was
necessary for me then to go back to St. John's to answer the letter. I didn't
do this in a direct manner, but I asked them if they had read such and such
provisions in the law, indicating the source of my authority in each
particular matter. Apparently, that didn't satisfy the authorities in the
Department of Justice and I was asked to give more information.
As a result, I engaged my friend, Cyril Fox, K.C., to act as my
Solicitor and he and I made an appearance before the Commissioner of
Justice, Honourable L. E. Emerson. He was a contemporary of Cyril Fox
and had been a colleague of mine in the Government from 1932 to 1934.
Cyril Fox was a very diplomatic person and he handled the case so
satisfactorily that it was concluded in this one conference. The
atmosphere at the meeting was most cordial.
Whenever there was any complaint about any decision I made in my
official capacity, I always said, "You can appeal to the Supreme Court if
you don't like what I have done". Although we heard many thousands of
cases in our Courts during the period that I was there, fifteen years, there
was only one case successfully appealed. That was one which Mr.
Emerson had ordered to be appealed when he was Commissioner of
Justice and afterwards heard by the Supreme Court when he was the
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Chief Justice. It was the case of a young man who was charged with the
illegal possession of liquor. He was passing the fire hall in the West End,
and when he looked inside, he recognized a detective so he ran away.
Before the detective could catch him, he had taken a bottle of liquor out
of his pocket and smashed it on the street. I'm not sure, but I suppose the
Police must have been able to find the label on the bottle and checked it
out. They found that he had not bought it from the Controllers. The case
was dismissed by me, but on appeal it was held that he should have been
convicted.
There was a case against a Canadian soldier who was charged with
rape. I didn't wish to grant him bail as I feared he could be sent out of the
country. His Commanding Officer guaranteed that he would produce
him when required. When the matter was called again, the soldier didn't
appear, and I was informed that he and his officer were then in Hong
Kong, and as he was shortly after taken prisoner by the Japanese, he
never turned up. However, when another similar case came along, I
heard the matter by Preliminary Enquiry immediately and sent the
Edward with Archbishop Roche
First Communion, 1941
prisoner to the Supreme Court for trial. I don't know what happened to
him after that, but at least I was through with him.
Although our Court became an extremely busy place as the war
went on, I still had my family to look after.
After her treatment in Providence in 1938, Mary enjoyed good
health for several years. She regained much of her enthusiasm and love of
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fun. She directed the running of the house and the children's education,
with special attention to the development of their musical talents. The
boys became Altar Boys and Billy wanted to become a Priest. He looked
forward to joining the Scarboro Missions in Toronto and going to China
as a Missionary. Marjorie and Madeleine were still studying at the
Billy, Edward, Peter, June 6, 1941
Convent of the Sacred Heart in Halifax, and in 1943 Billy joined them in
that city to attend St. Mary's College which at the time was run by the
Jesuits. In each year he was top of his class. He stayed at St. Mary's until
his High School Graduation in 1945, but by then he had decided to
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become a Jesuit priest.
Marjorie had finished her studies at the Sacred Heart in 1943 and
she immediately went to the Halifax Infirmary to train as a nurse.
The Author and His Wife, 1941
Madeleine continued on at the Convent until the fall of 1944.
From 1943 Peter and Edward were the only children at home. Both
were at St. Bon's. For a while I thought that Peter might become an artist
or an engineer because of his interest first in drawing and then in making
model airplanes; but when he was thirteen, he began to develop a real
passion for the piano, and this eventually led him to a musical career.
Edward had inherited musical talents from his mother - particularly a
delightful voice and creative expression - but he was still too young to
even be thinking of a career.
We were all very fond of reading. Mary liked good books and she
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Author with Father Mike Kennedy, P.P., Cape Broyle
saw to it that on our birthdays and at Christmas we were all given books
suitable to our tastes. Our friend, Gus Duffy, had a Religious Goods
store on Water Street. The greatest part of his business was with religious
people such as the Clergy of the various denominations and Catholic
teachers. He kept religious articles, church ornaments and a stock of
books for both children and adults. I am sure my wife must have been one
of his best customers for books. A great many of the authors were
American Catholics. Some of the books were a little over my head but
most I found very interesting. Mary also bought books in Boston and
Providence during her many visits there. Up till the early part of the war,
I had for many years been secretary of the St. John's Book Club which
made available a diversified selection of British and American books. At
the end of each year, we would have a sale of the books which had been
distributed and in that way I obtained many fine volumes - especially of
travel and biography - for my library.
Although I read a great variety of literature, I was most attracted to
the writings of Hilaire Belloc and his friend, G. K. Chesterton. Mr.
Belloc's son, Hilaire, came to my home for dinner one evening during the
war. We discussed his father's writings and I discovered that I had read
more of them than had the son. The elder Belloc, perhaps because of his
French origin, disliked Germany, especially the Prussian part. He gave
his opinion very early in the 1940 war that the Allies would lose the war
unless Poland was restored to its pre-war status. In this he showed
extraordinary understanding. By this time, Russia and Germany had
divided Poland between them. Poland was not restored, and we know
that the Russians became the strongest power in Europe, if not in all the
world. Only fear of the United States has restrained the Soviets from
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attempting world-wide conquest.
In the NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY, where most of my
writings were printed, I wrote a Quarterly account of the war. To do this,
I had to follow all published news of battles and speeches and had to do a
good deal of reading besides. I wrote many other things for the
NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY, mostly articles dealing with
various aspects of life in Newfoundland: "Little Rivers" (where I fished
for salmon), "Around Avalon" - a history and description of the villages
and settlements of the Peninsula - and "Notes for a History of
Agriculture" are the titles of some of the series that I did.
We had many friends and entertained a good deal. Sometimes, after
dinner, we would roll up the carpet in the living room, and with Mary or
one of the boys at the piano, we would have lively dancing.
In 1943 we had two deaths in our family. Mrs. Mary Farrell, my
wife's Aunt and the widow of James J. Farrell, died at Bell Island, whilst
my mother, who had been living with us for several months, died on
September 1st at the age of eighty-two. We hadn't seen much of Mrs.
Farrell as we were not frequent visitors to Bell Island. She was the last of
the children of Thomas Flannery of Topsail who had died in 1894. Her
mother, Annie Flannery, had died in 1925 at the age of ninety-six years.
I had not known Mrs. Farrell as well as I knew her husband. I knew
three of their sons very well but especially Matt, who was a student with
me at St. Bon's in 1914. He used to stand near the goal when I played on
our football team and later he became a goalkeeper himself. Mary was
most friendly with Matt and his wife, Kit. We also had enjoyed the
hospitality of Edward and his wife, Ellen, in Chicago. The remarkable
thing about visiting the Farrells was that we always felt completely at
home with them. There were two other sons, Vincent and Benedict. They
were all fine men although I did not know Benedict as well as the others.
My mother had a great deal of discomfort before she died. She was
suffering from a malignant growth in her throat. She had been a
wonderful person, respected and admired by all who knew her for her
intelligence, her wit and her fine character. She was a good business-
woman and had bought three large houses near the two that my father
had built on Casey Street. She had eight tenants and she used to collect
the rent from them herself until I became a lawyer, when she passed that
duty over to me. I never collected the rent as efficiently as my mother did,
because she knew when the men of the family would be paid and,
therefore, when to call for the rent at the right time. As a lawyer, I
expected the tenants to come to my office and they would sometimes find
this inconvenient. Mother used to read the newspapers avidly and she
was well informed on all current events. While she had her store, she
enjoyed talking politics with her customers. Her politics were partisan as
she was always on my side after I had entered the political field!
In her business, she always paid her bills on time and she expected
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others to do the same. Like the rest of the women in our neighbourhood,
she never drank or smoked. She was very fond of our children and
especially of Peter, in whom she took a special interest as his mother had
died when he was so very young. She was a good mother to me and a good
grandmother and a good wife, beloved of her family.
One evening in February, 1944, less than six months after my
mother's death when we were entertaining some friends at dinner, Mary
took a sudden fit of coughing and couldn't stop for a long time. The
dinner was left unfinished. After seeing Dr. Cowperthwaite the next day,
she was advised to go to Boston by plane. A young nurse, Anna Lawton,
a niece of Jim Murphy, went with her. It was a hard trip on Mary. The
plane had to come down at Bangor so that she could get oxygen, but she
went on to Providence almost immediately. When she got there, it was
necessary to have a tracheotomy operation. This was done to relieve the
blockage in her throat. From then on, she had to wear a silver tube
inserted in the incision. The tube had to be removed several times a day to
be cleaned and then put back again. It must have been a very trying affair
for her. Mary's voice was naturally affected to a considerable extent so
that she had to speak in whispers. She returned home in early March and
tried to live a normal life and manage the house, but that was very
difficult. During the summer, her general health was good so that we
were able to go for drives in the country.
One day in the early Fall, Mary was working at the sink in the
kitchen washing dishes. She turned around suddenly and said to me,
''This is it. I'll have to go to bed". She couldn't stand the discomfort any
longer. Father Gordon Kent, a great friend of hers in her Bell Island days,
came in one morning and said Mass in her bedroom. This was a great
consolation. On the 15th of October, His Grace, Archbishop Roche,
called enquiring for her. He wondered if he could come that day or
should he come the following day. Mary, upstairs, understood what was
being said and sent me a message to ask His Grace could he come today as
she might not be here tomorrow. He came, therefore, and gave her his
blessing. She died on the following day, October 16th, 1944, the Feast of
the Purity of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
We received hundreds of messages of sympathy and a large number
of Masses were offered for the repose of her brave soul. His Grace, the
Archbishop, presided at a solemn service of Requiem in which he was
assisted by twenty-two Priests, all of whom knew her well. This sung
requiem and the large congregation which heard it were fitting tributes to
the high affection and esteem in which my wife was held by all who knew
her. She was a good teacher, a talented musician, a generous, thoughtful
person who had made many friends amongst her pupils and her teachers
and others. We could speak of her devotion as a wife and as a parent and
her skill and industry as a homemaker, and her example as a devout and
religious Christian. When she knew she was dying, I asked her if there
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was any special message she wanted me to give to the children, and she
said,
"Yes. Tell them to pray for everything they want. I used to pray for
everything, even the smallest things".
I asked,
"Even for me?"
"Yes, even for you", she replied.
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Chapter Sixteen
Knights of Columbus - Family Affairs - Billy Enters Jesuit
Novitiate
When Mary died, three of my children - Marjorie, Madeleine
and Billy - were studying at Halifax while Peter and Edward were still at
home. As we had no maid at the time, Madeleine interrupted her studies
to return home and take care of us and look after the house.
By this time, all the original co-operative workers had left
Newfoundland. They had done such a goodjob of organization, and had
trained their successors so well that the movement continued and
prospered. However, there was not the same sense of urgency now as
there had been during the years of depression because most of the men
were either in the Armed Forces or working at the various bases for
comparatively high wages.
I had read a paper on co-operation at the Knights of Columbus
many years earlier when I was active as lecturer with that organization. I
had joined the Terra Nova Council of the Knights of Columbus in 1925 at
the invitation of John Dee, who worked with the Imperial Oil Company
in their office in The Royal Bank of Canada Building on Water Street,
where I also had my law office. I had been fairly active in the Order over
the years and particularly during the war years.
In 1944 our friend, Gus Duffy, had become State Deputy which is
the highest office in a State. He telephoned me and asked me if I would
become Grand Knight, a position he had held previously. To his
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apparent surprise, I accepted. I always accepted whenever I was offered
some new position.
I served as Grand Knight between 1944 and 1947 and for a short
while in 1949. In 1944 our Council occupied the old Southcott house on
Monkstown Road. We had a resident manager in the person of Peter
Jackman who was married with no children. It was a convenient location
for me as it was situated on the street next to Rennie's Mill Road.
The Knights of Columbus is a fraternal benevolent organization for
Catholic men founded in New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A., in 1882.
Since then, it has grown to be an international body with Councils all
over North America and also in South America. Through the efforts of
the Knights of Columbus, a monument to Christopher Columbus was
erected in Washington; and October 12th, the Anniversary of his
discovery of America in 1492, was made a National Holiday in the United
States. The first Council in Newfoundland was the Dalton Council No.
1448 which was established in Harbour Grace in November of 1909.
Terra Nova Council No. 1452 was formed in St. John's during the
following year. The first Grand Knight was John Barron whose son,
John, was so interested in the formation of the Building Society of the
Civil Service Association. The first Chaplain of the Terra Nova Council
was Right Reverend E. P. Roche, who afterwards became Archbishop of
St. John's, and who always maintained a keen interest in the fortunes of
the Terra Nova Council.
The Order has a religious background and is deeply concerned with
the spread of information about the Catholic Church. It provides life
insurance for those of its members who request it. The Memorial School,
an extension of Mercy Convent on Military Road, St. John's, was built
by the Knights of Columbus in 1922 as a Memorial to those members
who lost their lives in World War I.
The chieffeatures ofthe Order are fraternity, charity and patriotism.
I found my duties as Grand Knight most interesting and even exciting.
One of the first things I did was to set up a Study Club for Catholic
action. In our rooms on Monkstown Road, we also had provision for
those who liked cards, and we provided a table tennis room in the
basement. Our general meetings were held in the Mercy Convent
auditorium on Military Road.
The Supreme Office in New Haven instituted a five part program to
encourage councils to provide incentives for the members. A certificate
was given for each activity, if a certain quota was met. We were awarded
certificates in all categories for the three years I was Grand Knight. One
of the committees of our Council was the Publicity Committee. The
Chairman of this committee was Arthur Jackman who was a one-man
band. He loved speaking and writing and he reported to the daily press
and often to the weekly head office publication in New Haven on every
activity which took place in the Council. So many notices appeared in the
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local papers about the activities of the Knights of Columbus that
someone commented, "Is there nothing else that goes on in the city
besides what the Knights of Columbus do?"
The Order became very prominent in St. John's during World War
II when it erected a hostel on Harvey Road for the benefit of soldiers
from the United States but which was used by servicemen from all the
Allied Nations who were in St. John's at the time. On Saturday,
December 12th, 1942, this hostel was destroyed by a fire which spread
rapidly through the building and caused the deaths of one hundred
persons. It was found later that many of them would have escaped if the
main entrance doors had opened outwards as the law required, instead of
inwards.
The Order then built a new hostel on land owned by the Roman
Catholic Episcopal Corporation on St. Clare Avenue. This was a much
larger institution with sleeping accommodations for about one hundred
men. It had offices, a theatre that could be used as a dancehall, a dining
room, a modern kitchen with a walk-in refrigerator, billiard tables and
two bowling alleys in the basement.
When the war in Europe ended in 1945, demobilization set in very
rapidly. As there was no longer need for a Knights of Columbus Hostel, it
was offered to His Grace the Archbishop, who contacted me as Grand
Knight, and informed me that we could buy it as a going concern for
$17,000.00 with all its equipment, including chairs, tables, kitchen
utensils, etc.
We held a general meeting on the matter and decided almost
unanimously to buy the building. We had no money at the time, so Gus
Duffy and 1 raised the money on a note to the bank, and we moved into
the fine building. It had a fire sprinkler system and many exits with panic
doors, and it was built of fire resistant material with asbestos shingles on
the outside. We gave a portion of the upstairs for the use of the Catholic
Boys' Club. One of our members, Jim Fagan, a returned soldier, now
Councillor Fagan, was in charge of it.
Peter Jackman and his wife resided in the new club rooms. We also
had a fireman who lived there. Peter Jackman was a wonderful steward
and kept the place in perfect condition.
Included in the equipment that we took over were seven moving
picture projectors, two of which we sold to Monsignor Kerwin of Port au
Port. We were able to borrow the latest films from the United States Base
at Fort Pepperrell which was kept going for many years after the war.
The bowling alleys were a popular attraction as many of our members
were expert at the game. We rented time to people who were not members
so that the alleys were in continual use every night and sometimes in the
afternoons. Our Executive Committee would frequently have a game
after its meeting if the meeting ended at a reasonable time.
We had a gala celebration when we opened our new building on the
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Ist of March, 1946. Our membership grew rapidly and soon we had more
than 700 members. We also had a very active ladies' association, and the
lady members looked after the banquets and card parties and dances. At
Christmas, we made up packages offood which we distributed personally
Knights of Columbus Banquet when I was Grand Knight, 1946
to people in need in St. John's.
Another of the voluntary tasks our Council undertook was to
respond to a request to collect used clothing for the Lithuanians. We put
on a great drive and collected four tons of clothing including a large
quantity of heavy boots. Harvey & Company carried this material free on
their steamer to New York for dispatch to Lithuania. Clothing of all
kinds given included a top hat and a morning suit donated by a
prominent citizen "for the use ofa Lord Mayor" in one ofthe cities in that
country. It was a great effort. The people of St. John's were very
generous. I think that similar clothing drives were undertaken elsewhere,
especially in the United States. As Lithuania had become part of the
U.S.S.R., I sometimes wonder whether these goods ever reached the
Lithuanians.
I enjoyed greatly those years, 1944-1947, when I held the position of
Grand Knight. My colleagues on the executive were all as interested and
as enthusiastic as I was. Financially and socially we made great progress.
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The general prosperity, that continued after the war ended in 1945,
contributed to the increase in our membership.
It had been Mary's wish that I send Edward to school in the United
States. She had suggested that perhaps Jim Murphy's sister might take
him to live with her during the time he was at school, but that lady had a
large family of her own and couldn't reasonably be expected to take
Edward who was then only ten years old. Early in the Summer of 1945, I
made plans to take him to the States to look at some schools and at the
same time to visit some friends. To our surprise, we travelled ina United
States Service plane.
I was in my office at the Court House one day when the General in
Command of the base at Fort Pepperrell came to see me. He offered to
take me salmon fishing on the South coast. I said I was grateful but that I
was going to Boston the next day. He told me that he had a plane going to
Boston the next day and offered to give me a ride. I replied that I was
taking my young son to school and asked what about him. He said he
could go along too and told us to be at the Airport, American side, at 1
p.m. the following day. His last words to me were, "I'm sorry you can't
come fishing though". I thanked him and we got ready for our first plane
ride.
As we were giving particulars about our destination, etc., I had the
impression that the clerk to whom I was speaking at the Airport seemed
to think I shouldn't be there. There were several crew members, but
Edward and I were the only passengers on the big freight-carrying plane.
We left Torbay at 1 p.m. and arrived at Boston about 6 p.m. local time. It
was a beautiful clear day in early July. We had met a few air pockets and
the plane dropped suddenly for a good distance while we were flying over
Nova Scotia. I sat in my seat saying my Rosary while Edward roamed all
over the plane enjoying the adventure. When we arrived at the airfield in
Boston, we were not expected and so we spent a long time waiting for the
various immigration and customs officials to arrive, examine us, and
aliow us to enter the United States.
My cousins, the O'Reillys, met us at the Airport and brought us first
to their home in Cambridge, and then to their summer cottage at Dennis-
port on the Cape Cod Peninsula. Peter and Billy had been there
previously with Mary, but this was our first visit. It was a very beautiful
place with detached houses of Colonial design all around the spacious
streets. The beaches were of fine sand, and the water was warmed by the
Gulf Stream from the Gulf of Mexico. The O'Reillys took us all over the
Cape Cod Peninsula as they had done several years earlier with Billy and
Peter. It is deservedly a famous tourist resort. We visited Hyannisport
and saw the big house owned by the Kennedys. We inspected a factory
where all kinds of candles were made - coloured candles, small candles
and big candles and candles modelled as soldiers, etc. At Provincetown
we found the sand unbearably hot. I thought I'd go out in the water but
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when my foot touched it, I got a great shock. The water was very cold,
like the water in Gander Lake, in contrast to the water on the East side of
the Cape. This shows the difference between the Arctic Current that
comes down past Newfoundland and the warm waters that come from
the Gulf of Mexico.
We sawall the sights that Billy had described in his diary, the artists
on the side-walks, the narrow streets, the famous tower, and the town
crier. Peter told me he had seen his name on the plaque at the foot of the
great tower. I looked and there it was, "Peter Brown" without an "e", one
of the Plymouth Brethren who had landed here on November 11th, 1620.
The majority of the inhabitants of Provincetown were of Portuguese
extraction, some from the Azores and others from Lisbon. The place was
obviously an important fishing village, but in summer it was frequented
by artists of all kinds, not only painters but also writers and musicians. I
didn't go up to the top of the tower but the view from there must have
been magnificent as it is three hundred and fifty feet above the water's
edge.
On this trip, we also met another O'Reilly, my cousin, Sadie Barrett,
and her husband and children. Her husband introduced me to a rather
Edward (centre) and the Murphys
strange soft drink called "Moxie" which I had never heard of before or
since, but which seemed to be popular around Boston. We also visited
many other friends, most of whom had some close family connections
with Newfoundland. Among these were my friends, John Barron, and his
wife now living in New York; Jim and Madeleine Murphy, who lived
near Providence and who had been so kind to Mary on her many visits,
and Alice Jacoby (nee Kent) from Bell Island and her husband. Mr. and
Mrs. Jacoby were operating a Boy Scout Camp near Tallman's, New
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York. We had quite an adventure getting there. Edward wanted me to
take a taxi, but I thought it might be expensive and I wanted to follow to
the letter the instructions I had received. We got on the bus at Spring
Valley, and as I thought that Tallman's would be some distance away, I
sat down and relaxed for a while. In the meantime, the bus was going
about seventy miles an hour and when I said to the conductor, "Would
you please let me off at Tallman's?", he replied, "Oh, we passed that a few
miles back." So he stopped the bus and let us off. Edward was vexed so he
went on ahead and I struggled with two suitcases. It was a very hot day so
I found this quite ajob. I eventually got back to Tallman's where we had
intended to turn off for the camp but there was no sign of Edward. When
I finally got to a telephone and called the camp where Mr. Jacoby was, I
learned that Edward had come in there about an hour earlier and that
they had sent out a search party to find me. I told them where I was and
they located me before long. Edward had hitch-hiked a ride to the camp
with a passing lady motorist.
We spent a week at the camp which was very well organized. I was
especially impressed by the way the swimming instructor had arranged
the swimming in the pool, with the boys in pairs to look out for each
other, and with the morning and evening ceremonies for the raising and
lowering of the flag of the United States. We knew Alice Jacoby well, and
used to see a great deal of her when she was living in St. John's. At one
time she taught "Speech" at Memorial College. She and her husband
lived on Long Island and they were always very kind to us when we
visited them there.
Finding a school for Edward proved to be more difficult than I had
anticipated. We eventually decided upon one that was situated near
Morristown, New Jersey. This school was operated by the Benedictine
Fathers and was called Delbarton. We thought it would be better to wait
for the following year before enrolling Edward there.
When we left Newfoundland in early September, 1946, enroute to
New Jersey, we travelled by train. We stopped at Tompkins on the West
Coast of Newfoundland for a day or two of fishing. As the river was very
low at the time, there weren't very many fish around and nobody else was
fishing. When I took Edward down to the river, he looked at it and said,
with obvious disdain, "1 thought you said this was a big river. This is only
a little river like Rennie's river", and he was off to help with the haying.
Rennie's river is the stream that flows past our house in St. John's. I don't
believe I got any salmon there that year because the water was so low that
the fish could see the fisherman and were wary of him. I did catch a large
sea trout, but my method was not orthodox: I used bait!
From Tompkins we went to Halifax to attend Marjorie's
graduation. My oldest daughter had been studying nursing at the Halifax
Infirmary during the previous three years. The Infirmary was run by the
Sisters of Charity, and judging from the many letters I had received from
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Marjorie, I felt that the students at the Infirmary received a very
thorough training in all departments of nursing. Among the subjects
young ladies studied was ethics. They were also encouraged to participate
actively in the life of the Church; and in their final year, they were placed
in positions of responsibility.
Marjorie's class had elected her as the Valedictorian. She gave the
Valedictory Address and spoke very well - very clearly and with the
proper rhythm. I had suggested to Marjorie that she should make use of a
line from Dante - "Sorrow's crown of sorrow is the remembrance of
happier days". The Archbishop of Halifax was present for the ceremony
and he later addressed the gathering. In his remarks, he repeated in
Italian the lines Marjorie had quoted from Dante and dwelt on their
importance.
By this time, Marjorie had spent nearly nine years in Halifax.
During that period, there were many Newfoundlanders, both men and
women, who took their courses at the Infirmary or at Dalhousie or at one
of the other many fine institutions of learning there. It seemed to me that
these students enjoyed their stay and gave a good account of themselves.
My children, Marjorie and Madeleine, Billy and Peter, all did well and
had a good time while they were students there.
At the Graduation ceremony, we met many of Marjorie's friends
including her boy friend, Art Leahey, who was finishing his training in
Edward enters Delbarton School, Morristown, New Jersey, 1946.
civil engineering at The Nova Scotia Technical Institute. Marjorie and
Art were married two years later; and after spending several years in
Windsor where Art was Plant Manager of the International Gypsum
Company, they returned to Halifax where they still live.
After Halifax, Edward and I continued by train to Boston, New
York, and then to Morristown, New Jersey. I remember meeting some of
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the Benedictine Fathers who ran the beautiful school. It was called
Delbarton after the three daughters of the previous owner of the estate.
Their names were Delilah, Barbara and Tony. In the gardens of the
school, there were several fine marble statues. Edward was only twelve
years old at this time and we were both sad when I left him standing in
front of the main building with another boy. He spent a year there and
was kept very busy with his academic work and sports, a little music and
an active social life. I had wanted him to take music lessons but the priest
who taught him piano wasn't very interested in his progress. Edward told
me his music teacher spent the lesson-time talking and smoking fat
cigars.
When I left Edward, I returned to New York and then continued up
to Hamilton, Ontario. There I saw Joe Sullivan who used to visit our
home when he was in St. John's with the Canadian Army. Joe was a fine
musician; so was his mother who played the organ in the Catholic
Cathedral. Joe's father was employed by the Ontario Department of
Labour in Toronto. From Hamilton I went to Guelph to see my son,
Billy. Billy had entered the Jesuit Novitiate in Guelph the previous
September (1945). Another young man from St. John's, John Whalen,
entered at the same time. Father Whalen is now a Missionary in India.
Billy had done well at St. Mary's in Halifax. He had the honour of being
Valedictorian in his final year. I found him happy and in good health and
enjoying the life of study and work and meditation that the Novices led. I
couldn't help thinking that Billy was starting on a long journey. It would
be twelve more years before his Ordination in 1958, and I wondered if I
would live to see the day. He was a faithful and interesting letter writer
and wrote us long letters every week for many years, keeping in constant
touch with us all. He made it a special point to write us on our birthdays,
giving us spiritual bouquets as our birthday gifts. I am sure that they were
the best presents we could receive. I still possess most of his letters from
that period and they breathe contentment and mature wisdom.
When I was a student in Toronto, there were two men from Guelph
who lived in the same house at Mrs. Kentleton's as I did. They were Gerry
Purcell, who roomed with me, and John McElderry, who had another
room and who was studying law. Gerry Purcell also became a lawyer. He
was stationed in St. John's with the Canadian Army during World War II
and visited our home. He had invited me to his house in Guelph in 1918
and I stayed there for a few enjoyable days. Guelph is the home of the
Ontario Agriculture College. George Drew, who was in 1946 Premier of
Ontario, belonged to Guelph. He was born there and had been mayor of
that city. Later he was to become the Leader of the Progressive
Conservative Party in the House of Commons. The Novitiate at Guelph
was later destroyed by fire. A new one was built to replace it.
My great friend, Father Mike Kennedy, celebrated his Silver Jubilee
in 1946. He had been Ordained in St. John's by Archbishop Roche on
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June 29th, 1921. He was now the Parish Priest of Cape Broyle where he
was deservedly loved by his flock and his many friends in St. John's who,
on the occasion of his annual Garden Party, were happy to come up and
help him operate the wheels of fortune and other games at which they
were experts.
Some time after the death of my wife in 1944, I found that I needed a
housekeeper. I remembered the last advice that Mary had given me to
pass on to the children when she said, "Tell them to pray for everything". I
accepted that as a suitable instruction for me to follow, so I prayed to get
a good housekeeper. As if in immediate response to my petition, a widow,
Mrs. Edwards, who was then keeping house in town, telephoned me that
she had heard of my needing a housekeeper and that she would like to be
considered for the position. I engaged her and afterwards I learned that
she had had an offer from another party but came with me instead. When
she decided to go back to her home in St. Lawrence, I had to face the
same problem again, so I prayed again. That day or the next, but
certainly very shortly afterwards, a lady came into my office in the Court
House to ask me to help her fill out her application for her passport to the
United States. She told me that she was giving up housekeeping; she had
been keeping boarders during the war and now was going to take a rest
and she was going to the United States for a holiday. I asked her did she
know anywhere I could get a good housekeeper. "Yes", she answered,
"my housekeeper is coming out from Bay Bulls today to see me off. She is
the best housekeeper I ever had and she has no job at the present". The
lady kindly arranged for Gladys Rice to see me. Gladys was very shy and
found it difficult to make up her mind. But the good Lord was on my side
and she agreed to work for me. Her boy friend, Bill Doyle, from Bay de
Verde who worked at Fort Pepperrell, helped persuade her to accept.
She was a great blessing. One time Peter wrote to me in the highest
terms of her cooking: "Her soups and her desserts are out of this world!"
She was a gifted cook and she made deluxe bread and cakes. She and Bill
Doyle were married from our house and the couple lived with us for five
years after that.
I don't know if Bill Doyle had actually been trained as a rigger but he
certainly had all the qualifications for such a trade. Once at Fort
Pepperrell, when the flag on the main flagpole couldn't be lowered
because of the lines being tangled, the people in charge called out the Fire
Department to put up their ladders to fix it. But the big truck sank in the
soft earth and they were unable to do it. Bill Doyle was called into action
and he climbed up the flagpole and cleared the tangle. For his services,
they gave him two days holidays and $15.00 besides. He was a very able
man and afterwards became Delegate of the Labourers' Union in St.
John's. While he was with us, he put down a hardwood floor for me and I
am sure it is as good as, if not better than, what the tradesmen had done
several years before.
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Chapter Seventeen
Canadian Interest in Newfoundland - National Convention
- Judge Fox is Chairman - Delegations to London and
Ottawa - Decisions of the National Convention -
Confederates Present Petition - Lawyers Protest - United
Kingdom Government Decides Overrule Decisions of
National Convention - Two Referendums -
Confederation Wins
When I had been asked in 1934 during the last days of Responsible
Government how long I thought we would be governed by a Commission
from England, I was unduly optimistic and replied, "Five or six years".
But, of course, in 1934 no one could have foretold how long the
depression would last, nor - although Hitler had already seized power in
Germany - that in less than five years we would be engaged in the most
terrible war in the history of mankind.
By 1939 there had been some improvements in our situation in
Newfoundland, in agriculture, in the development of the Co-operative
Movement and the reorganization of the Civil Service, but our trading
situation in the world, still suffering from the depression, was very
unsatisfactory and unpredictable. In a word, we were far from being self-
supporting and we still had very heavy loans to repay.
The war brought an unprecedented prosperity to Newfoundland.
The construction of bases, airfields, docks, the improvement of roads,
the increase in demand for ores and the increased demand and rising
prices for fish brought money into the people's pockets and into the
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treasury. We reduced our debts; and in spite of the increased
expenditures incurred by the Government, the country was able to build
up a substantial surplus. In the meantime, the strategic position of
Newfoundland as the Sentinel of North America put us into a new
relationship with Canada and the United States, for we had become
entirely dependent on these two countries for our defence. Canada, in
particular, was concerned with its future relationship with
Newfoundland insofar as it affected the long term defence of Canada. As
early as September 17th, 1940, Prime Minister MacKenzie King
observed at a meeting of the Cabinet War Committee (Vol. of
Documents No. 93):
". . . the probability of Canada eventually having to take over
Newfoundland, and possibly Labrador, should constantly be borne in
mind. In the course of negotiations leading to the solution of the
immediate problem [Newfoundland's defence] it was important thatfull
regard should be had to such probable future circumstances.
Newfoundland and Labrador would always continue to be essential to
Canadian interests."
What did Mr. King mean by 'possibly Labrador'?
A later Report (October 18th, 1941, Document 104) on long term
Newfoundland-Canadian relations by Colonel O. M. Biggar, Chairman
of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, was
summarized in a memorandum from H. L. Keenleyside, the Secretary of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, to the Under Secretary of State
for External Affairs. The following statements are extracts from this
memorandum:
"The basic questions to which such a policy should provide answers are
these: (a) should Canadian policy be predicated upon the assumption that
Newfoundland must eventually enter Confederation? (b) Should the
Canadian Government endeavour to hasten that development or should
matters be allowed to develop without stimulation from Ottawa?"
The memorandum winds up:
"All things considered, it would seem to be likely that Canada must
prepare eventually to accept Newfoundland as a tenth partner
in Confederation. This being the case, would it ~ot be wise for the
Canadian Government, without trying in any way to hasten the ultimate
union, to take its present decision in regard to the practical problems
arising in Newfoundland in accordance with this assumption?"
Questions relating to Newfoundland's future were discussed by
Prime Minister MacKenzie King and President Roosevelt at a
Conference at Hyde Park. The Canadian Prime Minister in his Record
for April 20th notes:
"The President replied that he agreed entirely and would emphasize the
fact with his Military authorities He said to me that he thought Canada
ought to take over Newfoundland That would have to come when the
War was over. I told him I agreed; that Newfoundland had not been
brought into Confederation because it was a liability and we wouldhave to
turn it to an asset." (Document 435)
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The ninety-nine year leases of land and facilities on the Island that
Great Britain had granted the United States were a continued source of
concern to Canada. Colonel Biggar in his previously-mentioned Report
had quoted the phrase, "The United States is here for a hundred years;
Canada only for the duration". In referring to an amendment proposed in
1943 giving the United Kingdom military rights at Goose Bay after the
war, Prime Minister King pointed out (on September 30th) that:
"The Amendment might lead to serious complications (f Newfoundland
should ultimately decide to enter Confederation, since, in that event,
Canada would be faced with long term commitments to the United
Kingdom." (Document 509)
As the war intensified, the subject of Newfoundland entering
Confederation began to be discussed more publicly. Mr. Noseworthy, a
native Newfoundlander who was a Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation (C.C.F.) member, brought up the question in the House of
Commons on July 12th, 1943. In answer to this query, the Prime Minister
replied:
"1 would say that Canadians like and admire the people ofNewfoundland.
They are attached to them by bonds ofsentiment and by the memory of
danger shared and victories won together. They look forward to the
continuation of the friendship and co-operation which have increasingly
marked our relations during recent years. Canadians are interested in the
defence of Newfoundland which is so vital a part of the defences of the
Continent and the hemisphere. They hope that the people of
Newfoundland will find some fully satisfactory solution of the political
and economic problems which confront them. They will be happy if, in any
way, they can contribute to the solution ofthese problems, many ofwhich
are common to both countries.
"If the people ofNewfoundland should ever decide that they wish to enter
the Canadian Federation and should make that decision clear beyond all
possibility of misunderstanding, Canada would give most sympathetic
consideration to the proposal."
It would seem that the need for a more clearly defined policy on the
part of the Canadian Government was becoming more acute. A
communication of Mr. E. J. Reid, Legal Adviser to the Special
Counsellor to the Under-Secretary for External Affairs, dated December
18th, 1944, (Volume of Documents 541) on the subject of post-War
Canadian defence and with particular reference to the Goose Bay
problem, contains the following statements:
"... We know that we need Newfoundland and Labrador as much as we
need Nova Scotia . .. Shouldn't the Canadian Government give serious
consideration to the problem of Confederation? There have been three
periods in which Confederation has been an active problem. I am not old
enough to have any genuine recollection ofthefirst but I have a very vivid
recollection of the last two.
(a) It will be remembered that in the 90's Confederation was an
accomplished fact had the Canadian Government not quibbled over an
item of $100,000.00.
(b) In the 30's it was tossed overboard because it might have involved an
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expenditure ofapproximately $15,000,000.00,far less ihan had been spent
on Goose Bay alone.
(c) In the various discussions that have taken place, it has been tossed
aside because it might involve a purely theoretical expenditure of a few
million pounds sterling out of useless London balances.
In these circumstances shouldn't the Newfoundland problem be given
some serious consideration upon the assumption that it was desirable to
put forward some solution which offered a slight prospect of working?"
A final citation (799) - a letter of January 26th, 1945, from Mr. J
S. McDonald, Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland, to MI
Robertson, the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs -
indicates that Great Britain was already taking active steps to mak,
"constitutional changes". Mr. McDonald wrote, in part:
"Mr. Winter! is certainly the best disposed toward Canada ofany Member
of the Commission and has for years past, made no secret ofhis view that
the ultimate solution of Newfoundland's constitutional problem is
Confederation with Canada. He feels that if good terms were offered,
Newfoundland might be persuaded to come in. He may possibly wish to
sound out our Ministers very informally on the matter offavourable terms.
I am sure, however, that he has no specific proposal to put forward and
certainly nothing ofan official character since his whole trip is more ofa
personal than an official nature.lfhe should raise the matter at all, it might
present a good opportunity to secure information on the proposals for
constitutional changes which the Dominion's office made last Autumn and
which thus far have been kept extremely secret. He would hardly mention
the subject unless he is prepared to tell us what the Dominion's Office is
proposing to do."
From the above quotations, it will be seen that Canada was playinj
the role of interested suitor to a reluctant Newfoundland. At the sam
time on the other side of the Atlantic, Great Britain was acting out thl
part of the father of the bride. As Dr. Keenleyside observed in th
previously-mentioned memorandum (Volume of Documents 104):
"There is the reasonable presumption that Britain may well soon tire of
paying the deficit of a Colony that is geographically, economically and
politically a North American problem."
The Government of the United Kingdom was not always completel~
satisfied with the reports it received from the Governor iI
Newfoundland. Sometimes these reports contained frank, caustil
references to the various commissioners. Perhaps because of that fact
the Government of the United Kingdom on at least two occasions sen
some of its members from the House of Commons out to Newfoundlan<
to look around and report their impressions on their return.
Mr. Atlee, when Deputy Prime Minister, invited Mr. CharIe:
Ammon, afterwards Lord Ammon, Mr. A. P. Herbert and Mr. GunstaJ
to serve as a Committee to come out here in 1943. The.re was anothe
Committee on another occasion and Mr. Atlee himself had been hen
I Hon. H. A. Winter, Minister of Home Affairs and Education,later a Judge of the Supreme Court
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with an assistant in 1941. I remember calling on him at Government
House and having a lengthy discussion with him. I gave him an extensive
account of the interest of a large section of our people in the Co-
Operative Movement. He was so impressed by this that after I left him, he
ient his assistant after me to say that he would like to talk to me again.
The finances of Newfoundland had been so carefully husbanded
ifter 1941 when the Americans first arrived in strength, that the
Commission accumulated a comparatively large surplus which it loaned
to the British Government. The condition of being "self-supporting"
igain had been realized by 1945 when the War in Europe ended. In the
general election which took place in Britain, the Labour Government was
~Iected to office and Mr. Atlee became Prime Minister on July 26th,
1945.
The future of Newfoundland, like the future of other parts of the
Commonwealth, had to be considered. It was the general policy of the
Labour Government to divest Britain of its colonies. On December 11th,
1945, Mr. Atlee made an announcement in the House of Commons on
the subject of the future of Newfoundland. He said that his Government
had decided to:
"set up in Newfoundland next year, as early as climatic conditions permit,
an elected National Convention of Newfoundlanders; Elections to the
Convention will be held broadly on the basis oftheformer Parliamentary
constituencies. All adults will be entitled to vote, and candidates for
election will be required to be bonafide residents in the districts they seek to
represent."
This last requirement was certainly suggested by someone anxious
:0 prevent many of the citizens of 5t. John's (where almost all the lawyers
md the most experienced businessmen were located) from being
nembers of the Convention.
The Convention was to be composed of persons elected from
residents actually living in a District. To this there were some exceptions.
There were to be thirty-eight Districts returning forty-five members who
would have the duty of:
"considering the financial and economic situation in Newfoundland and
making recommendations 10 the Government ofthe United Kingdom as to
the possibleforms of Government 10 be put before the people in a National
Referendum."
Up to this time, no one had thought of any other action except the
return of Responsible Government. In 1945 a Petition for the
Restoration of Responsible Government had been organized by Major
Peter Cashin and 25,000 names had been gathered. This was surely a
representative Petition as the majority of people at that particular time
undoubetedly wanted to see the restoration of Responsible Government.
The Commission of Government enacted a measure on the 21st day of
May, 1946, called The National Convention Act, embodying the
;onditions stated in Mr. Atlee's announcement and including elaborate
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rules for the conduct of the election of members to the National
Convention.
This election took place on the 21st of June. Among the forty-five
members, there was one from Labrador, the first time that this part of
Newfoundland had been represented in a deliberative elected body.
Members were to be paid for their attendance at the House and the
Chairman of the Convention was to be a Judge of The Supreme Court.
The Convention was formally opened by the Governor on September
11 th, 1946, and continued until its dissolution on January 30th, 1948.
The first Chairman appointed was Mr. Justice Cyril Fox, who was
admirably qualified for the position. He had been a member of the House
of Assembly from 1919 to 1928 and Speaker from 1924 to 1928. He was a
magnificent orator with a strong baritone voice and was held in the
highest public esteem and generally regarded as an honourable man. He
was one of the leading members of the legal profession until his
appointment to The Supreme Court in 1945. Unfortunately, he took ill
suddenly during the first session in October, 1946. A month later he was
dead. He was only fifty-seven years of age. His death was a great loss, not
only to the Convention, but also to the community. The National
Convention Act had to be amended giving the Commission of
Government power to appoint a Chairman who wouldn't have a vote on
matters being considered unless he was an elected representative. The
second Chairman was Mr. F. Gordon Bradley, K.C., who had been
elected as a member from Bonavista East. Mr. Bradley was a lawyer who,
many years before, had been a law partner of Mr. (later Sir) Alfred B.
Morine, a brilliant but highly controversial politician and undoubtedly a
life time advocate of Confederation. Mr. Bradley afterwards revealed
that he, too, had been a strong Confederate.
In the early sessions of the Convention, the members were divided
up into several committees and spent a great deal of time studying
different features of the economic and financial conditions existing in
Newfoundland.
The member from Bonavista Centre was Joe Smallwood, a
journalist, broadcaster, pig farmer and ardent apostle of Confederation.
He appeared to have the same privilege as the Leader of a Government,
although he represented a minority among the forty-five members in the
Convention. He seemed to take it upon himself to answer every argument
against Confederation. It should be remembered that Mr. Smallwood,
from the time of the announcement of the National Convention in
December, 1945, had been arming himself with every piece of available
information that might persuade and convince the people of
Newfoundland to vote for Confederation in a Referendum. On the 28th
of October, 1946, Mr. Smallwood moved a motion that a delegation
should be sent to Ottawa to ascertain the terms and conditions on the
basis of which the Government of Canada would consider that
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Newfoundland might join Confederation. Mter five days of bitter
debate, this motion was defeated by a vote of twenty-eight to fifteen.
It was during this debate that the National Convention witnessed
another tragedy when Mr. Ken Brown, the Member from Bonavista
South, who was a strong supporter of the Restoration of Responsible
Government, was stricken with a cerebral hemorrhage in the middle of a
powerful speech against Confederation. In the course of his remarks he is
reported to have made a statement to this effect:
"I hold in my hand a document that contains information, which, ifknown
to the Members ofthe National Convention, would cause every Member of
the Delegation to vote against Confederation."
At that moment he collapsed and fell forward over his desk onto the
floor. No one ever learned what was in the document he mentioned. Mr.
Brown was forced to withdraw from attendance at The National
Convention. There is no doubt that the loss of his powerful influence on
the Responsible Government side was ofgreat benefit to the advocates of
Confederation. He had long been a popular figure in the labour
movement and had been four times elected to the House of Assembly,
between 1923 and 1932. One cannot help but wonder what important
information that document contained and what happened to it.
On February 28th, 1947, Mr. Hollett moved and Mr. Butt seconded
a motion proposing that a delegation be elected to proceed to London to
discuss various matters with the Government of the United Kingdom.
This was unanimously accepted. Mr. Smallwood then moved, seconded
by Mr. Job, that a delegation should be selected to proceed to Ottawa
after the return of the London delegation to ascertain from the
Government of Canada what fair and equitable basis may exist for the
Federal Union of Newfoundland and Canada. The delegation to London
didn't leave until the 24th of April. Among other things, they were to
discuss public debt and loans, trade and tariffs, military bases and
airports and "any other matters relative to Newfoundland affairs which
the delegation may raise and His Majesty's Government would be willing
to discuss". It seemed to me that this was far too broad a basis for
discussion under the circumstances. The talks ended on May 7th and two
days later the delegation left for home. Mr. Cashin, the leader of the
delegation, expressed bitter disappointment at their reception in
London.
The delegation to Ottawa was appointed on April 1st and included
among its members Messrs. Bradley and Smallwood. There was a great
contrast in the reception accorded the two delegations. There was very
little support in London from the Labour Government - which was
definitely in favour of Confederation with Canada - for the Restoration
of Responsible Government. On the other hand, as was to be expected,
the delegation to Ottawa was given every possible assistance and royally
entertained. This delegation was in Ottawa from June 25th, 1947, until
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September 30th. It was gone so long that the members of the National
Convention at home protested and sent messages to the Chairman, Mr.
Bradley, demanding the immediate return of the delegation but, Mr.
Bradley simply replied that they would return when their work was
completed.
At Ottawa, the Government of Canada and the delegation from
Newfoundland were formed into eleven committees on public debt,
finance, transportation, veterans' affairs, economic development,
unemployment insurance, maritime freight rates, Indians and Eskimos,
housing, fisheries and the co-ordinating committee. Mr. Smallwood was
a member of every committee, while no other delegate served on more
than five committees!
The Ottawa delegation finally returned to St. John's on Saturday,
October 4th, 1947, after an absence of nearly sixteen weeks. Many ofthe
delegates who hadn't gone to Ottawa felt furious at what they considered
too prolonged an interruption in the proceedings of the Convention, and
planned to move a vote of censure on the Chairman, Gordon Bradley.
Apparently, he learned what was intended for he resigned his position of
his own accord on October 10th, the day the Convention resumed, before
anyone could get a chance to introduce the motion of censure.
A couple of days later, Mr. J. B. McEvoy, K.C., who was not an
elected delegate, was appointed as Chairman and the Convention
resumed its sittings on October 15th. A fortnight later, Prime Minister
MacKenzie King sent his proposals, or Terms of Union, to His
Excellency the Governor, and a week later they were given to the
Convention. While at Ottawa, the delegation had made a comprehensive
examination of the changes which would come about through union of
the two countries. These were contained in two volumes of about 300
pages and were distributed to the Convention. Because of their black
plastic covers they became known as "the black books".
Those who favoured Confederation were satisfied with the Terms of
Union. Those who favoured Responsible Government were not. Mr.
Smallwood was very anxious to get the matter settled by The National
Convention and he introduced a hypothetical budget intended to cover a
period of eight years after Confederation had been accomplished. This
led to very bitter debate. Many delegates walked out, leaving the
Convention without a quorum. The Chairman threatened to resign. The
Convention adjourned in disorder a fortnight before Christmas. When it
resumed its sitting on January 5th, 1948, the debate continued. Two
weeks later, Gordon Higgins moved that "Responsible Government as it
existed in 1934, and Commission of Government" be recommended as
the two forms of Government to be submitted to the people of
Newfoundland in a National Referendum. This motion was
unanimously adopted.
Mr. Smallwood then moved that The National Convention desires
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to recommend that "Confederation with Canada", upon the Terms of
Union as submitted by Prime Minister Mackenzie King, should be
placed upon the ballot. On Tuesday, January 27th, the Motion was put to
a vote and was defeated twenty-nine to sixteen. It will be seen that the
minds of the Convention members hadn't changed very much in the
interval between the first Motion that Mr. Smallwood had introduced
and the one he brought in on the 23rd of Januarv. 1948.
On the 30th, the Administrator, Sir L. E. Emerson, presided at the
final session and the dissolution of the Convention. I was an invited guest
on this occasion and sat in front of Mr. Smallwood so that we carried on
a conversation for a short time. I was telling him that on Barter's Hill
nearly every house had cards in the window in favour of Responsible
Government being restored. He said, "the poor people don't really know
what they are missing".
Almost seventeen months had elapsed between the opening of the
Convention and its final sitting. The members had worked hard. They
had determined that Newfoundland was self-supporting and had
proposed to the British Government that the choice between Responsible
Government and Commission of Government be presented to the people
in a Referendum. This was nothing other than what an informed
observer would have predicted even before the Convention. The
Convention had also - thanks to Mr. Smallwood's great efforts -
polarized the population into two opposing camps: those in favour of
Confederation with its social advantages, and those who favoured
Responsible Government with its independence and perhaps insecurity.
I had taken no part in the activity of the Convention. I was still
functioning as a Judge of the Central District Court and attending to all
the other duties that I had undertaken. It didn't occur to me to resign to
run for a seat in the National Convention. It would have meant, even if I
was permitted to run, that I would be without an adequate salary, so that
it would have been extremely difficult from a financial point of view to
live as I had been doing.
I followed the discussions as they were published and I sometimes
listened to the broadcasts of the daily proceedings at the Convention. Mr.
Smallwood seemed to be speaking every evening so that in Responsible
Government circles as they existed in St. John's, people would say, "turn
him off".
It was during this period that I had some fruitless discussion and
correspondence with the Honourable A. J. Walsh, the Commissioner of
Justice, regarding an increase in salary which I felt was long overdue. The
salary for the Central District Court Judge had been set in 1924 at
$5,000.00 per annum and had never been increased since that time. Mr.
Walsh told me in the course of an interview I had with him in 1947 that
the salary of Judge Morris, my predecessor on the Bench, was supposed
to have been increased to $6,000.00 per annum by Sir Richard Squires in
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1929 at the same time that the salaries of the Supreme Court Judges were
increased by $1,000.00 a year. However, Dr. Campbell, who was a great
friend of Sir Richard Squires, had objected to any increase for Judge
Morris because after the preliminary enquiry had taken place when Dr.
Campbell had been charged with illegal acts, he was adjudged to go to the
Supreme Court for trial. Mr. Walsh now recognized that with the great
increase in responsibilities of my judicial position and the increase in the
cost of living, my salary was inadequate. He then arranged for an
adjustment. He offered me a $1,000.00 increase in salary; but when the
draft Act necessary to put this into effect was submitted to me, it seemed
to me too wide in its scope for it required me to do anything which the
Commission of Government requested me to do without getting any
further remuneration. I demurred at this and asked for further
information. I never received an answer to that request and I never
received the increase which, in 1947, I was told I should receive. I had a
suspicion, although I have no reason to say so, that it was planned by the
Commission of Government that I might go to Ottawa with the
delegation. Moreover, when this increase in salary was offered me, I was
President of the Civil Service Association, and at the time I was
negotiating with the Commission of Government to get another increase
in the cost of living bonus for the members of the Civil Service. On that
account, I didn't wish to receive an increase in my own salary and I was
content to have the matter deferred for the time being. In July of the
following year, I wrote the Commissioner again reminding him of his
offer and asked if I could receive the increase in salary then. This letter
was ignored.
It might be thought that the recommendations of The National
Convention would be accepted by the British Government and that a
Referendum on the choice between Commission of Government and
Responsible Government would take place. The National Convention by
a vote of twenty-nine to sixteen decided not to have Confederation on the
ballot. There seems little doubt now that there was collusion between the
Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of Canada to
"help" Newfoundland into Confederation. Mr. Thomas Lodge, one of
the first and perhaps the most capable and far seeing of the
Commissioners, went so far as to write in a letter to the MANCHESTER
GUARDIAN:
"1 have no doubt whatever that at some stage an unholy deal has been done
between London and Ottawa under which London undertook to do
something like using their best endeavours to secure the entry of
Newfoundland into Confederation."
Hardly had the doors of the Convention closed when Mr. Bradley
was on the air on the Government Radio Station broadcasting an appeal
to the people of Newfoundland to support the Confederate demand that
Confederation be placed on the ballot paper in the forthcoming
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Referendum. Mr. Smallwood broadcast a similar appeal over VOCM
and telegrams for signatures were invited. Mr. Cashin defended the
Convention's limited recommendations. Thirty-two members, i.e.,
almost all of the legal profession, cabled the Government of the United
Kingdom upholding the decision of The National Convention in
claiming that only two forms of Government should go on the ballot
paper. (see Appendix B) As a result of Mr. Smallwood's and Mr.
Bradley's appeals for a petition, Mr. Smallwood announced that 50,000
people had signed the petition, and this information, although unofficial
and unchecked, was conveyed to the Government of the United Kingdom
through the Governor. On March 2nd, the Government of the United
Kingdom decided in favour of the petitioners and announced that
Confederation would be put on the ballot paper in the Referendum. They
said that they thought that the matter had been fully considered and now
it should be left up to the people to decide whether they wanted
Confederation or not. The United Kingdom Government ignored the
decision reached by the delegates who had been elected to The National
Convention.
Polling Day was set for June 3rd, 1948. The campaign was intense.
The Confederates, well organized and well financed, were able to make
attractive promises of Family Allowances and Old Age Pensions and a
whole basketful of other benefits to the voters. The supporters of
Responsible Government, on the other hand, were not united under a
single strong leader nor were their appeals for preserving our
independence as attractive as those made by those favouring
Confederation.
As Mr. Smallwood was pointing out that the Responsible
Government to be restored "as it was in 1933" and that in that year the
people in Newfoundland were hungry and badly clothed with over one-
third of the population receiving a dole of 6¢ a day, one can easily
imagine the powerful arguments that Mr. Smallwood could use against
such a choice, and how easy it was for him to contrast the enormous
benefits every Newfoundlander would receive under Confederation.
To offset this argument of Mr. Smallwood, Bill Perlin succeeded in
forming a group who persuaded Ches Crosbie to sponsor economic
union with the United States. By such an arrangement, Newfoundlanders
would get work and wages rather than Government handouts. The
impact of the influential name of Crosbie and the enthusiasm of his
supporters urging people to vote Responsible Government so that we
could have economic union with the United States, caused Mr.
Smallwood considerable anxiety.
He tried to make an alliance with Ches Crosbie and went so far as to
offer him the post of Premier of the Province of Newfoundland,
according to the story told by Don Jamieson who was one of Ches
Crosbie's most vocal supporters. It is not possible to say how far the
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influence of advocacy of economic union with the United States affected
the vote, but the vote was as follows:
Responsible Government 69,400
Confederation 64,066
Commission of Government 23,311
Total 156,777
In regard to the second referendum, Mr. Jamieson in his article, "1
saw the fight for Confederation", contained in Volume 3 of the BOOK
OF NEWFOUNDLAND, says:
"He (Smallwood) knew he had to switch thousands of Commission
Supporters to Confederation. In this effort he employed the most obvious
and logical technique. He persuaded Newfoundland Members of the
Commission to come out publicly in favour of Union with Canada.
Nothing could have more appealfor those who preferred the Commission
than to have men they had, in effect, voted for, urge them to choose
Confederation as the best alternative. Two Newfoundland Commissioners
who did so were Herman Quinton, the Commissioner for Health, and
Herbert Pottle, Commissioner for Education."
When Mr. Smallwood formed his Government after Confederation,
both these gentlemen were members of his Cabinet. Mr. Quinton became
his Finance Minister for a while and afterwards was summoned to the
Senate of Canada. Mr. Smallwood also persuaded Sir Leonard
Outerbridge to come out in his favour on the radio. The joint effect of the
two commissioners and Sir Leonard Outerbridge speaking in favour of
Confederation on the radio must have influenced hundreds of people. Sir
Leonard Outerbridge afterwards became Lieutenant Governor of
Newfoundland.
When they went on the air, the two members of the Commission of
Government recommended that those who had supported them in the
first referendum switch to Confederation in the second. Mr. McEvoy,
who had been chairman in the final sessions of The National Convention,
also threw his support in favour of Confederation. Mr. McEvoy,
however, was seriously incorrect in his estimate when he stated:
"The terms offered by Ottawa were the best that could possibly be
obtained."
When the second delegation went to Ottawa to settle the final terms,
they received $16,500,000.00 higher for the transitional grant than had
been agreed upon by the first delegation.
The second referendum was preceded by an all-out campaign by
both parties.
As Judge, I couldn't take an open part in the campaign but I
telephoned Mr. Cashin and Mr. Hollett, whom I knew well, to advise
them that the strongest thing in favour of Confederation was the family
allowances. If Responsible Government was restored, we could give
family allowances, too, as this was a flexible thing and not all countries
gave the same allowance as Canada. Both Mr. Cashin and Mr. Hollett
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promised to follow my advice but Mr. Cashin, 1remember, said, "1 won't
say anything about it at all". Although 1heard Mrs. Fanny Fiander, one
of the great supporters of the restoration of Responsible Government,
speaking in the open air saying, "We'll look after our own babies", the
leaders continued to condemn the policy of family allowance in the
strongest terms. 1 believe this was fatal. It is no use speculating on what
might have happened if our leaders had a more realistic view of the
tremendous appeal which the family allowances made to parents. 1know
that later Mr. Smallwood was idolized in many places for the "lovely
money" some people thought he was sending them. They believed him
when he promised this before the referendum. The result of the vote on
July 2nd was as follows:
Confederation 78,323
Responsible Government 71,334
Majority in favour of Confederation 6,989
The percentage for Confederation was 52.34%, for Responsible
Government 47.55%, a difference of 4.68%.
Prime Minister MacKenzie King, who evidently considered a
majority of 52.34% a "decision clear beyond all possibility of
misunderstanding", accepted the verdict.
The British Government did the same.
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Chapter Eighteen
Travels to Europe - England and France, Visits to Lisieux,
Chartres, Rouen and Lourdes - Counsels' Opinion on
Commission's Actions - Petition for Restoration of
Responsible Government - Action Taken Against
Commission of Government - Final Terms Settled
For a time after the War, we had a young French lady staying with
us for several months. She was Mlle. Mercedes Baldo of Paris. Mercedes
was working as secretary to the French Consul at the time she stayed with
us. We became great friends; and when she returned to Paris, she sent me
many French stamps as soon as they were issued, so that for a while I
concentrated on collecting the stamps of France of which I acquired a
great number, both mint and used. None of them is rare, but they make
an interesting and colourful collection. When Madeleine and I went over
to Paris in 1948, we saw her on several occasions; and while Peter was
there for six years, he often saw her as well. She was a very good friend to
us all.
During the summer of 1947 Madeleine and I were invited to a
Garden Party at Government House. Governor MacDonald was then in
office. Among the guests were the officers of the French Ship,
L'AVENTURE, which was on duty patrolling the French fishing fleet on
the Grand Banks. One of the officers was a tall, good-looking man from
Louviers in Normandy. He was a very agile, clever person. We met him;
and as the ship was in port for several days, we had him come to our
home. His name was Paul Buisson. He and Madeleine became very
friendly so that when he went back to France he kept in touch with her by
correspondence. He was discharged from the Navy and served as an
engineering officer on the French ocean liner, ILE DE FRANCE, for
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several months, after which he took a job at the construction of an oil
refinery near Rouen.
On July 22nd, 1948, the day of the second Referendum, I wrote Sir
Albert Walsh another letter informing him that my daughter, Madeleine,
and I had been invited to visit some friends in France that summer. This
was due to an invitation Madeleine had received from her friend, Paul,
for her and me to come over as he would be on leave from his ship and
would be able to spend all his time with us. I requested the Commission of
Government for leave of absence from the first or second week of August
for about six weeks and stated that I had arranged with Magistrate
O'Neill and Magistrate Mulcahey to perform my duties during my
absence. I was granted leave.
When I told Jack Higgins, K.C., I was going to London, he thought
it would be a good idea to bring over a questionnaire about the right of
the British Government to promote Confederation, and get a legal
opinion from learned Counsel in London. Accordingly, I worked with
him in preparing a set of questions which I took with me. In England we
had to work through solicitors to get at the Counsel. Messrs. Allan &
Overy, who had been out in St. John's in connection with the transfer of
the mill at Corner Brook to the International Power & Paper Company
in 1927, selected two prominent barristers, Messrs. Walter Monckton
and Brian McKenna, to give us an opinion on our questions. These
questions and their answers will be found in Appendix "C".
We had travelled to England on a fully loaded iron ore ship from
Bell Island and the trip took twelve days. I found it a relaxing experience
as the officers were all nice to us. Because of its heavy cargo, the ship
rolled from side to side with constant regularity but in a different way
from the passenger ships on which I had previously travelled. Madeleine
was very seasick and hardly left her berth during the voyage. We docked
at Middlesborough. From there we went by train to London. At York we
had a glimpse of the ancient Minster and at Darlington we saw on
exhibition at the station the first steam railway locomotive.
Although the War had now been over for three years, the people in
England were still on rations. It surprised us a little, coming from North
America, to see such strict rationing still being enforced. We were asked if
we had our ration ticket to get bacon, and we saw a man in the hotel at
Oxford taking an egg out of his pocket and passing it over to the waitress
and asking her would she mind cooking it for him. Even cigarettes
appeared in short supply. I had bought some on the ship before coming
ashore; and as I did not smoke, I was able to give some away.
While I was in London, I did see one or two of the members of
Parliament and Lord Semphill, but it was a very sad occasion as there
was very little they could do and their impotence was obvious. A. P.
Herbert continued to do his best, but he was a Liberal and the Liberals
didn't have much influence in the House of Commons. As far as the
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House of Lords was concerned, the matter was a dead issue. Lord
Semphill had intended bringing in a motion to ask the House to request a
delay, but he never made his motion, and there was nothing he could have
done to change the situation anyway.
We visited Oxford, thinking it would be no problem to get rooms at
a hotel. We were disappointed as we found all the hotels full. At the
Randolph Hotel, the clerk phoned some places where students stayed
and found one with one bedroom vacant due to non-arrival of an
expected guest, together with the information that I could sleep on the
lounge in the living room.
We accepted this with alacrity. My bed consisted principally of
beautiful silk cushions with an eiderdown. When I awoke in the morning,
I found I was looking out on the High Street where hundreds of bicyclists
were riding to work. That spectacle has to be seen to be believed. Whilst
at the Randolph, a man asked me if I had a cigarette to give him. Imagine
his surprise when I gave him a package of twenty. I had not smoked for
nine years and I was glad to be able to give them to someone who wanted
them.
Madeleine and I went over to France where we were met by Paul
Buisson, who took us from the port of Dieppe where we landed to his
home in Louviers. This was a rather small, prim-looking town which
didn't seem to have suffered as much from the War as some other places
we saw. We met Paul's father and mother but we didn't stay with them.
We stayed at a nearby hotel and had some of our meals at Paul's home.
Louviers has a very interesting church. I don't know its history but it
must have been built early in the Middle Ages. It is a Gothic structure and
it has some beautiful stained glass windows. Another interesting feature
of this church is the set of crests and figures of the saintly patrons of the
various trades carried on in the town. The crests represent the guilds
which were organizations for tradesmen. They had existed in France in
the eighth century and continued to be a great benefit to their members
down to the fifteenth century. There were many craft guilds and each one
had its patron saint. They were well organized and consisted of the
apprentices, the journeymen and the masters of the various crafts. The
officers would be picked from the masters, who had the responsibility
when they were taking an apprentice to guarantee their own good
behaviour, and to take an interest in the moral as well as the economic
and professional well-being of their apprentices. The members of the
guilds were banded together for mutual assistance, helping each other in
times of stress and looking after the children of deceased members.
It has been said that as a result of the work of the guilds, peace
prevailed in the cities and towns of France for hundreds of years. They
made rules as to the hours of work and the rates ofwages and the holidays
'ind other privileges that their members should get. They would also
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celebrate the feast days of their patron saints and, I imagine, had many
colourful processions and festivities. Their work was inspired by the
teachings of the Catholic Church. In my youth in St. John's, I used to
hear of the "Master Coopers" and I've heard of other Masters, Master
Masons and Master Carpenters; but in the Middle Ages, there was a well
organized system of apprentices, journeymen and masters such as does
not exist today. The unions of today are the modern equivalent of the
guilds of the Middle Ages, but their activities are chiefly confined to
economic matters. Many of the union leaders incline to the Left,
politically.
The stained glass windows in the Church at Louviers were especially
beautiful. We were told that they, like the windows of other churches,
were protected by sand-bags during the War. We visited the market in
Louviers where we saw vegetables and fruit, mostly grapes, poultry, hens
and ducks and a butcher shop, usually with dozens of greedy wasps
buzzing outside. Sometimes horsemeat was being sold.
There are many interesting cities and towns near Louviers and we
visited some of them. Included in our tour was Rouen, Lisieux, the home
of St. Therese, the Little Flower, and Chartres, where the most
extraordinary Gothic Cathedral in the world is located. At Rouen we
visited the Cathedral where St. Joan of Arc was tried and condemned; we
visited the prison where she was unjustly imprisoned and we saw the
monument in the public square to mark the spot where she was cruelly
burnt to death. Rouen must have been a most interesting place in the
Middle Ages. It has been said that no other city in France has so many
examples of beautiful Gothic architecture as Rouen. Some of the
churches had been severely damaged or destroyed during the Second
World War and had been allowed to remain in that partially destroyed
state up to the time that we went there in 1948. I was particularly struck
by the Church of St. Quen where all the stones seemed to be carved; it
leaves a strong impression upon all those who have ever seen it. The
church is remarkable for its delicate and graceful style; but when we saw
it, it was largely a ruin, I regret to say.
The famous Cathedral of Rouen was undergoing extensive repairs
while we were there. It has two towers; one that goes to a great height,
another one which is called the "Tower of Butter" because it appears that
in Lent the people were relieved from a certain amount of fasting if they
contributed butter to the Church. The butter was sold and the proceeds
were used to construct the tower. It is a beautiful portion of the
Cathedral.
It seemed to be a very strange thing that St. Joan of Arc should have
been tried by a Bishop and condemned to death. No French woman was
more worthy of honour than St. Joan of Arc. The Pope intervened a few
years after her death to have her conviction reversed. Bishop Cauchon,
who condemned Joan, later regretted his deed. After he was appointed
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Bishop of Lisieux, he caused a beautiful "Lady Chapel" to be built in the
apse behind the high altar of the Cathedral. It is said that he built this as
an act of reparation. Before the altar of this Chapel, St. Therese used to
hear her daily Mass as a young girl.
In Lisieux we visited the home of St. Therese, the Convent where she
became a nun, and her shrine. This is a very large building; and when we
were there, we saw parts of the stonework which had been scarred by shell
fragments during the Second World War. When we entered the church,
there were Masses going on at many altars and a great many people were
coming and going. I saw a Priest looking for someone to serve Mass. A
lady arose as if she were going to offer to do it and I stepped forward and
asked the Priest if I could serve and he allowed me to do so. St. Therese
was born in 1873 and died in 1897. During the last three years of her life,
she wrote many beautiful poems. We, like other tourists, were privileged
to see the Saint's beautiful hair which is still preserved. It is a most
inspiring and entrancing thing to be able to go from the home of the Little
Flower to her school and to her church, to the altar where she used to
receive Holy Communion as a child and then to the convent where she
spent the last nine years of her life.
Her life was so beautiful and so edifying to the other Sisters of the
Convent that the Mother Prioress bade her write her Memoirs, which she
did with entire openness and simple obedience. After her death, this
exquisite Memoir, first intended only for the edification of her sister
nuns, was published together with a valuable appendix of her letters,
notes of retreat, counsels and certain loving remembrances of her life by
those who had watched her daily. There were also some one hundred and
fifty pages of poems, which she wrote in many instances to certain French
melodies.
The Autobiography of this Saint has been translated into many
languages. One of her last desires was, "1 wish to pass my Heaven in doing
good on earth", and again she said, "After my death I will let fall a shower
of roses". Because of her devotion to the Missions, she has become the
Patron of all Missionaries of the Catholic Church. The town of Lisieux is
a wonderful place. The air seems to have the overpowering feeling of the
presence of the Saint, so much so that a visit there is unforgettable.
Paul's uncle, who operated a farm near Louviers, took us in his little
Renault for a couple of interesting drives along the valley of the Seine.
We went to St. Wandrille Abbey where we heard the Monks sing Mass in
Gregorian chant which, in my opinion, is the most religious medium for
sacred song. We examined the old cloisters and noticed the destruction
which we were told had been done during the French Revolution.
Paul's uncle was a fast driver and I still remember the anxiety I felt
as, without slackening his speed, he drove through the little villages with
geese and children scurrying out of his path. There are some very ancient
churches in France because the faith was brought there within one or two
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centuries after Our Lord's death. We saw one perfect tiny little chapel not
far from St. Wandrille. It was so small that you would wonder why it was
ever built. However, in Ireland at Glendalough, there were some that
were not much larger.
As we approached Chartres Cathedral, we saw two women from
Brittany with elaborate "coiffes" on their heads, displaying some lace
which they had made and had for sale, so I took a picture of them.
Chartres Cathedral is a magic name. Thousands of students every year
make pilgrimages here by foot from Paris and other cities. From Paris it
is about fifty miles. Every visitor to France should make an effort to see
Chartres. It has the reputation of being the most beautiful Gothic
building in the world. The story of this Cathedral, from the time the first
Christian Church was built on the site of a former Druid place of
worship, could fill several volumes. One is amazed at the amount of
carving, both inside and out. There are many groups of statues. Among
them are the fifteen mysteries of the Blessed Virgin, all carved in stone. ]
bought about 100 postcards showing some of the groups of carvings. ]
was told that there are about 10,000 carvings in and around the
Cathedral. I have seen estimates with lesser numbers. I believe the top
figure is more likely to be correct. Chartres is also famous for its stained
glass windows and its graceful architecture.
The City of Chartres is situated on a level plain called '1a Beauce"
and not far from there, if you are there at the right season, you may see a
farmer plowing his ground. When travelling from Paris to Chartres by
rail or car, one can see the Cathedral standing up from the plain from a
distance of ten or twelve miles like a tall ship in a sea of grain.
The prime purpose of our visit to France was to see if the brief
acquaintance of Paul and Madeleine, developed during a year's
voluminous correspondence, would mature into an engagement to
marry. It did. I was much impressed by Paul. He was a tall, handsome
man, strong, athletic and talented. He had no occupation at that time but
there seemed little reason to think that with his training as an engineer,
his splendid bearing and his innate ability, he would find it any problem
to get a position with all the construction work that was going on in
France. He and Madeleine became engaged and we went to Paris where
Paul had a relative in the diamond trade. There Madeleine picked out an
engagement ring to her satisfaction.
When in Paris, we visited several of the attractions like other
tourists, Notre Dame Cathedral and the Sainte Chapelle - the
remarkable architectural gem built by St. Louis, King of France, to
house the sacred relics he had brought back from his crusade to the Holy
Land.
We ascended the Eiffel Tower, with its magnificent view over Paris
and we visited the Louvre where I renewed my acquaintance with many
paintings and sculptures. We attended the famous Opera House, visited
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the market and saw a fashion show by the famous fashion designer,
Jacques Fath.
This was very amusing. We all enjoyed the beautiful mannequins
dressed in a great variety ofcolourful dresses, one of which was Le Sport.
The only one I can recall was one that reminded me of a High Mass at the
Cathedral in St. John's when the Archbishop would appear with his
beautiful long purple train carried by two altar boys. The wearer ofsuch a
dress would require the service of two people to keep the train of this
exaggerated costume off the ground.
To celebrate the engagement, we were entertained with a most
elaborate dinner at the apartment ofanother relative of Paul's. This was a
gracious lady who worked in one of the large department stores in Paris.
It was a full course dinner with an assortment of wines and it finished
with a digestif in one of those goblets which you hold in your hand to
warm the contents before you drink the thimbleful of brandy it contains.
There was another lady guest at the party. I'm afraid I shocked
everybody when, at the conclusion of the delicious meal, I asked for "un
verre d'eau". In French and Belgian restaurants, waiters look at you to
see if you are all right when you ask for water - unless it is Vichy water or
Mineral water - during or after a meal. In France, water is for washing,
not drinking. The lady guest, who seemed a learned person, smoothed
over the difficulty with a tactful comment, "Le juge veut se refraichir",
which meant "the Judge wishes to cool himself off".
I was really astonished that such a fine meal could be served from
such a tiny kitchen. Not without reason are the French considered most
expert in the art of cooking. In one restaurant to which Paul took us, the
proprietor and his wife brought us out from the kitchen the meal he was
preparing to show us the process. Similarly, at Paul's home when we were
there, Madame Buisson seemed to spend a very long time in the kitchen.
That is the secret to French cooking. It takes time and demands
attention. The result was perfect meals which we all enjoyed and we were
most grateful to Madame Buisson.
Our mission having been accomplished, we made our adieux to
Monsieur and Madame Buisson and to their son, Paul, and returned to
England. We had had a very enjoyable visit to France, but we gave no
thought to what it would be like for Madeleine to live there, over two
thousand miles from home in a place where she knew no one but Paul and
his family.
When we went back to London, we had great difficulty in finding a
hotel as the clerk at the Grosvenor Hotel where we had reserved rooms
told us he had given them, in error, to another Mr. Browne.
As a result, we spent several hours touring London in a taxi looking
for a place to stay. All the hotels were full but we found a place in a
private home.
We had come over to get tickets for our return journey by air to St.
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John's. We found great difficulty in doing so until we went to the High
Commissioner's office and saw Colonel Rendell; he was more successful
than we were and he arranged for us to have two seats on the 23rd of
September for Newfoundland. We were grateful to him. After that, I
went to see Allen and Overy, Solicitors, late in the afternoon and met Mr.
Morley, who had been in Newfoundland in 1938 and knew Jack Higgins
well. I was advised that the two Counsel who had been consulted said we
had no case. This was the joint opinion given by them. (See Appendix
"C".)
I immediately sent a copy of the opinion to Jack Higgins and told
him I expected to discuss the matter with counsel again.
As this was only the 14th and our plane wouldn't be leaving until the
23rd, Madeleine wanted to go back to France. On the 15th, she sent Paul
a telegram asking him to meet us at Dieppe at three p.m.on the following
day.
As we were going to Victoria Station, a hand tapped me on the
shoulder and there was Dr. Kyle from Newfoundland. He told me that he
was studying optometry and was likely to go into general practice in
Brighton where there was an eye and ear hospital. He found business very
good under the new Government regulations. He was receiving thirty-
five shillings for one consultation of about five minutes. More people
seemed to be visiting the doctors oftener now that such visits were free.
Later that day, we went to Air Terminals where there was a message
from Paul saying he would meet us at Dieppe. In contrast to our previous
rough voyage from Dieppe when most people, including ourselves, were
very seasick, this time our trip to Dieppe was calm and no one was sick.
Paul was waiting for us on the pier. After a quick lunch, we took tickets
for Rouen. We decided to go to Paris and make a pilgrimage from there
to Lourdes.
Earlier in the summer of 1948 when I was fishing one day at
Trepassey on the Northwest River, I suddenly felt a terrible pain across
my chest. I was a bit scared about it so I called my son, Edward, and we
took our time and walked down to our car near the bridge, about a mile.
The pain continued but grew less severe. When I got back to St. John's
shortly afterwards, I went to see my doctor who didn't hesitate to tell me
that it was a pain called 'angina pectoris'. He gave me no medicine and no
advice that I can recall.
I decided that since I was going to France, I would visit Lourdes and
ask the Blessed Virgin to pray that I should be cured. So Paul and
Madeleine and I made a pilgrimage to Lourdes, travelling in an ordinary
train, sitting up all night, with French people around us eating bread and
cheese and drinking wine. Even the little children were sipping the wine.
It is over 400 miles from Paris to Lourdes, a town which is located in
the Pyrenees mountains, about ten miles from the Spanish border. We
arrived there early in the morning of September 16th. There were
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thousands of pilgrims there at the time and some had come solely from
religious motives but others came in the hope that their health would be
improved. I was one of these.
On a bleak, cold day in February, 1858, the Blessed Virgin Mary had
appeared to Bernadette Soubirous, a devout peasant girl of the town.
Today, near that same hallowed spot, stands a great Basilica where, year
after year, millions of pilgrims travel to pray with simple faith and where
the sick and diseased humbly ask Our Lady of Lourdes to pray for them
that they may be cured of their bodily ills. In 1948 one and one half
million pilgrims, including 16,200 sick and crippled people, visited
Lourdes according to the officials of the famous Shrine.
There seemed to be endless processions. Trains were arriving and
departing day and night. There were ten thousand French soldiers there
one day and they all marched in the huge candlelight procession at night.
There were African troops amongst them. There were men from the
French Navy and there were many nurses and some injured French
soldiers. Some of the soldiers were very devout. The grotto, like other
shrines I have seen, had countless crutches which people had discarded
when cured.
I prayed hard for my family and for my friends. Especially did I pray
that the Blessed Virgin would intercede for me to get better from this
trouble I had suffered during the summer. As I knelt before the famous
Shrine, I happened to look down at the pavement. Imagine my surprise
when I read the carving on the very stone on which I was kneeling, "Ou
priait Bernadette Ie onze fevrier 1858", which in English means, "Where
Bernadette prayed February 11th, 1858". I felt every confidence my
prayers would be answered.
The night 10,000 French soldiers marched in the candlelight
procession, we marched too, and in all there were some 20,000 pilgrims,
who sang as they walked. Attached to the candles we held were little
parchments with the words of the popular hymn, "Ave, Ave, Maria".
People could get it in any language - French, German, Italian, Spanish,
English, etc. As they marched from the grotto to the Basilica, the pilgrims
sang that hymn, known as the hymn of Lourdes, each in his own
language. There were many good singers there, too, so that with some
fifteen or twenty thousand people singing the same air, it was a very
impressive event, something one could never forget.
Near the grotto, there are taps from which one can get a drink of
water. An Irish Priest from Leeds asked me for the loan of my cup so that
he could get a drink. I said to him, "Father, I've got a cold; you might
catch it", and he said, "You can't catch anything here, only what is good;
give me your cup". So he took the cup and drank the water from it. Some
of the sick people are bathed in the water.
There have been many certified cures of people who went to
Lourdes, and while I am not vain enough to think that the Blessed Virgin
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answered my prayer, I can say that when I came back to St. John's I had
an examination by a doctor and an ECG as they call it in the hospital; he
found no signs of any heart problem.
There were many priests and nuns and bishops and even cardinals in
attendance on that particular day. One of the most interesting
ceremonies was when the priests went around carrying the Blessed
Sacrament and praying for the sick people in wheel chairs and on
stretchers and asking God to make them better. Sometimes, those who
are considered incurable are cured. The doctors employed at the Shrine
keep careful records of all those claiming to have been cured. There was a
report that such a cure had been made the day that we were there.
While we were at Lourdes, Madeleine and Paul walked up the
mountains. I just browsed around the town and found much to interest
me. I read the story of St. Bernadette and visited her former home.
Lourdes is the most popular religious shrine in the world. It must be now
like Canterbury was after the canonization of St. Thomas a Becket, a
popular place for people to go and pray. The story of Bernadette was
made into a novel by Franz Werlel who, like so many of his fellow artists,
was escaping from Europe in the Second World War. He paused for a few
anxious weeks in the old French city of Lourdes. There he decided that if
his journey was safely completed, he would write, as an offering of
thanks, a novel based on the life of Bernadette Soubirous. His vow was
fulfilled in the appearance of his story, "The Song of Bernadette". It was
made into a movie which was a great box office success. Franz Werlel
was an Austrian of Jewish extraction. He was fortunate to escape from
the Nazis in 1941.
Our visit to Lourdes made such an impression on me that instead of
sending an ordinary Christmas card that year, I made a little pamphlet
giving a description of our visit to Lourdes and Chartres, with a
description of the great procession of the pilgrims on the night of
September 19th. I placed a postcard with a photograph of some of the
carvings at Chartres on the front as a cover. It was a little different from
the usual Christmas card and, I think, was appreciated by our friends.
Later, I invited some members ofthe choir ofthe Catholic Cathedral
of St. John's to assist me in a broadcast in which I gave an account ofthe
celebration at Lourdes on the day of our visit. The choir sang the Credo
and the Salve Regina in Gregorian chant and the ever popular hymn of
Lourdes, "Ave, Ave, Maria", just as they would be sung at Lourdes.
Ignatius Rumboldt, the conductor ofthe choir, very kindly directed and
accompanied them. Shortly after this, under the auspices of the Fourth
Degree of the Knights of Columbus of which I was then the Faithful
Navigator, I got the assistance of the same choir for a lecture on the
subject at the Convent of Our Lady of Mercy. This time, the Cathedral
choir was assisted by the new girls' choir of the Convent with Miss Mary
Keough as accompanist.
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After our visit to Lourdes, we went back to Paris and then from
Paris we came over to England and to London. It was when we were in
London that I received Jack Higgins' message from the Royal Bank of
Canada to which he had directed it.
St. John's, N.F., date 1948 Sept. 18,4.23 p.m.
REPLY TELEGRAM
W. J. Browne,
Royal Bank of Canada,
6 Lothbury, London.
FOR YOURSELF ONLY WE WERE DISAPPOINTED FEAR
SOME POINTS NOT THOROUGHLY UNDERSTOOD. GLAD
NOTE PERSONAL CONFERENCE NEXT WEEK ARRANGED BY
YOU.
HIGGINS
I went down to the House of Commons but could see no one that I
knew there; so later in the afternoon, I went to see Messrs. Allen & Overy.
There I spoke to Mr. R. E. Faure-Walker. I noted in my diary:
"Sir Walter Monckton has since given a more favourable opinion (i.e..
than the one I sent Jack Higgins on the 14th). He was urged to go into it
more deeply and has done so. Two points appear to us to be untouched:
I. There was an agreement between two sovereign countries.
Newfoundland agreed to surrender her constitution on a condition - (a)
until self-supporting again. Has this agreement lapsed or is it enforceable?
How has it been abrogated?
2. Note. The Commission of Government was an interim. temporary
arrangement and the powers of the Commission of Government did not
correspond exactly with the powers of the House of Assembly or
Parliament re appointments. e.g.
If they cannot make appointments without authority from England. how
can they arrange talks on Confederation?
Mr. Faure- Walker showed me the opinion ofSir W. Monckton'sjunior. It
had not yet been approved by him. (Sir W. M.)"
I had a long conversation with Mr. Faure-Walker on the point of the
necessity of a Newfoundland Government having full powers to request
the Imperial Parliament to pass legislation to put us into Confederation.
Since the Commission of Government wasn't such a Government, it
couldn't put forward such an address. Therefore, the Imperial
Government apparently took it upon itself to pass the legislation
requested by the Parliament of Canada without any request from the
Parliament of Newfoundland because we didn't have one. Mr. J. R.
Smallwood was right in his letter of March 21st, 1946, to THE DAILY
NEWS as these three answers he gave to the questions which he received
show:
"1. "Can the National Convention put us into Confederation'!' Answer:
No. Only an elected Government can do that.
2. "If the people votefor it (Confederation) then the next thing that will
happen is that we will elect our own Government and our Government will
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take up the question with the Government of Canada."
3. "How soon could Newfoundland join up with Canada?" Answer:
Probably not before January, 1948, or roughly two yearsfrom now. It will
take that long to hold the National Convention and thenfor the people to
vote on what form ofGovernment they want and then a Government to be
elected in Newfoundland. (Gospel of Confederation, Book of
Newfoundland, Vol. 3, p. 61-62)"
The British Government, therefore, violated the agreement and the
legislation of 1934 when it passed the law in 1949 to make us a Province of
Canada.
Mr. Faure-Walker then told me the procedure we ought to follow in
any action that we might take. It should be taken in the name of some of
the inhabitants of Newfoundland and it would ask for:
"1. A declaration that the Commission are not houses ofparliament or
houses of legislature such as existed prior to 1934, and as referred to in
Section 146 of the British North America Act, andhad no power under the
Letters Patent to present such an address asking for Newfoundland to
become a Province of Canada.
2. An injunction to restrain the Commission of Government from
presenting such an address."
Mr. Faure-Walker also pointed out that the effect of the referendum
was not to increase the Commission of Government's power; that could
only come from London.
I should, however, say that Mr. Faure-Walker pointed out to me
that if the British Government passed an Act of Confederation by
amending the British North America Act with the point of view of
making Newfoundland a Province, then it would become legally
established.
About a fortnight after the second referendum, I received a very
warm and friendly letter from myoId friend, Alan Fleming, K.C.,
K.C.S.G. (Knight Commander of St. Gregory, a Papal Honour), then a
very prominent lawyer in Ottawa. He and I had been great friends at
Newman Club between 1915 and 1917, and I had last seen him in 1919
after he had begun the practice of law in Ottawa with the firm of
McCracken and Herridge. He had seen the news of the results of the
referendum in the newspaper and welcomed me as a future citizen of
Canada. He finished his letter by saying that I would be one of the people
who would be sent to negotiate the final terms; and if I did come, he
would be glad to have lunch with me. However, I was not a delegate. I
didn't answer Alan's letter because I felt so badly about the way
Confederation had been brought about, but I didn't change my attitude
towards Alan Fleming. His wife told me afterwards that she thought that
I had been ungracious when I didn't reply to his letter, but Alan was very
charitable and said, "You wait until you meet him, you'll like him".
On August 5th, a few days before we had left for France, the
Commission of Government announced that a new delegation would go
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to Ottawa to settle and sign the Terms of Union. The delegation consisted
of Chairman Honourable A. J. Walsh, the Commissioner for Justice,
with Messrs. McEvoy, Grouchy, Gordon Winter, Bradley, Crosbie and
Smallwood. Only the last three named had been elected members of the
Convention. The Responsible Government League made protests to
Ottawa and to London about the undemocratic way Confederation was
being brought about and the fact that they had no representation on the
Delegation that was now being sent to Ottawa, but all these protests were
ignored.
Some of the supporters of Responsible Government began to
weaken immediately after the results of the Referendum were known.
The great majority, however, still felt outraged at the betrayal by the
British Government, and were aware of the weakness of the
Newfoundland position in negotiating with the colossus to our west.
Members of the Responsible Government League kept up their
efforts to try and prevent the Commission of Government from making a
final pact with Canada without restoring Responsible Government first.
Looked at from this distance, it is obvious that the men selected to
negotiate Confederation were, as a group, not representative of the
people of Newfoundland; only Honourable Albert Walsh as a Chairman
of the Commission of Government had any official position or
responsibility.
The proper procedure was to have Responsible Government
restored and an election held of members to the House of Assembly. It
looked as if the British Government were afraid that if that procedure
was followed, Confederation might not be adopted. In fact, one of the
colleagues of Right Honourable Philip Noel Baker, Secretary of State for
Commonwealth Relations, when asked why they did not return
Responsible Government first, told a friend of Sir Alan Herbert, "We
can't risk it".
Although as a Judge I was precluded from open political activity, I
wrote, anonymously, three letters to THE DAILY NEWS proclaiming
the need for the Restoration of Responsible Government now more than
ever, before an irrevocable step should be taken. I also asked the
Commission of Government for permission to speak over the radio in
favour of Responsible Government, but I was informed that they
"wouldn't advise a Judge as to what he should do in the circumstances".
However, I didn't speak over the radio. In spite of the unfavourable
answers of the distinguished Counsel in England to our questions, the
League - although weakened by the defection of some of its leading
members - was still determined to continue the struggle. The League
now made two more serious attempts to try by legal means to block or
slow down the headlong rush that was pushing Newfoundland into
Confederation. The first action was in the form of a Petition.
On October the 8th the Responsible Government League held a
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giant rally in the C.L.B. Armoury to get their Petition to the British
House of Commons endorsed by those present. A resolution was passed
unanimously that the Newfoundland Delegation to Ottawa had no right
to commit Newfoundland to Confederation without a plebiscite on the
actual Terms of Union. By early November, 50,000 people had signed the
Petition; and on the 12th of November, Major F. W. Marshall, Major
Peter Cashin and Mr. John G. Higgins, K.C., left for London to present
the Petition in the House of Commons. It was not until Tuesday,
November 23rd, 1948, that Sir Alan Herbert received permission from
the Speaker of the British House of Commons to present the Petition,
signed by some 50,000 citizens of Newfoundland, most loyal subjects of
the Crown. The prayer of the Petition was as follows:
"Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray
(a) that immediate provision be made for the restoration of Responsible
Government as under Letters Patent 1876 and 1905 and in accordance with
Letters Patent 1934.
(b) that no negotiations be undertaken or concluded for union of
Newfoundland and Canada other than by. representatives of the duly
elected Government of the people of Newfoundland,
AND, AS IN DUTY BOUND, your petitioners will ever pray."
The Speaker had some doubt about permitting the Petition to be
read; however, he agreed and said he would give a ruling later as to its
admissibility. In the meantime, he ordered the clerk to read the Petition,
which was done. The Petitioners had protested against any official
recognition of the results of the Referendum that took place on the 22nd
of July, 1948, on the grounds that, (a) the said Referendum was contrary
to the letter and spirit of the Letters Patent of 1934, (b) it was a denial of
the majority vote of the National Convention, (c) it didn't take into
account Section 146 of the British North America Act 1867, (d) it asked
the electorate to commit their country to Confederation with Canada
without any negotiation of Terms, (e) it circumvented the pledge given to
Newfoundland in 1933 relating to the restoration of Responsible
Government. The Petition was allowed to lie upon the table but no action
was taken thereon. The delegation tried to muster what help they could
from their friends in the House of Commons but their friends were few
and were able to do nothing. It seemed impossible to stop the
momentum.
The Delegates returned to St. John's from London by air on
December 8th. Two days later, the 10th, a meeting of supporters of
Responsible Government was held in the Church Lads Brigade Armory,
where the delegates reported on their visit to London. A new Resolution
was passed unanimously protesting against the methods being used to
force Newfoundland into Confederation. This Resolution was brought
by a delegation at the head of a big parade to Government House and
presented to the Governor at eleven p.m. A copy was sent to the
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Government at Ottawa. The Canadian Government acknowledged
receipt of this Resolution but declined to comply with the request that
they should refrain from signing the Terms.
In the meantime, on November 13th, the day after the Delegation
had left for London, six former members of the Legislature of
Newfoundland had a Writ issued against the Commission of
Government. The Plaintiffs were the Honourable J. S. Currie,
Honourable Frank McNamara, Honourable J. V. O'Dea of the Upper
House, and Captain W. C. Winsor, Harold Mitchell and myself, as
former members of the House of Assembly and of the Government. This
action was heard by Judge Dunfield on the 6th of December. A week
later, he dismissed the action and the Plaintiffs appealed to the Supreme
Court full bench but with the same unfavourable result. It was no
surprise to me that Judge Dunfield dismissed our action or that he and
his two colleagues should do the same when the three of them sat on the
Court of Appeal. Our lawyers applied for and were granted Leave to
Appeal to the House of Lords. Lord Simon, who had lectured us on
International Law many years before at Oxford, criticized the grounds
for this Appeal in the House of Lords. I thought that this was an
extraordinary action for a distinguished member of the Privy Council. In
any case, we decided to abandon further appeal.
We received a great amount of publicity over the Appeal as the
Honourable J. S. Currie, M.L.C., was the Editor of THE DAILY
NEWS. The whole of our claim had been published in his paper and also
in the GRAND FALLS ADVERTISER. We had, in accordance with the
revised opinion of our English lawyers, asked the Court, (I) for a
declaration that it was the duty of the Commission of Government to
seek the restoration of Responsible Government when Newfoundland
had become self-supporting, and (2) to issue an injunction restraining the
Commission of Government from concluding Terms of Union with
Canada and generally from doing anything to alter the legal and
constitutional status of Newfoundland, except to seek the restoration of
Responsible Government.
An article in the TORONTO GLOBE AND MAIL at this time
quoted the British North America Act provision,
"Canada and Newfoundland should unite when their respective
Parliaments so agree."
The paper went on,
"But since there is no Parliament in Newfoundland, and there hasn't been
for fifteen years, the provisions ofthe British North America Act cannot be
followed."
On December 12th, negotiations in Ottawa between the
Newfoundland Delegation and the Cabinet Committee of the Canadian
Government were concluded and the Terms of Union agreed upon and
signed. The pen and inkstand used were the same that had been used in
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signing the Confederation Act back in 1867. Only one member of the
Newfoundland Delegation, Mr. Ches Crosbie, refused to sign because, in
his view, the Terms were unsatisfactory. So, despite the best efforts of all
those patriotic men and women who wished to see Responsible
Government restored, Confederation was destined to become a fact. The
Canadian Government wanted Confederation. The British Government
was determined upon it also. The Commission of Government favoured
it.
It remained now only for Legislation to be introduced in the
Canadian House of Commons and a Bill passed, asking the British
Government to bring in the necessary legislation to make Newfoundland
a Province of the Dominion of Canada.
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Chapter Nineteen
Parliament of Canada Considers Newfoundland Bill and
Amendments to Canadian Statutes - Fails to Implement
Section 30 of Terms of Unionfor Judge of District Court-
Bill Becomes Law - Commission of Government Approves
- Bill Introduced in British House of Commons - Visits to
England, France and Italy - Audience with the Pope -
Family Allowance Cheques Arrive in Newfoundland
The Parliament in Ottawa opened on January 26th, 1949, for the
Fifth and final Session in the Twentieth Parliament. The Prime Minister
was the Right Honourable Louis St. Laurent, who had taken the place of
the Right Honourable W. L. MacKenzie King who had resigned that
position in August, 1948, after having been Prime Minister for over
twenty-one years. There had been six by-elections since the previous
Session; and in these by-elections, the following were elected among
others: The Honourable Stuart Sinclair Garson of Marquette,
Manitoba, and George Drew, who was now the leader of the Progressive
Conservative Party. Mr. Garson had then been appointed Minister of
Justice.
The members of the House of Commons were summoned to the
Senate where they heard the Governor General's Speech from the
Throne. When they returned to the Commons, the Speaker made the
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usual announcement which ended as follows:
"To prevent mistakes, I have obtained a copy [of the Speech from the
Throne] which is asfollows:"
In his Speech, the Governor General stated:
"The people of Newfoundland, by a majority vote in a Referendum,
expressed their desire to enter Confederation. The precise Terms of the
Union were subsequently negotiated with an authorized Delegationfrom
Newfoundland. You will be asked without delay to approve the Agreement
signed on December 11 th, and to make provision for the entry of
Newfoundland as a Province of Canada on March 31st. I am confident the
Union will be of mutual advantage to Newfoundland and Canada."
It was not until the 7th of February that the Prime Minister
introduced a Resolution into the House of Commons that it was
"expedient to present a Bill for the approval by Parliament of the Terms
of Union". There was considerable debate on the Bill and the Terms of
Union but only a relatively small number of members took part. The
forty-six Terms of Union were passed in turn individually but many of
these Terms - for example Term 29, the one dealing with the review of
the financial position of Newfoundland which was to get so much
prominence later - wasn't even debated. The Term that interested me
particularly - Term 30, dealing with the salaries of the Lieutenant
Governor and Judges - wasn't debated either. This Section reads as
follows:
"30. The salary of the Lieutenant Governor and the salaries, allowances
and pensions of the Judges ofsuch superior, district and county courts as
are now or may hereafter be constituted in the Province ofNewfoundland
shall be fixed and provided by the Parliament of Canada."
When, during the following week, the discussion in Committee was
taking place on the amendments to the various statutes (the Statute Law
Amendment) of Canada, made necessary by the entry of Newfoundland
into Confederation, Mr. A. L. Smith, the Member from Calgary West,
asked a question of Mr. Garson about trials in the District or County
Courts of Newfoundland. He wanted to know if these would have the
same powers as they have now in Canada. Mr. Garson told him that there
were no County Courts in Newfoundland. He was aware, however, that
County Courts and District Courts were synonomous terms. Let me
quote briefly from the Minister's reply:
"Asfar as the Court setup is concerned, I shall deal with it in general terms.
The Supreme Court ofNewfoundland is the high Court there, and is much
the same as the Supreme Court ofPrince Edward Island. It is divided into
Trial and Appellant Divisions, but there isjust one Supreme Court. There
are no County Courts in St. John's; the difficulty in adapting the Federal
Statutes which we now propose to make applicable to Newfoundland,
insofar as they callfor the exercise ofdiscretion by a County Court Judge,
has been successfully overcome, we think, by conferring County Court
jurisdiction under such Statutes upon the Judges ofthe Supreme Court in
Newfoundland. Various Sections scattered throughout this omnibus Bill
contain the words, "the Judge shall be a Judge of the Supreme Court of
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Newfoundland" are there for that purpose..
"Then in Newfoundland they have a number of stipendary magistrates
who exercise in that Province jurisdiction which in other Provinces is
exercised by police magistrates, magistrates and justices of the peace."
The Honourable Minister ought to have known that there was a
Central District Court in Newfoundland - the Court had been in
existence for eighty years - and that I was its Judge. He deceived Mr.
Smith either intentionally or through inexcusable ignorance. I will refer
to this matter in more detail later as it was to have considerable bearing
on my future career.
A few of the members were cognizant of the disgraceful manner in
which Confederation was being pushed by the British Government and
of the discord prevalent in Newfoundland on the subject. One of the most
outspoken of these critics was Mr. A. M. Nicholson, the Member from
MacKenzie. He had visited Newfoundland the previous December and
was aware of the bitterness of many Newfoundlanders at the shabby
treatment we were receiving from England. He quoted a letter which Sir
A. P. Herbert, one of Newfoundland's few friends in the British House of
Commons, had written to the London TIMES:
"Canada may think it wise andproper to take in a new Province ofwhich at
least halfof the population is bitterly opposed to the arrangement. This is
her affair. But the United Kingdom's good faith and honour are ours.
Further, if the Statute of Westminster means anything, we have absolutely
no right to dispose of this Dominion's independence, population and
possessions by a British Act of Parliament as our Government proposes to
do. Our only right and duty is to say, "here is your liberty again. Do with it
what you will."
On the subject of the restoration of Responsible Government, Mr.
Diefenbaker, the Member from Lake Centre, asked the Prime Minister,
"Has this Government made any representations to the United Kingdom's
Government as to the desirability ofrestoring Responsible Government?"
Mr. St. Laurent replied:
"To that question I must say that we did not. Wefelt that it was not our
province to do so and that, insofar as the Canadian Government is
concerned, it should leave entirely to the Government of the United
Kingdom and the Government of Newfoundland the taking ofsuch steps
on their side as they might seefit. Wefelt that the Canadian Government
would have its responsibility to the Canadian Parliament and the attitude
it was taking for Canada in these issues, and that it shouldn't assume any
further or greater responsibility than that."
Mr. Brooke Claxton, the Minister of National Defence, gave a clue
to the bland, non-eontroversial character of the negotiations for the
Terms of Union by the eager Newfoundland delegates when, summing up
for the Government in the Debate on the second reading, he made the
following memorable statement:
"I should like to pay tribute to the Delegation representing Newfoundland
under the Chairmanship of a most distinguished lawyer, citizen and
statesman in the person of Sir Albert J. Walsh. K. C. As Chairman ofthe
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Newfoundland Delegation, he showed great capacity - and tenacity too
- in explaining the position and rights ofthepeople ofNewfoundland. He
put forward those views he felt it his duty to express, and did so with a
courtesy and fairness as well as a frankness which inspired the whole
proceedings.
"That was the atmosphere in which the work was carried on. There was no
bickering; there was no backbiting; there were no recriminations; there
were no leaks, either accidental or inspired; there were no occasions when
there was a lack offrankness; there were no charges. There was the steady
and competent effort by well meaning people to see ifthey could not arrive
at afair and equitable basis on which our two countries couldenter Union
and partnership."
It is obvious that in the course of the debates in the House of
Commons on the Newfoundland Bill, the members of the Government
had a great advantage over the members of the Opposition. In addition to
their having dealt with the Newfoundland delegates and negotiated the
matter for a period of two months, they also had present in the gallery
listening to all the debates the architect of this whole scheme, Mr. J. R.
Smallwood. H~, of course, was in a position to point out any error or
omission on the Government's part and see that it was rectified. On the
other hand, there was no one there from the Responsible Government
side to advise the opposition. This helped to explain the relatively short
debate on what Mr. St. Laurent had called a measure of "epoch-making
character".
After the third reading, the Bill went to "the other place", i.e., the
Senate. On February 14th Mr. St. Laurent introduced a Motion that the
Parliament of Canada should petition His Majesty, the King, to cause to
be laid before the Parliament of the United Kingdom,
"A measure containing the recitals and clauses hereinafter set forth to
confirm and give effect to the Terms ofUnion agreed between Canada and
Newfoundland. "
Then was set out in the Motion the contents of the Bill which would be
introduced into the Parliament of the United Kingdom. There was
considerable debate on this motion. On the final day of the Debate, Mr.
MacKenzie King, the former Prime Minister who was still a Member of
Parliament and was in the Chamber, spoke. He paid a great tribute to the
new Prime Minister as well as to the other honourable members for the
enthusiastic way they had prepared to welcome Newfoundland into the
Union. He ended his brief speech with these words:
"May we not all wish and believe that the divine blessing will rest upon such
a union."
When the Motion for the Address was voted upon on February 16th
the Liberals and CCF voted in favour, but the Conservatives and the
Social Credit voted against. HANSARD reports that when the vote was
taken and the results learned, "the members rose and sang '0 Canada"'.
Two days later, at five forty-five p.m. on February 18th, 1949, the
Right Honourable the Chief Justice, Deputy of the Governor General,
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sent for the members of the House of Commons to come to the Senate.
They went there and they learned that the Governor General had been
pleased to give in His Majesty's name, the Royal Assent to the following
Bill:
"An Act to approve the Terms of Union of Newfoundland with Canada."
On Monday, the 21st of February, the Commission of Government
in St. John's gave its swift approval to the Act and the Terms of Union.
On the next day, a Bill to give effect to the Act and the Terms of
Union was introduced in the British House of Commons. When this Bill
came up for second reading at Westminster, it was moved by Mr. Philip
Noel Baker, Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations. He made
this hypocritical statement, which is very like the statement made earlier
by Mr. St. Laurent in answer to a question of Mr. Diefenbaker in
Ottawa. Mr. Noel Baker said:
"I haven't to argue the merits of Confederation - whether Union with
Canada would be goodfor Newfoundland. whether Canada's Terms are
generous or not, whether it wouldhave been betterfor Newfoundlanders if
Responsible Government. Dominion Independence. had been restored.
A /I that wasfor Newfoundland and Canada to settle and it wasn'tfor me -
it isn't for me today - to intervene. My task is to present to the House the
Agreement which Newfoundland and Canada have made, to explain how
that Agreement was arrived at, to justify the action ofour Government in
the matter and to ask the House to give the Agreement the force oflaw. "
During the Debate on the second reading in the British House of
Commons, the question of our Appeal to the Privy Concil against the
decision of the Newfoundland Supreme Court dismissing the
Application for an Injunction against the Commission of Government
was raised, and there was some speculation as to the outcome of the
Appeal. The Attorney General gave an elaborate and persuasive
argument why the members should proceed with the Bill to amend the
British North America Act that would make Newfoundland a Province
of Canada. It was his view that if they waited until the decision of the
Privy Council was given, it would nullify the Statute passed by the
Canadian Parliament, and they would have to start all over again.
Whether the decision was favourable or not, they would have to start all
over again, because the Appeal to the Privy Council couldn't possibly be
heard before the end of March when Union was supposed, under
Canadian Legislation, to come into effect.
We had some good friends in Parliament in England like Sir A. P.
Herbert and Professor Savory and like Lord Semphill in the House of
Lords but, unfortunately, their opinions and their arguments were
unable to persuade the great majority of the Government Members to
take a contrary view to what they had decided upon. On March 9th the
Bill passed the British House of Commons without a division. On the
15th of March the House of Lords gave a second reading to the Bill, and
our friend, Lord Semphill, announced that he would withdraw his
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amendment against the Legislation. He said that he felt that he could do
nothing more than pray that the Privy Council would uphold the Appeal.
He did not seem to be aware that the plaintiffs in St. John's had decided
to drop the Appeal.
On March 31st, just before the stroke of midnight, Newfoundland
became a Province of Canada. At that time I was in Paris. I felt so badly
over what had happened that I had left England before the law came into
effect. A few days previously, the British Prime Minister, Clement Atlee,
had delivered a radio address on the BBC to the people of
Newfoundland, congratulating them and offering them best wishes for
the future.
Our visit to France on this occasion was a very different affair from
our visit in September. Madeleine's fiance, Paul, had made no
preparations for the wedding or even for finding suitable
accommodations for them to live in afterwards. This was a great blow to
Madeleine and I could see the tears in her eyes which she found hard to
suppress.
We left France, therefore, and made our way to Italy where Peter
was studying to be a priest at the Irish College in Rome. His health had
been poor and he was looking forward to our visit. Neither Madeleine or
I had ever been in Italy before, although I felt I knew a good deal about it
from reading.
We travelled to Italy by train. As we passed through Switzerland
during the night, we were not able to see much of the wonderful Alps but
we were charmed by the beautiful Lake Maggiore in Northern Italy and I
will never forget the glimpse of the blue waters of the Ligurian Sea at
Genoa - probably the birth place of John Cabot - and now, as in his
time, the most important seaport in Northern Italy. The railway
followed along the Southwestern coast of Italy passing through many
famous towns, such as Pisa with its extraordinary white Leaning Tower.
If we were sad on leaving France, our spirits were lifted by the blue skies
and clear air of Italy, and by the affable Italians who sat in our
compartment in the train. It was a scenic drive and far preferable to
travelling by air.
At Rome we were warmly greeted by Mr. and Mrs. Shiland, Mrs.
Shiland having been the former Mary Norris, a daughter of our great
friends, Bernard and Alicia Norris of St. John's, whom we had known so
long and who had always been great friends with us, and who were such
great patrons of the Arts, especially music. They picked out a new hotel
for us, the Albergo Mediterraneo, which was one of the largest hotels in
Rome and was eight stories high. It had one defect which I suppose all the
hotels in Rome had that year: the electric power was shut off in the
afternoon. So, one day when we were going out, we had gone downstairs;
but when we got there, I found that I had left my wallet in my room, so I
had to go back up, walking up and then down again seven flights of stairs.
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The Shilands were extremely kind to us. They had a beautiful
apartment and invited Madeleine, Peter and me to dinner there. Their
Italian cook, who did not only the cooking but also the buying, was very
competent. Italian women take a great pride in their cooking. They like
to be praised and thanked for their efforts, and after the wonderful meal
we could do this sincerely.
We also went to the Irish College. This is a large "v" shaped building
set in an attractive park surrounded by high walls. The students lived and
studied here but took their classes at the nearby Lateran University. I was
surprised that Peter was not allowed to do any work with his music. The
Rector said to me when we were discussing the matter, "Wait until he gets
through his seminary course and then he'll have time for music". I was
very disappointed because I knew how hard Peter had worked to perfect
his piano playing and how his teachers had encouraged him to continue
his music. Music to a musician is as necessary as food. Peter had hoped to
be able to study organ and choral music in Rome which is one of the great
musical centres of the world. He had been ill on several occasions during
the year although he had come fully supplied with warm winter clothes to
face the cold and damp of the Roman winter. I asked him if the windows
of his room faced North or South. They faced North. In other words, the
sun didn't shine into his room and there is an Italian proverb which says,
"Dove non va il sole va il dottore", which translated means, "where the
sun doesn't enter, the doctor will". This was certainly true in Peter's case.
Peter was able to take us to visit some of the Roman Churches and
the famous Catacombs on the Appian Way. We also heard a Matinee
concert, given by Yehudi Menuhin, the celebrated violinist. The Roman
audience was extremely appreciative and demonstrative. After the
program was finished, many people rushed up the aisles towards the
stage shouting, "bravo, bravo". Menuhin played many encores and the
audience became more and more enthusiastic. When we left after more
than half an hour of encores, he was still playing by himself as his English
accompanist had left.
I had one meal at the Irish College. I can remember only the wine
which I thought was the best I had ever tasted. It was, however, a heavy
wine and had to be taken in small quantities. The students from other
Western lands, who weren't accustomed to wine drinking, had to watch
themselves. I was told by the Principal that the College bought their wine
direct from the owner of a vineyard. If all his wine was as good as that
served me, the College had a treasure in him.
We were shown a large, carved stone plaque on one of the walls in
memory of Daniel O'Connell. Beneath the statue of the Irish Patriot was
a small, sealed chamber where O'Connell's heart had been placed in
accordance with his wish. "1 leave my body to Ireland, my heart to Rome
and my soul to God". I later learned that when the receptacle was opened
some years after our visit, it was found to be empty. I never heard if the
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mystery of the disappearing heart has ever been solved.
The city of Rome is full of great and imposing monuments, many of
which were constructed 2,000 years ago. Madeleine and I were lucky to
have Peter as a guide to the churches, of which there are supposed to be
three hundred and sixty-five in Rome. A large area of Rome is occupied
by the ruins of the Roman Forum with its broken temples and graceful
marble columns and splendid triumphal arches that honour the military
exploits of the Roman generals. One of the pillars from the Basilica of
Constantine, the largest building in the Forum begun in A. D. 306, now
stands in front of the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore (St. Mary
Major). On top of the column, there is a statue of the Blessed Virgin. This
Basilica was near our hotel so we visited it several times. I was especially
interested in this handsome building because it was founded in 352 A.D.
by Pope Liberius, after whom my father was named. This great church is
also known as St. Mary of the Snows because a fall of snow indicated the
site on which it was to be built. Tradition says that the Blessed Virgin
appeared in the same night to a devout Roman Patrician and to the Pope,
telling them to build a church on the spot where the snow would be found
the next morning, August 5th. Snow is an unusual event in Rome, even in
winter. The snow was found and the Pope went there and marked out the
foundation for the church which the Roman Patrician built there at his
own expense.
This church has been rebuilt and renovated and extended several
times over the centuries. It contains many precious relics including some,
it is said, from the crib at Bethlehem and many ancient mosaics.
Although the exterior of this edifice is comparatively plain and simple,
the interior is most elaborately decorated. The Borghese Chapel is
encased with costly marbles, monumental statues, reliefs, and paintings
on gold backgrounds, with gems and ornaments of all kinds, so that
hardly an inch of space is left uncovered.
We also went to see the Basilica of St. Paul's outside the Walls. This
ancient church, said to be built on the site of the tomb of St. Paul, was
damaged by war and fire many times, most recently by a great fire in
1823. Inside the edifice, there is a triumphal arch that escaped the fire,
with frescoes of the Fifth Century. I was interested in the long lines of
medallions around the walls with mosaic portraits of all the popes from
St. Peter down to the present time. The great marble pillars of the naves,
the marble floor and the slender, twisted columns of the cloisters are only
some of the wonderful features of this great building.
We also visited the catacombs on the Appian Way and the
Colosseum where, during the Second and Third Centuries, so many
martyrs suffered persecution, that it was proverbial that "the sands of
Rome were dyed with the blood of the martyrs".
For spiritual advice on Madeleine's problem, we were recommended
to see Father Browne, later Cardinal Browne of the Angelicum
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University. He solved the matter very simply and swiftly by suggesting
that the wedding be postponed for a year. This was sound advice and it
worked.
St. Peter's and the Vatican form the centre to which the tourists
come in great numbers. There is a wonderful moment after the eleven
o'clock Mass when His Holiness appears at the window of his Palace and
gives his solemn blessing to the crowds in the Piazza below. We also
visited the Vatican Museums which are the most ancient and most
interesting in the world.
Among other things, I noticed in a book case some letters of Henry
VIII to Anne Boleyn whom he afterwards had executed. I saw some of
Raphael's indescribably beautiful paintings at close quarters.
Madeleine and Author on roof of St. Peter's, Rome
Easter, 1949
We climbed to the roof of St. Peter's and admired the great Piazza
designed by Bernini and the great dome erected by Michaelangelo. We
visited the Sistine Chapel and saw the paintings of this many-sided
genius. The Last Judgement took him eight years to complete. It is the
largest painting in the world and also one of the most interesting. It is
hard to realize that Newfoundland had only been discovered two years
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when Michaelangelo created his Pieta - a work of perfection in
sculpture unequalled since his day. This celebrated carving shows Jesus
after being taken down from the Cross and held in his mother's arms.
Michaelangelo was only twenty-four years of age when he completed this
work. We kissed the foot of an ancient statue of St. Peter which has been
kissed by so many millions of pilgrims that the bronze has been worn
away.
Before we left St. John's, I had received a letter of introduction from
His Grace, Archbishop Roche, to Cardinal Montini, later to become
Pope Paul VI. He was in charge of the introductions at the special
audiences held by Pope Pius XII. Everything connected with the
audience is perfectly arranged beforehand. There is a code as to the
costumes ladies must wear and I presume that men are always dressed in
black. Peter was wearing his seminarian's black cassock and Madeleine
had a dark dress and a black veil. I was suitably dressed in a dark suit. As
we mounted the staircase to the reception room, Madeleine dropped her
glove. Before we had reached the top of the staircase, a papal guard, in his
handsome costume, came and handed her back her glove saying, "Excuse
me, signorina, but you dropped your glove". She thanked him and he
bowed and returned to his comrades at the foot ofthe staircase. We went
on into the reception room. There were seven small family groups and
eight other people. The Holy Father talked to each group for a few
minutes. When we met him, I told him that Peter was at the Irish College
and that Madeleine and I had come here to see him. He asked me in
English where I came from. I said, "St. John's, Newfoundland". "Ah", he
said, "English speaking Canadian".
He was the first person to call me a Canadian. Not two weeks after
the entry of Newfoundland into Confederation! He appeared well
informed. This remark soothed my feelings a great deal. Pius XII was
then seventy-three years old. He had just recently celebrated his 50th
anniversary as a Priest and he had been a Pope for ten years. He was to
continue as Pope for another nine years. He seemed most alert and very
intellectual. We attended Mass in St. Peter's and afterwards wandered
around enjoying the monuments and statues and the huge canopy over
the High Altar and Michaelangelo's dome way above our heads. This is
the largest and most magnificent Church in the world. There were
thousands of people coming and going all day long receiving lectures
from guides in different languages.
When we left Rome on our way home, we went via Milan, and Mr.
and Mrs. Shiland came with us. There we saw the celebrated painting of
the Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci. We also saw the great Cathedral
of Milan which was begun in 1386. Construction went on for 200 years
before the building was consecrated, and the facade was not completed
until the time of Napoleon. It is very ornate both within and without and
the roof is supported by gigantic pillars eleven feet in diameter. Unlike
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the Churches in Rome, this building is of Gothic design. Another Church
in Milan is the Basilica of St. Ambrose which was constructed in 386 by
St. Ambrose, the Bishop of Milan, who baptised St. Augustine here. This
Church is built in the Roman style with rounded arches.
Milan has had a very difficult history and it is surprising that any of
its great works have survived. It was besieged forty-eight times, and
suffered from pillage, looting and from fire. While at Milan, we went to
see a fur show. It was a great pleasure for me to see the demonstration of
Canadian furs in comparison with those from other countries. Mr. and
Mrs. Shiland took us to lunch on a rooftop restaurant and I remember
that for dessert we had Baked Alaska. I had heard of this dish before but
this was the first time I saw it and the first time I tasted it. It was a
spectacular and delicious surprise that Mary's husband had prepared for
us, and it shows the thoughtfulness of our hosts in entertaining us.
From Milan we returned to France and went to Louviers where we
picked up Madeleine's trunk and bade a sad adieu to Monsieur and
Madame Buisson. Then we continued on to London where we took the
plane for Newfoundland. Our flight was delayed because of bad weather
and we had to spend some time in Iceland while waiting for it to clear. We
arrived in St. John's on Saturday, April 23rd, exactly a month after we
had left.
Our arrival coincided with the distribution of the first Family
Allowance cheques. In my opinion, it was the promise of Family
Allowances more than any other factor that was responsible for the
success of the advocates of Confederation. Our Party was incredibly
foolish in condemning this policy which is aimed at alleviating the
financial burden of raising children, a burden which is often borne by
those least able to carry it.
It is told that Mr. Smallwood, in his discussions with Mr. St.
Laurent preparatory to Confederation, asked that gentleman to have the
Family Allowances sent directly to him so that the people would see how
he kept his promise of giving them all this "lovely money". The Prime
Minister was so infuriated at such effrontery that he said, "If that's the
way you feel about it. we might as well call the whole thing off."
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Chapter Twenty
Premier of Newfoundland Prevents Implementation of Term
30 for Judge of the District Court - Interview with Attorney
General - Resignation
On April Ist, while I was still in Europe, the new Lieutenant
Governor, Sir Albert Walsh, called upon Mr. Smallwood to form a
Provisional Government. Mr. Smallwood was sworn in as Premier and
Mr. Gordon Winter was sworn in as Acting Minister of Finance although
he did not run in the election afterwards. Mr. Leslie R. Curtis became
Attorney General.
Mr. Smallwood contested the Provincial General Election on May
27th as the Leader of the Provincial Branch of the Liberal Party of
Canada. Gordon Bradley became the Leader of the Federal Branch of the
Newfoundland Party. On April Ist he was sworn in at Ottawa as
Secretary of State for Canada in the Federal Cabinet under Mr. St.
Laurent.
The leaders of the movement for the Restoration of Responsible
Government, wisely I think, accepted the invitation of the Progressive
Conservative Party in Ottawa to enter candidates in the May Election as
members of the Provincial Branch of the same Party.
Towards the end of April, I began watching my mail carefully for a
cheque from Ottawa, but none came. I was surprised and disappointed.
Before Confederation, my salary as Judge of the Central District Court
had been at the rate of $5,000.00 a year, unchanged since 1924. The
salaries of the Judges of County and District Courts in Canada had been
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the same as mine until 1946, when they were increased by exactly one-
third to the odd-looking figure of $6,666.66 per annum, or at the rate of
$555.55 per month.
When the 30th of April arrived and passed and there was no letter
with an Ottawa postmark in my mail, I was puzzled. "That's queer," I
thought; so I called Sir Edward Emerson, the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, my friend and former colleague in the Government of
Mr. Alderdice. "Edward," I asked, "did you get your cheque for April
yet?" "Yes, of course," he replied gaily. No wonder, for he had received an
increase of over $4,000.00 a year mOre than he had been paid by the
Commission of Government. "1 didn't get mine," I said gloomily. "Oh,"
he said in his usual jocular manner. "They think you don't need it."
In fact, I did need it. My finances were at a low ebb after two trips to
Europe by my daughter and myself within seven months. I had been
consoling myself over the loss of Responsible Government by the
knowledge that after April 1st I was to receive a substantial increase in
my salary. My mind then raced over what might have happened. In quick
succession, I called the various Newfoundland officials who should
know. I was told by the accountant in the Finance Department that my
salary was now to be paid from Ottawa and there was no provision for it
here. I was told by another official that Mr. Smallwood, as he was at the
time, had intervened with the Minister of Justice, Honourable Stewart
Garson, at Ottawa and succeeded in getting him to refrain from
implementing Term 30 of the Terms of Union as far as I was concerned.
Term 30 had to do with the transfer of the expenditures for the
salaries and pensions of a Lieutenant Governor, the Chief Justice and the'
other two Judges of the Supreme Court and the Judge of the District
Court, from the Provincial Government to the Federal Government
beginning on April 1st when Newfoundland became a Province. I had
long been familiar with the provisions of The British North America Act
of 1867 and was well aware of the provisions in that Act which places the
responsibility for the appointments, salaries and pensions of Judges
upon the Federal Treasury. And Term 30 of the Terms of Union,
therefore, when agreed upon by the representatives of Canada and our
representatives made th~ same provisions specially for Newfoundland.
To implement this section for Newfoundland, it was necessary for the
Federal Government to introduce an amendment to the Judges Act of
Canada in the House of Commons at Ottawa. This was done as far as the
Lieutenant Governor was concerned and as far as the Judges of the
Supreme Court were concerned, but there was no provision in that
amending Act dealing with the Judge of the one District Court in
Newfoundland.
Here we were, then, going into Confederation with only one Judge
of a District Court and that Judge was deliberately dropped when the
legislation to implement Term 30 was being considered at Ottawa. This
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could only be done by the intervention of the Minister of Justice, the
Honourable Stuart Garson, and he wouldn't have done so if he hadn't
been asked by the prospective Premier of Newfoundland, Mr. J. R.
Smallwood.
The Minister of Justice, Honourable Stuart Garson, M.P., was now
(April 30) campaigning in Manitoba in the Federal Election which had
been announced on April 30th. I called, therefore, the Deputy Minister of
Justice at Ottawa, Mr. F. P. Varcoe. I also wrote to him and received the
following reply:
Department of Justice
Ottawa, Ontario.
May 5,1949.
15555000-47
Dear Judge Browne:
During the session of Parliament just closed, consideration was given
to the question whether Canada should provide the salaryfor the Judge of
the Newfoundland Central District Court. In fact, I hadprepared a BiU to
amend the Judges Act so as to provide a salary of$6,666.66 which is the
salary of County and District Court Judges in Canada for this office.
Early in April, however, I was instructed by the Government that the
Bill was not to be proceeded withfor the time being. I understand that this
was done at the request of the Government of Newfoundland. There is,
therefore, no provision under which Canada can pay your salary and I take
it that this is an obligation that must continue to be borne by the
Government of Newfoundland.
I regret that there is nothingfurther I can do at the moment but I can
bring this matter to the attention of the Minister of Justice at the
commencement of the next session of Parliament.
Yours truly,
(sgd.) F. P. Varcoe,
Deputy Minister.
His Honour W. J. Browne,
Judge of the Central District Court,
St. John's, Newfoundland.
Although Mr. Varcoe's letter is in a very friendly tone, there are certain
statements in it that call for comment.
I wondered why the same consideration wasn't given to the question
of providing the salary for the Judge of the Central District Court when
consideration was being given to the salaries of the Judges of the
Supreme Court and the Lieutenant Governor, since the authority for the
salaries for all these important posts was contained in Term 30 of the
Terms of Union. However, late as it was, Mr. Varcoe had actually
prepared a special Bill to implement Term 30 in my case as had been done
with the other Judges in February but he goes on to say that "early in
April" he was instructed not to proceed with it. Mr. Varcoe didn't say
why it wasn't included in the legislation which was brought before the
House in February or why it wasn't passed before April Ist. It is
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interesting to note that Mr. Smallwood left St. John's to attend the
Sessions of the House of Commons when the legislation providing for
Newfoundland's entry into Confederation with Canada was being
considered. Anyone familiar with Mr. Smallwood would conclude that
he was supervising the proceedings in the Parliament at Ottawa and
would see that what he wanted was done - as he wanted it done; and
what he wanted omitted, omitted.
In the meantime, I had to live so I called the Acting Minister of
Finance, the Honourable Gordon Winter (later to be Lieutenant
Governor) and told him the facts and of the contents of Mr. Varcoe's
letter. He sounded surprised. He appreciated the situation and
immediately sent me a cheque for the usual amount that I had been
receiving under the Commission of Government.
On the 7th of May I wrote to Mr. W. J. Carew, Secretary for Home
Affairs, to enquire about what the intentions of the Government
regarding my status and salary were. I also spoke to him and he told me
that this was the first he had heard of the matter. He pointed out that the
members of Cabinet were absent campaigning for the Provincial Election
and that nothing could be done at the time. (See appendices D & E)
I was now contemplating taking an action against the Govenment by
way of Petition of Right which is the usual way for a person employed by
the Government in any capacity to have any legal grievance against the
Government redressed.
Further correspondence with the Department of Finance made me
even more aware that I was a "persona non grata" to the Government of
Mr. Smallwood. The cheque which I received for the month of May was
smaller than it should have been so I called Mr. Marshall for an
explanation. That same day he wrote me a strange letter showing that
because I had overstayed my leave of absence (during my recent visit to
France), a day's pay was deducted from my cheque. (See Appendix F)
I couldn't help wonder at such a letter being addressed to a Judge
who had been generous in doing a tremendous amount of work outside
my judicial duties at no cost to the Government in the several official
positions which I held. Besides, I had gone seven years without missing
one day at work through illness or from any other cause. Not only that,
but our plane's arival was delayed by bad weather as we had to come by
way of Iceland where we had to spend the night.
The calculations of Mr. Marshall did not take into account that we
only worked a half day on Saturday and I was away for five of these
which meant that I was not credited with two and one-half days.
Actually, I was, therefore, entitled to two full days more than I took.
This was the first time that I had been penalized like this; it had never
happened in the days of Commission of Government. I had always taken
one month's holiday in summer and had been doing so for fifteen years. It
was now very clear that my position was uncertain as there was no vote
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for me in the Estimates of the Province of Newfoundland and the
Canadian Government had left me out of the list of Judges to be paid
from Ottawa.
The letter served as a straw to show how the wind was blowing under
the new Government and the new Attorney General. I had been thinking
of resigning long before the 1st of April for various reasons. Now I had to
think seriously about what I should do. I could hang on and take an
action against the two Governments for violating the Terms of Union.
That would have been a slow process which might drag on for months or
years. I did not give that option much consideration.
It was with reluctance that I had accepted the position in the first
place. I had not sought it. I had no fear that if I resigned and went back
into private practice I would not be able quickly to build up a good
clientele. So I did not answer Mr. Marshall's letter but felt even more
impelled to resign. However, I decided to write Mr. Curtis, who as
Attorney General in the new Government was the Minister who had to
do with the operation of the Courts, even though Term 30 distinctly
passed over to the Government at Ottawa the responsibilities for the
appointments, salaries and pensions of Judges all over Canada, including
those of the new Province.
In a long letter I explained to Mr. Curtis all that had transpired up
until that date, and I asked his co-operation in obtaining redress for such
a serious breach of faith on the part of the Government.
This letter was written on Thursday, June 2nd. (See Appendix G)
The following Sunday, June 5th, I was walking to Mass at the
Cathedral in St. John's when I met myoId friend and colleague from the
House of Assembly of the early twenties, Tom Power, who lived on
Robinson's Hill nearby. Tom was the brother of the late Bishop Power of
St. Georges, who had been a popular Prelate on the West Coast of
Newfoundland. He was also a brother of Tony Power, the man who
promoted Rambler Mines.
I said to him,
''Tom, who's going to run for the P.c.'s in St. John's West?"
"We have no one yet," he replied.
"00 you think they would have me?" I asked.
"1 am sure they would," said Tom. "111 phone Harry Mews when I go
home."
Tom lost no time as on that very afternoon, right after dinner, I had
a call from Harry Mews.
When he told me who was speaking, I said, "Why didn't you ask me
before?" Anyway, he did ask me and I accepted with great pleasure. I said
to him, "Don't say anything to anybody yet as I have some work to do in
the Court and I have to see the Attorney General. But you can go ahead
and arrange a meeting for nine o'clock on Wednesday, June 8th, in the
C.L.B. Armoury." It never occurred to me that this was the biggest hall in
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St. John's and there might be some danger that a small audience in a big
hall would give us a bad start.
As there was no reply to my letter, on Monday, June 6th, I made an
appointment with the Honourable Leslie R. Curtis, and went over to his
office in the building just east of the Court House. It was an office that I
knew well for I had occupied it myself when I acted as Minister of Justice
in 1933 in the absence of Edward Emerson.
I went straight to the purpose of my visit and wanted to know why
the Premier went to the Minister of Justice, Honourable Stewart Garson,
at Ottawa and arranged with him to leave my position out of the
amendment to the Judges Act. Mr. Curtis got excited at once and stood
up before answering me. He scratched his head and walked up and down
behind his desk before he said, "The Premier is awful sore at you for
going on the Writ."
As the Writ had been issued in 1948 when the Commission of
Government was in office, I couldn't see why prospective members of a
government in 1949 should have interfered before they were even elected.
He repeated his statement about the Premier being sore at me because of
my having been one of the six former members of the Newfoundland
Legislature who took action in the Supreme Court of Newfoundland
against the Commission of Government to try and obtain an injunction
to prevent the signing of an agreement to join Canada until Responsible
Government had been restored to Newfoundland. He also said, "You
shouldn't have been head of the Civil Service Association, either."
I couldn't see why he brought this up. He was obviously
embarrassed and placed the responsibility on the shoulders of the
Premier. As he had been appointed Attorney General on April 1st, 1949,
any dealings with the Federal Government after that date concerning
Judges had to be made through him, not that Mr. Smallwood would
hesitate to make representation himself on his own.
In reference to the fact that I was head of the Civil Service
Association of Newfoundland, I might say that the Commission of
Government was fully aware of my action in organizing the members of
the Civil Service into an association. Some ofthe English members of the
Commission, and several of their secretaries with experience in the Civil
Service in England, helped me and helped our Executive to build up our
Association.
Mr. Curtis knew exactly how I felt about Confederation and knew
that it was not to Confederation itself that I objected, but that it was
being settled by a group of citizens who had been hand-picked by the
Commission of Government. In other words, there should have been a
general election and a Newfoundland Government formed. The House of
Assembly should have been summoned and the matter decided in a
democratic manner by these institutions.
By the end of our meeting, Mr. Curtis had mellowed somewhat, at
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least enough to say, "I'll do the best I can for you but the Premier is awful
sore about you're going on the Writ."
My position in regard to the Writ was not very different from the
action taken by almost all of the lawyers of Newfoundland earlier that
year. Indeed, Mr. Curtis himself was one of the lawyers who sent a cable
to the British Government protesting against the procedure being
followed by the Commission of Government. (See Appendix B)
I didn't tell Mr. Curtis that I intended to resign but I left his office
with every intention of doing so at once. The die had now been cast as far
as I was concerned and everything was in readiness for the public meeting
on Wednesday night.
I had only one outstanding item to settle in Court. It was a rather
difficult case in which Mr. Gerald Tessier, Q.c., the present efficient
Registrar of Deeds, was acting for one party and some other lawyer,
whose name escapes me, was acting on the other side. I suggested to them
that if they would accept my services as an arbitrator, I would give a
decision in the matter. They agreed and the case was settled - I hope to
everyone's satisfaction.
The next day, June 7th, I tendered my resignation to Mr. Varcoe, the
Deputy Minister of Justice at Ottawa, to be effective immediately and I
sent a copy of the telegram to Mr. Curtis, the Newfoundland Minister of
Justice.
When I accepted the position in the Central District Court in May of
1934, I had a strange feeling of depression, as if I had lost something
precious. I had always tried to be independent and felt that I would be
giving up my independence in taking up any sort of Government
position. The Commissioner for Justice at the time, Honourable W. R.
Howley, K.C. (we had been candidates together in the election of 1928 in
St. John's West), begged me to accept the position of assistant to Judge
Morris with the right to succeed him in a couple of months. I didn't feel
enthusiastic about it but he persuaded me that he needed me there, so I
accepted reluctantly.
Now, when it came time to leave, I felt a different kind of sadness at
breaking away so suddenly from the people with whom I had worked for
so many years. We were more like a family than a business office or legal
office and it was a wrench to leave them.
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Chapter Twenty One
Become Candidate for St. John's West - Two Election
Campaigns - Liberals Win Provincial Election - First
Public Meeting C.L.B. Armoury - Premier Accused of
Interference with Legislation - Premier Responds -
Organizationfor Campaign - Censorship on Radio - Press
Criticized Premier and Attorney General
The campaign for the Provincial election, which took place on
Friday, May 27th, seemed to have gone along very quietly with Mr.
Harry Mews as Leader of the Progressive Conservatives and with Mr.
Peter Cashin, who had been the most prominent ofthe Pro-Responsible
Government supporters in the National Convention, running as an
Independent in the District of Ferryland. The result of this election was a
foregone conclusion. No Leader in the history of Newfoundland or
anywhere else had ever contested a General Election with so much going
for him as the Leader of the Liberal Party in Newfoundland in that
General Election. No election anywhere was ever fought on such unequal
terms.
Amongst the benefits which the people of Newfoundland received
almost immediately, were the Old Age Pensions of $30.00 a month for
people over seventy years of age, Family Allowances, Unemployment
Insurance, Unemployment Assistance and Assistance for Disabled
Persons. There were increased pensions for veterans and War Veterans
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Allowances including allowances for widows. Most of these provisions
were either entirely new to Newfoundland or were on a scale far in excess
of payments made by the Commission of Government.
The most important of these benefits was Family Allowances.
Unsigned advertisements calling for applications for this benefit were
inserted in the Newfoundland papers well in advance of April 1st, the
date on which Confederation became a fact, so that the maximum
advantage would be gained by both the Provincial and Federal
Governments at the Polls.
The first allowances were paid on the 22nd of April and, of course,
the next allowances, amounting to more than $800,000.00, came a month
after that, so that there were two lots of Family Allowances paid to the
mothers of Newfoundland for their children before the Provincial
Election which took place on May 27th, and the third lot was paid in
June, just five days before the Federal Election. This was a tremendous
benefit to the Liberal Party.
I remember a Parish Priest meeting me one day. He was very excited
and aggressive and said, "Do you know how much money is coming into
my Parish now from Ottawa?"
I said, "No", and he gave me some figures that he knew of. He was
naturally delighted about it and I am sure his parishioners were equally
delighted at receiving this new money. Very few would consider that "this
will come no matter what Government is elected"; most thanked Joey for
having brought it about. I remember seeing a letter in the kitchen of a
home of one of my constituents in a Placentia Bay settlement, addressed
by Joey Smallwood to her, in which he said:
"Dear Friend, I promise that you will receive for the rest ofyour life the
sum ofat least $30.00 a month. I am sure that you will greatly benefit by
this payment."
Then, the letter went on to say:
"If your husband (or your spouse) is over seventy years ofage, he (or she)
will receive the same amount. Your sincere friend, Joey Smallwood."
One can imagine the tremendous effect that such a letter would have,
seeing that it was sent to nearly all persons over seventy years of age in
Newfoundland.
In regard to Unemployment Insurance, thousands of people who
were out of employment put in claims; and looking back now without
any figures to guide us, we can feel pretty sure tht substantial payments
were made on this account as well as on all other accounts before the
Provincial Election took place 00 May 27th. And it was beneficial, not
only to the Provincial candidates for the Liberal Party, but it was also of
the greatest possible benefit to the Liberal Candidates for the Federal
Party when the Federal General Election would take place on June 27th,
exactly one month after the other one. By then, three lots of payments
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would have been made.
Offices to handle Old Age Pensions and Family Allowances and
other services had been set up in St. John's in 1948; and as they were new
iervices in Newfoundland, new people had to be employed. This gave
Mr. Smallwood the opportunity of placing in office many people who
had been supporting him during his campaigns.
There were to be new policies from the new departments of the
Federal Government. We would be able to avail ofa score of new services
of which we had never heard. For example, veterans would be eligible for
education grants, rehabilitation grants, housing loans, and there would
be a legal counsellor appointed to assist them with their problems.
The introduction of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police into
Newfoundland opened a new and highly paid service to all members of
the Ranger Force and some of the Newfoundland Constabulary.
A brand new field would be opened to the more adventurous. Young
men and women would be able to join the Armed Forces of Canada and
many did. Three hundred signed up for Cadet training within a few
weeks. Ambitious folk could travel from Newfoundland now to other
Provinces without having to go through Immigration or the Customs
officials. The Premier, however, had stated clearly that it was his desire to
have the people remain in Newfoundland. There would be public works
paid for by the Federal Government and these would be very extensive
because the building of wharves, bridges and breakwaters had been
seriously curtailed during the time that the Commission of Government
was in office. A large number of other benefits would also be introduced
from time to time, but the principal ones were introduced before the
elections which took place on May 27th and June 27th.
Opposed to the Leader of the Liberal Party, Mr. Smallwood, was
myoid friend, Harry Mews, the Leader of the Progressive Conservative
Party. He was then just over fifty years of age. He was a War Veteran of
the First World War. The well-known commentator, "Wayfarer", said in
THE DAILY NEWS at the time:
"In the election of Harry Mews to be the first leader of the Party in
Newfoundland, the P.C's have made a happy choice. He has had some
experience of the country's trade and commerce, having been the first
Secretary ofthe Newfoundland Fisheries Board and possesses an able and
alert mind in which reason and sound judgement are combined with
firmness."
The P.c. Party published a declaration of policy on the 21st of May,
just six days before the Election - too late to have much effect on it. It
may be said, however, that it contained many important items of policy
that have since been put into effect. It contained pledges to protect our
provincial rights, to strive for better financial terms than those received
through the Terms of Union and promised to introduce new Labour
Legislation, including the re-establishment of the Department of
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Labour. 1 There was also a program of Fishery Development and price
stabilization, and there was a pledge to provide agricultural and forestry
development including a plan for a systematic policy of re-forestation. I
had advocated such a policy in 1925, and I often think now how much
better off we would have been if that idea had been adopted by the paper
companies, and had been also enforced by the Government.
This P.e. Manifesto also promised to assist in the establishment ofa
University and to provide greater aid for technical and vocational
education. Finally, there was a pledge to provide honest government and
that all government contracts would be by tender.
It should be stated that no leader of an opposition could stem the
tide that had set in, and no policy that coud be devised by the wit of man
could prevent the swing of voters to the Liberal side in the two General
Elections.
The five P.C.'s who were elected in this Provincial Election were
John G. Higgins, Q.C., and Frank Fogwill for St. John's East whilst D. I.
Jackman and Ron Fahey were elected in the dual district of Harbour
Main-Bell Island. This was the District which I had represented before
the Commission of Government was appointed in 1934. The fifth P.e.
member was Leonard Miller who was elected for Placentia-St. Mary's.
Mr. Miller had been trailing Mr. Sinnott, the Minister of Public Works,
for most of the count and the supporters of the Minister were already
celebrating their expected victory, when the final count came in and
showed Mr. Miller was the winner by 144 votes.
I had followed the call)paign for the National Convention and the
Referenda and this Provincial Election campaign from the sidelines, for
after my return I still publicly held the title and privileges of Judge and
performed all the various functions of the several appointments I held
prior to April 1st.
The dissolution of the twentieth Parliament at Ottawa was
proclaimed on April 30th with nomination day set for June 13th for the
Ridings of St. John's East and St. John's West. The other five Ridings of
Bonavista-Twillingate, Burin-Burgeo, Grand Falls-White Bay, Humber-
St. Georges and Trinity-Conception had their nomination day on May
30th. The Liberals nominated Honourable Gordon Bradley, P.C., K.e.,
Secretary of State in the Federal Cabinet, as their candidate for
Bonavista-Twillingate. Mr. K.S.G. Dawe was the P.e. candidate in that
Riding. For Grand Falls-White Bay, the Liberals nominated Tom
Ashbourne, who had been a member of the House of Assembly between
1924 and 1928 when I was also a member. Opposed to him was James
Pond, a prominent Labour Leader from Grand Falls. For the Riding of
IThis had been set up in 1932 with Honourable Ken Brown as the first Minister of Labour. The
position was dropped under Commission of Government.
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Humber-St. Georges, the Liberal candidate was a lawyer, William R.
Kent of Corner Brook, while the P.c.'s ran Mr. C. Loughlin. In Trinity-
Conception my former next-door neighbour, Leonard T. Stick, was the
Liberal candidate; he was opposed by Richard Cramm, K.C., a former
member of the Monroe Government between 1924 and 1926. In the
Riding of Burin-Burgeo, Ches Carter was the Liberal candidate. He was
a veteran of two World Wars, having enlisted in the first of these when he
was only fifteen years of age. Opposed to him was our good, courageous
and able friend, Mrs. Grace Sparkes, who had already been a candidate
although not elected, of course, in the Provincial Election.
In all these five Ridings the result was never in doubt. The great
majorities given to the Liberal candidates in the Provincial Districts
located in these Ridings made the election of the Liberal candidates in the
Federal contest inevitable. The other two Ridings of St. John's West and
St. John's East were different. In the Provincial Elections, the two P.c.
candidates had been elected in the Provincial District of St. John's East
in a close vote, and the District of Harbour Main-Bell Island that
returned two candidates, elected two members of the P.e. Party, with
about 800 majority.
In the Riding of St. John's West, the result of the Federal Election
was more difficult to predict. Placentia-St. Mary's had returned Leonard
Miller with a small majority. Ferryland had elected an independent,
Major Peter Cashin, with a very large majority. But the District of St.
John's West had elected two Liberals, both of whom became Ministers of
the Crown at a later date - Messrs. Vardy and Spratt. The latter had
more than 800 votes over those given to Mr. Mews, our Provincial
Leader, and his colleague, Michael F. Harrington.
Gordon Higgins, K.C., was the candidate for the P.c.'s in St. John's
East. He was the oldest son of Judge W. J. Higgins, who had been
Minister of Justice in the Government under Prime Minister Walter
Monroe between 1924 and 1928, and a member of the House of Assembly
for fifteen years before he was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme
Court. Gordon was a lawyer and was a member of the firm of which his
father had been the senior partner for many years. He had been a
prominent member of the National Convention, and was one of the
delegates sent by the Convention to Ottawa to learn the Terms that
would be granted by Canada if Newfoundland wished to enter
Confederation. At first, he had been in favour of the restoration of
Responsible Government before Confederation should be considered.
Later he changed his views and agreed to be a delegate.
His opponent was Ambrose Shea, a distant relation of Sir Ambrose
Shea, one of the pro-Confederate leaders in Newfoundland in 1869, and
who was appointed later to be the Governor of the Bahamas. The C.C.F.
ran a candidate in this Riding, the late Billy Gillies. He was the first to
hold up the Socialist banner in Newfoundland but his prospects were
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extremely dim.
In the Riding of St. John's West, the Liberals had selected Gregory
Power. He had been the right-hand man of Mr. Smallwood in the
Confederation campaign. He had the reputation of being a fine athlete in
his youth and in later years had written some beautiful poems. In the
campaign for Confederation, he put his pen to more practical use, and
proved a master of ridicule as he lampooned the cause of Responsible
Government as 'The Sacred Cow'. He and the Premier were the chief
members of an ardent group of ambitious new men, several ofthem with
strong Socialist leanings, who saw a bright future for Newfoundland as a
Province of Canada - and for themselves as the pioneers for their cause.
As the days of May and June went by, it looked like the P.C.'s were
going to let the Riding of St. John's West go by default. As I had many
ties with the "Premier" District, my interest in it was aroused; but neither
Mr. Mews nor anyone else had thought of inviting me to become a
candidate. After what had happened to Term 30 of the Terms of Union, I
had no confidence that I would be treated justly under the new regime. I
also couldn't help thinking that if Mr. Smallwood would dare to treat a
person in a high judicial position as he had treated me, he was already
assuming the role of a dictator and it would be my duty to oppose him.
The enormity of Mr. Smallwood's action in my regard had now
encouraged me to resign my position and enter the field as a candidate.
After my conversation with Mr. Mews on Sunday, June 5th, I was
the Progressive Conservative candidate for St. John's West; but, as I
have already mentioned, there could be no public announcement until
after I had resigned from the Bench. This I did on Tuesday, just twenty
days before the date of the Election.
My first act as a candidate was to give an interview to THE DAILY
NEWS. The Honourable J. S. Currie, the Editor of the morning paper,
had bent over backwards to be fair when he gave the use of the columns of
THE DAILY NEWS to the crafty and able pen of Mr. Smallwood, the
greatest Newfoundland propagandist of our time, certainly since the
death of Sir Patrick McGrath. To re-establish some sort of journalistic
balance, he brought in an expert newsman from the United States, a
bright reporter named Evans, to help at this critical time. It was arranged
for me to meet him and he prepared a lengthy article for the front page of
the paper on June 8th, the day of our meeting. Here is a portion of the
article:
The Daily News, St. John's, June 8, 1949
P.Co'S COMPLETE SLATE OF FEDERAL CANDIDATES
W J. Browne, K.c., to contest riding of St. John's West
RESIGNS FROM BENCH IN ORDER TO ENTER FIELD.
EXPECTED TO DROP POLITICAL BOMBSHELL AT TONIGHTS
MASS MEETING IN C.L.B. ARMOURY.
The Federal election race in St. John's West took a spectacular turn last
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night with the disclosure that Judge William J. Browne of the Central
District Court had suddenly resigned from the Bench to accept
nomination. He will contest the riding under Progressive Conservative
colours against Liberal candidate, Gregory Power.
Sensational developments are expected to follow the announcement of
Judge Browne's candidacy which was confirmed by Party Headquarters.
When askedfor his reasons for resigning the importantjudicialpost which
he hasfilled with distinctionfor more thanfourteenyears, Judge Browne's
explanation followed the customary lines but it was learned in quarters
close to the Jurist that he is preparing to drop a political bombshell on the
Liberal Party's doorstep.
The character of the blast, which party leaders hint will have wide
repercussions, is expected to be made known tonight when Mr. Browne, he
is no longer Judge Browne, will address a swiftly arranged meeting in the
CL.B. Armoury. His address will also be broadcast by Station VOCM
between 9:30 and 10:30.
Beyond their intimation ofstartling sequence to the Browne resignation,
nothing was divulged at Progressive Conservative Headquarters but it was
noted that the development infused a sparkling enthusiasm throughout the
organization. The listlessness that marked the campaign over the holiday
weekend faded under the wave of excitement and intense anticipation.
Last night, Mr. Browne's personal election machinery began to whir and
by tonight it will be in high gear.
Apart from the revelat ion he is expected to spring upon the voting public at
the mass meeting and over the air, party workers are conscious that in W.
J. Browne, K. C, it has as standard bearer and champion, one ofthe most
distinguished and political experienced men in this Island Province.
The writer went on to outline, in his striking manner and exciting
style, some of the highlights of my career from my student days to my
resignation that very day. He even surmised favourably as to the possible
outcome of the campaign. The publicity given to me by this first page
article must have encouraged many people to attend our meeting. It was
certainly a most promising beginning.
After that interview, I went home and worked at my speech. I
realized that it was probably the most important speech that I would ever
be called upon to make. I also knew that it would be minutely scrutinized
by the manager of VOCM who might censor it so strictly that what was
left in might not be of much interest to those who might be listening to the
broadcast. The suddenness of my resignation must have come as a shock
to many people who would be curious to learn the reason for my action.
Although Newfoundland now had the status of a Province instead
of a Dominion and this was a Federal Election in which issues of a
national nature ought to have been discussed, I couldn't disregard the
manner in which Confederation had been brought about by the British
Government of 1948-1949 who had ignored the agreement of 1934.
I had heard of, and known, the prime mover in the Confederation
campaign, Mr. Smallwood, for a long time and was well aware of his
r~dical, restless and eager mind, his dynamic energy and his socialist
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background which, in my opinion and in the opinion of many others,
some of whom supported the Party of Mr. St. Laurent, would lead him to
reckless acts.
Despite his great natural ability and tireless industry, he never
seemed to stay very long in any position until he became Premier. He was
familiar and experienced with the printing business in many of its forms,
and he had worked as a journalist in St. John's, London, England, in
New York and other places, particularly on Socialist papers. He had been
a prominent radio broadcaster as the "Barrel Man" for several years.
Because of the great publicity he received in this position, he was well
known all over the country. During the war, he settled down in Gander
where he entered into a partnership with a Canadian officer; they bred
and sold pigs to the Canadian Armed Forces stationed at Gander and
vicinity. This seemed to be a profitable operation as the pigs were fed with
the swill from the mess halls of the Canadian Forces themselves.
From the outset of the proceedings at the National Convention, he
became the acknowledged leader of a Confederate Party; and because of
his wider knowledge and greater experience as a debater, he was able to
take advantage of the unfamiliarity of most of the Members of the
Convention with Parliamentary procedure, and answered immediately
every argument put forward from the Responsible Government side. As
all the debates were broadcast on the evenings of the day they took place,
this was a further advantage and helped to promote his cause. None
realized the power of the spoken word, especially on the radio, as much as
he; so that when he spoke in the Convention and was answering
arguments from the Responsible Government side, he was not so much
replying to his opponents as he was talking to the thousands who would
hear him on the radio in the evenings.
Not everyone relished his familiar voice and many of the
Responsible Government supporters would shout "turn him off" as soon
as his voice came on the air. But as he spoke of the benefits which would
come from Confederation such as Family Allowances, Old Age Pensions
and all the many other benefits that would automatically flow into
Newfoundland and into the pockets of the people as soon as
Confederation became a fact, his statements were listened to and heard
with the greatest of pleasure by a rapidly growing number of people.
I was fortunate in having assigned to me as Campaign Manager, or
strictly speaking according to the Canada Elections Act, my "Election
Agent", Jack Dawson, a former Magistrate who had resigned his
position to run provincially as a candidate for our Party in the Provincial
Election in the District of St. Georges-Port au Port where, however, his
efforts were unsuccessful. I couldn't wish for a better manager. He
organized my campaign so well that all I had to do was to be driven to the
places where the meetings were to be held and do what canvassing I could
work in. As there were now only eighteen days left before Polling Day,
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every minute counted. The publicity side was handled chiefly by Mr.
Evans and the reporters and the Editorial Staff of THE DAILY NEWS.
They took a special interest in my campaign and spared no pains to
produce full reports of all my activities. THE EVENING TELEGRAM
also gave full publicity to the Federal Campaign especially as it
concerned St. John's West. However, I think that no other candidate in
any election in Newfoundland ever received more or more favourable
publicity than I did in the various issues of THE DAILY NEWS fom the
time of my resignation from the Bench until the Election. Much of the
publicity, of course, was generated by Mr. Smallwood himself.
When I had my speech ready, I still had to submit it to the scrutiny of
Joseph Butler, the Manager of Radio Station VOCM, which was to
broadcast it between 9:30 and 10:30 that evening. About 8:30, I went to
see Mr. Butler and showed him my speech. When he was reading it over,
he came to the part where I described in some detail my interview with
Honourable Leslie R. Curtis, the Attorney General. "We can't pass this,"
said Mr. Butler. "We11 have to get legal opinion on this." "Who is your
lawyer?" I asked. "Mr. Curtis, the Attorney General. He is also a Director
of this company and a shareholder." I said, "1 don't want to submit this to
him. I would rather not use it in the part of my speech to be broadcast."
The censorship of speeches must have been a survival of war
regulations. I couldn't see the purpose of censoring speeches over the
radio in an election campaign when you could say what you liked at a
public meeting. I believe that this rule was only enforced against our
Party; and I feel sure that after I had finished my speech that evening and
Mr. Smallwood wanted to go on the radio, he did so without submitting
what he had to say to anybody.
On the next page is the advertisement for my first meeting. It
appeared on an inside page of THE DAILY NEWS for June 8th. A
similar ad was published in THE EVENING TELEGRAM.
Obviously, such an ad wouldn't have attracted much attention by
itself. It was the leading article on page one of THE DAILY NEWS
which drew the most attention to the meeting, even though there also
appeared on the same page the story of the arrival in St. John's of
Honourable Douglas Abbott, Federal Minister of Finance.
When I entered the great Armoury of the Church Lads Brigade on
Harvey Road on that fateful Wednesday night of June 8th about a
quarter of an hour before the meeting was scheduled to begin, I couldn't
help noticing that there were a great many empty seats around the hall. I
wasn't surprised. A day wasn't enough notice to arrange a big meeting,
but I felt that those who came were interested and even enthusiastic
supporters.
At nine o'clock sharp, the meeting was called to order by Mr. Isaac
Mercer, K.C., the Chairman for the occasion. He explained the purpose
of the meeting and introduced the other two persons who were with me
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on the platform. They were Mr. Harry Mews, Leader of the Provincial
Progressive Conservative Party, and Mr. Leonard Miller, M.H.A., the
Progressive Conservative Party
TO-NIGHT
AT 9:00 P.M.
RALLY
c. L. B. ARMOURY
W. J. BROWNE, K.C.
(FEDERAL CANDIDATE ST. JOHN'S WEST)
LEONARD MILLER
(MEMBER PLACENTIA-ST. MARY'S)
HARRY MEWS
(LEADER NEWFOUNDLAND PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY)
ISAAC MERCER, K.C., LL.B., Chairman
PART PROCEEDINGS BROADCAST V 0 C M 9:30 TO 10:30.
successful candidate for the District of Placentia and St. Mary's, which
formed an important part of the Riding of St. John's West. As the
broadcast of my speech had been arranged for one hour, from 9:30 to
10:30 p.m., the other speakers were brief. I was introduced by Mr. Harry
Mews, a fine speaker and a good debater. This was to be my first speech
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of a political nature in many years so I had written out the notes I would
follow. After expressing my sincere thanks to those who had honoured
me by coming at such short notice to this meeting, I explained that the
broadcast of what I had to say wouldn't deal with a very important
Opening speech in 1949 Federal Election Campaign
section of my speech. I was surprised and pleased later to learn that many
who had been listening to the broadcast of the meeting left their homes on
learning this and came to the Armoury to hear the rest of what I had to
say.
I thanked myoid friend, Harry Mews, the Leader of the Progressive
Conservative Party in Newfoundland, for inviting me to be the
Candidate in the Riding ofSt. John's West in the Election on June 27th. I
stated that I felt "proud and highly privileged to accept his invitation". I
said:
"It is seventeen years since I appeared on a political platform and made a
political speech. If I sound like I am givingfather/y advice or ifI look like I
am laying down the law, you willforgive mefor I have beenfor the past
Fifteen years presiding as a Judge in the Central District Court; and during
that time, I have been dealing with the public ofSt. John's and elsewhere. I
hope I have dealt with them honestly andjustly. If I ever injured anyone's
feelings by judging them wrongly or punishing them too severely, I am
sorry and I beg that person's pardon. Duringfifteen years, we heard in the
Court thousands ofcases ofall kinds, civil and criminal. Is it to be expected
that we would make no mistakes in all that litigation?
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I have been asked by Mr. Mews on behalfofMr. George Drew, the Leader
of the Progressive Conservative Party in Canada, to be the Candidatefor
the Riding ofSt. John's West, that great new Federal Riding that contains
most ofmyoId District ofSt. John's West with the Districts ofFerryland
and Placentia-St. Mary's.
This is an honour that less than a week ago I never expected. Ifelected, it
would mean my going to Ottawa to sit in the House of Commons and
speak for Newfoundland and its people, as well as to deal with the great
national and international questions that must be discussed and solved by
the Parliament and Government of Canada. I hope I shall win your
support and always deserve your confidence and respect.
You will wonder why did I resign such a goodjob. I shall try to explain. I
realize that I am speaking to Newfoundlanders of every walk of life
tonight, whether it is the miner relaxing in his home after a day's hard work
or the fisherman in the forecastle of his vessel on the Grand Banks or the
lumberman in his log cabin or his bunkhouse, the rich andpoor, Catholic
and Protestant, Liberal and Conservative - I speak to you all and I hope
that I speak the truth.
It had always been my beliefthat the chiefduties ofa Government arefirst
to preserve the Country against attack and second, to see that Justice is
done without fear orfavour, with good will towards all and malice towards
none.
You are aware that in November, 1948, last, there was a Writ taken out of
The Supreme Court of Newfoundland by six former members of the
Legislature."
Then I explained my reasons for joining with five other members of
the old Legislature of 1934 in taking an action to try to stop the
Commission of Government from settling the terms of Confederation.
We had been told many times:
"Responsible Government would be restored when Newfoundland was
self-supporting again.
The National Convention decided that Newfoundland was self-supporting
but our House ofAssembly and Legislative Council would never have the
chance to decide upon the future of Newfoundland if an agreement was
made with Canada in 1948.
On March 23rd, 1949, I went away for a month's visit to Europe. Afew
days before I left, I was speaking to Mr. Curtis, who is now Minister of
Justice; he said to me, " Will, yourjob may be gone when you come back". I
remember well his words but I didn't take him seriously. I returnedfrom
my trip on Saturday, April 23rd.
When on April 30th, the time came to expect myfirst chequefrom Ottawa,
none came."
Then I told the audience how I made some quick phone calls to my
friend, the Chief Justice, Sir Edward Emerson, and some officials in
various Provincial Government offices. I soon discovered that Mr.
Smallwood, even before February, and Mr. Smallwood and Mr. Curtis
after April 1st, but before they were elected, had conspired with
Honourable Stewart Garson, the Minister of Justice at Ottawa, to
prevent me from receiving any salary from Ottawa as had been provided
in the Terms of Union. I read the letter I had received from Mr. Varcoe,
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the Deputy Minister of Justice at Ottawa, who left no doubt about what
had occurred. The Terms of Union had been signed and passed by
Parliament in Ottawa and they became law in the United Kingdom and
are now part of the British North America Act, 1949. I, like more than
70,000 other Newfoundlanders, felt very sad at what had been done; but I
was prepared to live with it; yet I felt some misgivings about the future. I
left England on the 31st of March because I didn't want to be in England
when Confederation came into effect in Newfoundland because I felt so
badly about it.
I referred to my long acquaintance with the Premier. I knew of his
activities as a reporter on THE EVENING TELEGRAM and his deep
interest in labour matters. I was one of the very few who attended a
lecture he once gave at King George V Institute on "The Rise of the
Labour Party in Great Britain". I had bought and read two of his books,
one of which was THE NEW NEWFOUNDLAND.
I described the time in 1936 when I was an invited guest on the
occasion when the members of the Co-operative Society of Pouch Cove
opened their splendid new store. Mr. Smallwood was a member of a
committee set up by the Commission Government to promote co-
operative efforts by fishermen.
Mr. Smallwood was Master of Ceremonies for the opening and the
late Reverend Oliver Jackson was another guest. It was a happy affair.
We sang:
"The more we are together,
The happier we'll be,
Your friends are my friends,
And my friends are your friends.
The more we are together.
The happier we'll be."
I was aware of his great talent, his exceptional energy and especially
his keen interest in labour matters and the Co-operative Movement in
which I had also been long interested.
I could not help admiring his self-confidence and his perseverance in
the face of opposition, criticism, scorn and even hostility. I said I felt
about Mr. Smallwood like the negro wife down South:
"I just can't help lovin' that man."
"He is now occupying the seat ofpower andfeels. and is, very powerful. He
is actually running the Federal Election and he has had inserted in the
newspapers a large advertisement to the effect that 'The Liberal Party will
win the seven Federal Seats'.
As I know that not only he, but several members ofhis Government and his
Party lean to the left towards Socialism. I am fearful of the future. He is
now taking credit for everything that the Government has done in Ottawa
and it would seem from listening to him that the Conservatives had never
done anything at all. But it was the Conservatives, Sir John A. MacDonald
and Sir George Etienne Cartier, who were the leaders in the movement to
found the Nation. We also had Prime Minister Borden during World War
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I and especially Prime Minister R. B. Bennett, who was in charge ofaffairs
in a very difficult time during the great depression when he laid the
foundation, by his legislation, for the future prosperity of Canada."
I then congratulated the members of the Conservative Party who
entered the Provincial Election and had been successful: John Higgins,
K.C., and Frank Fogwill in St. John's East; Mr. D. I. Jackman and Ron
Fahey in Harbour Main-Bell Island and Mr. Leonard Miller in the
District of Placentia-St. Mary's.
I congratulated Major Peter Cashin who, I said, "will be the Father
of the House of Assembly when it meets". He had been elected as an
Independent by an overwhelming majority in his native District of
Ferryland. Mr. Cashin was the most prominent spokesman for the
League for Restoration of Responsible Government, and his voice was
well-known all over Newfoundland. Thousands of people loved to listen
to him when he was making his speeches in favour of the Restoration.
I drew attention to the propaganda methods used by Mr.
Smallwood and his constant references to the "toiling masses" whom he
claimed to represent. I said that despite what had happened and the
injustice which had been done to me, I forgave both Mr. St. Laurent and
Mr. Smallwood. As far as the Premier was concerned, I wanted him to be
a good Premier.
"He is my Premier now and your Premier. He is Premier not onlyfor the
Liberals but for the Conservatives. He is Premierfor everybody and we all,
I am sure, wish him well and hope to see that he will be a good Premier of
whom Newfoundland will be proud."
When it was 10:30, I received a signal from Mr. Joseph Butler, who
was personally conducting the radio broadcast from the wing. I looked
over at him and saw him grinning; he was indicating that I was now off
the air so I went into the story of my interview with Mr. Curtis the
previous Monday. I could now speak freely to the audience in the Hall
which had increased markedly since I had begun my radio speech.
I then gave a full account of my interview with Mr. Curtis, the
Attorney General, and of his embarrassment when I raised the matter of
his interference and the Premier's interference with the Legislation
brought forward in Ottawa to implement the provisions of Term 30 of the
Terms of Union. The necessary amendments to the Judges Act were
made for the three Judges of the Supreme Court, but the position of the
Judge of the Central District Court was deliberately excluded. (See Mr.
Varcoe's letter.)
I described Mr. Curtis walking up and down and scratching his head
as he kept reminding me how sore the Premier had been at my going on
the Writ in 1948. I could not resist mimicking his concern.
I told my audience that I was really grateful to Mr. St. Laurent and
Mr. Smallwood for granting me my freedom!
"I am nowfree to attack injustice wherever I see it. It is a wonderful thing to
be freed from the restraints of office in these times. It is a new era in
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Newfoundland - an era that is going to be full of injustice."
I issued a warning to members of the Civil Service Association
telling them that if they were intending to vote P.e. in the Federal
Election, that they should be careful not to mention it to anybody
because they might have to suffer for it as Mr. Smallwood intended that I
should suffer. As a Judge, I had had no vote at the time of the election of
the National Convention or in either of the Referendums or in the
Provincial Government election.
I encouraged my enthusiastic listeners to weigh carefully their
decision before casting their ballot in the coming election. I told them
that I was grateful for their encouragement and that when I went to
Ottawa, I would defend their interests, which were Newfoundland's
interests, and I would work to improve the Terms of Union with Canada.
The response of the audience was heartening. When I finished my
speech, many people crowded up onto the platform to shake my hand,
congratulate me and wish me well. The party workers and officials were
elated and excited as I was and I felt that this was an auspicious beginning
to the campaign.
My great friend, Arthur Jackman, was down at the rear of the hall,
why, I don't know. My youngest son, Edward, who was then fifteen years
old, came to hear me and Arthur advised him to go home in case there
should be trouble. I think he misjudged things badly that time.
As I had expected, I was no sooner off the air than Mr. Smallwood
came on. I didn't have the pleasure of hearing him but I read afterwards
what he said when he gave an interview to the press.
The statements that the Premier made - that I would have been
dismissed on the grounds that I was unfit to exercise the judicial
functions - proved beyond doubt the correctness of my accusation of his
enmity towards me and that it was he who was responsible for the failure
to have the legislation, made necessary by our becoming a Province of
Canada, include the Judge of the Central District Court as it did the three
judges of the Supreme Court and the new appointment of the Lieutenant
Governor of Newfoundland.
On the day after the meeting, there was much talk about the
sensational charges which I made on the previous evening, and also
about Mr. Smallwood's answers to my statements. I was asked what I
thought about what Mr. Smallwood had said. I replied,
"It is too funny to think about taking a libel action and what the Premier
said should be kept over for the comic section at the weekend."
The newspapers, of course, had a field day, but the most relevant
observations on the deeper constitutional questions were written by THE
DAILY NEWS columnist, "Wayfarer". He remarked that at the time of
the Writ, there was no question in the minds of the Commission of
Government of any impropriety. Moreover, such an action (refusal to
allow Term 30 to be implemented in my regard) was a poor beginning of
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Confederation on the part of both the Federal and Provincial
Governments.
Our supporters were rejoicing and working tooth and nail because
the campaign was so short with only two and one-half weeks to go before
June 27th.
On the day after my opening speech, I made a quick trip up the
Southern Shore as far as Ferryland, visiting all the settlements along the
way and meeting our supporters en route. On all sides in the Ferryland
District there was evident enthusiasm. In the City, too, our canvassers
were active and the reports were generally good. In the evening, I made a
short radio speech in which I issued a challenge to the Prime Minister of
Canada, Mr. St. Laurent, and the Premier of Newfoundland to debate
with me in the c.L.B. Armoury when the Prime Minister would be here
on the 24th of June, the issue of Implementation that I raised in my
speech on June 8th.
There was also a statement in THE DAILY NEWS of the 11 th of
June alleging that Gordon Higgins, our candidate in St. John's East, had
also gone to radio station VOCM with the text of a speech; but it was
censored to such an extent that he decided not to give it as, being a short
speech with so much cut out of it, it would be valueless and pointless. He
felt he could not give it in its truncated form.
As might be expected, Mr. Curtis, the Attorney General, was also
asked by the press for his views. In his interview which appeared in THE
EVENING TELEGRAM, he said:
"The Parliament of Canada will undoubtedly implement that Term ifand
when requested so to do by the Provincial Government. In the meantime,
his salary was being paid by the Newfoundland Government under
Statutory Authority and was infact paid up to May 31st, 1949. (There was
no vote in the Newfoundland Estimates for my salary in 1949-50.):
Before the Federal Government is requested, however, to implement Term
30, the Newfoundland Legislature will be asked to abolish the existing
District Court and to constitute in its stead one or more County Courts
having both criminal and extended civil jurisdiction and not merely the
very limited civil jurisdiction only of the present Central District Court."
(There were never any County Court Judges appointed to Newfoundland
since 1949.)
Any intelligent person reading Mr. Curtis's remarks can see that it
was not necessary to abolish a Court if you wished to extend its civil
jurisdiction. It is only necessary to add a word such as "divorce" or "any
other type of civil litigation" or to change or add a figure or two to
increase the jurisdiction from, say $200 to $2,000 or $10,000 or any other
amount. That would be the simplest kind of amendment, entirely within
the competence of the Newfoundland House of Assembly without
reference to the Parliament of Canada. His statement was a very weak
answer to my accusations. As I was Stipendiary Magistrate ex officio, I
had heard thousands of criminal cases.
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Mr. Curtis was unhappy, also, in his use of the word "County" as we.
do not have and never have had any counties in Newfoundland. We have
Districts instead. District Courts exist in some Provinces and County
Courts in others. The word county in Mr. Curtis's remarks showed his
unfamiliarity with the subject. However, he was evading the issue that the
Government of Canada had agreed on certain Terms of Union, one of
which was that it would be responsible for the "appointments, salaries
and allowances and pensions of the judges of the Superior Courts and
District Courts" as are now or may hereafter be constituted, that this had
been agreed to by the Newfoundland representatives and signed by them
and the representatives of the Government of Canada, and had been
enshrined in The British North America Act, 1949, and became Chapter
22 of the Statutes of Great Britain for that year.
This brief examination of the statements by the Premier and the
Attorney General shows how far astray a disregard for truth and justice
can carry men in the highest posts in the new Province and was a bad
augury for its future.
The statements given to the Press by the Premier and the Minister of
Justice following my meeting were sent all across Canada by the
Canadian Press and became the subject of editorials in all the prominent
newspapers. George Drew, at a public meeting in Ottawa, challenged
Prime Minister St. Laurent to condemn what the Premier had said. The
Prime Minister temporised and said he would like to be sure of the
accuracy of the reports before commenting.
Both of the daily papers in St. John's carried editorials and articles
on the unusual situation, and both papers were critical of Mr. Smallwood
and his colleague. Once again, it was The Wayfarer, a very keen and
experienced political observer, who gave the most interesting and
extensive analysis. (See Appendix, Article of June 13). However, before
this article appeared, the Premier had carried his unlawful actions to even
greater lengths.
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Chapter Twenty Two
Not One Red Cent - Intimidation ofElectors - Application
for Warrant for Arrest of Premier - Magistrate Issues
Summonses Instead (bantering remarks) - Nomination Day
- Campaign in Ferryland District - Premier's Counsel
Raises Objection to Case Being Heard - Major Cashin Takes
Strong Stand Against the Government - Final Joint Meeting
C.L.B. Armoury - Major Cashin Principal Speaker -
Tremendous Enthusiasm - Campaigning - Placentia Bay
On Friday, the 10th day of June, Premier Smallwood was
campaigning on the Southern Shore in the District of Ferryland on
behalf of the Federal Liberal Candidate, Gregory Power. He held five
public meetings including one in the open air.
He spoke at Renews on the South side and on the North side, at the
Riverhead of Fermeuse, at Admiral's Cove, Fermeuse, and finally in
Ferryland. His theme was the same at all meetings. I didn't learn anything
about this until the next morning.
When on Saturday, June 11th, I phoned Don Jamieson, who was
working with Geoffrey Stirling on the weekly, THE SUNDAY
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HERALD, I said:
"Don, I heard you have been saying things against me. Your father was a
great personalfriend ofmine and I don't think he would like to know that
you were doing that."
Don answered quickly:
"I haven't been saying anything about you but f II tell you what Smallwood
said about you up in Ferryland District yesterday at five places. I was
there. The first place coming towards St. John's was the South side of
Renews and this is what he said:
'Men, I could talk to you today in high-sounding language but you
wouldn't understand me any more than if I was talking Latin or Greek. fm
going to talk to you in plain English and all ofyou will understand what I
have to say. My candidate here is Mr. Greg Power, afriend ofmine, and I
want you to vote for him. His opponent is Billy Browne, who used to be in
the Magistrate's Court in St. John's. He resigned on Wednesday but he
would have been booted out if he hadn't beaten us to it.
He was not fit to perform his duties on the Bench. Now, ifyoupeople vote
for him, fll not spend one cent of money in this Harbour.
Remember! fm sitting on the public chest and not one red cent will come
out of it unless I give the green light.
Remember, fve been elected so I don't need you; but you need me. Ifyou
vote for my man, fll spend the money here; but if you vote for Billy
Browne, not one red cent will be spent here.
You've turned me down three times: once in thefirst Referendum, once in
the second Referendum, and once more in the Provincial Election. Ifyou
turn me down again, you'll get nothing, absolutely nothing, for the next
four years; one year for every time that you turned me down. You got an
independent man here, Major Peter Cashin, but fll not do anything for
any part of the District which doesn't vote for my man, Greg Power.
Remember, Major Cashin is neutral in the House of Assembly. He is
outside our Government; and ifyou turn me down again, you'll be outside,
too, like the label on a bottle.'
He emphasized what he was saying by stating, 'Remember, now, I mean
every word that I say.'
At Ferryland, one ofhis chiefsupporters, Joseph Ashley, stepped out onto
the front of the stage and said the same thing, 'Remember, men, the
Premier means everything he says.'
The people were very resentful and angry at being talked to in this
threatening manner."
I thanked Don and began to retlect on what I had heard.
When I got to the Headquarters that morning, the news had gone'
ahead of me as THE SUNDAY HERALD carrying the news had been
out on the streets by that time. I met one of the reporters for the paper. He
asked me if I had any comments to make on what Smallwood had said
about me yesterday. I said, "He is a poor person to be ajudge of Judges";
and then I added, "I'll see you in your office on Monday morning about
10:15 a.m." For already, I had decided what I would do.
I talked over the plan with my campaign manager, Jack Dawson.
John had been a magistrate and he approved of my ideas. I was always
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very scrupulous in everything I did or said in an election campaign
because, as Captain Tom Bonia used to say, "It's no use getting elected if
COMIC SECTION NEW F 0 U N D LAN D EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
SundalJ~"erald
GREATEST PAlO CIHCl'LATION IN NEWFOlJNDLAi"I)-LAST WEEK 19.5~2
JOE WARNS
FERRYLAND
Almost verbatim report appearing in THE SUNDAY HERALD on June 12, 1949,
(paper bears date June 19, 1949) of Premier's speeches in Ferryland District on Friday,
June 10th. It was for sale on the streets of St. John's Saturday, June 11th.
they can unseat you".
Prosecutions under the Elections Act were common in the early days
of politics in Newfoundland. I was familiar with the provisions of the
Election Act in Newfoundland and I had also looked closely at the
Canada Elections Act. All our Election Acts had come from England and
it has always been a criminal offence to bribe or threaten the individual
voter. In the course of his six speeches in these six places, the Premier
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made another fantastic declaration. He said:
"Now, this time the ballots will be counted in the polling booths; and on
election night, fll know exactly how every settlement voted. The vote is
going to be counted in the booth rooms and fll know exactly how you
voted; and ifyou vote against my man, then no money will be spent in this
settlement."
These were two very serious offences against the Canada Elections
Act committed by the Premier. They could not be condoned. In the days
of Responsible Government, I never heard of anyone speaking in that
fashion to the voters of Newfoundland. In fact, I never heard of anyone
doing it anywhere. Under the Election Act of England, under the
Election Act of Newfoundland, under the Election Act of Canada, under
the Election Act of any democratic country, it is an offence to bribe or
even to attempt to bribe or try to corrupt or threaten a person or to say
that you will know exactly how he voted.
The ballot is supposed to be secret and sacred so that it is an
extraordinary thing, and unheard-of thing, for a Premier, the one who
had been holding the highest position in the Government of the Province,
to say he will know how people voted. THE SUNDAY HERALD was on
the side of Smallwood as the publisher of the paper was Geoffrey Stirling,
who was one of those who nominated Greg Power; yet, it carried in the
Saturday morning issue of June lith (which was dated a week in
advance, Sunday, June 19th, instead of the 12th) as its banner headline
on the front page in letters almost two inches high, "JOE WARNS
FERRYLAND", and underneath it was a sub-head in big letters,
"WOULD HAVE BOOTED BILLY OUT BUT HE BEAT US TO IT".
Here was Premier Smallwood, not three months in office, showing
the iron fist with no pretence at concealing his motives or his intentions.
He had chosen to ignore the olive branch which I had held out to him on
Wednesday evening and to ignore completely the plea I had made to him
to be a Premier of whom we all might be proud.
Since he didn't have the privilege of booting me out, he was going to
leave no stone unturned in his efforts to prevent my ever getting to
Ottawa. With his imagination, he thought himself all powerful. Nobody
shou,lq or would dispute his will, nobody should oppose him. To oppose
the Liberal candidate was the same as opposing him. He had been in
charge of the Provincial campaign and the two Referenda and his
supporters in the National Convention. Success had gone to his head. He
has often boasted about how cleverly he directed the campaigns.
There was no doubt that J. R. Smallwood was a man endowed with
wonderful energy and that he has great courage and resourcefulness but
one of his defects was that he could stand no opposition. In this, he
resembled Sir Richard Squires whose first question about a person was,
"Is he a friend or an enemy?" This is not a good way to judge people,
dividing them up into good or bad, friend or enemy; this was apparently
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Smallwood's philosophy in 1949. I was no good; I was an enemy. Those
who voted for me would also be enemies and should be treated as such.
That attitude became his policy and he followed it for most of the
time when he was in office.
It can be readily seen that the future of Newfoundland under the
Government of a man of such extreme and unjust views couldn't be
regarded as likely to be a happy one. It is almost impossible to believe
that a man who had gained so much in the past three or four years would
still be dissatisfied and would want more. He wanted to win for the
Liberal Party all the seats in Newfoundland, both Provincial and
Federal. As far as I was concerned, the only thing to do was to put my
trust in God and do my best.
On Saturday morning, June I Ith, I drove through Ferryland
District. On the highroad above Aquaforte, we met a car coming towards
us. We recognized it as the car driving the Liberal Candidate, Gregory
Power. I got my driver to keep in the middle of the road so that the other
car had to come to a stop. I saw Myles Murray and Gregory Power in the
back seat of the car, so I asked Mr. Power to come out as I wanted to
speak to him. He did so, and we walked some distance back the road
where I stopped out of earshot of the others. I said to him:
"fm surprised at you, whom I have known so well, staying silent yesterday
when Smallwood was abusing me."
I guess I was cross with him and disgusted to think that this man, who was
a fine poet and seemed to have such a sensitive mind, would demean
himself by taking advantage of what he knew to be an injustice, apart
from the technical illegal aspects. However, he said nothing so we went
back to our cars and drove on.
We continued as far as the town of Ferryland. There I visited the
home of Mr. Fred Costello, the Justice of the Peace. I asked him would
he come with me and take affidavits from some of the people who were
present when the Premier made his famous speech the day before. He did
so, and I obtained several affidavits from people who had been in the
audience at the time.
Then we went on to Admiral's Cove, Fermeuse, where I met myoid
friend, W. J. Trainor, another Justice of the Peace, and he and I went
around and visited persons in that settlement who had heard Mr.
Smallwood speak. Then I went to Riverhead, Fermeuse, where I met Mr.
Andrew Kenny and others who had been listening to Mr. Smallwood on
the previous day. I also went to the North side of Renews and the South
side of Renews. In all, I took twenty-two affidavits from people but I
could have taken a hundred more from the people who had heard what
Mr. Smallwood had said and who were still very indignant and angry for
being insulted in that fashion. W. J. Trainor, J.P., was quite familiar with
the Elections Act as he had often been a Deputy Returning Officer and
was, therefore, aware of the gravity of the offences committed by the
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Premier.
One of my companions on this trip was Terry Trainor and the other
was the late George Kennedy, who, at that time, was an employee of my
friend, Gus Duffy. George's mother came from Riverhead of Fermeuse
and was a sister of Andrew Kenny, and his wife was from Bear Cove
Point near Renews where the family operated the lighthouse for
generations. George was, therefore, well known and well liked in this
area.
After I had finished taking the statements and getting them sworn
before W. J. Trainor, J.P., I spoke to the gathering of voters at the
Riverhead of Fermeuse - from the same embankment where the
Premier had made his threats the day before. The people were very
indignant and angry over the way the Premier had spoken to them.
I told them that I intended to go to the Magistrate's Court on
Monday morning and apply for a Warrant for the Premier's arrest. I
congratulated the people for the manner in which they had responded to
the Premier's unlawful actions and promised to bring him before Court
to answer the charges.
Everyone applauded this statement. Some men were firing guns as a
sign of welcome to me. After that, we came back to the City.
I spent a lot of time late into the night of Sunday making out the
appropriate summonses and subpoenas for the witnesses.
On Monday morning, June 13th, at about 10: 15, I called at THE
SUNDAY HERALD Office on Duckworth Street and asked for the
reporter with whom I had made the appointment on Saturday morning.
He wasn't there, so I went over to the Court and sat down at the desk
where the lawyers sit and waited for the Magistrate to come to the Bench.
Instead, Magistrate O'Neill came out to see me personally and said,
"Judge, if there is anything you want, would you like to come inside?"
"No", I said, "What I have to say I shall say in the open Court." He went
back in. I waited until the regular docket of unfortunates, who had been
arrested the previous night for being drunk or drunk and disorderly, had
been completed and then the Magistrate turned to me and said, "Now,
Mr. Browne, have you got any matter to bring before the Court?" I said,
"Yes, Your Honour, I wish to make application for four warrants for the
arrest of Honourable Joseph R. Smallwood, Premier of Newfoundland,
on the grounds of offences which he committed in Ferryland District on
Friday, the 10th day of June, in five different settlements and I have
twenty-two affidavits here signed by the parties and sworn to, proving
these offences."
I decided to rely on four principal offences in four of the five
settlements and I had the affidavit of William Sweeney of Ferryland,
Matthew Kenny from Cross Roads, Fermeuse, Denis Brothers from
Admiral's Cove, Fermeuse, and Thomas Dunn from Renews South.
The usual small crowd of spectators must have wondered what I was
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doing there and Magistrate O'Neill must have wondered even more.
In support of my application, 1 read out four of the typical affidavits
along the lines that 1 have already stated. When I had finished,
Magistrate O'Neill must have been astounded. He asked for time to
consider what he should do.
After forty minutes, he returned to the Bench and informed me that
he was not satisfied with the complaints laid against the Premier and
,asked for a further period of time before making any decision. He came
back again at 12 o'clock and said that he still was not satisfied and
required more time to consider my application. 1 protested against this
delay, pointing out that everything was in order and the Magistrate
should grant my Motion. Then, when he still refused, 1 said he was
declining to do his duty as a Magistrate with sworn testimony before him.
He said, "1 am not prepared to do anything yet; and furthermore, 1think
your attitude very unreasonable."
"Your Honour", 1said, "1 am not unreasonable, but 1submit that if 1
am, your attitude is also unreasonable."
Then the Magistrate got up to leave the Bench and started towards
the door leading into his Chambers.
"Surely, you are not going to leave the Bench", 1 protested.
"1 think it's about time 1 did", replied the Magistrate.
Then he closed the door behind him.
Newsmen came around me then and asked me what I was going to
do now. One thing I said 1 would do was that I would notify the Chief
Electoral Officer, Nelson Castonguay at Ottawa; but if Magistrate
O'Neill refused my application, I would apply to the Supreme Court for a
Mandamus, that is, 1 would ask the Supreme Court to order the
Magistrate to receive the application and grant a Warrant as requested.
The Magistrate had a discretion. He could grant a Summons instead ofa
Warrant.
Although I was relying on the threats to the voters, or undue
influence, the Premier had left himself open to a further charge under 67
sub-section 2 of the Election Act which reads as follows:
"(2) It shall be deemed as a false pretence as to the meaning of this
Section to represent to the elector. directly or indirectly, that the ballot to
be used or the mode of voting at an election is not secret."
The Premier was on the defensive in this election. He called a press
conference and issued the following statement early in the afternoon of
the 13th, time enough to make that afternoon's edition of THE
EVENING TELEGRAM. Here is the statment:
"Although I was warned not to go into Ferryland District, I disregarded
these suggestions and held six very successful meetings there.
I was greeted warmly andeach meeting ended with very hearty cheeringfor
me.
This cordial reception and these successful meetings were not good news to
certain people who have since been making a foolish allempt 10 twist
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certain good-natured, joking, bantering remarks of mine into threats
against the good people of Ferryland District.
These bantering remarks ofmine were made with asmile and received with
a smile by the people who cheered me at the end of the meeting."
The Premier made this statement to save his face in other parts ofthe
Province and Canada. As an experienced journalist, he knew that an
application had been made for his arrest and the matter was "sub judice",
i.e., under consideration by the Magistrate to whom the application had
been made. He was not supposed, nor was anyone supposed, to make any
comment that might influence or affect the Magistrate's decision. To do
so renders a person liable to a further charge of "Contempt of Court".
Mr. Smallwood's belated explanation was a complete distortion of
the facts as detailed· by a crowd of witnesses which included Don
Jamieson of THE SUNDAY HERALD.
June 13th was the official nomination day and 1was nominated by
John G. Vinnicombe, Ronald F. Ayre, Patrick F. Halley, Michael F.
Harrington, Mrs. Vera Perlin, CecilR. Puddester, P. R. Escott, L.
Shannahan of Cape Broyle, Patrick J. Crotty, Manager, and Augustine
M. Duffy, Stationer. This method of group nominations was customary.
1then announced that Mr. John F. Dawson would be my official election
agent.
Mr. Gordon Higgins was nominated for St. John's East. John M.
Walsh was to be his official agent and the signatories to his nomination
papers included representatives from almost every settlement in St.
John's East.
On the next day, Tuesday, June 14th, Magistrate O'Neill handed
down his decision upon my application. Long before the Court began
proceedings, all the public seating was filled with spectators.
Half an hour before Court started, the doors were locked and only
lawyers, policemen, newsmen, court officials and witnesses were allowed
to enter the crowded courtroom. A large crowd of people who could not
gain admission waited on the Court House steps and overflowed along
Duckworth Street. Several newspapermen from the other Provinces
were at the hearing. Amongst those present were Ross Munro
representing the Canadian Press and Jim Nichol of the TORONTO
TELEGRAM. That morning, Magistrate Mulcahy heard the regular
docket ofcases. 1asked him if Magistrate O'Neill intended to come on the
Bench and give Judgement in the matter he had taken under
consideration.
The Magistrate replied, "I understand he intends to". But we waited
three quarters of an hour after Magistrate Mulcahy left the Bench. It was
11 :35 a.m. when Magistrate O'Neill appeared, fortified with several law
books and documents. He summarized the case as it had been exhibited
in the affidavits and explained that he had adjourned the matter so that
he could look into it as fully as possible. He pointed out that the Criminal
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Code of Canada had not yet been brought into effect in Newfoundland;
but he considered that if an offence, as charged, had been committed,
there must be some machinery to deal with it. He quoted from the
Newfoundland Statutes, Summary Jurisdiction Act of 1931 which was
still in effect in Newfoundland in 1949, and outlined the procedure to be
followed in cases dealing with summary jurisdiction. Finally he stated: "1
do not think the circumstances of the case justify a Warrant. I will grant a
Summons in the matter."
As requests had been made in four separate cases, I then asked the
Magistrate to have four Summonses issued forthwith and be set down for
Thursday, June 16th, at II :00 a.m. This was done. I also expressed my
sincere regret to the Magistrate, if, during the hearing of my application
in the heat of my argument, I had said anything to offend him in any way.
I then made out the four Summonses and had the Magistrate sign them.
He then returned them to me and I gave them to Head Constable Pike,
the police officer in charge of the records, and asked him to get them
served immediately on the Premier at his residence on Duckworth Street.
Great interest was being taken in the case right across Canada.
Many newspapers from St. John's to Victoria, B.c., carried banner
headlines announcing the news of the application for a warrant for the
arrest of Premier Smallwood, and later that he had been summoned to
Court. In St. John's there was great excitement.
The extraordinary occurrences in Ferryland and the pending
prosecutions attracted the attention of the Leader of our Party, Mr.
George Drew, whom I had never met. Speaking at a large public meeting
in the Glebe Collegiate School in Ottawa on the night of June 13, he read
the article from THE SUNDAY HERALD containing the graphic
account of Mr. Smallwood's speeches to the voters in Ferryland District.
When Mr. Drew finished reading, he held up the paper and pointed to it
and said:
"For a cold, calculated and utterly unprincipled threat by a little man in a
big job. this is the worst I have ever seen."
He was cheered by the 1500 voters present.
Mr. Drew went on:
"I ask the Prime Minister ofCanada to tell the people ofNewfoundland-
those splendidpeople - that under the laws ofCanada, prison is the only
place for the man who seeks to find out what any person does with his
ballot in this democracy.
Mr. St. Laurent must leave no doubt about the secrecy ofthe ballot and the
liberty of the elector to vote as he pleases."
The Prime Minister declined to comment when Smallwood's
reported remarks were brought to his attention "without some
authoritative evidence as to what he actually did say".
However, Mr. St. Laurent added:
"Ofcourse, it is wellknown that our Election A ct protects the secrecy ofthe
ballot as effectively as it is anywhere . .. It is also well known. and I have
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repeatedly stated it in this campaign. that it is thefundamentalprincipleof
liberal policy to promote the widest possible distribution ofthe benefits of
our prosperity to all Canadian citizens regardless of the locality in which
they live. the occupation in which they are engaged or the political party
which they support. That applies to the Canadians of Newfoundland just
as it does to the residents of the nine other Canadian Provinces."
This was a rebuke to Mr. Smallwood and as far as Mr. St. Laurent
felt he could go.
On the night of Tuesday, the 14th of June, we held a most
enthusiastic meeting in Bay Bulls to a packed hall. From there, we went
up to Witless Bay where we held another meeting of the voters of Witless
Bay and Mobile and Tors Cove and Bauline, from which places the
voters had been brought by buses, organized by Jack Dawson. The hall
there was not sufficient to hold all the people who wanted to get in and
scores had to remain outside. Inside there was no seating room,
everybody was standing, packed like sardines in a tin. It was the most
crowded meeting I have ever seen. We were squeezed in so tightly that,
once in, no one else could get in or out. It was very difficult to talk
because of the heat in the place. It was what would be called a rousing
reception and indicated that the sentiment that I had already seen in the
settlements of Ferryland, Renews and Fermeuse, was rampant all
through the District. I reviewed the events of the past three years and I
Courthouse scenes at Smallwood trial - June 16, 1949
explained how I came to enter politics again after having served on the
Bench for fifteen years. I decided to resign from the Bench and warn the
people openly against the evil Government now in charge of affairs in
Newfoundland.
I praised the people of the five settlements from Ferryland to
Renews South for the resentment they showed to the Premier when he
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threatened them if they did not vote for his man. His conduct in these
places was not-only illegal, it was insulting to the minds ofall free people,
and it was a violation of all the principles of freedom in a democratic
country.
On Thursday, June 16th, the case against Premier Smallwood
opened in the Magistrates' Court in St. John's with Magistrate O'Neill
presiding. Once again the courtroom was packed with newsmen, police
officials, lawyers and spectators, whilst hundreds were unable to gain
admission. When the hearing came on at II :00 a.m., I was represented by
Mr. Isaac Mercer, K.C. The Defendant, Honourable J. R. Smallwood,
was represented by Mr. P. J. Lewis, K.C. There were some Smallwood
supporters present in the Court; for when the Premier entered, some of
them cheered him. He sat down at the lawyers' bench between his
Counsel and Mr. Gordon Higgins, K.C., our candidate in St. John's
East, who was there as an interested observer. When the cases were called
and before the Defendant pleaded, Lewis, K.C., on behalf of the
Courthouse scenes at Smallwood trial - June 16, 1949
Defendant, arose and made a long argument. He said:
"The appearance ofthe Defendant was conditionalas I wish to bring to the
attention of the Court a defect which, in my opinion, renders the
proceedings abortive. The British North America Act is now the
constitution of Newfoundland. All Federal statutes in which fines are
imposed must be enforced by the Canada Criminal Code which hadnot yet
been made applicable to Newfoundland, thereby creating a vacuum in the
law. There is no machinery in the Summary Jurisdiction Act of
Newfoundland which may be invoked to collect the fines imposed by a
Federal Statute ofCanada. Because ofthis defect, the Court has nopower
to proceed. This is a case unique in the history ofdemocratic government
- the court having no power to issue aprocess and no power to impose the
penalties provided under the Election Act."
He concluded:
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"1 ask Your Honour to make a ruling on the points I have raised before any
further steps be taken in this matter."
In reply to these preliminary objections, Mr. Mercer pointed out:
"The Dominion Election Act is the law in effect in Newfoundland, under
which the election is being held. It provides machineryfor thepunishment
of offences against the Act either summarily before the Magistrate or by
indictment before a Judge and Jury. To hold with Mr. Lewis's argument
would mean that the Federal Government has provided a law in which
offences are defined, for which punishments are set and the methods of
prosecution are indicated, but that none of these provisions apply to
Newfoundland. "
Mr. Mercer said:
"This argument is unsound and it was decided in a recent decision of the
Supreme Court ofNewfoundland. I ask Your Honourfora ruling that the
case should proceed."
After listening to the arguments, the Magistrate stated:
"1 will consider the arguments raised before me this morning and hand
down judgement on the points raised as quickly as possible. I am aware
that there are eighteen witnesses in town, men who are fishermen and who
cannot afford to lose the time waiting around, if the matter is long
delayed."
The Defendant was liable under the Elections Act to a fine of
$2,000.00 or two year's imprisonment if convicted as well as to be
disqualified from voting or being a candidate in a Federal Election for a
period of five to seven years.
This was an important complex case, because of the circumstances,
perhaps unique in Newfoundland legal history. Although I was impatient
at the time to have it settled quickly, I can understand why Magistrate
O'Neill needed time to consider carefully the constitutional questions
involved.
Over a week had passed since I had begun my campaign and I had
done very little canvassing. However, it was a very full week. I had
received a great deal of publicity, especially in THE DAILY NEWS.
When it was seen that it would be some time before the case against
Premier Smallwood would be settled ( it was not until after the election
that Magistrate O'Neill handed down his decision), excitement died
down somewhat in St. John's.
Newsmen from the United States and other Provinces went back
home. Whilst they were in St. John's, Ross Munro and Jim Nichol came
to see me at my residence separately. They both thought that from their
enquiries I would be elected, which was nice to hear from such
experienced observers. Mr. Nichol said, "Smallwood thought it was
going to be easy, but you were too much for him".
Gordon Higgins told me that at the hearing on Thursday,
Smallwood spoke to him. What he said was probably intended for my
ears but I was paying no attention to him. He said, speaking to Gordon,
"Gordon, you're going to be elected but Browne is going to be snowed
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under".
There were now only about ten days left for the rest of the campaign
and much of the District had not even been visited. Jack Dawson was
busy working out a schedule. I knew the District well, having previously
been in every settlement in it except the distant ones like LaManche,
Little Harbour East, Come-by-Chance and Southern Harbour in
Placentia Bay.
There is no doubt that the large attendances at our meetings and the
enthusiastic receptions I received all along the Southern Shore were due
to the great interest created by my taking proceedings against the Premier
for his threats at his six meetings between Ferryland and Renews South.
All this time I was wondering where Peter Cashin was. Peter was full
of politics. He had been elected as Independent in the Provincial election
but he did not remain silent in the Federal Election campaign. I
understood that he had accompanied Smallwood to Trepassey where he
had actually appeared on the platform with him. I also understood that
he was trying to get Smallwood to promise to build a hospital somewhere
on the Southern Shore. There was no doctor in the large settlement of
Trepassey then, although Dr. Giovanetti had been there for many years
previously. There had been a registered Nurse in Trepassey, Mrs.
Quinlan, and later Mrs. Abernethy was there. Smallwood made no
explicit promise, although it is hard to think he did not give some kind of
undertaking which might keep Peter quiet and, if possible, get his
support for Gregory Power.
After the disastrous series of meetings held by Smallwood, Peter
Cashin could no longer be associated with him. Word was passed to me
through some of his friends that he intended to come to my meeting at
Ferryland; and that if I invited him to go on the stage and even address
the meeting, he would be willing to do it. A friend of Peter Cashin, Mr.
Ed Healey, was the Chairman for the meeting. He was a fine, intelligent
person and conducted the meeting in good style. Whilst I was speaking, I
noticed the Major standing in the centre of the hall by a post. This
meeting was being held in the old Parish Hall and the audience was so
large that many people had to stand and many others could not get inside
the Hall.
I said, "1 notice that we are honoured tonight by our having in our
midst the Honourable Member for the District, Major Cashin. I'm sure
that I shall be expressing your wishes as well as my own if I invite him to
take a seat upon the stage with us".
To the accompaniment of much applause, the Major came up and
took his seat. I welcomed him cordially. After I had finished my talk, I
said to the Chairman, "Now that Major Cashin is here with us, we might
ask him if he would like to address the meeting".
The Major then started and it was not long before he began to warm
up. He was one of the old-time platform speakers - very positive,
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vigorous and aggressive. I know of nobody in Newfoundland like him
today. His voice was resonant, had a rough edge to it, so that you heard
every word clearly and distinctly no matter where you would be in the
hall. He could probably have been heard outside as well.
If he had been courting Smallwood's favour on the trip to Trepassey
or at the meeting there, he was not courting him that night in Ferryland.
He made an appeal to his supporters to vote "not for Browne, nor for the
P.e. Party, but against the Communists". He said that he spoke in this
fashion because he was an Independent and he did not wish to give up his
Independent position in the House of Assembly.
The crowd present applauded him tumultuously. It was exciting,
listening to him, not knowing what he was likely to say next. He never
used a note and he was never at a loss for a word. His presence at our
meeting and his strong condemnation of the Liberals as Communists was
a guarantee of a sweep for our Party in Ferryland District.
We held a meeting in Trepassey that I remember very well. I was well
known in Trepassey for I had been spending my holidays there every year
for twenty years. The older people also knew me as a former candidate
back in 1923 when I spent three days there with my two colleagues,
Honourable Thomas Bonia, Minister of Finance, and Jim Bindon. At
that time, we allotted a grant of $8,000.00 for the construction of a wharf
halfway up the Harbour on the East side. Generally, I stayed with my
friend, Father Mike Kennedy, at the home of Mrs. Ellen Pennell on
Daniel's Point where we knew everyone. We also visited Shoal Point and
the Lower Coast where I spent a month one year with my family in Mrs.
Tobin's home. Another year, we spent a month at Mrs. Sutton's up the
North East Arm. Our fishing for salmon was done on the North West
River and was always most successful.
Taxis and station wagons and trucks were used to bring people from
Portugal Cove South, Biscay Bay, Long Beach and ''The Drook" and
even from St. Shott's to our meeting at the Parish Hall in Trepassey.
Reverend Father Mullowney, the Parish Priest, came on the stage and
introduced me to the meeting, although the majority of those present had
known me for years. However, he told them things they probably did not
know and which I would not have thought of telling them. He put his arm
affectionately around my shoulders and said: "My friend, Mr. Browne, is
an able lawyer. He was a Rhodes Scholar. He has been a Judge for fifteen
years. He has two sons studying for the Priesthood, one of them in Rome
and the other with the Jesuit Fathers in Canada. For many years he was a
lawyer for Archbishop Roche".
Father Mullowney left no doubt in anyone's mind that I was the man
he wanted to see elected. Our meeting here was very successful.
In our campaign in the St. Mary's Bay section of the Riding, we held
four meetings in one day. Sunday was the best day for meetings because
during the week, the men would either be fishing late or working at
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Argentia or other places away from their homes.
On June 19th, Sunday, I had an early lunch at the young Mrs.
Didham's at Colinet. From there, I went to North Harbour three miles
away where I held a meeting for the residents of the new part of that
settlement and the people of John's Pond. I spoke there for an hour and
then went back to Colinet where I had another meeting for the same
length of time.
Then our supporters, led by Ray McDonald from the Head of
Salmonier and George Gibbons, a taximan from St. Mary's, formed a
motorcade. So, with horns sounding and a loudspeaker blaring out folk
tunes, we went through Mount Carmel and up around the head of
Salmonier Arm, through the small settlement of St. Catherine's, crossed
Hurley's Bridge, through Forest Field and New Bridge to St. Joseph's
where we arrived in time for another meeting at six o'clock.
I should tell of my visit to Ray McDonald's father's house at New
Bridge. He told me that when Confederation came, he and his wife
iecided they would never vote again. But when he heard on the radio on
:he 7th of June that I had resigned and was going to be the P.c. candidate
n St. John's West, he called out to his wife upstairs, "Mary, Mary, Judge
Browne is running for the P.c.'s in St. John's West - we've got to vote
19ain!" This was great news, for Captain McDonald was a highly
ntelligent and experienced gentleman.
Father Enright was the Parish Priest at St. Joseph's. I had met him
to 1923 during the general election of that year when he had just arrived
from Ireland. This was his first and only Parish.
My friend, Michael Gough, a highly respected merchant of St.
Joseph's, was the chairman of our meeting. Here I spoke for another
:lOUr. Before and after the meeting, I met and shook hands with nearly all
:he people present. Since my first visit in 1923, I had been here many
:imes and knew a good many people. When I had spoken to all the
Jeople, the motorcade formed again and we drove back along the same
~oute we had come to Mount Carmel on the West side ofSt. Mary's Bay.
Reverend Father Slattery, who was a most enthusiastic supporter, was
:he Parish Priest here.
We learned that the Liberals had two women canvassing here on
Jehalf of my opponent. The Premier had also held a meeting and used a
:echnique which I'm sure was used frequently by him. He would get a
~roup of children on the stage, ask their ages and how many children in
:he family and then make a quick calculation to tell them how much
noney each mother would be receiving as Family Allowance. Then
Nould come the question, "00 you know who is responsible for your
nother getting all this money?" If the children could not answer, a
Liberal supporter in the audience would.
It should be mentioned that Salmonier is a very attractive part of the
<\valon Peninsula. There is a very good salmon river flowing into the Bay
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at the head of the Arm and hundreds of people from St. John's and othel
places visit it in the salmon season between June and September. I have
often fished there. It was here I caught my very first salmon back in the
summer of 1918.
In 1949 the road crossed the river at Hurley's Bridge and went dowr
the East side of the Bay past St. Joseph's to the Riverhead of St. Mary's
At this settlement a road goes off to the West to the fishing settlement oj
Mall Bay. The main road goes on through St. Mary's to St. Vincent's bUl
there are several small settlements around St. Mary's including Point 1,
Haye, The Gulch, Path End and Gaskiers.
The road from Hurley's Bridge going down the West side 01
Salmonier Arm goes through Mount Carmel to Mitchell's Brook. Then
are two other small settlements between Mount Carmel and Colinet -
Haricot and the Tickles. People from all these places were driven t(
Mount Carmel for our big meeting. This was an enthusiastic turnout.
There are also settlements beyond St. Joseph's on the East side of the
Bay. The road used to end at O'Donnell's where in 1949 we took a boat t(
Admiral's Beach and to Colinet Island where there were the smal
settlement of Mosquito and the larger one of Reginaville.
In 1949 the people of Colinet Island had to come across in boats t(
Admiral's Beach to vote.
Although it is pleasant to dwell upon memories of these places that
knew so well, and where I had visited every house and knew every family
there was no time for house canvassing in 1949 as far as I was concerned
St. Mary's Parish Hall was large and could accommodate people fron
the several settlements which made up the Parish. There is a large stage il
this hall. Monsignor John McGettigan was then the Parish Priest. WI
had gone to school to St. Bonaventures College in St. John's together an(
had been great friends as boys. He always attended our political meeting
in St. Mary's. He told me that he had heard my speech from the C.L.B
Armoury at the opening of my campaign. I asked him what he thought 0
it. "It was a good speech," he said. "In fact, it was the best political speecl
I ever heard." This was most flattering, and it was encouraging, fo
Monsignor McGettigan was a highly intelligent priest.
The next large settlement to the South was St. Vincent's where then
was another contemporary and classmate of mine, Reverend Fathe
George Battcock. Our meeting there was generally arranged for a Sunda:
afternoon as the most suitable time. I remember Val Lundrigan was a
home. He also attended St. Bon's when I was there but he had been livinJ
in the United States. Like him, I used to play goal for our Championshi)
Soccer team at St. Bon's. He was a much bigger man than I was an(
looked every inch of six feet four.
I have indicated that in our talks to the people during this campaign
our candidates were not able to say very much about the policy which:
P.c. Government at Ottawa would adopt on any particular issue. Man:
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of our people were fishermen, even though they did a little farming (not
nearly as much as was done even in 1923) and many people worked on
American Bases at Argentia and elsewhere as far away as Thule in
Greenland, but their chief concern was the fishery. They wanted anything
that would help them to catch more fish and dispose of it to the best
advantage. This meant wharves, breakwaters, fishing stages, places for
hauling up their boats, winches, fog horns, alarms, and other
navigational aids, salt rebates and an extension of Unemployment
Insurance to fishermen.
As so many of my listeners were fishermen, I could tell them that my
father had been a fisherman, too, and that when I was a boy, I worked in
his fishing stage, "cutting throats, heading, salting and washing fish and
spreading it on the bough-covered flakes to dry". Everyone listening to
me would understand what I was saying, for I had indicated most of the
steps in the process for producing dry salted codfish. What I said pretty
nearly everywhere was that I would devote my energy and whatever
ability I had to fostering and protecting the interests of Newfoundland
and our people.
If our politicians were new to the game and could not, on such short
notice, outline a policy for the future, the people were new to Canadian
politics, too, and were probably more interested in the candidate and his
party than in any special policy he might announce.
St. Stephen's is a small fishing settlement on the East side of
Holyrood Pond about three miles from St. Vincent's. It did not have a
polling station so that the residents voted at Peter's River, a mile or so to
the East.
We passed Gordon Higgins' shack on the hill above Peter's River
where he used to go patridge hunting every fall with our mutual friend
Garret Stamp of St. Vincent's as his guide.
This is the Eastern end of the Provincial District of Placentia and St.
Mary's. When we go towards Placentia from Colinet, we pass the road
turning off to North Harbour and see no houses until we reach the
settlement of South East Placentia. This used to be a base in former days
for the sportsmen who fished for salmon in the South East River or the
Beaver Falls or on the North East River.
Placentia, four miles further on, is a place of great historic interest.
In the 17th and 18th Centuries during the French occupation of
Newfoundland, Placentia was their headquarters, and is often referred to
as The Ancient Capital. It was a part of the Diocese of Quebec under
Bishop Laval in the latter half of the 17th Century. My mother was born
in Placentia in 1861. The stone school of the Presentation Convent where
she received her education still stands there although it has been much
enlarged. Placentia is a centre from which a road runs out the Cape Shore
though the settlements of Point Verde, Little Barachoix, Big Barachoix,
Ship Cove, Patrick's Cove, Angel's Cove, Cuslett, St. Bride's, Point
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Lance and finally reaches Branch. Both of the last named settlements are
in St. Mary's Bay; the others are in Placentia Bay.
All these settlements are fishing settlements. The waters off Cape St.
Mary's, a rocky headland situated between St. Bride's and Point Lance,
teem with fish. St. Bride's is a very extensive settlement where the people
practiced farming to a considerable extent. Point Lance was ten miles off
the main road between St. Bride's and Branch. In 1949 there were fifty-
seven voters in the place. Because I had received such a warm welcome
there in 1923 from the head man of the place, myoid friend, Nick Careen,
I always tried to visit Point Lance. These settlements of Branch, St.
Bride's, Point Lance, together with Angel's Cove, Cuslett and Patrick's
Cove are all part of the parish of St. Bride's. The sea off Cape St. Mary's
is one of the most prolific areas for the codfish, so much so that the
expression was often heard "Cape St. Mary's will pay for all".
At St. Bride's, there was a Parish Hall in which to hold meetings. At
Branch, too, where the people are fond of entertainment, there was
another fine hall. I was reminded by one of the residents of Branch that it
was Captain Bonia, Jim Bindon and myself who, over twenty-six years
before, had allotted the sum of one thousand dollars of public funds
towards the construction of a breakwater. This was the first amount
supplied for this project. The people here have long memories and they
are politically minded more than in most settlements. That breakwater is
not finished yet as it is subject to the full force of Atlantic gales.
A river flows into the ocean at Branch. In the summer salmon go up
the river to spawn. As there is no natural harbour between Placentia and
Branch, the fishermen in 1949 were still looking for improvements to
their breakwater. The Commission of Government had tried to establish
a co-operative farming area on the bank of the river. I could see the marks
of the cleared and cultivated land across the valley in the distance. Work
on the bases drew the men away from Branch as it had done everywhere.
Most of the young women had left Branch, I was told, so that in
proportion to the population, there were more "bachelors in the place
than anywhere else in Newfoundland". Although the year of my first visit
- 1923 - was very far from being a prosperous time, it seemed to me
that there was more life and gaiety there then than there was in 1949.
Considerable money had been received through the increased
employment resulting from the war and the influx of financial social
service benefits since April 1. The men of the place were still concerned
with the improvement of the breakwater which had grown considerably
in the meantime but yet was shot with holes and required immediate large
expenditures to protect it. On my quick trip out the Cape Shore, I met
many that I had met in 1923 and later during visits to the area. I met again
the man who told me he had been a seaman on one of my father's vessels
with him.
I had visited Placentia frequently before I took up salmon fishing at
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Trepassey in 1930. To provide for the building of the Naval Base at
Argentia during World War II, the people of that place had had their
properties expropriated. They had been relocated in the surrounding
areas, at Freshwater, in the town of Placentia, at Jerseyside and
particularly at Dunville, where dwellings had been built on both sides of
the main road for a distance of about two miles. New people from points
in Conception Bay and Trinity Bay and elsewhere had settled along this
road so as to be nearer their work at the Argentia Base. It was at Dunville
that Greg Power lived and farmed before his association with J. R.
Smallwood in the Confederation Campaign. With his superior education
and interest in obtaining better working conditions for the men at the
U.S. Base, he had become well known to all the workers there, and had
many friends and relatives to back him when he became the Liberal
candidate for St. John's West Riding.
Our final meeting in the City of St. John's was held in the CL.B.
Armoury on Saturday night, June 25th. The hall was crowded with·about
2,500 supporters, as it wasajoint meeting for the votersofSt. John's East
and West. Major Cashin had brought to the meeting about five hundred
of his supporters by bus from as far as Ferryland, which was almost fifty
miles away.
I had not realized the handicap being experienced by my colleague,
Gordon Higgins, until I met him at the door ofthe Hall and walked up to
the stage with him. He was suffering from an acute attack of asthma and
could breathe only with great difficulty. Yet, he was cheerful and
confident. He possessed amazing courage which never left him; for this
quality, as well as his dedication in whatever sphere of activity he was
engaged, and for his usual relaxed manner, he won the admiration and
affection of all who knew him.
The speakers at the meeting included four of the five P.C members
of the Provincial Districts - Messrs. John G. Higgins, K.C, and Frank
Fogwill from St. John's East; Leonard Miller from Placentia and St.
Mary's and Ron Fahey from Harbour Main-Bell Island. The Chairman
for the evening was William R. Dawe, O.B.E., who had been prominent
in the fight for the restoration of Responsible Government. He was a
distinguished member of the Great War Veterans Association. He had
run for our Party in his old home District of Port de Grave in the
Provincial election a month earlier but had not been elected. He was a
very good speaker and an excellent Chairman. In addition, we had Major
Peter Cashin, the Independent Member for Ferryland District, on the
platform with us.
Gordon Higgins had been one of the original Delegation which was
appointed to Ottawa on April I, 1947, to go to discuss possible terms for
union of Newfoundland with Canada. On the night of our joint meeting,
he expressed his views upon the inadequacy of the Terms of Union,
especially the financial terms. He pointed out that with George Drew as
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Prime Minister, Newfoundland would be allowed to use its surplus for
the development of the Province, industrially and otherwise. The
Liberals had allowed the Newfoundland Government to use the same
surplus only to balance an annual budget deficit incurred by the
inadequate financial agreement arrived at in Ottawa.
For my part, I took advantage of the large attendance to stress the
vengeful spirit of the Premier by his treatment of me when I was a Judge,
and his threats to the people of Ferryland District when he found I had
become a candidate for the P.C.'s. It was my strong opinion that these
unjust and hitherto unheard-of actions on the part of a Premier, which
had not been disowned by his Cabinet, were indications that the Liberal
Government in Newfoundland would become a Dictatorship under
Smallwood. If the people of Newfoundland could only realize how
serious was the conduct of the Liberal Government, both in
Newfoundland and in Ottawa, they would vote for the P.e. candidates. I
told the great audience that I would like to see honest and just men in
charge of the affairs of Newfoundland. Although I could never support
the Premier in politics, I thought that the position to which he had been
elevated by the votes of the people required him to act in such a way as to
win the respect at least, of us all. Unfortunately, he had already been
responsible for a violation of the Terms of Union, had been charged with
a serious offence under the Canada Elections Act, and had thereby failed
in his duty to the people, therefore, did not deserve our respect but
deserved our strong condemnation. Both Gordon Higgins and I received
long applause from the enthusiastic audience.
The main speaker for the evening was Major Cashin. He was the last
to appear and was greeted with thunderous applause as he stooped to
seize the microphone. By this time, the hall was filled to capacity, and
loudspeakers had to be put up for the benefit of the hundreds of people
who had been unable to gain admission and were standing outside the
Armoury.
At the beginning of his speech, the speaker stated that THE
SUNDAY HERALD, the paper owned and produced by Don Jamieson
and Geoffrey Stirling, had reported that he had given up his Independent
status. Major Cashin said:
"It is because I am Independent that I am taking the attitude I do tonight. It
is because the people ofFerryland are independent that they are taking the
attitude they will take on Monday. I challenge Jamieson and Stirling to
come on this platform and debate with me and prove that I am anything
other than an Independent in politics. But, because I am Independent, I
can attack and will attack the Communist tactics of Premier Smallwood
and his Government. On Monday, Mr. Browne, the people who sent me to
the House of Assembly as an Independent will be voting for you, not
because you are P. c., but because we are independent.
The Major shouted:
"Ipredict that on Monday, Gordon Higgins will be elected in the East End
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with a majority of3,000 votes and Billy Browne will be elected in St. John's
West with the help ofmy Ferryland supporters. These victories will be the
answer of the people of the Ridings of St. John's East and West to the
Communist tactics of the Liberal Party and the present Government of
Newfoundland. ..
As Major Cashin warmed to his task, he took off his coat and then
his vest and finally his collar and tie. He held on to the microphone with
his left hand, and THE SUNDAY HERALD in his right, as he drove
home point after point in his hour long speech. From time to time, he was
interrupted by thunderous applause.
The meeting was brought to an end about four minutes before
midnight, the deadline for broadcasting political speeches in this
election. Outside the building, Harvey Road was blocked with traffic.
Busses were lined up to get the voters from Ferryland back to their
homes. Other busses had to take people to distant parts of St. John's East
and other parts of St. John's West. As the people filed out, the last shot in
the Federal campaign in the City of St. John's had been fired.
For me, it was not the end of the campaign. I had arranged for a
driver to take me to Freshwater near Placentia at eight o'clock the next
morning, Sunday, June 26th. So, immediately after seven o'clock Mass
at the Cathedral in St. John's, Edward and I and our driver from
Freshwater set out. At Freshwater, we picked up Jim O'Reilly and his
father and proceeded to Argentia where we got a motor boat for Long
Harbour. This is the home of the Bruces, men with a wonderful
reputation as successful skippers of fishing vessels on the Grand Banks.
Here we held two meetings. A large hill called Mount Arlington Heights
separates the settlement into two sections but there are also people on
Crawley's Island where a polling booth was situated.
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I had sent a message to Jim Bruce at Long Harbour as soon as I was
nominated hoping that I would have his support, but that time was so
short I might not be able to go there. I got a telegraph message back
promptly to say "Long Harbour will support you even if you can't come".
After that, I felt I had to go to Long Harbour!
We received a very hearty welcome on our arrival. As soon as the
second meeting was over, we were back in the boat bound for Ship
Harbour where we arrived about 6 p.m. just as one of the Powers arrived
with a vessel loaded with codfish from Cape St. Mary's. There we met
Bobby Power, one of the most outspoken of our supporters. Ship
Harbour can now be reached by road, but in 1949 it had to be visited by
water. On the way from Argentia, we had passed the Isaacs, two conically
shaped islands rising steeply from the water's edge. It was near here that
Roosevelt and Churchill signed the Atlantic Charter in 1941. On our way
back, we called in to Fox Harbour where the people were expecting us,
and where we held another enthusiastic meeting. From there, we went
back to Freshwater via Argentia.
We held another meeting at Freshwater and then had a cup of tea
and some supper at Jim O'Reilly's. Then my driver of the morning, Dan
Murray, drove me back to St. John's where I arrived a little before 5 a.m.
As I was in the habit ofvisiting THE DAILY NEWS office every night so
that I could have a look at the news and also report my own activities, and
not wishing to detain my driver who had to go back to Freshwater as he
would have a busy day later that Monday - Polling Day, I telephoned
THE DAILY NEWS office where my cousin, Arch Sullivan, was Night
Editor. I asked him to let me hear his account of the meeting on Saturday
night at the C.L.B. Armoury. He read it to me over the phone. It was
naturally full of Peter Cashin's speech, for he had stolen the show by his
dramatic arrival with five hundred of his supporters, as well as by his
powerful oratory. I had, however, to remind Arch that I was the
candidate and I suggested some changes to stress that fact.
It was well past 5 a.m. when I got to bed. All too soon, it was time to
get up for it was Polling Day, Monday, June 27th, 1949.
My campaign had been unusually short, about two and a half weeks,
as the announcement of the date of the election had been made over five
weeks before I resolved to enter the campaign. The Ferryland business
had taken up a lot of time and prevented me from canvassing the District
as I would have liked. On the other hand, it had given me an enormous
amount of publicity, especially during the first part of the campaign.
Voting was a little lighter in the Federal Election than it had been in
the Provincial one in May. I suppose many people were not very
interested in what happened in far off Ottawa, and they didn't yet realize
how the Federal Government would affect their lives.
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Chapter Twenty Three
Election Day, June 27th, 1949 - Conservatives Win Two
Seats, St. John's East and West - Peter Cashin's Finest Hour
The hopes of the Progressive Conservative Party in Newfoundland
were concentrated on the two Ridings of St. John's East and West. The
results of the Provincial Election for the two Districts into which the
Riding of St. John's East was divided, seemed to justify our expectations.
In the May Election, the Progressive Conservatives received 11,137 votes
against 9,344 for the Liberals. In the Federal Election, Gordon Higgins
received 9,912 votes while his Liberal opponent received 7,913 and
William Gillies, the CCF. candidate, polled only 197. The majority for
Gordon Higgins over the Liberal candidate was 1,999, or over two
hundred more than the majority indicated in the May Provincial. This
result showed that the Liberals and J. R. Smallwood had lost ground in
this Riding. Major Cashin's prediction of a majority of 3,000 votes,
allowing for some justifiable optimism, was not too far out.
The situation in the Riding of St. John's West was more
complicated. In the Provincial Election, only one P.C candidate had
been elected, and the total Liberal vote had exceeded that of the
Progressive Conservatives. Peter Cashin had been elected as an
Independent in the District of Ferryland with a big majority over both his
opponents.
If Peter Cashin had been able to get all who supported him to vote
for me and the other voting remained the same, this would have meant
nearly 1,000 majority. Smallwood's personal intervention in the
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campaign did him or his candidate little service in the District of
Ferryland but who can tell how much it did him elsewhere? Considering
that advertisements of the social and other services to be provided from
Ottawa had been published in the newspapers from time to time since the
Terms of Union were signed in December, 1948, and were appearing
daily until the election was over, and remembering that the tremendous
impact of the actual receipt of many of these benefits (which ran into
millions of dollars) had been felt during the three months of April, May
and June, it would not be surprising to see a drop in the P.c. vote.
On Polling Day, I received a complaint that there was a mix-up in
the Freshwater area in the City of St. John's. When my friend, Jim
Greene, who was with me at that time, and I drove to the booth from
which the complaint had come, we found that some people from St.
John's East were voting in a booth in St. John's West, and some voters
from St. John's West were voting in a booth in St. John's East. We sent
for Joe Fitzgibbon, the Returning Officer for St. John's West, and drew
his attention to the matter. The three of us walked out into the middle of
Freshwater Road. Mr. Fitzgibbon then asked this question: "Do you
know what I think?", he said; and answering his own question, said,
"Forget all about it because it won't make a bit of difference to the result".
Joe Fitzgibbon was an experienced politician, former Member of
the House of Assembly, former City Councillor and a former Bailiff in
the Central District Court when I was Judge. He was a very witty man
with a great sense of humour and much common sense. We didn't pursue
the matter any further; but the Deputy Returning Officer concerned, who
couldn't do anything about the votes that had already been cast, was
more careful for the remainder of the day.
When the polls closed and the counting began, tension started to
mount. Naturally, the first results were from St. John's where I was not as
strong as the Liberal Candidate. When the totals came in from the
Ferryland District (2,465 for Browne, 704 for Power), we could see how
strong Peter Cashin's influence was and how Smallwood's threats had
backfired against his candidate. When, late at night the final vote was
tallied, the results were: Browne, 10,344; Power, 9,828. We had won! (See
appendix for details of vote in Ferryland District.)
There was great rejoicing at the headquarters of the Progressive
Conservatives that night. The men and women who had worked so hard
for my victory were elated and exhausted. It may seem strange to some
but I was not at all surprised by the results. I had complete trust in God
from the beginning that I would be elected.
My thanks went to all the willing workers at Headquarters and
elsewhere who had laboured so well to bring about the happy result, to
Archbishop Roche who had been personally opposed to the manner in
which Confederation was brought about and had encouraged the Sisters
to vote for the first time. The Clergy in my Riding had been most helpful.
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I had known all the Priests in all the parishes in St. John's West for many
years. Some of them were classmates of mine at St. Bonaventure's
College. I believe most of them had favoured the restoration of
Responsible Government. They were all very kind and most helpful to
me.
The daily newspapers of St. John's - THE EVENING
TELEGRAM and THE DAILY NEWS, especially the latter, gave me
tremendous publicity. By so doing, they put my name on everyone's lips
and my cause in everybody's mind. The election campaign in St. John's
West aroused the interest of the people all across Canada. I am especially
grateful to Mr. Jack Dawson, my official agent or campaign manager. I
can't speak too highly of his contribution to the success of our campaign.
He organized the campaign splendidly and was alert to every situation,
and there were some difficulties from time to time. I shall always
remember with pleasure, my good friend, Jack.
I also thanked my good friend, Harry Mews, the President of the
P.c. Association, for his inviting me to be the candidate for the Riding of
St. John's West as soon as he learned of my being willing to run.
I was deeply indebted to Major Peter Cashin and to the people of the
Southern Shore generally. Peter Cashin was the most unusual politician
that I knew during my period in politics in Newfoundland. He was
unpredictable, but he was an outstanding speaker. His speech at my
meeting at Ferryland, and his speech in the closing hours of the campaign
in St. John's at the C.L.B. Armoury were memorable affairs and must
have influenced hundreds of voters. His spectacular action in bringing
five hundred voters from the District of Ferryland to that final meeting
was a sensational and dramatic move. His rousing speech coupled with
his prediction that Gordon Higgins and I would be both elected on
Monday, June 27th, had a great effect, in my opinion, upon the results of
the election. His success in the Provincial General Election which took
place on May 27th, had been a foregone conclusion. His contribution to
our final meeting in St. John's on Saturday, June 25th, was his "finest
hour", and the gratitude of the P.c. Association was shown later when he
was elected to be the Leader of the Party in Newfoundland.
One phase of my career had now ended. I had become a Member of
Parliament and a new part of my life was about to begin. I was now back
in public life and very happy to be there.
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APPENDIX A
1932
FINAL RESULTS OF GENERAL ELECTION
FINAL STANDING OF PARTIES: UNITED NEWFOUNDLAND
PARTY, 24; INDEPENDENT, 1; SQUIRES PARTY, 2.
ST. JOHN'S WEST
Total votes polled - 10,549
Alderdice (Opposition) 7554
Halley (Opposition) 7320
Ruby (Government) 2884
Power (Government) 2571
Ayre (Independent) 214
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 4,670.
HARBOUR MAIN-BELL ISLAND
Furey (Opposition) 3481
Browne (Opposition) 3369
Walsh (Government) 1938
Greene (Government) 1872
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,543.
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PORT DE GRAVE
Total votes polled - 3,285
Ayre (Opposition) 2193
Smith (Government) 1071
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,122.
HARBOUR GRACE
Total votes polled - 2,970
Winter (Opposition) 2335
Archibald (Government) 629
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,706.
CARBONEAR-BAY DE VERDE
Total votes polled - 5,303
Puddester (Opposition) 3325
Cramm (Government) 1955
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,370.
TRINITY SOUTH
Total votes polled - 4,015
Mitchell (Opposition) 2365
Squires (Government) 1686
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 679.
TRINITY NORTH
Stone (Opposition) 2888
Vardy (Independent) 820
King (Government) 726
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 2,068.
BONAVISTA SOUTH
Quinton (Opposition) 3528
Smallwood (Government) 812
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 2,716.
BONAVISTA NORTH
Winsor (Opposition) 2856
Davis (Government) 1020
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,836.
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FOGO
Earle (Opposition) 2397
Godden (Government) 734
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,663.
ST. JOHN'S EAST
Total votes polled - 8,558
Byrne (Opposition) 6987
Emerson (Opposition) 6969
Murphy (Government) 1390
Mahoney (Government) 1356
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 5,597.
HUMBER
Total votes polled - 4,865
Bradley (Government) 2612
Cook (Opposition) 2224
Poll declared. Majority for Government - 388.
TWILLINGATE
Grey (Opposition) 1479
Lady Squires (Government) 1206
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition -273.
GRAND FALLS
Brown (Opposition) 2799
Earle (Government) 1420
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,379.
GREEN BAY
Starkes (Government) 1236
Wells (Opposition) 1037
Poll declared. Majority for Government - 199.
WHITE BAY
Moore (Opposition) 1578
Strong (Government) 814
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 764.
ST. BARBE
Whiteley (Opposition)
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1254
Spencer (Government) 572
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 682.
ST. GEORGE'S
Abbott (Opposition) 2587
Campbell (Goverment) 768
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,819.
BURGEO-LAPOILE
Total votes polled - 2,842
Winter (Opposition) 1882
Butler (Government) 585
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,297.
BURIN
Total votes polled - 3,800
Foote (Opposition) 2393
Lake (Government) 1383
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,010.
PLACENTIA WEST
Walsh (Opposition) 2298
St. John (Government) 613
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 1,685.
PLACENTIA AND ST. MARY'S
Lewis (Opposition) 2492
Fitzgibbon (Government) 472
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 2,020.
FERRYLAND
Shea (Opposition) 2412
Whelan (Government) 395
Poll declared. Majority for Opposition - 2,017.
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APPENDIX B
LAWYERS PROTEST
Cable to The British Government, London, England.
Copy to The Secretary of State, Lake Success, New York, U.S.A.
'THE UNDERSIGNED MEMBERS OF THE BAR OF
~EWFOUNDLANDARE OF THE CONSIDERED OPINION AND
FIRMLY MAINTAIN THAT THE ADDRESS TO HIS MAJESTY
BY THE NEWFOUNDLAND LEGISLATURE AND THE
~EWFOUNDLANDACT OF 1933 ENACTED BY THE BRITISH
PARLIAMENT PROVIDED SPECIFICALLY THAT
~EWFOUNDLAND'S CONSTITUTION WOULD BE MERELY
;USPENDED AND WOULD BE RESTOREDTOTHE PEOPLE AT
fHEIR REQUEST WHEN THE COUNTRY WAS AGAIN SELF-
;UPPORTING. STOP. AS THE NATIONAL CONVENTION HAS
DECIDED THAT NEWFOUNDLAND IS SELF-SUPPORTING,
fHEREFORE, ONLY TWO FORMS OF GOVERNMENT CAN BE
::::ONSIDERED AND SUBMITTED TO THE PEOPLE IN TH'E
REFERENDUM; NAMELY, RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
'\ND COMMISSION OF GOVERNMENT. STOP. THE ISSUE OF
::::ONFEDERATION CAN BE PROPERLY DECIDED IN THE
USUAL CONSTITUTIONAL MANNER AT A GENERAL
ELECTION. STOP. CANADIAN GOVERNMENT HAS
PRESENTED UNILATERAL PROPOSALS ONLY AND WE
::::ONSIDER THAT NO IRREVOCABLE DECISION SHOULD BE
MADE WITHOUT FULL PRIOR EXAMINATION BY A
'l"EWFOUNDLAND GOVERNMENT AND ITS FINANCIAL AND
ECONOMIC ADVISERS AND AFTER DETAILED AND
EXHAUSTIVE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO
JOVERNMENTS. STOP.
;IGNED: c. E. HUNT, JOHN G. HIGGINS, R. A. PARSONS,
RICHARD CRAMM, E. S. PINSENT, R. S. FURLONG, H.
K.NIGHT, JOHN A. BARRON, T. P. HALLEY, ERIC COOK, E. J.
PHELAN, R. BARTLETT, J. HALLEY, L. R. CURTIS, G. HIGGINS,
r. D. HIGGINS, F. EMERSON, J. GIBBS, ARTHUR MIFFLIN, D.
PINSENT, REX RENOUF, ALEX KELLY, ERIC JERRETT,
rAMES BRADSHAW, GERALD TESSIER, DEREK LEWIS,
JORDON STIRLING, ISAAC MERCER, FRANCIS RYAN,
;AMUEL HAWKINS, PAULINE HOWLETT, LOUISE B.
;AUNDERS.
February 9th, 1948.
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APPENDIX C
PROPOSED CONFEDERATION OF NEWFOUNDLAND
WITH CANADA
JOINT OPINION OF ENGLISH COUNSEL
1. Is Newfoundland still a Dominion having reference to Sectioll
1 of the Statute of Westminister, 1931?
We do not clearly understand this question. If the question i!
whether the Statute of Westminister, 1931, still applies tc
Newfoundland, the answer is that it does.
2. and 3. Under powers of Government conferred by Newfoundlan~
Act and Letters Patent had Commission of Government 01
British Government any power to initiate by legislation ill
Newfoundland or otherwise any change in the constitutional
status of Newfoundland?
Was the National Convention Act and Referendum Act ultn
vires the powers of the Commission of Government:
Commission of Government had power only to make laws fOi
the peace, welfare and good government of Newfoundland?
In our opinion, neither the National Convention Act nor tht
Referendum Act was beyond the powers of the Commission oj
Government. A power to make laws for the peace, welfare anc
good government of a country includes a power to convene ar
assembly having the duties and functions described in section ~
of the National Convention Act; it also includes a power t(
inquire by means of a referendum as to the form of governmenl
which the people wish. That is our answer to the thirc
question. We assume that these two Acts are the legislatior
referred to in the second question. The result of the referenduIl
held in accordance with the Referendum Act may lead to,
change in the constitutional status of Newfoundland; and ir
that sense, the Commission of Government may be said t(
have initiated a change in that status. In our opinion, the Ac
was not ultra vires for that reason.
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4. Is Confederation a "Form of Government''?
We assume that our opinion is asked upon the question
whether confederation is a "form of government" within the
meaning of section 3 of the National Convention Act. In our
opinion, it is a form of government within the meaning of that
section.
5. How did the Secretary for Commonwealth Relations get
authority to add Confederation?
The Referendum Act is expressed to be enacted "by the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Commission of
Government". If, as we assume, the advice and consent of the
Commission was given to the Act in its present form, including
section 2, it is, we think, immaterial that confederation was
inserted in section 2 at the request of the Secretary for
Commonwealth Relations. If the Commission did not give
their consent to the insertion of confederation, the
Referendum Act in its present form was not a valid law.
6. Did the Chairman of the Convention have authority to insist
on Commission of Government; and, if so, when did he get the
authority?
The Chairman of the Convention had no power to compel the
Convention to recommend that "Commission of Government"
should be one of the possible forms offuture government to be
put before the people at a national referendum. We do not
know enough about the proceedings of the Convention to
enable us to express an opinion on the Chairman's conduct.
7. Did the National Convention have authority to send
delegation to Ottawa to get terms?
The National Convention were entitled to inquire from
responsible persons in Canada as to the terms upon which
Canada might be willing to confederate with Newfoundland;
and if they thought fit, to make the inquiry by means of a
delegation sent to Ottawa.
(signed) Walter Monckton
(signed) B. MacKenna
Messrs. Allen & Overy
(Solicitors)
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W. J. Carew, Esq., C.M.G.,
Secretary for Home Affairs.
APPENDIX D
LETTER TO W. J. CAREW
SECRETARY OF THE GOVERNMENT
May 9,1949
Dear Sir:
I beg to bring to the attention of the Government that I have not yet
received any salary for April. I was informed by Mr. F. A. Hickey of the
Department of Finance that my salary should now be paid from Ottawa.
Accordingly, I wrote the Deputy Minister for Justice whose reply is
enclosed.
I would like to have some explanation of the statements contained in
Mr. Varcoe's letter and to know as soon as possible what the Government
had done or intends to do regarding the matter of my status and salary as
from April 1st, 1949.
Yours truly,
(sgd.) W. J. Browne
Judge
The Central District Court
APPENDIX E
REPLY OF W. J. CAREW
May 9,1949
Dear Sir:
I am just in receipt of your letter of today's date, and enclosure, on
the subject of your status and salary under Union.
I am sending the correspondence to the Department of Justice and
in the meantime would observe that there is not likely to be a meeting of
the Cabinet for some time to come as practically all the Ministers will be
out of town iIi connection with the Election Campaign.
Yours faithfully,
(sgd.) W. J. Carew
Secretary.
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9 days
24 days
33 days aggregate
Finance Department,
St. John's, Newfoundland,
31st May, 1949.
APPENDIX F
LETTER FROM W. M. MARSHALL
RE PENALTY FOR A HALF DAY'S ABSENCE
Hon. W. J. Browne, K.C.,
Judge, Central District Court.
Dear Judge Browne:
With reference to our telephone conversation of this morning, I have
referred to our files and find that on the basis of the dates relating to your
recent absences from duty, the following position is worked out: first day
of leave, March 23rd, 1949 - resumed duties on the morning of April
25th: (Monday).
March 23rd to March 30th (sic)
April 1st to 24th
less: five Sundays within the period
March 23rd to April 24th, both
dates inclusive, and three
whole holidays (Good Friday,
April 15th, Easter Monday,
April 18th and St. George's
Day, April 23rd) 2~ ~:~~ aggregate
Leave entitlement - 24 days; without pay - I
It was on the basis of these calculations that the deduction of one
day's pay was made from your cheque for the current month. If there is
anything wrong with these dates, I should be grateful to receive notice
from you at your convenience. Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.) W. M. Marshall
MY COMMENT
Although no salary had been provided for me in the Estimates for
the year that began on April Ist, the Government was able to deduct a
day's pay. The calculations of Mr. Marshall did not take into account
that we only worked a half day on Saturday and I was away for five of
these which meant that I was not credited with two and one-half days.
Actually, I was, therefore, entitled to one and one-half days more than I
took.
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APPENDIX G
MY LETTER TO HON. L. R. CURTIS, K.C.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Hon. L. R. Curtis, K.C.,
Minister for Justice, June 2, 1949.
S1. John's.
Dear Mr. Curtis:
I wish to draw to your attention that at the end of April, I did not
receive my usual salary cheque. I made enquiries from Mr. F. A. Hickey
and was told that as I now came under Federaljurisdiction, no provision
had been made for payment from local sources. I noticed by the Black
Book, Part II, p. 56, that this was so. I enquired of the late Chief Justice if
he had been paid and was informed that he had. I then wrote the Deputy
Minister for Justice at Ottawa and learned from him that he had made
provision for my salary in a Bill he had drafted to amend the Judges Act
of Canada to pay me $6,666.66, the same rate as that paid the District and
County Court Judges in Canada in accordance with Section 30 of the
Terms of Union. He was instructed by the Government of Canada not to
proceed with the Bill in my case. I understand that this was due to your
intervention.
As you were out of town, I gave this information to the various
secretaries concerned and Mr. Winter' arranged for payment of myoId
salary until further instructions were received.
As you are familiar with the importance of the Central District
Court and have a good idea of the volume of business performed there
under the physical handicap of lack of space, I can only think that it was
with a desire to procure better treatment for me than provided for
District Court Judges in Canada that you took the trouble to prevent the
Bill to increase my salary from going through. You know that this is a
Court employing at full time three former members of the legal
profession and, therefore, in a higher category than a County Court.
Although you know that the salary paid me since my appointment is
really far below what the post deserves, you may not be aware that no
increase in salary has been made in this position for about twenty-five
years, despite the great increase in the quantity and nature of the cases
brought about by extension of summary jurisdiction, increases in the
number of police and the large increase in motor traffic. Cases arising out
of collision between motor cars now constitute the principal kind ofcase
heard in the Central District Court. You will be surprised to learn, too,
I Honourable Gordon Winter, Acting Minister of Finance, later appointed Lieutenant Governor of
Newfoundland.
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that no allowance was made for the great increase in the cost of living. It
is true to say that the scale of the salary I receive has declined by at least
50% since my appointment and the duties have increased by the same
percentage, despite the additional staff employed. This is the only
position in the Government service thus treated. On the other hand, men
junior in experience and with lesser qualificiations and in posts that were
never considered as important as mine have had their salaries regularly
advanced so that in many cases they now exceed mine. The members of
the medical profession have received much higher increases.
Besides, my predecessor received perquisites of office that were
estimated as an inducement to me to take this position, as worth
$2,500.00 a year, and I believe his pension was based on the combination
of his salary and this figure. The perquisites I have received have not
reached on the average much more than $200.00.
I was given to understand for many years that the salary of the Judge
of the Central District Court was always about $2,000.00 below the
salaries of the puisne Judges of the Supreme Court. This was altered in
1931 when the judges of the Supreme Court received $1,000.00; but for
political reasons, the salary of the late Judge Morris was not so increased.
Now the judges of the Supreme Court receive under the Canadian Act
$12,000.00. According to the rule in effect here, I should receive
$10,000.00 or at least $9,000.00. Certainly, I feel that you will agree that
the salary provided for County or District Court Judges in Canada is
inadequate for the duties performed by me in this Court.
Under our law, my income was exempt from the payment of Income
Tax. Under the Canadian Law, my income will now be taxable. As the
amount of tax will be considerable, 1 feel that I am entitled to be
compensated for the amount payable in accordance with the provisions
of Section 39 (1) of the Terms of Union. Ifl had not had a private income
during the past few years, I could not have afforded to continue in this
office. It is one of the principles followed in estimating the salaries of
Judges that they be compensated in such a manner that they may be free
from debt or anxiety about being able to meet their bills and indeed be
able to save something from their salary. I must confess that I have not
been able to enjoy those freedoms for many years despite frugal and
temperate habits.
As I believe you must realize that for many years I have been
underpaid and that the position is worth more than provided for District
Court Judges in Canada, you will see that this question of my salary is an
urgent one calling for a substantial increase retroactive to April 1st. As
the Deputy Minister for Justice has asked me to let him know if I wish to
have a Bill brought down by the Government in Canada, I shall be glad if
you will let me have your explanation for your intervention in the matter
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and any other information you may care to give me.
Yours faithfully,
(sgd) W. J. Browne, K.C.,
Judge, The Central District Court
WJB/MS
NOTE: No reply was received to this letter.
APPENDIX H
STATEMENT BY PREMIER SMALLWOOD
DATED JUNE 8,1949
Honourable Joseph R. Smallwood, the Premier, issued the
following statement last night:
''The Tory Candidate, Mr. W. J. Browne, in his broadcast speech
tonight, explained why he was offering himself to St. John's West in the
present election. His explanation was that he had lost his job as Judge of
the Central District Court of St. John's.
Mr. Browne's resignation from the Bench has eliminated the need to
dismiss him from the Bench. Had he not resigned, he would have been
dismissed. He would have been dismissed on the ground that he has
shown clearly by his conduct during the past twelve months that he was
unfit to exercise the judicial functions which are expected on the Bench.
In many other ways and on many other occa&ions, this Tory
candidate actively and energetically indulged in propaganda against
Confederation, all of this while he was a Judge on the Bench.
Mr. Browne has lost his job. He is now trying to get a new job as
Tory member of the House of Commons. It will be smart work if he can
do it."
APPENDIX I
STATEMENT BY MINISTER OF JUSTICE
DATED JUNE 8, 1949
Interviewed on the resignation of Mr. W. J. Browne from the office
of Judge ofthe Central District Court, Honourable L. Curtis, Minister of
Justice, made the following statement:
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"Mr. Browne says I told him that a demand might be made to
Cabinet for his removal from the Bench because of his attitude and
conduct in actively taking part in issuing a Writ against His Excellency,
the Governor, and members of the Commission of Government with the
object of blocking Confederation after the people had voted for it. I did
make a statement to that effect and I was expecting such a demand to be
made in the Cabinet just as soon as the new Government was sworn in.
Mr. Browne says further that Term 30 of the Terms of Union has
been violated. He is quite wrong. The Parliament of Canada will
undoubtedly implement that Term if and when requested so to do by the
Provincial Government. In the meantime, his salary was being paid by
the Newfoundland Government under Statutory Authority and was, in
fact, paid up to May 31st, 1949.
Before the Federal Government is requested, however, to implement
Term 30, the Newfoundland Legislature will be asked to abolish the
existing District Court and to constitute in its stead one or more County
Courts2 having both criminal and extended civil jurisdiction and not
merely the very limited civil jurisdiction only of the present Central
District Court.
Mr. Browne's insinuation that he was denied freedom of speech is, of
course, ridiculous. He should have been the first to know that as a Judge
on the Bench, he did not and could not possess the rights of the ordinary
citizen to participate actively in political affairs."
APPENDIX J
EDITORIAL COMMENT IN ST. JOHN'S
JUNE 10th, 1949
THE EVENING TELEGRAM
DEPRECATES PROCEDURE
With regard to the action taken by Premier Smallwood in the case of
the former Judge of the Central District Court, apparently on the advice
of his acting Minister of Justice or at his suggestion, THE TELEGRAM
deprecates what would appear to be impulsiveness rather than that
considered judgment which is expected of a Government.
If it was felt that such action was necessary because a Judge, who is
2No County Courts were established in Newfoundland, but several District Courts were.
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expected to remain aloof from politics busied himself in such matters,
this alleged conduct should have awaited consideration by the Cabinet as
a whole after it had been duly established in office. Nor can the
explanations given by the Premier and by his Minister of Justice be
regarded as dignified or in keeping with that sense of responsibility
expected of those chosen to administer public affairs. There must be a
right procedure in all matters.
THE TELEGRAM holds no briefforformer Judge Browne nor for
the Government. It merely in this matter speaks, as it intends to speak in
public matters, impersonally; and it takes exception to any procedure
which it does not regard as in keeping with customary democratic
practice."
APPENDIX K
EDITORIAL COMMENTS - THE DAILY NEWS
DATED JUNE 10, 1949
TO THE GUILLOTINE
The ousting of Judge Browne from the Central District Court must
be considered on the known facts and without regard for his present
position as a candidate for election to Parliament. In that light, there
appears to have been a startling misuse of political power.
The sum and substance of it is that Judge Browne opposed
Confederation; and the Confederates having become the Government,
he must go the guillotine.
But if Judge Browne was guilty of misuse of his official position for
political purposes prior to March 31st, the Commission of Government
were quite capable of taking whatever punitive action the circumstances
might have demanded. That no such action was taken surely infers that
there was no thought in the minds of the late Government that he
deserved an official reprimand.
At the time Mr. Browne is alleged to have spoken against
Confederation, the present Premier was a private citizen. It is not his duty
to be concerned with what happened before he was appointed or elected
to public office. And it is questionable whether the interim government
had the right to request the Ottawa Cabinet to withhold action on
legislation which seems to have been an automatic requirement of the
Terms of Union.
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But the long and the short of it is that because Mr. Browne angered
the proponents of Confederation by taking a stand on a unique
constitutional issue which had nothing at all to do with party politics, he
must lose his head. At the same time, it is gratuitiously added that a man
who had served efficiently on the Bench for fifteen years is regarded by
the present government as being "unfit to exercise the judicial functions
which are expected on the Bench" simply because he dared to take an
open stand on the constitutional issue. That reflection on Judge Browne's
judicial conduct is the final injustice done to the victim of a political
vendetta. It may be added that the Government's action and subsequent
explanations do not serve to inspire confidence in either the tolerance or
fair dealing which ought to be expected from a democratic
administration."
APPENDIX L
COMMENTS BY "WAYFARER" - THE DAILY NEWS
DATED JUNE 13, 1949
IN THE NEWS
"The question involved in the Browne case is something separate
and apart from party politics. The fact that Mr. Browne is now a
candidate for the Progressive Conservative Party is a side issue. It is
something that has happened after the event. The important thing is the
principle involved in the manner in which his resignation from the Bench
of the Central District Court was compelled by the action of the
government. Even bigger than the principle are the implications arising
out of the conduct of the government.
We do not know if Mr. Browne ever said the things the Premier
alleges nor does it matter. Many people have said many things about
Confederation that were harsher than anything Mr. Browne may have
said but some of them are no less welcome as candidates or supporters in
the Liberal Party. But, the inescapable fact is that there was in power
prior to March 31 st a government which could deal more arbitrarily than
an elected administration with a breach of discipline or impropriety. If
that government saw no reason to take Mr. Browne to task for anything
he may have said or done while it was in office, the natural and
reasonable assumption is that he said or did nothing which justified
official notice."
(Actually, I had never spoken publicly against Confederation; and
as a Judge, I had no vote. I wrote three letters to THE DAILY NEWS
over a nom de plume.)
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"That being the case, it becomes immediately clear from the
published statements of the Premier and the Attorney General that Judge
Browne had been marked out for dismissal because he had displeased
them and the cause they supported during the Referendum. It has been
suggested that the subsequent action of these members of Cabinet may
have been impulsive. The evidence suggests the contrary. Far from being
impulsive, they were markedly deliberate."
APPENDIX M
VOTING IN FERRYLAND
As the Provincial District of Ferryland ran from Goulds West to St.
Shott's, the voting went in that area as follows:
Browne
Power
Majority
2456
704
1752
%
78
22
Total vote - 3,160
18%
Power
7
35
14
6
34
34
130
If we examine the voting in the five settlements where the Premier
made his threats, we see that the results were:
Settlement Browne
Renews South 75
Renews North 153
Fermeuse-Riverhead 74
Fermeuse-Admiral's Cove 79
Ferryland A-L 73
Ferryland M-Z 140
594 82%
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Drafted Workman's Compensation Bill, 1926
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Promoted Civil Service Co-operative Building Society
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President, St. Bonaventure's College Old Boys Association
Contributor, Newfoundland Quarterly and other periodicals
Member of Parliament, Ottawa, 1949 to 1953
Member of House of Assembly, St. John's, 1954 to 1956 and 1956 to 1957
Member of Parliament, Ottawa, 1957 to 1958 and 1958 to 1962
Appointed Member of Privy Council of Canada, 1957
Minister without Portfolio
Leader of Canadian Delegation to Colombo Plan Conference at Saigon,
South Vietnam, October, 1957. Paid official visits to Prime Minister
Bandaranaike in Colombo, Ceylon, Prime Minister Nehru in New
Delhi, India, and Prime Minister at Karachi, Pakistan.
Vice Chairman, Canadian Delegation to the United Nations General
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Received Honourary Degree of Doctor of Laws from Memorial
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Benchers of the Law Society in Newfoundland, 1975
Married:
1924, Mary Grace Harris, daughter of the Honourable John Harris
and Mamie Harris (nee Jardine); Children: Marjorie, Madeleine, Billy
and Peter; (died 1930).
1933, Mary F. Roche, daughter of Richard Roche and Ellen Roche
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Fleming, K.C.S.G., K.C.; (died 1970).
1973, Norah Renouf (nee Elphinstone), widow of G. Rex Renouf.
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The Memoirs seem to me to be the fullest and
richest work of its kind we have had in this century
by a Newfoundlander. I read it through twice with
unflagging interest. This interest comes in part
from its first-hand account of matters of great
public importance, seen by a participant. But,
no less, the Memoirs constitute a personal
recollection of great detail, candour and value.
This dense record ofdetailforms part of the richness
of the work.
Dr. G. M. Story
Professor of English
Memorial University of Newfoundland
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